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PREFACE 

THE literary content of this volume centres on philosophy (a new scrap of Antiphon, 

selected adespota, and all the unpublished papyri of Plato so far identified in the Egypt 

Exploration Society’s holdings), and on dramatic hypotheses, of which that to 

Sophocles’ Niobe (3653) has a special interest. Among the documents we note the 

extensive Sale and Cession of Catoecic Land (3690-1), and a fine example of Latin 

cursive (3692). The contributors are various (it is a particular pleasure to thank our 

Italian colleagues, Professor Carlini and Dr Funghi; their scripts have been englished by 

Mr Parsons); but the great bulk of the texts, and all the indexes, we owe to Dr Helen 

Cockle, who has revised the editions contained in her doctoral thesis (London, 1981) and 

added further material. 
That thesis had Sir Eric Turner as its supervisor. It was, sadly, his last; he retired in 

1978, and died on 20 April 1983. Turner was the second founder of The Oxyrhynchus 

Papyri; for more than twenty years he directed their publication, and himself contributed 

texts of outstanding interest. This volume, with his portrait and a bibliography of his 

recent work, represents a formal tribute. But few readers will not have their private 

memories of the scholar and organizer of scholarship, as friend, teacher, or colleague. 

P.J.P. 

April 1984 J.R.R. 
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COME JOYS IEG: UME IES HOSD bteae 

PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

THE method of publication follows that adopted in Part XLV. As there, the dots 

indicating letters unread and, within square brackets, the estimated number of letters 

lost are printed slightly below the line. The texts are printed in modern form, with 

accents and punctuation, the lectional signs occurring in the papyri being noted in the 

apparatus criticus, where also faults of orthography, etc., are corrected. Iota adscript is 

printed where written, otherwise iota subscript is used. Square brackets [ ] indicate a 

lacuna, round brackets () the resolution of a symbol or abbreviation, angular brackets 

<> a mistaken omission in the original, braces { } a superfluous letter or letters, double 

square brackets || ] a deletion, the signs ~ an insertion above the line. Dots within 

brackets represent the estimated number of letters lost or deleted, dots outside brackets 

mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. Dots under letters indicate that the reading is 

doubtful. Lastly, heavy arabic numerals refer to Oxyrhynchus papyri printed in this and 

preceding volumes, ordinary numerals to lines, small roman numerals to columns. 

The use of arrows (—, |) to indicate the direction of the fibres in relation to the writing 

has been abandoned for reasons put forward by E. G. Turner, ‘The Terms Recto and 

Verso’ (Actes du XV° Congres International de Papyrologie 1: Papyrologica Bruxellensia 16 

(1978) 64-5), except when they serve to distinguish the two sides of a page in a papyrus 

codex. In this volume most texts appear to accord with normal practice in being written 

parallel with the fibres on sheets of papyrus cut from the manufacturer’s roll. Any 

departures from this practice which have been detected are described in the 

introductions to the relevant items. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in E. G. Turner, Greek 

Papyri: an Introduction (2nd edn., 1980). It is hoped that any new ones will be self- 

explanatory. 
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ACh Regal iD) ibid blah ty 

1 Seyeu  EC RIG ORIN TONG 3. Cal is TY 

85. J. G. Keenan, <PE 53 (1983) 246. 
170. SB XIV 11700. 
371. SB XIV 11846. 
645. SB XIV 11899. 

666 52-3. A. Carlini, Studi classict e orientali, 33 (1983) 335. 
854. D. E. Gerber, JCS 6 (1981) 1-11. 

889. T. D. Barnes, K. A. Worp, ZPE 53 (1983) 276-8. 
904 1. J. G. Keenan, ZPE 53 (1983) 246-7. 

1175 %. C. Nicolosi, Sileno 2 (1976) 99-105. 
1208 23. For An[fewe restore An[pparwr, see XLIX 3498 32. J. R. Rea. 
1250. M. Laplace, <PE 53 (1983) 53-9. 
1317. SB XIV 11847. 
1411. R. Bogaert, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 46-50. 
1453. T. C. Skeat, <PE 53 (1983) 241-4. 
1922 4. On pwcirapiov see H. Harrauer, P. J. Sijpesteiyn, Wiener Studien nr 17 (1983) 73-4. 

6. For Wevapiov read etapiov = tapiov. R. A. Coles, Wiener Studien NF 17 (1983) 73-4, n. 17- 

2124 12-17. J. G. Keenan, <PE 53 (1983) 245-6. 
2196 4. For d:o[c]x(n70d) read Siax(dvov), see I 136 7, 11, 35, 42, 47, 51; esp. 47. J. R. Rea, 

prompted by J. Gascou, CE 47 (1972) 245 n. 1. 
2204 5. After Kvapevoc insert cal ® va (= Gva?). R. A. Coles, in P. Pruneti, J centri abitati, 

215. 
2340 introd. SB XIV 11976, but the better version is R. A. Coles, PE 32 (1978) 233-4. 
2347 15. S. Daris, Aegyptus 63 (1983) 150-6, esp. 153. 
2369 E. Livrea, <PE 52 (1983) 40-2. 
2406. H. Maehler, Hauser und ihre Bewohner im Fayum in der Kaiserzeit, Anhang III, in 

J. Grimm etc. (edd.), Das rémisch-byzantinische Agypten (= Aegyptiaca Treverensia, 2), 

pp. 136-7. 
2455442 We Luppe cb 52) (1683)43—4- 
2455 18. W. Luppe, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 125-42. 
2471. R. Bogaert, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 33-5. 
2476 6. Restore xplac (= ypetac) i8[iac 7 Tav aydvev evexa, pr) Kpivew, pw) Kadi|cravew. 

7. Restore [jv] efkdc. 
8. Restore (?xal) dia Yndicuaroc palvepay moujcar. 
g. Restore edyaproteiv emi rovtotc Bovdd |pevoc. 

10. Restore d&vSpac povcixo[ ve Kal talc mpdc Tov Avdvuclov Ppyckiaic (= -elarc) dvaxerm[évouc. 
15. Restore yi[vicxere kataray]év[ra? Cf. ed. pr. and n. P. Frisch, <PE 52 (1983) 215-18. 

2610 2. Restore <?xal> d1a Wydicuaroc davepav movjcar THY yuwpny c. 12 letters edyaproteiy de 

él rov|rouc BovAdpevoc. P. Frisch, ZPE 52 (1983) 215-18. 

2617 417. F. Maltomini, Studi classici e ortentali, 33 (1983) 336. 

2673. G. H. R. Horsley, New Documents (1977) Illustrating Early Christianity, 169. 

2772. R. Bogaert, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 22-3. 
2812. J. S. Rusten, Dionysius Scytobrachion (Pap. Colon. X), 30-53. 

2822. M. L. West, ZPE 53 (1983) 27-30. 
2891. Q, Cataudella, Sileno 1 (1975) 75-8. 



XVill ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS 

XL 2938. R. Bogaert, Anagennesis 3 (1983) 50-1. 

XLII 3008 (p. 30 n. 1). The text mentioned as unpublished is now LII 3659, but judged not to be 

written in the same hand, see LII p. 60 n. 1. 

XLIII 3094 40 n. C. Tsiparis, Ostraca Lundensia, 81-3. 
3119. M. M. Sage, Wiener Studien nr 17 (1983) 144. 

XLIX 3436, 3437. H. Wankel, ZPE 53 (1983) 89-92. 
3455. D. W. Rathbone, ZPE 53 (1983) 265-75. 

L 3574. G. M. Bowersock, Roman Arabia, 144-6; P. Mayerson, ZPE 53 (1983) 251-8. 

LI 3643 introd. The text of Dr J. G. Keenan’s papyrus about Epicurean books has now appeared 

again as SB XIV 11996. 

LI 3645 5-7 n. For Bpaxvrepoc probably meaning ‘younger’ see SB VI 8987.4 (and n., H. Zilliacus, 

Eranos 38 (1940) 91): [T]epaxcavod tod Bpaxutépov adeApod Enod TH mpoyeypap- 

pérnc EXlaBéer ywopevov «[ at] evvdjov .. . (Accéac?), “Hieracianus the younger(?) 
brother of me the aforesaid Elizabeth who is also(?) of lawful (age?)’. J. R. Rea. 

P. Ant. II 97. 1. For ®A(dowoc) read PA(aoviw). J. G. Keenan, ZPE 53 (1983) 248. 

III 187. G. Messeri, APF 29 (1983) 33-6. 
P. Fay. 81. 1-2. Restore [Népova T]paravod Apicrov CeBactod [Teppavixod Aalxuxod. P. J. Sijpesteijn, 

Mnemosyne, ser. 4, 36 (1983) 364-5. 
237 (description). Edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn, <PE 52 (1983) 284. 
352. Cf. P. Hamb. III 204. 2 n. 

P. Hibeh I 27. D. H. Fowler, E. G. Turner, Historia Mathematica (1983) 344-59- 
II 179. M. Cropp, PE 48 (1982) 67-72; 73, O. Musso, Prometheus 9 (1983) 49-56. 

186. J. S. Rusten, Dionysius Scytobrachion (Pap. Colon. X), 19-29. 
P. Tebt. II 341. 3. For @eoyoviSo(c) read perhaps Oco€evido(c). L. C. Youtie, BASP 19 (1982) 88. 

526 (description). For BovB(dcrov) read perhaps Bovx(dAwy). L. C. Youtie, BASP 19 (1982) 

go-tI. 
P. Turner 1. M. L. West, CPE 53 (1983) 27-30. 

26. G. Messeri, APF 29 (1983) 36-40. 
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3647. ANTIPHON, trept dAnbelac 

(ADDENDUM TO 1364) 

44 5B. 61/G(4-6)c Ii X 10cm Early third century 

This fragment contains the tops of three columns. The first has line-ends which 
clearly continue the line-beginnings of XI 1364 fr. 2 ii; the two pieces join precisely in 
ll. 6 and 10-11; the hand and format are the same. 

For the palaeographic description, see 1364 introduction. Here I note only the 
kollesis which occurs on the new piece just to the right of col. iii. This may provide new 
evidence for calculating the distance between fr. 1 (7 columns) and fr. 2 (4 columns, 
including 3647). In fr. 1 the kolleseis are about 25 cm apart. On this basis, and assuming 
(what is not certain) that the kollemata were of equal width, fr. 2 would stand at a 
distance of at least three columns from fr. 1, whether before it or after it. If fr. 2 were 

placed after fr. 1, we should have lost three complete columns (including a kollesis); ifon 

the other hand fr. 2 preceded fr. 1, we should have three consecutive kolleseis. I am 

inclined, with all due reserve, to put fr. 2 before fr. 1, on the evidence (a) of the colour of 

the papyrus (fr. 1 is straw-coloured; fr. 2 dark, with large patches of dirt and in a worse 

state of preservation—an indication, perhaps, that it stood nearer the outside of the roll); 

(b) of the progress of the argument, since the discussion of dvcuc, which is primary (fr. 2 ii 

17 f.), should precede that of véyoc, which is secondary (fr. 1 1 23). But in any case I do 

not believe that the fragments can be separated by much more than the minimum three 

columns; for the list of the senses, as innate and necessary, in the new fragment (col. iii) 

corresponds directly to the similar list of senses under the constraint of human vouoc in 

Antiphon seems to argue that by nature (¢vcic) all human beings are the same, and 

have the same basic functions; it is only later that each geographically differentiated 

group develops its own conventions (vdjor), which set it apart from other groups; in 

nature there is no distinction between ‘Greek’ and ‘barbarian’. 

I am much indebted to Guido Bastianini, who with Fernanda Decleva Caizzi is to 

republish all the papyri of Antiphon in Corpus det papirt filosofici grect e latini 1. 



5 (270) 

10 (275) 

15 (280) 

20 (285) 

25 (290) 

30 (295) 

NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

col. ii col. i 

(1364 fr. 2 11+ 3647 1) (3647 ii) 

pwvet[ |daxpu 

barex| ope|[, |, vzrou> 

Toucde| pevou| |KarTyLa 

Aovorx[ — | tw. Koyitou, poy 

ouvteem[| Jape VOuceicOEXOpLE 

ba-oureceBopev ba-KauTniav eaee 

-evt[, ]uta[ Jour petarycope> 

mpocaAAyAouc WCOPWWLEV' KAL 

BeBapBapwme TALCXEPCLVEp> 

a-emreupucevye yaloueba-Kau> 

TAVTATAVTEC rowcrrociBa., le 

opmotwcrepuk[ pev, vB 

pevearBapBal 
pouxaqueAdrnr[ 

ewvau'cKoTrew| 

8, |rapeverta>[ 

tweet 

avayKat| 

maciwav| 

mow’, [ 

peer 

duva[ 

Kavey[ 

Towc.ouTeB[ 

pocadwpt| 

[8 nvervol 
ovteeAAny[ Ja 

“ vamrveojev 

TEeyapeicTova 

ep[, Jamravtec> 

KatatocTop| , | 

[, Jacxat[, |racpe 

vac'K[ 

J»x[ 

col. iv 

(3647 iii) 

at 
7[ 
bl 

Aoreccur[ 
OR TaTape| 

exwpn| 
exacTou,[ 

Kao 

TOK, i i 

ok 



10 

Se 

20 

ae 

30 

col. ii 

5 
Pwv €7T [uctape- 

0a TE k[al céPopev: 

Tovc dé [ 

dod ox[, , , |Twv, 
” > / 

ovte emt| ct |ape- 

Oa, ore céBopev. 

ev tT[o]¥tw[c] odv 

mpoc adAjAouc 

BeBapBapwpe- 
Oa: érret pice: ye 

TAVTQ TAVTEC 
c / / 

Opoiwc TepvK[a- 

prev kal BapBa- 

pot kal “EXAnv[ec 

elvat. cKoTretv 

d[é] mapéxer Ta 

tav ducet [ 

avayKau| 

macw av[Opw- 

trou: , [ 
RecN UE 

Te ka Ta T[ 

duval[ 

Kat ev| 

to.c, oute B[ apBa- 
8 Le poc apwpu[ctar 

¢ A > bd 

judy o[vdeic, 

ovte “EXAnv. a- 

vaTrvéojev 

Te yap €ic TOV a- 
, ca 
ép[a] amravtec 

KaTa TO cTop[a| 

[x]at xat[a] Tac pi- 

vac, k[ 

aia 

3647. ANTIPHON, wepi aAnbetac 

col. 11 

ope|v| Avzrov- 

PEevou Kal THL G- 

Kon. Tovc PUdy- 
> / 

youc eicdexome- 

Ba: Kal THe avyHL 
\ A ” 

peTa THC Oe- 

we Op@wev" Kal 

Taic xepclv €p- 

yaloucba: Kat 

Toic troctv Bad iCo- 

per , vB 

3 

col. iv 

al 
T[ 
eae 
Aor evcur| Ka- 

\ Ne) 7, 

TQ TO apé[cKOV cUv- 

exwpy[cav 

éxacrot, [ 
NON. 7 

Kal ‘To, , vou[ 

case |p ee 

alt 
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col. 1. 5 ,[, point at line-level 20 _[, pi or possibly gamma 

col. ili. 2 |,, foot of descending oblique (e.g. lambda) 4 ,¢, top curve of epsilon or sigma 
11 _[, point of ink, or left tip of horizontal, at half-height 

col. iv. 3 ,,, perhaps part of the left arc, and of the middle, of omega; then foot of upright _, [, part of 

upright, with cross-bar to the right at middle height (epsilon, or perhaps eta) 7 .[, lower left angle of 
epsilon, theta, omicron, sigma? g ,[, top junction of alpha or lambda 

For col. isee XI, pp. 99 f.; for earlier work on cols. i-ii, Vorsokratiker® ii. 352 £. 3647 now provides the ends of 
i 4—11, and the whole of iii and iv. 

cosmological-anthropogonic exposition which we find attested for the schools of Anaxagoras and Democritus 
(Vorsokr. 59 B 4, 60 A 1, 4, 68 B 5), which in Antiphon may have developed in parallel with and in opposition to 
the teaching of Protagoras. Protagoras, to judge from the myth in Plato’s Protagoras (which probably imitated 
Protagoras’ actual book rept r}c ev apy Katactacewc), emphasized that the original condition of mankind was 
an animal state of nature, which attained to civilization by way of Law and aiédc; thus he took a favourable 
view of the effects of véjoc, as indispensable for the development of communal life. Other texts on the origins of 
civilization, collected in Vorsokr. 68 B 5, take the same line. But one of them (Tzetzes on Hesiod, Erga 42), which 

brings in the motif of ¢uAaAAyA‘a, would fit, at least in outline, what I suspect to have been Antiphon’s 
argument about early man. Starting from such a view of the origins, it was possible to maintain that the various 
human groups which originally formed in various areas of the earth diverge further and further, as time passes, 
in manners and customs, so that each becomes alien and incomprehensible to the others. They forget their 
common clay, and attach great importance to their factitious values (cf Pind. fr. 215 SM; Hdt. 3. 38; Acco? 

Aéyor 2); thus in a sense they retreat from obedience to a general, objective law to a ‘particular’, contingent law 
which is often valid for only one wéatc. In this context the attack on Protagoras’ notion of S:«arocivn as d6éa 
m6Aewc, which we seem to find in fr. 1 col. i, would follow plausibly. Antiphon, perhaps influenced by medical 
literature, probably interested in the ethnic and geographical aspects, apparently uses the idea of biological 
equality to show the necessary and universal nature of the laws of ¢vcic as against the relative and secondary 
nature of human vépyoc. This may point up still more clearly the polemic against Protagoras. By Protagoras’ 
criterion of truth every human manifestation (such as doc) possesses equal validity (or the contrary, see Aiccot 
Aéyor) and equal reality; for Antiphon the criterion of truth is not man, but dvcic and its realities (6vra). On 
this basis only the laws of dvcic (understood in the widest sense with its cosmological and anthropological 
effects) can be thought real, dA78eva; whereas ra t@v vouwr, that which arises from custom and from written 
and unwritten law, like all moral values (cf Plato, Leg. 888 p, included among references to Antiphon by 
Untersteiner, Sofisti iv C 1), represents only 8€a. See, for the distinction, Antiphon 87 B 15 (and perhaps 
Artemid. 4. 2 = Antiph. C 4 Untersteiner, if the attribution to Antiphon is accepted). 

Thus the distinction between Greeks and barbarians which was commonly made in considering the 
human race can easily be placed within Antiphon’s epistemology: it would be an example of a false distinction, 
since man as a genus is one of the évza, the realities of ddcuc, whereas the classification ‘Greeks’ and ‘barbarians’ 
(note the same division as an example of bad dialectic method, Plato, Pol. 262 p) arises merely from a cata 
vopov did Becic (87 B 15), the result of misinterpreting what is no more than a geographical dislocation of human 
groups. 

col. ii. 1-4 The construction seems to be rode pev trav ---]pwv én[ucrdpe]O4 te «Lai céBoper], tovc d€ [tav 
«rd. Earlier editors introduced here a contrast between noble and non-noble birth (see e.g. Vorsokr. ii 352); but 
it is now generally agreed that this would be extraneous to the argument. In fact the contrast is probably 
between the laws (rode vépouc) of more neighbouring or more familiar nations (e.g. Tav eyyuté]pwv or 
otketoré]pwv) and those of more distant ones (rovc 5€ [rv Ty]Aod of«[odv]twv). Nature binds men together 
under universal laws; but conventional ‘laws’ (customs, language?), which are peculiar to one country or 
another and attract only ignorance or intolerance in the others, must be understood as resulting from local 
differentiation (a matter simply of geography, perhaps also of climate, see Hippocrates, Aer. hence perhaps 
the use of the poetic 770d ofxodvtwv). This seems to me the most likely reconstruction, given space and context. 

5 ff. *. . . we do not know or respect. So in this matter we have “made ourselves barbarians”, each in the 
eyes of the other. For by nature, at least, all of us, in all respects, come to exist in a similar way, whether 
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barbarians or Greeks. It is possible to examine (the rules) which exist by nature: they are necessary for all 
human beings. . . in this too none of us is marked out as a barbarian, or as a Greek. Indeed, we all breath the air 
through the mouth and the nostrils; and. .. we weep in pain; and we receive sounds with our hearing; and we 
see by eye with our vision; and we work with our hands; and we walk with our feet . . .’ 

10-15 Cf. Plato, Menex. 245 p. Antiphon of Rhamnus is expressly mentioned at 236 a; and it may be 
possible to detect attacks on Antiphontean ideas throughout the funeral speech which follows. 

16-18 e.g. ta trav dice [dvTwr], dvayx«ai[a (I have used this in the translation). For various 
reconstructions of 16-23 see e.g. Vorsokr. ii 353. I think the basic sense must be: nature expresses itself in laws 
which are necessary and bestowed on all human beings in virtue of their humanity. In 20, where 7[ can be 
read, perhaps a form of mopifew. This gives a good contrast with fr. 1 ii 26 ff.: here nature ‘provides’ man with 
laws which are also his natural resources; there convention imposes laws which stand in direct opposition to the 
peculiar abilities of man. 

33 ff. L. 34 is likely to be the last of the column (the colums of fr. 1 have 33 lines), although no lower 
margin survives. I therefore suggest e.g. k[al yeAd|ue]v y[alpovrec rau | vdu: 7}] Saxpdlopely. 

col. ii. 7-8 Cf. Antiph. 87B7A.... ele... rH dyer ofov Toic 660aApoic. The reference is more likely to 
this passage than to B 1, where the contrast between dec and yw makes the use less concrete. 

11 Ba§[i€o-: the final trace is a point of ink suitably placed to represent the left-hand angle of delta. The 
supplement is confirmed by the acute accent which survives above the lacuna to the right. 

12 vB: the first trace is a high point of ink following close on nu. It might be taken as a stop; in which case 
the letter before upsilon was narrow and low in the line (omicron?). 

col. iv. 5-6 Cf. perhaps fr. 1 i 28 ff. ra [pev] tev vo[uw]v dpodroyn[Oévt]a od du[vra écrily- ra S€ [THC 
giclewc piv[ra odx] dpodoyn|[O]évra. 

8 The suprascript word could be read as roc or as rovc. 

3648. Conon, A inyjceic? 

51 4B.17/A(1-2) a fr. 2 8.7 x 26.4 cm Second century 

The large piece (fr. 2) has remains of two columns, the second to full height; upper 

margin (partly preserved) 2.7 cm, lower margin (much damaged) 1.2 cm., surviving 

intercolumnium ¢. 2 cm. The small piece (fr. 1) can be located from its content in the 

lower part of fr. 2 col. 1. The text is written across the fibres, on the back of a poorly 

preserved land-register; the column has 38 lines, the line 36-8 letters (fr. 2 col. 11). The 

script is tidy and upright, decorated with hooks and serifs; it is of the type of Roberts, 

GLH 14(b) (mid second century), but with many cursive features (epsilon has 

sometimes the formal, sometimes the cursive shape; frequent ligatures, e.g. of au, eu, €6, 

tec). Punctuation by paragraphus and blank space (both certain in fr. 2 113, 5; at 11, 23, 

27 only paragraphus survives; at 32 and fr. 1. 5 (?), 6 (?) only the blank survives); the 

high stop at fr. 2 ii 13 may be delusory. An indented heading begins the new section at 

fr. 21 19. 

The preserved portion of text tells the story of Aeneas and the foundation of 

Lavinium, Alba, and Rome, then that of Althaemenes and the colonization of Crete; it 

partly overlaps Conon’s Diegeseis 46 and 47 as summarized by Photius (i. 35 Henry; 

FGrH 26 F 1 p. 208). Conon’s short book contained fifty narratives, dedicated to an 

Archelaus Philopator, whom scholars commonly assume to be Archelaus Philopatris, 

King of Cappadocia 36 Bc-ap 17 (Wilamowitz, Al. Schr. v 1. 84 Anm. 1 rejects the 
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identification). 3648 has a version fuller than Photius’: in the story of Aeneas, the 

papyrus narrated in full the fulfilment of the oracle and the foundation of the cities, 

which Photius passed over; in the story of Althaemenes, factual and verbal coincidence is 

fr. 1 

Jean lel 
], omrovava,, [ 

|], Twveitiw[ 

]. . tpwror| 
ey Gre Bee 

] alt 

2 ],, ink at line level, curving up gently to join an upright near its foot (e.g. alpha iota; less likely 
nu) ___ [, left-hand end of high horizontal 3 |., ink like the ends of the branches of kappa, overlapping 
the beginning of the tau above and below 4 ].., prima facie nu, then a space with faint traces which 
may not be ink at all 5 ].., upright, with perhaps a descending oblique joining from left at foot (alpha 
iota or the like?); then apparently a blank, but perhaps just rubbed, since there may be unexplained ink just 
before the alpha 6 Again, the apparent blank may be rubbed 

fr. 2 col. i col. ii 

Ih ]. 47, . revo 
i cOat adAdaKxaravtaemitouc| 

dayew Toucuevdnye, | 

KauTaLolvavKaitact pat | 

5 ] vaipavar cuvevtadary| 

; ~ cupBaweitodoyvov ry if 

Ge[ , Judedopmevnvrpock, [ 

TepiepEavtatoxwpuov , , [ 

TAATIOT PO lacvepadeyua ; [ 

10 wovuTreptncOadaccnce, [ 

pevwridpv0nvaiBeBar[ 

col. i. 1 upright 2 oblique tail (e.g. alpha) joining iota? or nu? 5 upright 

col. i. 3 , [, foot of oblique rising to right (lambda, mu, chi) 6 _[, left-hand part of nu? but gamma, 
or sigma with extended top, might be possible 7 .[ speck level with the tops of letters ees 
epsilon or sigma, joining to right a short upright hooked right at foot (gamma, pi?) 9 .[, epsilon or 
sigma 10 _[, left part of gamma or pi? (top probably too flat for nu) 
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more extensive, but Photius abbreviates some details (e.g. fr. 2 ii 24-7). It seems likely 

that 3648 contains the original text of Conon; but the possibility that we are dealing with 

Just another epitome cannot be altogether excluded. 

he 

Ld nn > \ ¢ a \ >? fal / 

|, Orov av ad[toc dua Toic cbv adt@ Oicac 
a / / \ \ he 

]. trav citiw[v Katadayot Kal Tac TpaTélac 

|, TPWTOVv p 

ine col. 11 

J. 49. . Tov mol 
cBat, adda Kai adra emit Toic [ciTiouc c. 8 

dayeiv: Tovc pev O7 ye, [ ¢. 19 

Kal TaLolav Kal Tac TpaT|[é€Cac Enns 

5 vat davat, cuvévta 6 Aiv[eiav c. 14 

cupBaiver To Adytov T7, [ Gly 

Be[o]t dedopéevny mpoc Kal toikncw a0 

mepteC i> pEavta TO xwpiov , ,[ ed 

7a amo Tpoiac tepa detuac[ Par ae Aaov- 

10 ov UTep THC Dadaccyc e, [ ¢.15 

pevey LOpvOjvat BeBai[we Catal A)- 
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] BatrewxicbncayKaipet[ 

] ToTapwpapntoAcyx[ 
| . aAnrexauTroAvavépevoc| 

15 | mpoavty, evdayovecta, | 

] pnvavOpwrwewvexon| 

| cncemumAeccrovapyxer, a[ 

Jrorwvaweadmvrapex | 

“——_ arbae| 

20 adAPaipevrnctwrvnpakdAe_|[ 

THmEVOUCCTAaCLacacTrpo| 

vewTatocavictyncw, , [ 

SS | 
Tovowpt| , |wveyvw, yo[ 

peTeryovdeToucTtoAovuka|[ 

25 extreAoTrovvncovo.ata| 

petavactacercaAwper| 

KaLTyACELCKaTOLKY CL, , [ 

- RovdexalJabnvacorrocc, [ 

]rouckodpeu||z |] ‘8 aucazrorxcay[ 

30 ]xpovovopowcAakedarp[ 

|. twxCovtovd, rov, wo[ 

|, toAXdcy, , vvto Kator, [ 

]uevoutrapexadov, ,[, ], [ 

|xewcdicwwtover, , pn, [ 

35 |. vncaurncdwpixncar, [ 

]. nKatavtovKavyevocdw[ 

], avppetacdavr[ 

ollercesme ta) 

14 ,a, gamma or tau 15 .[, left part of high horizontal 17 ,a, confused traces, then 
right-hand end of high horizontal, with point at line-level below 22 __[, sigma, or damaged omicron; 
then perhaps top and foot of upright, upper trace perhaps crossing a horizontal (as top of gamma, 
pi) 23 w_, epsilon or sigma 28 _[, left-hand arc of circle 31 . 7, oblique, as back of alpha 
or the like ¢_, trace level with letter-tops (only iota likely in the space) __v,, lower left arc of circle? 
scattered traces to right 32 ],, stroke sloping down joins foot of upright at line-level 7, _ , probably 
gamma, joining short vertical trace to right __[, dot, perhaps left end of horizontal, level with letter-tops 
34 7. ., upright; upright close after, damaged patch to right 35 ]., micron oromega _[, left and 
upper arcs of circle? 36 ],, upright 37 |,, foot ofupright 38 |. .,, tops perhaps of epsilon 
or sigma, plus iota; then tau (or perhaps pi); then stripped patch with speck at half height tothe right is 
small circle, omicron or rho 
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Bat te @KicOncav Kal pet[a TabTa emi Ta OvBper 
a / / “a / 7 / ToTapw@ Pan ALC, 7 x[povw vcrepov mavu pe- 

yadrn te Kal ToAvavdp{e}coc [ C10 

15 po avTyc eddatpovectat[n aah 

unv avOpwrivwr exon ¢. 20 
> \ A ” 

cnc emt mA€icTov apxet Kal aane) 
x a > A 

TO Tv Aiveadav trapex| Cero 

ANapé[vyc 

20 «=ANaipévnc rv Hpakre[idav tpity yevea amo 

Typévouc craciacac mpo[c tod adeAdouc (jv yap 

vewtatoc) avicrncw, , [ c. 14 cTpa- 
\ / ” ” 

tov Awpi[élwv éyvw éxyw[v Gig 

petecxyov d€ Tov cTdéAovu Kal IleAacya@v TwWec 

25 ex IleAorrovvjcov diatal c. 18 
/ > es 

petavactacetc aAwper| or P16 
\ a > / ” 

Kal THC Elc KaTOLKHCLY , , [ Gy Er ecTeA- 

Aov d€ Ka[t] A@nvaior toic ¢[dv NeiAew Te Kal 

toic Kodpeidaic atrotkiav [kata d€ Tov avTov 
/ < iv / 

30 = - xpovov dpoiwe Aakedaup| dviot 6. 12 

atwxilov Tov Drrovopo[v Aadv, dv AeAdoc C5, 

Ka|t I16AAuc Hyyobvro Kal ov, [ Pads 
/ 

_,.. |mevot tapexadovy |[, J, [ Gn 12 cupL- 

preté|xew chicw Tod émt Kpjt[nv mAob a7 

35 Kow |wvica: THC AwpiKjc amro[iKiac c.9 
\ > A \ / Ud 

_..].7 Kal atrov Kat yévoc Aw[préa 600 

etc THY Ac|iav peta chadv tl eparwOnvar C84 

cesar a te Le Mie he oN 

In the notes, I use ‘Conon’ (in quotation marks) to mean Photius’ summary of the original Conon. > q y g 

fiat 
LI. 2-3 overlap the end of ‘Conon’ 46. 5 (Photius, ed. Henry, iii 35; FGrH 26 F 1, p. 208.20) . . . Adyoc pev 

obv efc obroc (about the foundation of Aenea by Aeneas) 7d EAAjvwr ent moddoic aAAowe A€yerau: 6 Se TO 

Pupaiwy yévoc eic abtov avadépwv Kal olxuctiy mov AdBac, Kal 70 xpncthpiov 6 KaTouKeiv émétperrev OTrdTav 

abroc dpa tav [A: toic M] civ atr® Odcac pera Ta&v ciTiwy Katapayor Kal Tac Tparélac, odTOC KaTnuakevTat. 

Therefore fr. 1 must come before fr. 2 col. ii, where the story of the eating of the tables is told in detail: probably 

in the lower part of col. i. 
2 érov dv: often in oracles, cf. ‘Conon’ 25. 2 (FGrH, p. 198. 15), DH, Ant. 1. 55. 4, Arist. fr. 611. 55 Rose, 

Plu. Mor. 294 £ etc. 
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3 Photius’ version suggests wer|a. But that does not account for the higher of the two traces. Perhaps 

mape|«? 

5 tepa could be read, cf fr. 2 ii 9. 

fra? 
The lines should be of c. 36-8 letters, see 20-1. 
1 ff. The story of the fulfilment of the oracle about the eating of the tables, apparently told in some 

detail here, but passed over as commonplace by Photius. For this oracle cf. DH, Ant. 1. 55. 3 £; Virg. Aen. 3. 
255 ff.; 7. 109 ff.; R. Heinze, Virgils epische Technik (edn. 3, 1928) 89 ff.; R. B. Egan, Pacific Coast Philology 9 

(1974) 37 Nn. 10. 
1-11 seem to be written in the accusative and infinitive (so that 6 cupBaiver should be part of a subordinate 

clause). This would be explained if the author, like Photius, presented the story as an alternative version, 

dependent on something like ‘others say. . .’. 
1 Perhaps r@v (or -rwv) ro[@v. That might refer to grass (Virg. Aen. 7. 109 per herbam); or even to the 

céAwa, cf. 2. 

2 Perhaps adra émt roic [cutiouc ra céAwa (or ra itpia), cf DH, Ant. 1. 55. 3. But I am doubtful about the 

word-order. 

2-3 dayeiv or xata||dayetv: cf. Photius catadayor. 
3 ff. ‘... that some were laughing and joking, and said that they were eating even the tables, but Aeneas 

understood .. .’ 
3 tovc jev: some of the Trojans, cf. DH, Ant. 1. 55. 3; in Virg. Aen. 7. 116 the observation is made by 

Ascanius. 
yéA[wra or the like? Cf Xen. Cyrop. 2. 3. 18 cdv ToAAD yeAwre Kal mardi. Similarly Virg. Aen. 7. 116 f. “heus, 

etiam mensas consumimus?? inquit Iulus, | nec plura, adludens. On similarities between ‘Conon’ 46 and the Aeneid see 

Egan, op. cit. 37-47. 

5 davau: probably so, ‘they said’ (subject 3 rovc pév), rather than davac. 

cuvévta: in a similar way Aeneas quickly grasps the truth in Virg. Aen. 7. 117 ff.; differently DH, 
Ant. 1. 55- 3- 

6 cupBaive: presumably something like ‘(Aeneas understood that) the prediction was coming true’. For 
the expression cf. Aristoph. Equ. 220 ypyncpol re cupBatvouc.. 

6-7 Perhaps rnp [- - - dr rod (or tic) ] | Oe[o]b ded50n€vnv mpoc Kaltoixyncw yjv. For the end cf. 27 below. 

The other accounts do not make it clear which god was meant. Perhaps we may think of Aphrodite, who plays 

an important part in ‘Conon’ 46. 2-4, or of Apollo (on whose role in the Aeneid see Heinze, op. cit. 84 f.; on 
Apollo in foundation myths in general see B. Schmid, Studien zu griechischen Ktisissagen, Diss. Freiburg 

1947, 154 ff). 
8 ff. Here the version of 3648 seems to be different from both DH and Virgil; the remains suggest the 

following sequence of events: 

Aeneas built a wall round the place, did something with ‘the holy things from Troy’, and founded 
Lavinium. 

In DH, Ant. 1. 55. 4 ff. the Trojans first look after the gods’ statues and build altars; then Aeneas follows a 
sow, which in accordance with another oracle decides the exact spot for Lavinium on a little hill, some 

distance from the sea. In 3648 (1) there is no room for the sow; (2) Lavinium is bzép tH}c Oaddccnc. In Virg. Aen. 
7. 157 ff. Aeneas builds a camp on the sea-shore and surrounds it with a wall; the foundation of Lavinium falls 
outside the scope of the poem (cf. Heinze, op. cit. 92). 

8 mepre((>p£ava: the first thing to do when one founds a city; cf. Schmid, op. cit. 176 ff., ‘Conon’ 37. 3 
TEpLTerxicac TO Ywpiov. 

.. [: perhaps something like éq[ucreiAavra dé Kopilew, cf. DH, Ant. 1. 55. 5. It may be most economical to 
have the Penates only brought ashore here and reserve the actual building of the temples for 11 {Spu0jvau. 

g At the end detuac[Bax tHv méAw Aaov- gives the required sense. 

10 wep Tic Paddccyc: ‘above’ may mean ‘inland’ or ‘on the sea-coast’. DH, Ant. 1. 56. 2 is far more explicit 
here (24 stades, Oadatrnc mpocw). 

11 (dpvOjvar BeBai| we: the expression is reminiscent of Thuc. 8. 40. 2 BeBatwe . . . SpdcOar (of an army); in 
‘Conon’ we find the verb several times of the foundation of temples (e.g. 49. 1), once of a people 
settling itself (25. 1). It could be guessed, then, that this is a reference to the Penates and their temples in 
Lavinium (cf. Timaeus, FGrH 566 F 59; Roscher i 178; Heinze, op. cit. 34 f.). 
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11 f. AA]|Bax: the author reverts to direct speech; since the beginning of the sentence is lost at the end of 11, 
it is not clear whether he named a founder (e.g. owe bm’ Aiveiov), or simply reported the foundation and left 
the role of Aeneas to the story which he quotes in 1-11 (‘Conon’ 46. 5 (Adyoc) 6. . . otxucti Towdv AdBac). 
‘Conon’ 48. 6—7 gives a different version of the foundation of Alba. 

12 f. For the supplement cf. such expressions as Athen. iv 173 E (= Aristot. fr. 631 Rose) éi7@ Mardvdpw 
Katotxovvtec; ‘Conon’. For the spelling @uBp- cf. ‘Conon’ 48. 3 etc. 

13 ‘Pon: again no founder is named in the surviving part of the text. But since Rome is coordinated with 
Alba (re. . . xa’), and if Alba was here founded by Aeneas (11 f. n.), the founder would be Aeneas. This 
tradition certainly existed, cf. Wérner in Roscher i 182; Heinze, op. cit. 72 f.; Jacoby on Timaeus, /GrH 566 F 
59-61 n. 309. 

13 ff. The new city is elaborately praised in terms which are largely conventional (see in general C. J. 
Classen, Die Stadt im Spiegel der Descriptiones und Laudes urbium (1980); some references also in ZPE 41 (1981) 

74 fF; 45 (1982) 85 ff). 
13 7) xlpovw «7A: for the supplements cf. ‘Conon’ 25. 2 xpdvw . . . Ucrepov, 48. 6; 40. 2 mavu xadjv; for the 

idea of a relative clause 48. 7 “Pwuny ... . i} viv awe eiretv 70 dvOpwtwv exer Kpdtoc. 14-15 recall such 
phrases as ‘Conon’ 2 méAw . . . weyaAnv Kal eddaiwova; 4; 47. 6; Plu. Alex. 26. 4 7éAw peydAnv Kal rodvdv- 
Opwrrov. 

15 mpo avrqe: the final sigma is very uncertain. If the reading is right, supply something like (dAewv) 
tmacav Tay] | mpo adrie. 

17 én mAeicrov: probably of space; similar views of Roman power in Virg. Aen. 1. 278 f.; QS 13. 340 £5 cf. 
also Classen, op. cit. 10 f. 

19 ff. These lines show many coincidences with ‘Conon’ 47. 1-2 (Photius, ed. Henry, iii 35): 4 wl we 
ANaiperyc rod “Hpaxderdadv yevouc tpitn yevea amo Tyuévouc cracialer mpoc tov ddeApotc (vewratoc 8’ Hv) Kal 

peravicratat ITeAotovvycov, crpatov Awpiéwy éxwv Kai twac IleAacya@v. EéctedAdov dé Kai AOyvaior tore TH cdv 
Neirew [edd.: vnAew M, ethéw A] te Kal toic Kodpidarc dmoixiav: opotwe dé Kal? Eavtove Kai Aaxedaipovior TOV 

Dirovopov Aadv atwxilov adv yyeiro AcAdpoc dvoua Kal I]dAuc. Exdtepor odv [A: Kal Exatepo. M] mapexadouy 

ANaevny cupperexew avtoic Tob Epyou, oi re Awpreic Tob ert Kpnrny mAod, are kal avrov Awpréa ovta, oi te Twvec 

etc THY Aciav peta chadv reparwOjAvat KTA. 
19 AA@aipe[vync centres almost exactly with 20; so that we should not think of restoring a longer 

title. 
20 The story starts with name and ancestry, as always in Photius’ excerpts. Althaemenes’ colonization of 

Crete is mentioned also by Strabo ro. 4. 15, 18 (Ephorus FGrH 70 F 146 and 149 §18), 14. 2. 6. 

21 cracudcac mpo[c Tove adeAgovc: on stasis as a cause of emigration see Schmid, op. cit. 169 ff. 

aif. (iv yap] | vewtartoc): vewratoc 8 Fv ‘Conon’. This type of parenthesis occurs often in ‘Conon’: 50. 2 Av 
yap 7TTwY otvov etc. 

23 &€yvw: perhaps ‘he decided’ (to emigrate ‘with a band of Dorians’), as in ‘Conon’ 40. 2. For the word- 
order cf. ‘Conon’ 6 éywv éypa 76 pavteiov, 48. 3 etc Secuwrnprov erpuxe Badwy; Martiniin RE xi (1922) 1336, s.v. 

Konon (9). 

24-7 reduced in ‘Conon’ to the phrase xai twac []eAacyév. The main verb comes in 24; 25-7 may consist 
of dependent participles, or may be attached by a relative whose verb is lost. There would be room for o/at the 
end of 24. 

25f. Perhaps é1a ta[c --- weravacraceic dAwper[or. For displacements of population cf. Thuc. 1. 2. 1 
(and of the Pelasgians, Herod. 1. 56. 2-3); for wanderers eager to join a colonizing expedition, Schmid, op. 

cit. 172 f. 
27 At the end, something like y@[pac Sedpevor (w is not well suited to the trace, such as it is; but ink 

survives only on the lower layer of fibres). 
28 f. After the death of the Athenian king Codrus his sons Medon and Neleus/Neileos quarrelled, but 

Medon’s claims to power were favoured by Delphi, so Neleus and the other sons left; see RE xi (1922) 987 ff. s.v. 
Kodros 1, xvi (1935) 2280 s.v. Neleus 2. 

28 toic: we expect ry, as in ‘Conon’. Perhaps this is a ‘dative of interest’; perhaps we should look for a 
different verb (ééBaA] | Aov?), in spite of ‘Conon’. If the supplement in 29 is right, there is no room for a further 

participle to govern the dative. 
31 f. tov DyAovduo[v Aadv: the people from Imbros and Lemnos, brought to Amyclae by Philonomus: 

cf. ‘Conon’ 36, Nic. Dam. FGrH 90 F 28 with Jacoby ad loc., Hofer in Roscher iii 2. 2351 f. For dr@«ilov 
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cf. the stories in Plu. Mul. Virt. 8 (247 c-E) and Qu. Gr. 21 (296 B-p), where these people are regarded 
as a threat by the Spartans and sent off as colonists (other details are different). Something about 
the strained relations between the Lacedaemonians and Philonomus’ people may have stood in the lost 

part of go. 
31 f. The names of the leaders are given as follows: 

‘Conon’ here AeAdgoc dvopa kat IToAuc 

‘Conon’ 36 TT6Aboc Kai AeApod 
Plu. Mor. 247 D TOAAW Hyewova Kal adeApov Kal KpaTaida codd. 

AcAdov cal Kpataiéav Meursius, etc. 

adeAdov Catvtod» Kparaisav Nachstadt 

Plu. Mor. 296 B TOAW Wyewova TOV adeAhov ...7d6AAW. . . TOV abeApov Codd. 

kal AeAdov tov AeApov Wyttenbach. 

Some have thought JeAgoc a corruption of ddeAdoc, rather than vice versa. But in 3648, at least, the second 
leader must have had a name, since he is mentioned before Pollis. I assume from ‘Conon’ that the name was 

indeed Delphus, and that Plutarch’s adeAgdc is a corruption (unless, of course, they actually were brothers). 

In I. 31 there is room for another word at the end (évoua?); cai Kparaiéac, as restored in Plutarch, looks 
too long. 

32 Perhaps cat of r[e Awpreic. But we expect, after ‘Conon’, a general clause referring to both groups, and 
then the subdivision into Dorians and Ionians. 34-6 clearly refer to the Dorian expedition; of re Twvec or the 
like must have stood at the end of 36. 

35-6 Perhaps AA]|[@apé|vy ... dw[préa ovra. 

3649. CorNutTus, wept Exrav B? 

5 1B.38/J (i) 12X21 cm Second/third century 

Only the end-title of this roll survives, with c. 2 cm of blank papyrus to the left 

and c. 6 cm. to the right (the upper right-hand edge is clean enough to be the original 

margin); above the title c. 4 cm, below ¢. 12 cm, to broken edges (if the writing was 

approximately half-way down, the roll must have had a minimum height of 30 cm). 

The back is blank. The script is a fine broad slightly sloping example of the ‘Formal 
mixed’ style (GMAW p. 26), assignable to the late second century or the first half of 
the third. 

This Cornutus must be the philosopher and critic who taught Persius and was 
exiled by Nero; he stands after Arius in the Paris list of Stoics (Diogenes Laertius, ed. 
Long, 11 392). The title preserved in 3649 is otherwise unknown (see Reppe, De L. Annaeo 
Cornuto, Leipzig 1906; Nock, RE Suppl. v (1931) 995-1005), but not unexpected, since 
exTa was a technical term of Stoic physics and ontology. See Simplicius in Cat. 214. 24 ff. 
(SVF ii 391) rac yap mowryTaKc ExTa A€yovrec obrox (of CraiKol) KTA, 212. 9 (SVF ii 390), 
and without specific reference to the Stoics 163. 10, 209. 10. 

1 Sir Eric Turner left no finished manuscript of this piece. This version has been put together from scanty 
notes and from the remarks published in HSCP 1975. 
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This text was mentioned in HSCP 79 (1975) 1 f. The help and advice of Professor 
A. Henrichs, Dr D. N. Sedley, and Professor G. Verbeke should be acknowledged. 

KOPNOYTOY 

3650. HypoTuHeses To Euripipes, Alexandros AND Andromache 

42 5B.78/J(3-4)b 18 X 21 cm Early second century 

This papyrus, from the same roll as XX VII 2457 (hypotheses of the Alcestis and 

Atolos), contains the hypothesis of the Alexandros in its first column while most of its 

second column is occupied with the hypothesis of the Andromache. I have published a full 

edition of the text elsewhere (R. A. Coles, B/CS Suppl. 32 (1974) with pl. i-i1). Here I 

repeat the interpretative transcript (with modifications in ll. 14, 18), and add some notes 

discussing readings proposed since the edttio princeps. 

I have noted the following reviews: (1) J. M. Bremer, Mnem. 4th ser. 28 (1975) 

308-12. (2) H. Cadell, Rev. de Phil. 50 (1976) 123-4. (3) M. J. Costelloe, Stud. Pap. 14 

(1975) 150-1. (4) S. Daris, Aeg. 55 (1975) 307-8. (5) H. G. Edinger, BASP 13 (1976) 

133-5. (6) R. Hamilton, AFP 97 (1976) 65-70. (7) J. Irigoin, REG go (1977) 154-5. (8) 

F. Jouan, Gnom. 48 (1976) 808-10. (g) W. Luppe, Philol. 120 (1976) 12-20. (10) W. 

Luppe, Deutsche Literaturzeitung 97 (1976) 26-8. (11) W. Luppe, Archiv f. Pap. 27 (1980) 

239-40 and 242-3. (12) H. J. Mette, Lustrum 17 (1976) 5-6. (13) O. Musso, Prom. 2 

(1976) 288. (14) H. Strohm, Anzeiger f. d. Altertumsw. 30 (1977) 163. (15) H. van Looy, 

Ant. Class. 44 (1975) 707-8. (16) N. G. Wilson, CR Ns 27 (1977) 105. 
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NEW LITERARY TEXTS 

col. i 

[Arefav]$p[oc ob apy: | 
[ a ] kal 70 KAewov ["T]Acov 

[7 d€ v]760ecic: 

[ seh |] ExaByc Kab’ darvov dopecc 

[ +9 €|dwxKev €xbeivar Bpépoc 

[ +10 = |v e€€Opexev vidv Aré- 

£avdpo[v IT] apw mpocayopetcac. Exa- 

Bn de TH[v 7) |wepav exeivnv trevO00- 

ca dua K[at] Tyne a€votca KaTwov- 

pato ev [TO]v exreBevra, ITpiapoy [8 €-] 

me[u]cev _[, , , ]eAeuc dydvac em al¥|7@ Ka- 

ractyc[ac|Ga[t.]  dreAPdvT[ wr dé era |v et- 

KocL O mev Traic €bogel +7 Tt) nv 
divcw elvat BovxorA,[ +9 |vroc, 

ot O° GAAot vopeic Oa THY bTEpHdavov 

cupPiwcw dycavtec ér[t | IT piapov avyya- 

crov ,,,.[.]....7, [1-2] perro Kal tovc b:- 

aBdaAdovrac éxact[oluc éAaBe Kal tHv 

én avTa TeA[o]vper[wv] ayave eiabn 

petacyxeiy. Spdpov d€ Kat 7évtabAov 

er O€ THE THTTHVTO, d,... . .€ 

tovc tept AnipoBov, ottwec ArtHcbar dia- 

AaB[o]vrec 0 SovAov Katnétweav Ti 

‘ExaBnv omc av adtov amoxtetyn. ma- 

payevnfevra de tov AdéEavdpov 

Kac[cav]dp[a] wev euparic éréyvw 

Kal m[ept T@ |v weAAdvTwv ebécmicev, 

‘ExaBn [d€ azo |Kreivar BéAouca Siexw- 

A0On. tla]palyevd]pevoc 8’ 6 Opébac abrov 

dua Tov Kivduvov HrayKacOn Aéyew TiHVv 

adAnJerav. ‘ExaBn ev obv vidv dvedpe 
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2000, HITPO THESES JO LURIPIDES 

col. u 

here eae saree eat 7a-| 
Aw am[HAP ev [eri 76 ypycrHprov peravorcac, | 

iva Tov Gedy e[EvAacntar. Cnrotimwe 8° €-| 

xouca 7 Bac[tAtc mpoc THY Avdpopayny | 

€BovAeveto ka[T adric Oavatov, werarrep-| 

papyevyn tLov Mevédaov: 7) dé 76 Trardiov | 

ev e€€OnK[ev, adr1 dé Katédv-| 

yev emt [TO Oéridoc fepdv. of d€ wept tov Me-| 

véAao|v kal TO Tradiov avedpov Kal éxelvny | 

amat|yHcavrec Hyeipay, Kal chatrew | 

péeAAo[vrec audotépouc ExwrvOncav | 

TInX€[ we éemipavévtoc. Mevédaoc pev | 

ovv amr nAGev etc Craprny, ‘Epuiovy de] 

prete|voncev evAaByOeica TH Tapouciay | 

tov Ne[omroA€uov. tapayevopuevoc 8° ’Ope-| 

cTnc TlavTHV ev amHyaye treicac, Ne-| 

om ToA[ ew 6° erreBovAeucev: dv Kat hovev-[ 

bévta [rapjcav of dépovtec. IInXet dé Tov] 

vexpo|v wéAAovte Opnvetv Otic emida-| 

ve[(|ca [NeomrdAcpov pev eréta€ev ev] 

[Ae]Ad|[ otc Aaxbar, Avdpouaynv] 

d€ pre[Ta TOD mratdoc etc MoAoccovc| 

amoct[etAat, adtov 8 abavaciav mpocdé-| 

xecba[e 

tauTa| 

mp[o|]cwa[- ? 

TH pel 
pere| 

Tov 77 

6 adro|[- 

dodAov [ 

Tetapt[-? 

TOU TI 
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(ll. 1-33) “The Alexandros, which begins: 
*... and glorious Ilium. 
“The hypothesis: 
‘. .. Hecuba [seeing?] visions in her sleep, [Priam?] gave the infant [to a herdsman?] to expose 

... he reared Alexander as his son, calling him Paris. But Hecuba, in sorrow for that day and at the same 
time deeming it deserving of honour, bewailed her exposed son, and persuaded Priam to establish . . . games in 
his honour, After the passing of twenty years, the boy seemed to be... in his nature . .. herdsman, but the other 
shepherds, on account of the arrogance of his relationship towards them, bound him and brought him before 
Priam. Questioned in the presence of the ruler, he ... and caught out (?) each (?) of those who were slandering 
him, and he was allowed to take part in the games arranged in his honour. They were beaten (?) in the running 
and the pentathlon and even in the boxing, and . . . enraged those around Deiphobus, who, thinking 
themselves defeated by a slave, urged Hecuba that she should kill him. When Alexander appeared, Cassandra 
in a raving state recognized him and prophesied about what would come to pass, but Hecuba, who wished to 
kill him, was prevented. The man who brought him up appearing on the scene because of the danger was 
compelled to tell the truth. So Hecuba discovered her son. . . ’ 

2 R. Scodel, The Trojan Trilogy of Euripides (Hypomnemata 60, 1980), 22 supplements [Tpoia pev nde]; 
criticized by J. Diggle, CR ns 31 (1981), 106, who proposes e.g. [& «Aerie Td}. 

4-6 have specially attracted the attention of Luppe, in two reviews, nos. g and 10 above. No. 10 simply 
summarizes his arguments, which receive their full treatment in g. His proposals, which do not affect the extant 
text, are 4 [[Tapw did rwac], 5 [TT piapoc vopel €]daxev, 6 [6 8’ adbrév cic i810 Jv. (Pace Luppe, in 5 the 6 of €]Swxev is 
there, on a tiny piece folded underneath and therefore not visible on the published photographs.) An 
alternative supplement for 5 is proposed by Bremer, review 1 above, [ecidovcyc €]dwxKev. 

11 Luppe favours é]|ze[-]ce to[Aut]eAcic, review no. g above, repeated briefly in review no. 10. The 
reading is palaeographically permissible. 

13-14 Luppe (review 9, repeated 10) proposes [kpe(rtwv (or kaddwv) tiv | dice elvar Bov«drw[e 
yervnP€|vroc; w of Bovxddw|: is at least as acceptable as the genitive BovxodAg[v given in the ed. pr., p. 12. 

17 Conflicting suggestions here for év¢epwrnfeéc in the ed. pr. Bremer (review 1) proposes avepwrnfeic, 
which I cannot exclude. Luppe (9) proposes éroAoyneic in effect, which I cannot exclude either. 

18 For padiwc suggested in the ed. pr. (p. 20) Bremer (1) proposes d¢dBwc or édevbépwe, but I cannot elicit 
either from the traces. Luppe (9) suggests 7[c]wp[éav] t[a]pecro; this I cannot accept. I cannot fit it to the 
traces, which are more extensive than Luppe allows for (as well as being less lacunose than his layout implies). 
At the end, Bremer (1) would like xadrotc; the ed. pr. did not query the iota but in fact I cannot insist on it. 

19 Luppe, review 11, p. 242%, reports a suggestion (in a letter) by D. L. Page, to change the scribe’s éAaBe 
to €Bare. 

“21 Luppe, review 9, queries Spdpov in the ed. pr. and proposes vayp[a]xi, but his analysis of the traces 
(from a photograph) will not bear comparison against the original. In the same review, 181%, he proposes 
trevtabAgy for révraov in the ed. pr., but I believe that the ink at the critical point was continuous (although 
now broken), thus favouring o against w. 

Luppe would continue é¢’ @[« d]z¢4npiwce; much the same was proposed by Mette (review 12), 
nr<t)>mr{r}<au>. eb? [ofc dae]Onpiwce[y], despite the bizarre punctuation. I cannot ascertain what 
immediately follows the ¢ (there is no lacuna, pace Mette and Luppe). The traces of three letters before Onpiwee 
may well be g7e¢, and dze@npiwce was suggested in the ed. pr. (p- 21). 
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Bremer (1) takes us on a completely different track. He rejects é in favour of B (suggested as an 
alternative in the ed. pr., p. 10) and sees éru 8 tazofn, .vt, and proposes thereafter ctefOetc arreOnpiwce. 1 am 
not happy with his omicron and his dismissal of the high trace, which led me to read alpha and which seems too 
deep to be from x in the line above (ueracyeiv). ¢ of suggested crepbeic, I have already indicated above, is 
acceptable. ec I cannot discern. For aeOypiwce see above. Bremer may well be on the right track, but 
nevertheless the crux remains and so I refrain from putting his suggestion in the text and so exchanging the 
crux of the ed. pr. for a new one. 

56-65 See the comments of Luppe, review 11, p. 240. 

3651. Hyporneses to Euripipes, Bellerophon and Busiris 

43 5B.71/E(1-8)b 4.1 X 15.7 cm Late second/early third century 

A narrow strip of papyrus from the top of a column containing the latter part of the 
hypothesis to Euripides’ Bellerophon and the heading and first part of that to the Busiris. 

Only the left-hand ends of lines survive together with part of the intercolumnium; the 

lower half of the papyrus is badly rubbed. 

The hand is an upright, informal one, attractively and competently written. Rho, 

upsilon, phi, and occasionally tau have long descenders and phi has a tall ascender. Both 

delta and iota are generally large, and, if occurring together, intersect at their bases. 

Omicron is variable in size and positioning, sometimes high in the line and sometimes a 

dot of ink in mid-line. Alpha is very angular, while omega has a flat base. Phi is stylized 

with an angular bowl. A date in the late second or early third century is suggested by 

comparison with VII 1016 (C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pl. 20a) which is on the 

back of a document now dated to ap 235 by L. C. Youtie, PE 21 (1976) 14. The 

uprightness and squareness of VII 1017, assigned to the late second or early third 

century, are also very similar. V 842, assigned by the editor to the late second or early 

third century and by R. Seider, Paldographie der griechischen Papyri ii, pl. 42 to the 

second-third centuries, is similar, although more sloping and less well executed. Two 

lectional signs, a diaeresis over an iota in |. 3 and a diastole in 1. 25, have been added by 

the original hand. In ll. 7 and 22 a space has been left to indicate a pause. The back of the 

papyrus is blank. 

This text, which is part of a new set of hypotheses, follows the usual format. (For 

papyrus hypotheses in general see introduction to 3653 ad fin.) 

The story of Bellerophon was treated by Euripides in two plays, the Bellerophon and 

the Stheneboea. The hypothesis to the latter preserved by John the Logothete (ed. H. 

Rabe, RAM 63 (1908) 147), and partially in XX VII 2455 fr. 5 col. v and fr. 6 col. vi, 

shows that Bellerophon was sent by Proetus to Iobates in Caria and that at the end of the 

play he threw Stheneboea from Pegasus into the sea and finally returned to Tiryns, 

claiming that he had taken fitting vengeance on her and her husband. The Bellerophon is 

attested by 30 book-fragments (Nauck? 285-312, H. J. Mette, Lustrum 12 (1967), no. 
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363, and H. Hunger, JOByzGes 16 (1967) 8) and by references in Aristophanes and the 

accompanying scholia. From Pax 135-6 

A > a / a / 

ovKouv expyv ce IInyacou CetEar mrepov, 
o¢ > A a a 4 

OTT WC epaivov TOLC Qeoic TpPaAylKWTEPOC, 

and 146-8 

€xeivo THpEL, 7) chadrelc KaTappUTC 
A > 

evrevoev, era ywrdc dv Hipiridbn 

Aoyov mapacxyc Kal Tpaywoia yéev7n 

and the scholia thereon (Nauck?, p. 443), it is evident that Euripides in this play covered 

the later history of Bellerophon alluded to in /liad 6. 200-2 and recounted in Schol. A 

ibid. 155 (cf. also Tzetzes on Lycophron 17 and Hyg. Astron. 2. 18): elated by his 

previous successes he attempted to fly to heaven on Pegasus but was thrown off and 

ended his life wandering about Lycia, lame and in rags. It is perhaps significant that this 

passage of the Homer scholia is attributed to Asclepiades, the pupil of Isocrates, év 

Tpaywdoupévoic (FGrH 12 F 13). Nauck? 306-8 indicate that Pegasus was actually 

represented on stage. 

The present text, however, adds nothing to our knowledge of the play, except perhaps 

a few geographical references (see ll. g, 12, and 20). 

Apollod. 2. 5. 11 relates the story of Busiris. To relieve a nine-year-long dearth, 

Busiris had been bidden by an oracle to sacrifice a foreigner every year on the altar of 

Zeus. When on his way to fetch the apples of the Hesperides, Heracles was seized as a 

victim but broke free and slew Busiris and his son Amphidamas. (See also Dio Chrys. 8. 

32 and Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 1396.) The play itself is certainly attested by only three 
book-fragments, Nauck? 313-15. Its satyric nature is affirmed by Diomedes, H. Keil, 
Grammatici Latin i 490, 18: Latina Atellana a Graeca satyrica differt, quod in satyrica fere 
satyrorum personae inducuntur aut si quae sunt ridiculae similes satyris, Autolycus, Bustris. Since it 
is more than likely that the Autolycus had a chorus of satyrs, it is to be inferred that the 
Busiris featured a chorus of personae ridiculae. (See V. Steffen, ‘The Satyr-dramas of 
Euripides’, Eos 59 (1971) 215-16.) As hypotheses of the present type contain no critical 
comment or references to staging, cérupo: in |. 27 would be unlikely to be a comment on 
the replacement of satyrs by another type of chorus. Diomedes’ statement may be 
reconciled with the hypothesis by supposing that the chorus was composed of satyrs with 
black masks and negroid features. Many of the vases depicting Heracles and Busiris 
show the latter and his attendants as negroes. (Cf. V. Steffen, ibid. and F. Brommer, 
Vasenlisten® 34-6.) 

The remains of the dpy7 in 1. 24 provide a tantalizing yet inconclusive connection 
with Nauck? g22, but the hypothesis itself is too damaged to contribute any new 
information. 
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dueyvwKoroc, | dueyvwxotoc , [ 

cBatpoceABan[ cbat mpoceABar[v 

tdcovKaradedd| idiov Kal adeAd[ 

BeAAcpodovty|[ Beddepodovty| 

5 THVT petrouca| THY Tpétroucal| Vv 

av[, Joccuverre[ 

0 vexpov, [ 

TIELVTOVEY | [ 

av[ toc cuverre[ 

On: vexpov , [ 
\ > 

Tew TOV ex, | 

Q7TrOT WV [<]ravp[ amro TOV [<] Tavp| 

10 cavtauTroA[ cavra vmod Bed- 

|dovrnr[ Aepo |povrny [ 
ToTa mora 

]. . dpu a Open 
_ pSporetel _WSpov «eel 
].v.. <9. [ ].v..¢9.[ 

Pies letees Lalo aoe laliel 
]. .ermxe[ ]..a7mv xo[pav 

]....que, [ ronal 
_ lactowacd| tT ]ac mowac 8[ 
_ JartovBedrep|[ _ Jat Tov BedrXep| odovrnv 

20 ).. 0 In. Aveo _.].. [t}i¢ Avxia[c 
... [Tavvavy| _.. | rip vaty [ 

1 _[, foot of vertical 4 Marginal dash perhaps relates to preceding column, in which case it could 

mark end of a hypothesis 5 a[, lower tip of oblique rising to right 7 _[, vertical with small finial 
at top: y, t, x, p; too tall for n, p, v, 7 8 _ [, top of rounded letter g cdeleted by 2ndhand  p{, top 

of vertical + left of nght-facing curve and foot of vertical; p a little uncertain but not z, which has right-angled 
top; @ unlikely because generally a narrower letter with pointed top—no sign of cross-bar 10 ¢, top of 
curve and part ofleftside a, tipofhighoblique _A[, stroke descending from oblique with tip below; angle 
and length suggest A rather than v 12 |, ,, lower part of oblique descending from left with vertical 

joining at foot; gap of c. 1 letter before 6. Tiny dot above space on edge of hole probably stray ink; ]_ [, ] 

probably better than Jay _ [, low trace 13 ,,],or,]  ¢[, height of letter suggests € rather than o or 
w 14 ],, 1st or 2nd letter of line; negligible traces followed by vertical _ y, foot of left vertical, right 

vertical with ink on left at foot 3rd, rounded letter with part of horizontal: « or 6? 4th, mid 
trace + descending oblique joining foot of vertical: v? ¢,or@ 1, lowerhalfofvertical 19, or even y’: 0, or 

p _ |, vertical, low ink followed by high ink: v? 15 ],,minimaltraces 4, better than a or A because 

remains of horizontal probable ___, [, 1st, mid trace; 2nd, top of vertical or oblique __]_ , [, rst, mid trace; 

2nd, foot of oblique 16 |, ,, Ist, minimal traces; 2nd, high horizontal joining a: 7? _z, vertical and part 
ofhorizontal toright 7, feet of two verticals 17 |...,, Ist, foot; 2nd, indistinguishable traces; 3rd, o? 

4th, foot of vertical, mid trace to right: v? —_, [, high ink 18 6$[, oblique or right-facing curve, base: or o 

or w 20 |, ,, 1st, stroke descending from left of horizontal: «? | 2nd, traces _, horizontal and foot of 

right vertical Next, traces of mid part of vertical: <?—no room for v 21 7, left and right ends of 
horizontal __ y{, foot of vertical and tip of oblique 
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].«. av dee[ J. «. ave dte[ 
Bovcerps| Bovceipi[c catupikdc, 0b apyy: 

]. . atpove[ ]@ daipor o[ 
25 no virobec| 7 0° UTdec[ UC: 

J... apnrad, [ ]...apira 8, [ 
. ]atvpoumpo, | c|]arvpoe mpo, | 
. lepel _. l¢e.[ 
_ |tecl _ |rec[ 

30 ]. evel J. eyel 

es ee 
al ai 

22 ],, mid and low trace After « vertical and end of high horizontal to right; 2nd, high traces on left, 

foot at right 23 v, vertical and part of left oblique Tops only of last 3 letters 24 ],, mid trace, 
wide base crossed by slight curve on right: compatible with wide w, 6 less good; 2nd, top of letter and traces of 
base: 6? — qu, Junction ofa with: too high fory —_9[, tooshort fore? _ By this line the column demonstrates 
Maas’s law 26 ]..., scanty traces; 1st letter of line perhaps completely lost After § high 
trace 27 _[, two dots of ink on single fibre: if c must be slightly tilted to right 28 | [, vertical or 
part of curve 29 ¢, horizontal just visible on left of ¢ go ]..+ or |.1, high ink, perhaps top of 

curve,+top of vertical with ink joining at top left 31 ,[, two feet 32 ]., upper part of 
vertical _ [, foot of oblique? 33 ].,highink; istletter? 7, vertical with foot well below, high ink on 
left, end of horizontal joining next letter 34 ].[, high ink 

1 Genitive absolute? If dveyyw«éroc is used in the sense of ‘decide a law suit’ or ‘give judgement’, the 
occasion is quite unclear. An idea of the minimum line-length can be deduced from 1. 23, containing the title of 
the play (see n. ad loc.) and 1. 24. The breaks in these lines come approximately below that in]. 1 and suggest a 
loss of at least 16 letters, and if an average trimeter is c. 30 letters, at least 22. 

2 cOas, end of mid. or pass. inf.; perhaps governed by dveyywxdroc meaning simply ‘having determined to’. 
mpoceAw[, almost certainly a participle; a construction requiring the aor. subj. is difficult to envisage 

here. 

3 The ekthesis is perhaps due to the subsequent insertion of v in the margin. 
adeAg|, part of ddeAddc or ddeAP7y? adeAGidH, AdeAPiSodc, etc. are not excluded. Deliades, or Heliades, 

Bellerophon’s brother, mentioned in Apollod. 2. 3. 1 and Tzetzes on Lyc. 17 as one of the names of the person 
whom Bellerophon killed and for the purification of whose murder he first went to Proetus, is unlikely to be 
mentioned at so late a stage in the myth. The other person we know to whom this could refer is Stheneboea’s 
sister, who was given to Bellerophon in marriage by Iobates. 

5 TH mpérovca[ recalls the phrase used of Bellerophon in the Stheneboea hypothesis, Sixnv etAndévac tiv 
mpémoucav, but there is no reason to connect the two texts in any way. 

6 ad[z]déc: Bellerophon? cuvéme[rar ?, P.J.P. 
7 vexpov. Is the dead body that of Stheneboea, whom Bellerophon flung from Pegasus and fishermen 

recovered in their nets? As far as our knowledge extends, the only other possibilities are Isandros and 
Laodameia, Bellerophon’s children killed by Ares and Artemis respectively (JI. 6. 203-5). 

_ [: the major punctuation preceding vexpov might suggest yap, P.J.P. 
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8 ex. [: exe[, x9 or exo[: e.g. éxOpdv (Proetus?), éxovra. 
g Since there is no mention in the mythographic sources of bulls in connection with Bellerophon, this is 

perhaps a reference to the Taurus mountains bordering the north of the Aleian plain where he is supposed 
to have wandered. Tadpoc seems always to be used in the singular (see Pape—Benseler s.v.) and so perhaps ta@v 
Tavp[ixav . . . The confusion with cravpédc suggests a Christian scribe. 

12 The interlinear insertion, almost certainly part of rorauéc, is perhaps by the hand that made the 
deletion in |. 9. The name of the river is not obvious. 

13 ydpov: although this could come from Madav$poc, its distance from 7ora[ and its proximity to the 
beginning of the line tell against it. Perhaps ‘Tca]ySpov, Bellerophon’s son. 

16 77 x@[pav: a reference to Bellerophon’s wanderings? 
23 The beginning of the Sylews hypothesis published in ZPE 4 (1969) 43 and 173 and belonging, as M. W. 

Haslam (GRBS 16 (1975) 150 n. 3) has observed, to 2455 (in fact to the foot of fr. 7) has the letters |pexo[, clearly 
to be supplemented as CuAevde carv]pixd[c (ZPE 4, 173). L. 23 of the present text should therefore probably be 
supplemented as Boycerpi[c carupixdc, o8 apyy rather than simply Bovcerpifc, of dpy7. No other title to the 
hypothesis of a satyr-play exists to a sufficient extent to provide further confirmation, but XX VII 2456, a 
list of Euripides’ plays, shows that the adjective was usual, for it has [Cxe]pwv catupixoc (1. 3) and [Cure]uc 
carupikoc (1. 5). See V. Steffen, op. cit. 217-18, who, although failing to make use of the evidence of the Spleus 
hypothesis, shows that usage overwhelmingly supports carvpixdc with singular titles and cdrvpor only with 
plural titles. 

24 Nauck? 922 (included under the incertae fabulae of Euripides) is quoted in a corrupt state by Diod. Sic. 
20. 41. 6: 

tic Tovvoma TO erroveidictov Bpotoic 

ovk olde Aapiac ric AiBuctixie yévoc; 

B. Snell (Hermes 91 (1963) 495 and the supplement to Nauck? 312a) and C. Austin, Nova Fragmenta Euripidea, p. 
go. 6, both included this under the heading Bovce:pic cétupor (see n. above) in order to accomodate it to 2455 
fr. 19, which had the apparent coincidence of letters ]vei$ic7[ and came from a play with a plural title. Though 

M. W. Haslam, op. cit. 149-74, showed that the papyrus fragment comes from the Phoenissae, this does not 
invalidate the theory that the book-fragment may be from the Busiris. This has been emended in various ways, 
e.g. by Meineke to read 

Tic TOUMOY Ovoua ToOUTOVELdicTOV BpoToic, 

which is a plausible correction if the corruption is due to haplography of ov. 
The only evidence for a title occurs in the anonymous prologue to the Sibylline Oracles, p. 2, 1. 36 ed. J. 

Geffcken (which Lact. Inst. 1. 6. 8 and Schol. Plato, Phaedrus 244 B (p. 80 Greene) closely follow), where, in a 
list of the ten Sibyls, it says, devrépa AiBucca, Ac penny erouncato Edpuridyc ev t@ mpodASyw thc Aapiac. It is 
reasonable to assume that Nauck? 922 comes from this play. There is no evidence for the title Lamia in the 
didascaliae. In Analecta Eurtpidea 159 Wilamowitz took the view that Lamia was not the name ofa play but that 

of a character who spoke a prologue, and in Der Glaube der Helleneni 273 decided that the play was Busiris. This 
requires ev 7@ mpoAdyw 77H Aapiac to mean, not ‘in the prologue of the play Lamia’, but ‘in the opening speech 
spoken by Lamia’. 

Our povo[ calls to mind ric rodpov 6vopa . . . Unfortunately todudv is an emendation and it is clear from 
the papyrus that none of the preceding letters fits rucrov. In fact the traces suggest & daiuov (cf. e.g. Alcestis 
384 and Helen 455). Although the w 1s a little wide, it is probably acceptable at the beginning of the line. 
A vocative would create an effective opening. dafuov would explain the corruption palaeographically but 
an emendation sufficiently satisfactory to connect the apy7 of the papyrus with Nauck? 922 does not suggest 
itself. 

There are a few other tenuous links between the story of Busiris and the book-fragment. We know from 
Apollod. 2. 5. 11 that Busiris sacrificed his victims at an altar of Zeus, for which the oracle of Zeus Ammon on 
the borders of Libya and Egypt would provide an appropriate setting, cf. Apollod. loc. cit. wera AuBinv dé 
Aiyunrov dueEner (sc. Heracles). Moreover, Arrian 3. 3. 1 tells us that Heracles visited Ammon in Libya 6te rap’ 
Avtaiov jet etc AiBinv Kai mapa Bovcupw etc Aiyurrov. Lamia’s residence in Libya would therefore provide a 
sufficiently close geographical connection, especially in view of Dio Chrys. 5. 24, where a creature, probably a 
Lamia, killed two young men on their way to the oracle of Ammon. Three vases (C. H. E. Haspels, Aétic Black- 

Figured Lekythoi 143-4) depict Heracles leading away a grotesque creature with a female head, an exploit that is 
otherwise unknown. Both Haspels and E. T. Vermeule, Festschrift fiir Frank Brommer 295-301, regard this 
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creature as Lamia. Another lekythos (Haspels, ibid., pl. 49) shows Lamia being tortured by five satyrs, and 
though too early to be directly connected with the play, at least places her in a satyric context. As Wilamowitz 

points out (AV. Schr. i 192) the monster Lamia is best suited to a satyr-play. 
26 pAais not found in prose to signify animals except in Hdt. ap. Schol. Il. 4. 476. Euripides clearly used the 

story found in Apollod. 2. 5. 11 in which Heracles encountered Busiris on his way to fetch the apples of the 

Hesperides. Diod. Sic. 4. 17. 1, 4. 18. 1, either himself confusing the meanings of 7Aov or following a confused 

source, mentions Busiris’ death as occurring on Heracles’ way to get the cattle of Geryon. 

30 The traces are not compatible with part of Atyumroc. 

3652. Hyporueses To EuripipEs, Hypsipyle AND Phrixus I 

4.8 X 15.2 cm Early third century 

A piece from the bottom ofa papyrus roll containing the end of the hypothesis to the 

Hypsipyle and the beginning of that to Phrixus I. It does not belong to any of the other 

papyri containing Euripidean hypotheses so far known, see p. 30 below, but the two 

plays are represented by hypotheses in XX VII 2455 fr. 14 cols. xili-xiv and fr. 15, and 

fr. 14 cols. xvi-xvil. The second is identifiable from the phi in i: 16 and the coincidence 

of the apy7 in 1. 17 with 2455 222 (fr. 821 N?), the scanty remains of the first only from 

part of the name Archemorus in 1 13. If W. Luppe is right in suggesting (PE 52 (1983) 

43-4) that in 2455 the Phaethon hypothesis should be placed after Phoenix and that 

consequently Phrxus I should follow immediately after Hypsipyle, the order would 

coincide with that here; in the list of Euripides’ plays in XX VII 2456 a Phrixus play also 

follows Hypsipyle. 

The principal sources for the Hypsipyle legend are conveniently collected in G. W. 

Bond, Euripides, Hypsipyle (2nd edn., 1969) 147-9, but they are of little help when the 

remains of the hypothesis are so slight. I can find no overlap between this and 2455 

col. xiv. 

The Phnxus I hypothesis is more profitable. Col. ii 16-25 coincides with 2455 

221-32 so that one can be supplemented from the other. The ramifications in the stories 

surrounding Phrixus and Ino are considerable. The variants used by Euripides in his 

two Phrixus plays and in the Jno are discussed by Sir Eric Turner in Proceedings of the IX 

International Congress of Papyrology 12-15 and XXVII, pp. 64-5. He was then uncertain 

whether Hyginus’ second chapter, entitled ‘Ino’, recounted the story used in Phrixus J, 

because the end was similar to ch. 4 and did not fit with 2455 238~40. In the light of the 

new text, the first part of ch. 2 appears almost to be a translation in a different order of 

the hypothesis. Apollod. 1.9. 1 is the other main source for this version and also has close 

verbal parallels with the present text. The new hypothesis proves, as Turner suggested, 

that Phrixus J and II dealt with the same theme. The end of the Phrixus IJ hypothesis in 

2455 280-8 clearly shows that the earlier part of the play concerned Ino’s machinations 
against Nephele’s children, and the beginning of the new text that the same was true of 
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Phrixus I. 'T. B. L. Webster’s idea (The Tragedies of Euripides 131-6) that the latter may 
have centred on Phrixus’ adventures in Colchis can no longer stand. His ascription of 
several of the Phrixus fragments (822-6 and 828-38 N2) which come under the general 
heading of Phrixus in the sources to Phrixus IT is not so certain now that Phrixus is seen 
also to have covered the parching of the corn and the bribing of the messenger. (See H. 
van Looy, Xes Verloren Tragedies van Euripides 132-84.) The relevant parts of 2455 are 
collected with further suggested supplements in C. Austin, Nova Fragmenta Euripidea, p. 
101; W. Luppe in <PE 51 (1983) 25-8 has proposed a convincing reading of 2455 

239-40. 
For the hand a close parallel is to be found in a papyrus of a similar genre, VI 856, 

Hypomnema on Aristoph. Ach. assigned to the third century ap (= E. G. Turner, Greek 
Manuscripts of the Ancient World, no. 73). There are also affinities with V 842 (second 
to third century). It is a smallish capital, sloping to the right, but is to be distinguished 

from 856 by its stylish xi, by phi with a triangular bowl, and by upsilon, which is 

symmetrical and generally without a long descender. The letters are mostly made 

separately but epsilon ligatures to the following letter; iota, rho, and phi have long, 

elegant descenders. 

There are no lectional signs except diaereses in ii 11 and 24 and an accent in 20. In 

ll. 10 and 20 of the same column a space indicates a pause. A deletion has been made in 

1. 28, almost certainly in the lighter ink used by the second hand which has added 

corrections in the intercolumnium opposite ll. 19 ff. Those beside ll. 19 and 20 are legible 

and there are further traces beside ll. 21 and 22. By themselves they are unintelligible 

and since they seem to bear no relation to the likely supplements in col. ii they are 

presumably connected with col. 1. 

There is a generous lower margin of 3.4 cm. The back is blank. 
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TPeeer: 
JeAv oe 

|pev 
Ja 

\.n 
|ra 
|éau 
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gaxceed all 

oy ieee lretes al 
|ryvpnrepa, [ 
Jevpovay , ‘ Ty 

JOav,,, aur 
_ |. neav, vpl 
paleonaly ly eal 
_. Jvayap, t[ 
_ Javrocal 

.. Ixenop|[ 
_. |vrad[ 
_ |ytwrrert[ 

dbp 
_. |wevrodnu[ 
abapacviocy[ 

Berrarwve[ 

pptEov er1d, [ 

KadpouTrato, | 

TaTwvTpoyoy| 

catoxabarep| 

TpulactiKpov, [ 

Aecacayaptav| 

KoucKkaTycpaal 

vovemiTnvxe| 

axaptiac| ayer, [ 

AveweidprEoc[ 

e.cdeAgouca, [ 

Aovetreicewc, [ 

Cole 

OA ee Tet 
surface stripped 

ne eh ¢ 

plea yroieeel 
THY UNTEepa [ 

€UpoVv av. 7™| 

fav, , ,avz[ 
. |. ncay, vel 

lengli lege 
.. Jva yap | 
_lavroc al 

Ap |xepop| 
TO |v 7raidla 

_ |v tev révT[Lwv 
Pp[iEoc mpaHtoc ob apxn 

el] ev 760° Hulap mpWTov Hv KaKkoupevw. 

Addpac vide p[éev Av Aidrov, BactArAEedc dé 

Octradarv, é[ywv mraidac éx NedédAnc EXAnv Kai 

Dpi€ov: ert d€ [Kal cuvwxycev Tvoi 7H 

Kadpov trade [ c. 20 

TA TV TpOyoy| wr c. 9 eunxavn- 

cato Kabamep [do ay TOV THC LN- 

TPULAc LK POV te Git n° cvyKa- 

Nécaca yap tav [Oetraradv yuvaixac dp- 

Koc KaTHCHadlicato Ppvyewv crréppa TU pt- 

vov emt THY XE[YwEpLVAY cTOpav ¢. 5 

aKkaptiac jayer, [ gy 

Aucw et PpiEoc [chayein Au oF 

etc AeAdovde ar[ c. 14 ayye- 

Nov errevce we 
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col.i.19 Jy, at,ord —, , [, foot followed by another trace slightly higher: one or two letters | Apparent 
high stop after ¢ probably part of enlarged initial a in ii 18. QI vy, or Au PX Vo Uy ty Oe aa 
24 |r, ory 26 |. .1, high ink with part of horizontal stroke below: a squat « ? 2nd, vertical with foot 
pointing to left and mid horizontal joining next letter: A? 3rd, a long descender: « or p? 30 Jo, or p 

col.i.1 |, ,[, height above 1. 3 suggests these are feet of letters; of ist, only traces; 2nd, angular foot of , 0, 
or ¢? 3]., high ink —_[, foot of oblique; j or yx also possible 5 Alignment with lower part of 
column shows that nothing is lost at beginning of ll. 5-8 — |p,, or ¢, followed by base of letter _ 9, p less good 
because usually has flatter top —_¢, o possible but e or @ less likely [, confused traces of one or two letters; 
Ist, a rounded letter? 6 | [, hasta 7 v,mlessgood One or two letters follow; lower part of hasta 
or oblique with ink above and on right low ink looking more like foot of vertical than of oblique: 7, a, au, or Tu 
8 a,oro After vn, 4, ory, then part of vertical followed by mid ink, unclear whether a letter is lost. Before 
ahigh speck — 7[, or 7 9 ]., vertical ink on edge of break __y, or followed by vertical of next letter; 
highink toright y,ora 10 9 [.]v,<[a]? << oro  [, high and low traces Hie WOOP fa} Oh 
¢ Before ¢ high ink may be part of p or ¢ sloping considerably to right 15 |v,or« After 7 foot of 
letter, lower parts of two verticals, middle horizontal rising slightly to right and foot of vertical; 2nd, v or n; 
grd, slightly anomalous + or high a + vertical 20 Heavy accent ist or 2nd hand? Fairly close to 8 
high ink; apostrophe? To right foot of letter 21 _[, foot of letter; a or v, not o 24, [, trace of cross- 
bar; e or 6? 27 ¢[, traces of left of letter and extended mid horizontal; @ also possible 20a, 
jumble of strokes confused by deleting line; deletion probably by same hand as accent in 1. 20 20m |b 
vertical turning to left at foot; « or v but 7 best; not 6 31, [, foot of oblique 

*... (114 ff.) Phrixus I, whose beginning is: “If this were the first day for a man in distress’. Athamas was 
the son of Aeolus and king of the Thessalians, having children by Nephele, Helle and Phrixus. And later he 
lived with Ino, the daughter of Cadmus, and had two children. And Ino plotted to destroy (?) her stepchildren, 
as if in fear lest she might . . . the bitter death (?) of the stepmother. Having gathered together the women of 
Thessaly she bound them by oaths to parch the seed-corn for the winter sowing . . . barrenness . . . release if 
Phrixus were sacrificed to Zeus . . . to Delphi. . . she persuaded the messenger that . . .’ 

col. i. 19-20 Itis unclear whether the marginal letters are parts of two separate corrections or additions or 
simply one. Apyo[v]c, P.J.P. 

20 Av: Avxodpyoc? Similarly in I. 27. 

25 €]€ ad|[Tod, -ra@v? 

col. i. 4 tHv p[nTépa quite likely. 

6 Any connection between py7épa here and in 2455 203 (Bond, ibid. 21) is only apparent because the 
fragment in the latter containing these letters is wrongly placed. On re-examining the papyrus I found that if 

positioned there it would physically overlap the letters above. It appears separately in the frame in the British 

Library (inv. no. 3038) as unpublished fr. 167. We cannot tell the length of either example of the hypothesis but 
it is reasonable to assume that 1 19-30 is also part of the Hypsipyle. 

7 evpov: 3rd pl. aor. with Thoas and Euneus as subject? The following combination of letters ought to be 
decipherable but there is insufficient ink. Possibilities include avti r#[¢ and part of amaitéw and less likely, dva 
tn[, amarn, or part of draraw. 

8 Aavyal,] or Jovyt ? 

Q av vp[: ae yap [ possible. 

14 7O]v 7raié[a must refer to Archemorus; + |v would extend too far to the left. 
14-15 On Luppe’s suggestion, see introd. para. 1, 2455 218-20 would be the end of the Aypsipyle 

hypothesis. There is no apparent overlap with this text. 
16-25 The underlined words and letters are supplements from 2455 221-32. 
17 Fr. 821 N?. Since the supplement of 1. 18 to make a line of 31 letters seems virtually certain, the apy7y 

plus the usual phrase 7 & b6ecic here in 1. 17 would be rather long at 39 letters and the same combination in 
the Hypsipyle hypothesis even longer at 43. It suggests that in this text 7 6° d7d8ecuc was omitted. 

19 Oerraddv: Oetradiac 2455 225. 

é[xwv taidac, 35 letters; | de marda[c]2455 225. It seems necessary to omit 6€ here to make the line short 
enough. 
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20 2455 227 as printed has[ eve Ivan ry[t Kadpolv wal, for which H. Lloyd-Jones in Gnomon 35 (1963) 
441 suggested a different division, Jev [e]iwa ry [e. Re-examination of the papyrus indicates | ev ever ry[ with a 
dat. in ox, not wu, contra 2455 227 n. In 2455 I should judge, if the spacing of letters is roughly constant, that 
seven to eight letters are needed in |. 226 after ®pi€ov and five before Eig: in |. 227. The dat. presupposes a 

verb of marrying and hence, e.g. cuvéu«nc ev H. L.-J. 2455 226-7 could then run ®préov [ez] [€ cuvwi|an |cev 
Ewot rn[t Kadpo|v mafids and 3652 20-1, éru b€ [kat covrmnncev “voi rH] | Kadpov mard¢ (the addition of Kai 

makes a line of 29 letters). 

21 A verb of ‘begetting’ seems required here, though there is insufficient room for the names of Ino’s 
children. Perhaps [écye 5¢ réxva dvo¢. 4, P.J.P. If they were not characters in the play, there might be no need to 
mention them. 2455 227-8, however, could accomodate them: zra[wd:, ecye de Aelapyov kar MeArceprnv. | 

22-5 Thesupplements in these lines are aided by 2455 228-32 and frr. 78 and 85. muxpov in |. 24 of this text 
makes it possible to place 2455 fr. 78 with wuxpoc, [ inits fourth line at the beginning of |. 231. In addition, fr. 85, 

Jeuy[, is the supplemented ew] of |. 229; the 7 in fr. 85. 2 is part of 7 of pyc pyrpuifa]c in |. 230. If these two 
fragments are put in position and the whole reread in the light of the new hypothesis, Il. 228-32 now run: 

|, ade twy 7 po- 
ylovwy[ ¢.9 | eunxavato xal[Oa- 

Tsp pol g-10 |, v 7H pyTpuLac 
mukpov[ 12-13 |yu: cuvKade- 

[cacay]ap .[ c¢.11 ],va[c. 4] 

J. «al 
The last line may be part of karnc¢ad[ of our text, but this is much more uncertain. The new positions of frr. 78 

and 85 make the position of fr. 16 suggested in XX VII, p. 65 most unlikely, since it is now too close to them to 
provide any run of sense. 

22 7a: ra or e.g. xa]|7a. The divergences here between 3652 and 2455 could be resolved by e.g. 3652 
7 Oe] | 7a... , 2455 r]a dé... adry (P.J.P.) but since the space between zpoyévwy and the main verb, whose 
subject is Ino, is about the same, i.e. c. g letters, in both texts, the wording at this point was probably the same. 
If Ino was not identified in this sentence, she was presumably the subject of the previous sentence. But this 
makes it difficult to provide supplements to fit the readings and spacing of 3652 and 2455. Also possible are 
3652 Kat] | ra and 2455 228 rJa dé. 

22 1a Trav mpoydvwn Siapbaphvar eunyaricato or Ka||Ta TOV Tpoydven émBovdyy, SiadBopar, rorabra P.J.P. 

23 Kabamep [PoBovpevny pur Tov THC jn] |Tpvcdc muxpov O[ avarov 74y would suit the space in both texts, P.J.P. 
24 van Looy’s idea (op. cit. 182; cf. Webster 131) that cuycade[ in 1. 231 refers to Ino summoning the 

women to parch the corn is vindicated. 
25 30 letters. Cf. Hyginus’ tofius generis matronis. va, which might be part of yuv7, occurs in a suitable 

position in 2455 232. 
25-6 opxoic Karncpadicaro seems inevitable especially in view of Hyginus’ coniuravit, but the example 

quoted in LS7s.v. catachadtCopar is late, Just. Nov. 102 Praef. 
26 34 letters. dpdyew, cf. Apollod. loc. cit. cmépua mipwov seems the best equivalent of zupdc 

accomodating an ending -vov; unless rupov Bepi] | vov (J. R. Rea). 
27 cmopav, cf. Hyginus’ in sementem. 
x¢[4epunv. Late in the year was the usual time for sowing in Greece, as in Italy; see A. Jardé, Les Céréales 

dans V antiquite grecque 22-3. 
To suggest reasonably secure supplements for the rest of the column is more hazardous, because although 

the gist is clear, comparison with Apollodorus and Hyginus indicates that the order of phrases is different. 
29 Ino’s wishes or hopes about the intended sacrifice of Phrixus are referred to earlier here than in the 

sources, where the equivalent phrasing is part of her instructions to Athamas’ messenger(s). 
30 Inois the subject of érecce. 29-31 perhaps run something like 816 A@dac] | e¢c Aeddodc ar érepbev arn’ 

Iva) tov ayye]|Aov erence wc... 
31 émewce wc. The hypotheses generally avoid hiatus (W. S. Barrett, CQNs 15 (1965) 61 n. 2, 62 n. 1). But 

in any case this one could easily be avoided: perhaps write émeuce<y). 
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3653. Hyporueses To SopHoctes, Nauplios Katapleon AND Niobe 

45 5B. 55/K(1)a Fr. 1 11.4 17.2 cm Second century 
Fr. 2 12.4 21 cm 

These tattered and rubbed fragments of papyrus contain the end of the hypothesis 
to Sophocles’ Nauplios Katapleon, parts of that to the Niobe, and traces of two more. The 
hand is a not particularly well-executed semi-cursive which shows considerable variety 
in its letter-forms. It is closely similar in type but not the same as the hand of XLII 3013, 
a hypothesis to a Terews, almost certainly Sophocles’, which is dated to the second or 
third century. A date in the middle of the second century may seem preferable when one 
compares the first hand of V 841 (=C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pl. 14a), 
assigned to the middle of the second century, and BGU I 300 (= W. Schubart, Pap. 
Graec. Berol. 24), dated to av 148, which though a more crudely and cursively written 
documentary hand, is similar in many of its letter-forms and ligatures. The letters of the 
present hand are irregular both in size and spacing, so that the estimation of the number 
of letters lost at the edges and in gaps is made more hazardous. Most strokes are thick, 
but the rising oblique of chi and the upper oblique of kappa are noticeably fine and 
elongated; kappa in fr. 1. 8 has a largish hook on its upper stroke. Epsilon and xi are 
cursive forms but eta and kappa are always capital shapes. There are no punctuation- 
marks or lectional signs apart from diaereses in fr. 1. 2 and fr. 2 i 26. A second hand has 
made corrections in fr. 2117. 

The text is on the back of a document, probably a register, with the writing upside- 
down in relation to that on the front. The writing of the document is badly rubbed and 
irregularly spaced, with long and short lines and considerable areas of blank papyrus 
between the entries, which have been made by two different hands, one fairly fine, the 

other thicker and heavier. From the traces of one or other hand of the document, joins in 

the verso text could be confirmed. There are two fragments. Fr. 1 comes from the top 

part ofa column, and contains a top margin of at least 3.5 cm and the right-hand ends of 

19 or 20 lines. Fr. 2 comes from the bottom of a column complete with lower margin of 

2.5 cm or more, and again has the right-hand ends of lines; the bottom eleven are 

complete or almost so in their right-hand parts. To the right are a forked paragraphus 

and the beginnings of thirteen lines in a second column as well as the traces of another 

seven lines further up. Down the right-hand side of both fragments is clearly visible the 

edge where a second sheet has been glued on. Since the papyrus has been turned upside- 

down for reuse, the join is, as it were, an uphill one, but in both fragments the ends 

of the lines fall short of this join by about the same amount, i.e. 7-8 mm. It looks as 

though the scribe deliberately ended his lines so that he did not have to write over the 

join. From the edge of the join to the broken edge of the papyrus is c. 2 cm; the width of 

this overlap, and the neatness of the break, suggest that the papyrus fractured down 

one side of the original join. (The joins are not visible on the recto.) Again in both 

fragments the left part of the second sheet is characterized by a rougher surface and 
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several prominent reddish fibres. All this favours placing fr. 2 below fr. 1 as part of the 

same column. 

Fr. 2 was originally six separate pieces, five of which join to form the text down to 

i 16; most of these joins are confirmed by possible letter-combinations. The final join 

made by placing this piece above i 17 is certain only from the fibre-pattern. A small 

blank piece has been placed in the margin of fr. 1. 

Attempts at identifying the fragmentary trimeter in fr. 1. 8 have failed. ‘The name 

Zethus in fr. 1 i 27 at first brings to mind Euripides’ Antiope (see T. B. L. Webster, The 

Tragedies of Euripides, 205-11), in which we know from P. Petrie I 1 that at the end of the 

play Hermes prophesied the rule of the twins Amphion and Zethus over Thebes, their 

building of the city walls, and their marriages. There is not enough prophecy to account 

for the references in fr. 2 124 and 25, AmdéAAwv and rac Kat’ ofkov Képac érd€eucev. These 

fit better the later history of Amphion and Zethus, recounted for instance in Apollod. 

3. 5. 6, where Apollo and Artemis shoot the male and female children of Amphion’s 

wife, Niobe, because she has insulted their mother Leto by claiming that she is better off 

with her numerous children than Leto with her two. crép€aca in fr. 1. 9 (a verb used espe- 

cially of the love between parents and children), Ayrodc (1. 10), rove appevac (1. 11), 

rovc vexpouc (fr. 21 20), Audiwy (1. 21), and Z#Aoc and Nir in |. 27 also favour this 

interpretation. 

No Euripidean title suits this story; there is no mention anywhere of a Euripidean 

Niobe and the scholia on Phoen. 159-60, when discussing the number of Niobe’s children, 

mention his Cresphontes but not a Niobe, the obvious choice if it existed. Aristoph. Frogs 

g1t1-24 and the Life of Aeschylus indicate that in Aeschylus’ Nzobe the children were long 

dead by the time the play began. Nothing in the hypothesis, however, seems to conflict 

with what we know of Sophocles’ Niobe. There are four book-fragments, amounting to 

fourteen words (S. Radt, 7rGFiv, frr. 447-50), six papyrus fragments re-edited by W. S. 

Barrett in an appendix to R. Carden’s The Papyrus Fragments of Sophocles 171-235 ( = frr. 

441a-445a R), and five references: Schol. T to Il. 24. 602, Schol. Eur. Phoen. 159 already 

mentioned, Lact. Placid. on Stat. Theb. 6. 117, Ath. 601 aA-B, and Schol. S. OC 684 (= p. 

363; fr. 446 and the commentary on frr. 448 and 451 R). Iam heavily indebted to Mr 

Barrett’s collection of sources and to his analysis of the contribution made by these 

scanty pieces to our knowledge of the play. 

Assuming that Sophoclean hypotheses are arranged alphabetically in the same way 

as the Euripidean ones, the possibilities for fr. 1. t-6 are another title beginning with nu 

or one beginning with mu. From the possible titles given in Radt, pp. 338-73, it is then 

possible to see that fr. 1. 1 has part of the name Nauplius and that the hypothesis 

belonged to Nauplios Katapleon or Nauplios Pyrkaeus. Since no other tragedian wrote both 

a Niobe and a Nauplios, these hypotheses are Sophoclean. 

Of the two Nauplios plays there are fifteen book-fragments, four (frr. 425-8 R) 

attributed to the Nauplios Katapleon, three to the Nauplios Pyrkaeus (frr. 429-31 R) and six 

(frr. 433-8 R) simply to Nauplios. (See Radt, pp. 353-5 for quotation and discussion of 
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the myths surrounding Nauplius.) The most famous incidents associated with him 
concern his revenge for the death of his son, Palamedes, who had earned Odysseus’ bitter 
enmity by revealing that his madness was feigned and so forcing him to go to Troy. 
Subsequently, at the instigation of Odysseus, Palamedes was put to death by the Greeks. 
Apollod. Epit. 6. 9 and Schol. Eur. Or. 432 tell us that on hearing this news Nauplius 
sailed to the Greek camp to demand vengeance for his son’s death but was unsuccessful 
owing to the Greeks’ support for Agamemnon. He consequently sailed along the Greek 
coast, inciting the heroes’ wives to commit adultery, and later lured the Greeks returning 
from Troy on to the rocks of Euboea by lighting false beacons. Despite PSI XII 1287, 
which throws doubt on the authenticity of Nauplios Pyrkaeus, Hsch. 7 2020 and y 1109, 
Hdn. 2. 937, 5 (Lentz), and Pollux 9. 156 give clear evidence for this Sophoclean title. 
The Fire-kindler must have related the lighting of the false beacons and the destruction of 
the Greek fleet on the Euboean coast. 

Fr. 1. 1, NavaAtoc 6c rv Kpicw aberei, and 5, aomei, clearly do not relate Nauplius’ 
fire-kindling activities and must, therefore, come from a hypothesis to the other 
Nauplius play, which ended with Nauplius sailing away and, one can assume, 
threatening vengeance (see nn. ad loc.). Since neither the book-fragments nor the 
ancient authorities provide any evidence for the plot, J. Geffcken in Hermes 26 (1891) 38, 
arguing from Apollod. 2. 1.5, where Nauplius is said to have died a death similar to that 
which he inflicted on his adversaries, thought that a plot could be constructed round his 
return home by sea and subsequent death. This can no longer stand now that we know 
that Nauplius sailed away alive at the end. Pearson favoured the idea that the play 
centred round his seduction of the Greek heroes’ wives and especially his persuasion of 
Idomeneus’ son, Leucus, to seize his father’s power and kill his wife and daughter; 
xatamAewy would, therefore, refer to his landing on the shores of Greece, cf. Apollod. 
Epit. 6. 9 mapamAéwr rac xwpac tac EAAgviSac. On the other hand, Huschke and Nauck 
took the view that xatamAéwv meant ‘landing at the Greek camp near Troy’ and that 
Nauplius arrived to exact vengeance for his son’s death but without success (see further, 
Radt, p. 354 for conjectures about the plot). dome? will then refer to his sailing away 
from Troy after his failure; this plot would seem to offer the greatest dramatic 
possibilities. 

Although we are now certain about the subject of the Nauplios Katapleon and that 
Oiax was a dramatis persona (fr. 1. 4), the Niobe hypothesis for its length contributes 
disappointingly little. The mythographic sources (see fr. 1. 7 n.) give little relating 
specifically to Sophocles’ Niobe. The only sure information we have now gained is that 
Sophocles had the boys sent on a hunt (fr. 1. 11), that Apollo killed the boys and Artemis 
the girls at home (fr. 21 18-20), and that the boys’ deaths took place first. Amphion and 
Zethus are dramaits personae, the former being killed, the latter entering at the end of the 
play in place of a deus ex machina (fr. 2 i 21-7). 

The fact that the Niobe hypothesis follows straight on from Nauplios Katapleon 
without room for Nauplios Pyrkaeus or Nausicaa (if the latter did not appear under the 
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alternative title Plyntriai) is not significant, because the sequence of Euripidean 

hypotheses, at any rate, was alphabetized only to the first letter (cf. e.g. XX VII 2455). 

The remains of the third and fourth hypotheses in fr. 2 ii are too scanty to allow of 

identification. 

A list of papyrus hypotheses is given by M. Papathomopoulos in Rech. de Pap. 3 

(1964) 37-8, to which are now to be added for Menander those of the Dis Exapaton in 

ZPE 6 (1970) 5-7 and further in ZPE 8 (1971) 136, and probably of the Hauton 

Timoroumenos in XX XI 2534; and for Euripides those of the Andromache and Alexandros 

now reprinted in this volume as 3650, the Phoenissae in XX XI 2544, the Auge in P. Koln I 

1, the Syleus (part of XXVIT 2455) in ZPE 4 (1969) 43-4 and 173, a hypothesis to 

Temenos or Temenidae in P. Lugd.-Bat. XVII pp. 133-6 (see now KPE 40 (1980) 39-42), 

and 3013, a hypothesis to a Tereus, mentioned above. W. Luppe in Philologus 122 (1978) 

6ff.; 125 (1981) 181-7; 126 (1982) 10-18 and 313-15; KPE 49 (1982) 15-215 52 (1983) 

43-4; Avayévwnee 2. 1 (1982) 74-82; 2. 2 (1982) 265-71; and SCO 32 (1982) 231-3 has 
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discussed several of these texts, suggested identifications of unplaced fragments and new 
supplements, and given further bibliography. 

In their general style and in the simple use of 5é as a conjunction and the 
occasionally recherché vocabulary, these two hypotheses are to be closely compared 
with those of Euripides. M. W. Haslam in GRBS 16 (1975) 150-6 discusses the 
authorship of the corpus of Euripidean hypotheses represented in the papyri and in more 
or less altered form in the medieval MSS and attributes them to Dicaearchus of Messene, 
a pupil of Aristotle. An opposing view is taken by J. Rusten, GRBS 23 (1982) 357-67. 
The only evidence directly relating to the Sophoclean side of this question is Sext. Emp. 
adv. Math. 3. 3, where he talks about the use of the word dméecic and says that 
Dicaearchus wrote drobécerc trav EdpirriSou Kai Copoxdéouc pbOwv. Whoever the author, 
these two hypotheses (together with the slightly anomalous Tereus hypothesis), with 
their similar lay-out, style, and content, are undoubtedly part of the other half of this 
corpus. 

Ps. 
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ties 
2 }, . [, mid trace and foot of vertical; high and middle traces with stray dot below, and above ain. 3 faint 

oblique sloping down from right to left? x very doubtful. Letter division may be wrong here _._, traces, not 

v_¢,eororather lesslikely 4, trema by 1st hand asin fr.2i26 royz[, J, ., first part of v almost vertical 

but following ink too close for « to be possible. After lacuna high and low ink; 2nd, top of vertical or part of 

curve; |ic possible, not [w|y or [o]y; perhaps ], 1? 3 |,, oblique, cf. on |. 2; possibly elongated upper 

oblique of « rising over a, cf. katodupopéevovinl.4 «|, ],,, 0r«, ,5 1st, top of vertical; 2nd, slightly oblique 

stroke, forming right half of letter; a or w possible, not oorv _ 9, a also possible 4 ¢1, only right tip of e 

visible close to « ; not part of oblique of v with right hasta following because in this hand they always join; 

therefore not €|KeAey[o]v 7 |v, oblique rising from base of letter; not ¢ or 4 8 |, ..s, mid ink; 

vertical hooked to left at top, y, v, or 7— left of A unlikely —ify, v, or 7, top of right hasta or cross-bar also visible; 

grd and 4th, high trace followed by remains of two verticals: perhaps only one letter, i.e. |, . , g |vy, or 

_tor 7 70, 7 corr. by first hand; either y with left arc of o attached to horizontal but corrected to + by 

extension of cross-bar to left and addition of another and complete o slightly further down on right, or 7 corr. to 

c 10 awe, acompletely different interpretation, Awe, also possible vq, € possible 12 ]u, vertical 

complete; not 7 because no remains of cross-bar _ 4c, foot of on partially detached and warped vertical strip 
of papyrus. « better than base of v because strip has to be moved slightly to left to align lettersin 1.13 [, ], 
when strip of papyrus moved into correct position, space for possibly one letter After ewe vertical ink 

followed by horizontal trace with more ink descending from it; to right part of downward-pointing oblique—a 
or e; then high ink and lower and right-hand side of curve; before 7 a vertical: 1 or p with loop missing —_, A 
unlikely ], ,twohightraces _ y on rough fibres, 7, c, r also possible 13 y,, top of vertical on right of 
letter 7,, high ink close to cross-bar ofr _¢, ore 14 |v,orn  [,. ], space narrower than it appears 
because of loose strip toright |, , low ink with high ink to right linked to v; a, €, or w, not v 15 7[, base 
of left hasta; 7 possible rather than tn —‘[,], or [. . ] TON a5 00 | ele) | asniallamomntrot 

verticalink — v[, almost certainly line-end 17 ]e,ora 4,orce we, obscured by smudges or offsets; 

w or uw; core? ay less likely 18 _[,faintlowtrace  ]_ , , scattered traces of one or two letters 19 v, 

orckory ¢,oreoro  ]_, faint traces only 20 |. .[, or J, [; trace and top of vertical Down the 
right-hand side exiguous remains of col. i1 

Bes Ben 
1 a,oro  ,[,footofhasta 2 |u,orw vay, meagre traces; other combinations of letters possible; 

y, or 7 with extended ¢ joining cross-bar of 7; v, ore 3 |, orp y,0rm  «, ory 0, ore, c, ord 

4 ]t,ory  v, mid ink followed by top and base of vertical; nota Afterahighink ¢,ora yf, ory, 7,4, 
kK, 7, OF T 5 o[, oreorce 6 ]v,or7 Next, slight right-facing curve, «,0,c,orw Possibly | [, ]. 
ratherthan,, _—_ Before e top of hasta, n, «, or v (?); not 7 because no cross-bar 7 |n, orv 8 ]., few 

specks __», right branch joining cross-bar of r or latter extending down to left; if so, only mid trace of letter 
between a and 7 _ 9, vertical hooked to right at top and bottom with few specks preceding; _¢ also 
possible ¢[, ore 9 |., foot of vertical and to right another foot of oblique or arc; some offsets _¢, € 

less likely Space between ¢ and 7; perhaps word-division Of remaining letters only smudges 
10 ].[. ], [, 1st, mid trace and foot of descender; p or ¢; 2nd, part of vertical orcurve __ ]_, faint trace of rising 

oblique? and low ink toright,e.g.y 4, foot of vertical: palaeographically, », v, or 7 without preceding lacuna 
equally possible —_ [, high ink 11 ],, mid trace and remains of vertical to right; |,1 possible —_aro[, 

horizontal ofr projects leftwards and downwards in large curve or a with long tail to right; unlikely that this is 
attached to 7 0 or w, not e€ 12 ],, foot of oblique After ¢ part of vertical or curve To right 

below a trace—offset or stray ink? _ [, low trace 13 ],,lowand middle specks ¢,_,, Ist, vertical or 

right-facing curve similar to preceding c; 2nd, probably stroke linking to next letter; 3rd, smudge followed by 
top of vertical—parts of two letters? —_, [, traces only 14 ],.,, obscured by offsets; 1st, 7, v, 7? If rst 

none of preceding, is 2nd v? grd, part of vertical or curve y,orc  _[, highink  ]___[, traces only, 

perhaps of four letters 15 ]x,orx w,,tracetoright _[,rightfacingcurve,o? J]... [, 1st,a,A,p, 

or w. Ifa or A Ist, is 2nd c? Next, low oblique and speck toright y,orci Rest of line multiple traces; last, 
clear foot of vertical ny |, dowel | , tops of letters Between « and p traces |], __ [, 
multiple traces including two verticals; first two ev? 17 ]c,e,orw 9,eunlikely «x, ., 1st, high ink; 

2nd, bowl of letter: a6? seems clear but o attached to horizontal of r just possible — After. top of curve or 
left end of horizontal of e.g. 7; one or two letters before e we, deleted in lighter ink; same hand has inserted 

letters above of which only feet survive  ]c¢, traces of rounded letter 18 Agvay, scanty traces 
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19 .[,highinktoright ]_., negligible traces _ 9, slightly anomalous because the scribe has not joined the 
circle neatly 20 ]_..[, feet of letters ]_, trace followed by foot of vertical After « rst, part of 
rounded letter; 2nd, low smudge; 3rd, high traces; 4th, vertical, top of oblique, and low ink; 5th, 7 reasonably 
certain; 6th, high ink 21 },,inkalong base line and top of vertical; w or letter linked tow? — 9 above line 
is heavy spot of ink inserted before wrong a 22 ].., base of letter and high ink followed by further 
high ink g, oro —__ [, 7 or 7 followed by part of another letter. |. [, 7, v, or A J, bottom of rounded 
letter, a, <,0,¢ ¢,0ro ,ora preceded by stray ink 7, or 7 but latter leaves wide space before o 
23 ]., high trace, orvora Of next four various traces; 3rd, right facing curve or vertical with high 
horizontal —_[_ _ Je, even allowing for an extended letter at the line-end, cf. fr. 1. 9, two letters rather than one 
inlacuna? As final letter a also possible 26 Jc, speck to right; or y, ],, traces _ Diaeresis so wide 
that first half above preceding v, but cf. fr. 1. 2 27 pev, or _ wl, |v; for last, 7 possible 

fr. 2 ii 

Traces too scanty to be worth description 

fr. 1 1 rv Kpicw dOerei. dOereé, ‘reject’ rather than ‘deny, disprove’, cf. LS7s.v. 11 and TLGs.v. Apollod. 
Epit. 6. 8 rodro [sc. Palamedes’ death] paddy Navaduoc émAeuce mpoc Tove “EAAnvac Kal rHv Tov maiddc aire 
mowny and Schol. Eur. Or. 432 show that Nauplius sailed to Troy after his son’s condemnation and death. This 
xpicic, mentioned at the end of a fairly long hypothesis (see below on fr. 1. 16), either refers to something else— 
perhaps a retrial to prove Palamedes’ innocence posthumously or rather an attempt to convict Odysseus of 
murder, cf. particularly above tiv . . . dr#jret mow7}v—or looks back to an early part of the play where Nauplius 
may have questioned the condemnation of his son. For his failure, cf. e.g. Apollod. ibid. dpaxtoc 8€ 
drroctpebac. 

A striking peculiarity is the use here and in ll. 4 and 5 of the present tense, against the usual aorist of the 
hypotheses. One probable instance of the present occurs in XXVII 2457 12 and there are a few in the 
medieval MSS, which G. Zuntz, The Political Plays of Euripides 135 n. 4 thinks are corruptions. Cf. W. S. Barrett, 
CQws 15 (1965) 59 (I. 4), 64, and 70-1 on dzecrépyce in the papyrus hypothesis of the Phoenissae and dmocrepet 
in the Moschopoulean and vulgate versions. 

Any calculation of letters lost at the line-beginnings can only be approximate, but the trimeter in fr. 1. 8 is 
a guide. Taking as a sample the first 100 lines of OT, the average number of letters per trimeter is about 30. 
Since 11 letters are certainly legible plus probably another 5, perhaps 14 or so are missing from the first half of 
the trimeter, although in the sample the trimeters vary from 26 to 35 letters. Assuming that the beginning of the 
trimeter is aligned with the main text, and since the broken edge is slightly further to the right in the upper part 
of the column, about 16 letters are required in each line of the Nauplius hypothesis. 

2 A main verb is needed after the relative clause in |. 1, perhaps a verb of saying to govern the inf. 
]..[.. ].¢ then subject in the acc.?— perhaps |md[vr]ac? 

umdpxew: various meanings available, ‘begin’ (the preceding word ending inc could be a part. construed 
with this), “exist, be, belong to’, but LS7 s.v. B. III 2a provides an especially appropriate one, ‘to be on a 
person’s side’ + dat. of person, rovz[o]sc. ‘Nauplius, who rejects the judgement, is angry (vel sim.) that all the 
Greeks (?) side with these’? rodrouc perhaps the Greek leaders, cf. Apollod. loc. cit. épaxroc 3€ drroctpéeisac, we 
mavtwy xapilopévwy 7@ Baciret Ayapéuvovr and Schol. Eur. Or. 432 trav 8é EdAivev KaToAywpovvTwy avrod 
mpoc TO Kexapicuevoy Toic BactAedcw. On the other hand, if ro¥rqx could be read, this might be Nauplius, with 
Agamemnon as subject of a verb, cf. on 1. 4. 

Rules of word-division prevent gv and the preceding letters from being part of a mid. or pass. part. 
3 6€ required in lacuna. xai more likely than e.g. nom. plu. or aor. inf. 
Tpoc avrTovc OF avTovc, mpdc avrod Or avrov. I can find no suitable, short word beginning cx and ending in 

-ac or beginning with «; a nom. masc. aor. part. (traces and space incompatible with acc. plu. part.) or a 1st or 
3rd decl. acc. plu. possible. Or an adv. in -we? 

OmetAn, an aor. or fut. part. or inf. of ourA€w. dpurAéw with mpdc + acc. means ‘to converse with, associate 
with, deal with’ a person. If the preceding word is an adv., I suggest xaAdc, which would just fit the space; cf. 
e.g. Isoc. Ep. 4. 9 Kadcic opureiv rex and Isoc. 2. 24 otTwc bpureiv mpdc Twa. 

4 xeAever: present needed to maintain the use of the present tense in aOere? and dome’; simple or 

compound verb. Since carodupopévou 8 begins a new period, «eAever must go with the preceding line. Probably 
it governs an aor. inf. djeAq|[car. avrouc in. 1. 3 may be the Greeks stationed at Troy. A suitable subject 
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for xeAever would be Agamemnon; perhaps something like cai mpoc abrovde Kade opedi|car 6 Ayapepvewy 

ceAever, P.J.P. 
ova: Clearly a case of Ofaé, Palamedes’ brother; a gen. abs. seems certain followed by rov ddeAdpov vel sim. 

5 The dat. cannot be construed with dome? and must go with what follows. “EAAqcw a- rather than 

‘EdAnct va-; | can find no suitable word beginning va except those in vav-, but splitting of a diphthong is most 

unlikely. Cf. Schol. Eur. Or. 432 fin. and Apollod. Epit. 6. 9. a|[medv, H.G.T.M.; a|[m@Accav drerddiv, P_J.P. 

The eleven lines of fr. 432 R, describing the benefits bestowed by Palamedes on mankind, are said by their 

source, Achilles Tatius, Isag. in Arat. 1 (p. 27. 5 Maass) to have been spoken by Nauplius. Since the Katapleon 

seems to be about his search for vengeance, they would be appropriate for a father’s defence of his son. 

7 The beginning of the Niobe hypothesis. Her story is mentioned in a large number of writers, but the only 

accounts of any length are found in Schol. A and D on JI. 24. 602-17, Apollod. 3. 5.6, and Hyg. 9. 2-4 and a 

long passage in Ov. Mel. 6. 148-312. The sources are discussed in Radt, p. 363 and most comprehensively in 

Barrett, 223-35. In all the story is essentially the same: Niobe has a large number of children and claims that 

she is superior to Leto, who has only two; Apollo and Artemis then kill Niobe’s children, while Niobe herself is 

turned to stone, the stone form being still visible, weeping, on Mount Sipylus in Lydia. That she is a Lydian, 
daughter of Tantalus, wife of Amphion, and living at Thebes where her children are killed is not mentioned in 
the Iliad but is found regularly in later accounts and in the four lengthier treatments. As for details specifically 
attributed to Sophocles, we know from the Schol. T on the liad passage that 7) de cuppopa adric, we pév TWeEC, EV 
Avsia, cdc S€ Gor, év O7nBaic: CopondAe S€ Tove pev maidSac ev OnBaic arrorécHax, vocrjcar de adrny eic Avdiav. 

There was considerable controversy among ancient authors about the number of Niobe’s children, Homer for 
instance having 6 boys and 6 girls but Aeschylus, Sophocles (Schol. Eur. Ph. 159 and Lact. Placid on Stat. Th. 
6. 117), Euripides, and Aristophanes all having 7 sons and 7 daughters. 

From the three principal mythographic sources it can be seen that Apollo and Artemis are sent by their 
mother, Apollo to kill the boys and Artemis the girls. In Barrett’s 9 fr. 3, pp. 200-13 (fr. 442 R) Artemis is 

killing the girls but there is no evidence for the killing of the boys. The Ziad scholia and Apollodorus state that 
the boys die while hunting on Mount Cithaeron; Hyginus says in silva, but this could well be on Cithaeron. 
Ovid has the boys killed while they exercise on a campus near the town, although since he is the only source for 
this variation, it may be his own invention prompted by exercises in the Campus Martius. In art there are 

representations of Niobids being killed in an outdoor setting, twice on rocky ground (see Barrett 229 n. 141). 
Ath. 601 a-B and Plu. Moralia 760 p-£ (fr. 448 R) provide one piece of concrete evidence for the action of this 
part of Sophocles’ Niobe: some or all of the boys had lovers and when they were dying, one of them summoned 
his lover to help him; this surely indicates an outdoor scene and one in which the girls played no part. It is 
possible that Barrett’s 9 fr. 1, pp. 186-92 (fr. 443 R) is part of a speech reporting the killing of the boys outside. 
In the Jad scholia, Apollodorus, and Hyginus the girls are killed at home. In Ovid the girls are standing by 
their brothers’ biers, presumably indoors, while there is a painted marble plaque from Pompeii showing Niobe, 
a nurse, and two daughters in an architectural setting (R. M. Cook, Niobe and Her Children, no. 15). From the 
papyrus fragments it is clear that Sophocles too portrayed the girls’ deaths at home. There is then the further 
question of whether any of the Niobids survived. In the earliest account of the legend in the Jliad, in Eur. 
Cresphontes (fr. 455 N?) and PA. 159, and later in Ovid all the sons and daughters died; but Apollodorus and 
Paus. 5. 16. 4 mention the survival of one boy and one girl or in Hyginus’ case of just one girl. Barrett in 
discussing his 9 fr. 4, pp. 214-20 (fr. 444 R) suggests the possibility that one of the girls did survive. 

|v: not the c of jc expected after a feminine title. All the other headings extant in the papyrus hypotheses 
have the relative agreeing in gender and number with the title. The play is always referred to by ancient 
authors simply as N.é8y and not with a masc. or neut. noun + (ric) NidByc. Another of Sophocles’ plays, 
however, the Ajax, was, according to the medieval hypothesis, entitled by Dicaearchus Aiavroc Oavaroc. Here 
there seem two possible headings: either 76 dpdua NudByc, which would fit the space but would not allow for any 
indentation (cf. W. J. W. Koster, Fo. Tzetzae Commentari in Aristophanem 4. 3, 691 “Yrd0ectc Spaatoc Batpaxywv 
Apictopavouc) or secondly, and I think more likely, NvéBy od apx7) Se, where the title is treated as equalling 76 
dpdua. For the use of a neut. rel. with a masc. or fem. antecedent see B. G. Gildersleeve, Syntax of Classical Greek i. 
126 and B. Jowett and L. Campbell III on Plato, Rep. 359 c. 

ap[.. |: space for x and 7 fairly wide, but not too wide for words forming part of a heading. The form with 
the demonstrative pronoun is new. 

8 Before c the only vowels palaeographically possible are « and less probably v. 

If #Avou is right (-nvov is unlikely palaeographically), there are difficulties. If réxva goes with it, there 
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might be a connection between the seven sons of Helius (see e.g. RE's.v. Helios 78-83) and Niobe’s seven sons. 
Whether the words are to be taken together or as 7Alov, Téxva, a vocative is quite possible, cf. the addresses at 
the beginning of all Sophocles’ extant plays except the Trachiniae and Philoctetes. If Alou, réxva, the children 
could be the chorus (cf. OT 1) or Niobe’s children (though Barrett loc. cit. concludes that Niobe’s children 
were not the chorus). In that case #A/ov might refer to a dawn departure by the boys for the hunt (see |. 11 and 
cf. Eur. Phaeth. 75 Diggle), P.J.P. 

g The first part of the plot summary ought, as is usual in hypotheses, to contain one or more names and 
some genealogical information, but NiéBy is perhaps uncertain. She must, however, be mentioned somewhere 
in ll. 9 or 10 to govern crépéaca. If NidBy is read, perhaps 7 rod Tavrado|y (11 letters). 

To<v> ydvov: the omission could be explained by haplography but the need to add <v) is suspicious. 
Alternatively read |, e¢picl. 7 ]co7[e]pov ?, so that possibly: NidBn rove raidalc repuccétepov crépéaca, P.J.P. 

10 |dcav suggests e.g. edrrardSiav or roAvTaidiav. 
auetvova is difficult to read, the initial a being placed unusually far from the p. The two clear v’s exclude a 

comparative in -repa, cf. the /. scholia ibid., evTeKvwWTéepa avrnc and Apollod. loc. cit., thc Antovc evTEKVOTEpa. 
Since, as Niobe is speaking of herself, a nom. and inf. is needed, djetvova has to qualify a preceding substantive. 
The lacuna could be filled with e.g. 80d moAvmat|8éav (10 letters), (Sud evsrar|8iav too short at 8 letters), Kai 
€xouca €0/zr0Av-rrau |Siav (14/16 letters), éyeuw THY €b/moAv-rraL|Stav (13/15 letters). For roAvmaiSiav and edrradiav 
€xew see Isoc. g. 72. modAd| [Kec tiv iSiav evrrat|diav awetvova ... , P.J.P. Anrotc could also be a gen. of 
comparison after another comparative adj. or after e.g. tepryevécOau at the beginning of 11. 

€$ncev: for the more unusual c-aor. see Mayser i 2. 200 and e.g. Hdt. 3. 153 and Xen. Anab. 5. 8. 5. 
I1 e.g. cuveBn] d€. rpoepyouevouc] dé, P.J.P. Presumably it is Niobe or Leto who sends the young men ona 

hunt. No compound of era- is suitable, but if werd, perhaps pera | [rav épacray ... cf. Ath. 60 a-B and Plu. 
Moralia 760 p-e. This would leave about four letters before ]w in |. 12. 

12 The readings in the middle of the line are difficult. I had thought [vJeweccesiy from vewecdw, but 
against this is the need to assume double c (see Mayser i 1”, pp. 193-4) and for a new subject before the return 
probably to Leto in |. 13. It is a rare word in prose, but is used especially of the gods, ‘to feel resentment, be 
angry with’. Arist. RA. 1387°6 couples it with ém/ and the dat. If this is an opt., Jw is iv’; but ‘in order that 
someone might be angry with them’ (sc. the boys) does not give good sense. If not, ]w may be part of an inf. in 
-ew. Apreu|w is not appropriate here in connection with the boys. Mr Parsons has made a brilliant suggestion 
for the second half of the line: eweyadopnu[ov]ncev; the only slight drawbacks are that there will be a wide space 
after avroic (see app. crit.) and -pnyu- has to be assumed for -ppnu- (cf. Mayser i 1°, p. 187). Niobe would then be 
the subject, ‘sending off her sons to the hunt, she congratulated herself on them’. Perhaps she commented that 
they were real men, unlike the long-haired Apollo, and that her daughters’ cxjpa (1. 14.) was more feminine 
than Artemis’ (cf. //. scholia and Hyginus). It would be entirely plausible to have the central character show on 
stage the uBpuc which led to her downfall. This would also indicate that the hypothesis adhered fairly closely to 
the sequence of scenes in the play. LI. 11-13 might run something like (P.J.P): 

péANouca] de emt Ojpav Tove dppevac pera 
Tay €pactayv tréume|w em’ avtoic eueyadopnu| dv|ncev 
we apictwr b|mdpxouca unty[p] Tavde 

13 pet a[v]ra@y just possible but de is then left hanging; if 7dvde, too much space for pera. wrjrn[p] rave 
fits the traces well. But ray dé is another possibility. 

KaTatac: Kata Tac (Kdpac ?) or Kata Ta €- (€|TEpa TraLdia?). 

14 Some case of yuv7y. If v, perhaps 77]y (or adj.) yuvalix]a v[. If y, not 7H yuvar«d because final « not 
possible. 

ma[, a case of mac? 
15 avtn[, adrH or adryy; or T]ocavrn[. 
#ep: |. 16 must therefore begin with a consonant; perhaps a word from the root of uéudouar or a form of 

peuvnwat. 

16 toldc ma{vra]c or ralida]c? 

What happens between here and fr. 2 i 17 is very uncertain. 

The only incidents I am able to suggest are something like those related by Ov. Met. 6. 157-203. Teiresias’ 
daughter, Manto, went through the streets of Thebes urging the Theban women to go to Leto’s temple and 
offer incense and prayers to her and her children. Niobe appeared and rebuked them for worshipping Leto and 
not Niobe herself, who was too great for fortune to harm; even if many of her children were taken from her, 
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she would still have more than Leto. At her bidding the women removed the laurel wreaths from their hair 

and left. 
If frr. 1 and 2 come from separate columns, a minimum of seven lines are lost in fr. 1 ~seven more lines in 

addition to the scanty remains of the lower part of fr. 1, for which some action would have to be found. Not only 

is this difficult but it makes the account of the children’s deaths very summary by comparison. Iffrr. 1 and 2 are 

from the same column, they can be placed so that fr. 2 i 1 forms part of fr. 1. 20 or follows at a short distance 

below it. Such a position would make a column of at least 46 lines and 36.7 cm in height, which, though tall, is 

quite possible. 28-30 cm is a good height in the Roman period and more than c. 37 cmis rare. (Cf. the height of 

VI 852, Eur. Hyps.) 
Given that the Niobe hypothesis is near its conclusion at the foot of fr. 2 col. i, and that, let us say, two more 

lines are required for its completion at the top of col. ii, then, ifthe two fragments come from adjacent columns, 

the hypothesis, including heading and dpx7%, will have been at least 50 lines in length, i.e. fr. 1. 7-20 +at least 7 

more at the foot, fr. 2. 1-27+2 more in the next column. Since we know by the paragraphus that a third 

hypothesis finished at col. ii. 24, this would at its maximum be only 22 lines long, less than half the length of 

the Niobe. However, by aligning fr. 2 under fr. 1, there is a minimum of 40 lines in col. i+2 in col. ii and 

for the third hypothesis 40 or 41 lines, depending on the alignment of the lines in the two columns. Col. 11 

appears to be one line longer than col. i, but this is probably because the writing has a marked tendency to 

slope upwards. 
Although we have little evidence for the lengths of hypotheses, that they should be roughly equal in 

length, rather than that one should be twice as long as the other, is more likely. 

be 2M 
2 |pev adtod cal, avrod cal or avrovc af. 

4 é« Thc] yA¢ dvarpour[ a long shot. The right hasta of v in yyy would have to be taken as the right of c tilted 
over, of which this hand has a few examples. dvaipéw used of taking up bodies for burial—perhaps those of the 
boys? 

6 epad[. Part of pa8coc or a fem. adj. in -epa, not a comparative in -7epa. 
7 enexad{. Almost certainly an imperf. or aor. of éauxaAéw or émxaddrrrw. Ifit is the former verb, perhaps 

someone is invoking one of the three deities or is calling on an ally. For the second, cf. Plu. Moralia 760 p-E and 

the use of avaxadéw. 

10 |, opov: if this were yopov, it would be a significant departure from the hypotheses’ usual practice of 
relating only the story and making no reference to the play as such. 

tapayp[ara: not a common prose word; used in the plu. by Demetr. Lac. Herc. 1012. 27. Although the 
individual letters are unclear, the combination is reasonably certain. ‘Commotion, disturbance’ caused by the 

deaths of the boys? 
11 Bo[vAn]wari? Bo[vAed]uarva little long. Leto (?) ‘persevering in her intention’ (of killing the children?). 

Another, but much less likely possibility, is Bo[47]wa7e or Bo[vAn] are dra peévouc ato[. 

12 AaBécOar Oupov: presumably ‘take heart’, although in Od. ro. 461 the active is used. 

13 A word with the root Aucc-, E.G.T. An oblique case of Avcca or preferably a part of Auccaw, Avcc@yv or 
Auccaca, i.e. ‘mad with fear’. Traces and space do not allow an imperf. or aor. indic. of this verb. The causal use 

(see LSFs.v. III) is rare. A masc. subject (one of Niobe’s sons attacked by Apollo?) seems more appropriate and 

-wyv is more compatible with the traces than -wea. 
17 The interpretation is obscure. A verb in -:¢w is difficult because, unless the preceding o can be read as 

e, there is no room for an augment or for a compound of xara; not a dat. part. because there is insufficient space 
between ¢ and 7; a name or substantive in the dat.? If do is right, does it refer to Apollo and Artemis or to a 

pair of messengers? 
eyov| we]: yeyou| we] or édeyov | acl]? 

18 This perhaps refers to a messenger-speech in which is reported ‘their [i.e. the boys’ ] destruction at the 
hands of Apollo’. Fr. 443 R may be part of such a speech. Jec: ayyéAXovtec, P.J.P. adctav shows that the boys 
were mentioned just before. 

19 Obviously a fem. subject. The 8 makes N87 almost certain; the gap for 7 is wide but not impossibly 
so. ‘Niobe feeling no emotion at these happenings’ and so continuing defiant as in Ovid? 

19-21 might run something like: xata|[«Aeicaca abryy (or tac Kdpac, cf. 25) etc] Tov ofkov emi Todc veKpove 

exarec[e | rHv Anta (cf. Ov. Met. 6. 280-5) (or Audiova). 
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21 This line, and the following if we read Acwzév, have the only examples of hiatus in the text. W. S. 
Barrett, CQNn.s. 15 (1965) 61 n. 2, 62 n. 1, notes the usual avoidance of this, except before proper names, in the 
Euripidean hypotheses. 

1. dveidi|[ce. Likely objects of Amphion’s censure are Niobe, Leto, or Apollo— perhaps the last in view of 
Hyginus’ statement, Amphion autem cum templum Apollinis expugnare vellet, ab Apolline sagittis est interfectus and pdxnv 
in the next line. 

22 m[p]ocwaov: Acwror, the river in S. Boeotia, is less likely; it would have to be the place of combat. 
xatav: part of €.g. karavrdw or Karaytixpv, Katavtiov? So perhaps for 21-3, dviSi|[ce Tov Dedv mpoxad]ayv 

Kata] [p]ocwrop etc payny Karar|[ricas, P.J.P. 

23 Anew period begins near the broken edge. Before 8é a genitive participle singular? or bd? The subject 
of permAAagev in 1. 24 must be Amphion and rogevecc seems the likeliest supplement, cf. Apollod. loc. cit. 

erogev6y dé bm’ adradv cal Audiwv, and Hyginus. In Ov. Met. 6. 271-2, however, he commits suicide and 
according to Lucian, Salt. 41, he went mad. Zethus can be eliminated because he is still alive in |. 27. Since 

petnAAagev is here used absolutely and there is not much space in the lacuna, a construction allowing 

d€ Tod Aeod KaborrAica[pelvoc erHADe Kal ToEJevbeic. 

24-5 Apollo needs to be connected with Apré]juSi, who must herself be the subject of érdéeucev. All the 
sources and the frr. of the play itself point to Artemis as the destroyer of the girls. Barrett has deduced 
(especially pp. 184 and 194) that Apollo is at some height pointing out to Artemis the girls in the palace whom 

she is to shoot. éve[Ké|Aeuce kal 7 Apré] pds, P.J.P., evelyod|pnce 77 Apré]pde J.R.R. 

26 |.w: an inf. in -ew? Have Leto, or Apollo and Artemis, or the children’s deaths shown that 

‘superiority, authority’ belongs to the gods? 

27 The hypothesis is nearly at an end, since little further action in the play is possible. Zethus arrives on 
the scene; presumably there is an announcement or prophecy about Niobe’s return to Lydia (Schol. T on Il. 24. 

602 Codoxdijec . . . vocrijcat 5€ adtny etc Avdiav) and perhaps her petrifaction on Mount Sipylus. 
Barrett, ibid. 224, notes that the three principal mythographic sources ‘agree with one another pretty 

closely, and may well be adapted from a common original (in particular, the two Greek sources have rather 
more verbal similarities than I should wish to ascribe to chance). That this original should have been, or should 

have been based on, a tragic d7decic is an obvious possibility; and ifso, presumably Sophocles not Aeschylus. 

But it is no more than a possibility; and it should be noted that the account in the /liad scholia ends 7 tcropia 
rapa Evdopiwv..’ In view of the parallels now apparent between the sources and this hypothesis, the possibility 
becomes a probability. The use made of the Euripidean hypotheses by the mythographers has already become 
clear. 

3654. Metruopic MEDICINE 

16 2B.48/F(b) fr. 8 6.8 x 8.5 cm Second century 

A group of fragments, written across the fibres in a decent round upright book-hand 

of the type of GMAW 17, to be assigned to the second century; dashes as space-fillers in 

fr. 7. 3-4 and fr. 8. 8-9; no lectional signs; paragraphing by ekthesis in frr. 2.7, 8.7. In 

ordering the fragments we have two criteria. (i) Colour. Frr. 1-5 are darker than the 

rest; 1 and 2 contain line-beginnings which might, from the vertical fibres, belong to the 

same column. 6-12 are lighter; 6 has the head of a column (upper margin 3.6 cm), 8 the 

foot (lower margin 4.6 cm), 7 line-ends from mid-column; there is no way of showing 

whether only one column is represented. (ii) Recto. Remains of documentary writing, 

too slight to reconstruct the text, appear on the front of frr. 6, 9, 10, and 12, and (first 

letter only) 2. For want of anything better, the fragments have been grouped by colour; 

but that is of course unreliable. 
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The text represents the Methodic school of medicine, whose ‘Method’ (fr. 8.4) 

attributed all disease to two principal ‘common affections’ or kowdryrtec (fr. 8; cf. 6.3, 

7.6), namely 76 creyvdv, ‘constriction’, and 70 powédec, ‘fluidity’, and prescribed as 

appropriate treatments for these, respectively, ydAacic, ‘slackening’ (cf. fr. 2.10) and 

iret in fr. 3 

ime al lal 
Jer dpe. .[ Jw, [ 
taq[ ov, [ Jou 

rou, [ xpov, . [ Jva., [ 
5 al 5 diavac, [ 5 Jeca 

Oicrayv, [ Jeva[ 

|Oepazrev| Jec7[ 

TruKoy| Jaral 
rouc, [ Jepaz| 

10 xara[ 10 |v7[ 

xporren| Japa 
avtou7, | Jwr[ 

Bawovt[ Jacr, [ 
.9,. [Jarl : 

15 Xpovovy| ios, 
Kau, al 
TadeTa|[ Jev, [ 

tal. .plu.[ JaAn[ 
Jel 1e.1 Joucal 

20 Jel |cen[ 
oe & derel 
ee Jie] 

lhe i 

4 ,[{, left-hand arc of circle? 5 .[, perhaps the beginning of mu. 

Be [left-hand tip and foot of tau? 2 _,[, foot ofupright; point on the line 3, [left ip ofhigh 
horizontal (pi, tau) 4 ,.[, bottom arc of circle; foot of vertical 5. [, left end of high horizontal or 
descending oblique 6 _ [, left end of high horizontal g .[, left side of gamma or pi? 15 ov, 
omicron rather than omega, to judge from the space 16 |, |, left side of gamma or pi; then perhaps nu, 
but anomalous 18 _[, oblique sloping up from left to right? 19 ,[, left side of gamma or 
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créyvwecc, ‘constricting’ (cf. fr. 6. 2). Fr. 2 may concern details of therapy, but frr. 7 and 8 
seem to expound the theoretical foundations of the Method. So too perhaps fr. 6. 

The help of Professor M. Frede with the interpretation of the text is gratefully 
acknowledged. 

fr. 2 

.[ 

pr. .[ 
Avvz| 
xpovo, [ 
diavact[ 

Bicray| 

feparrev| 

TTuKoy| 
touc, [ 

xara 

xpovren| 
avTov 7, [ 

Basvovt[ 

9... [Jor 

xpovor x[ 
Kou, nl 
Tade TA 

tal. ple. [ 
JL... er 

].xl 
Ia 
‘eth 

pi? 20 |,, parts of a high flattened circle (omicron)? 
ligatured to iota? then lambda or mu? 

jibes 24 
1 junction as of oblique and right upright of nu; foot of upright 

Fr. 4 

21 right side of eta, or of something 

4 ,[, left side of gamma? 

1 _[, upright 6 ]., foot of oblique (right side of alpha etc.?) 
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fr free fr. 8 

ijt lee ovonorm[,..]..[ 
el Males uke Abel 

|, ar |xaraé[, |va- Aeyerarxo| , |vor[ 

Jf |, orncKabo- TrapaTynpe, 0dw, | 

5 |Opwrornta 5 THcTpocexncKa| jal 

|Karxkown VaYKQLak , LEVEpy NC 
ite (6 pene (ee |rvectwko| |vorncndu 

top Jde,n, .[ ATWVAVO{LOLWYKA- 

|cwpartoc[ Jar[], , w| TapavTa, , avdn- 

|cteyve| ; ; ; 10 _ |, vcakata, vvapw 

Jel. . ], wol OmoLvoTncTpocexyc 

|ze[ foot 

fr. 9 ies TG ia wi fr. 12 

]. +f ]. gepl Vai ipl 
Jue J}. pou Jol Jvnnd[ 
Jevv, [ Jxou[ Jen ]. nev, [ 
J. ewal eel Joel jek 
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fr. 6 fr. 7 fr. 8 
|c@patoc[ ‘ : : ; 

]creyveo[ ibivall ov opotely, .]. 
Jel xlowol iL aber raw care... Jnl 

Itpel |xara 8[v]va- Néyerat Ko[e]vd7[ Hc 

juev 620 |Ld7 NC Kalo Tapa TH Mc066a «[owd- 

5 av |OpwrdtnTa 5 THC Tpocexync Ka[t] a- 

|xal Kou) vayKala Kal evepyyc. 

leer le de ti ectw Ko[t]vornc; 7 du- 

Joey, . [ a TV avoLolwY Ka- 

] av[O]pw[a Ta havtaciav dun- 

10  K]ouca Kata d¥vapw 

OLOLOTNC TPOCEXNC 

Fr. 5 
1 lower arc of circle? 2 ]_, flattened triangular shape, lambda? mu? 3 ].., second lambda, 

mu? 

Fr. 6 
3 ]., upper right-hand arc of circle? 

Les 
2 |. a, upright? 4 |., upright on edge 7 |...,second, a small suprascript epsilon; third, top 

of upright 8 «,, perhaps end of cross-bar of epsilon, joining upright (i.e. iota) 9g .,w, second, 
upper arc of oval; to the left, right-hand end of high horizontal joining it 

Fr. 8 

1 _q, foot of upright, then more ink to right joining omega at the base 2 ],, ends of branches of 
kappa (or chi?) 4 .9, parts ofa circle __[, fibres disturbed: perhaps upright and lower oblique of 
kappa (or nu?) 9 ..a, first, left-hand arc of circle 

[BG 

4 ]., high and low points on the edge (branches of kappa or the like?) 8 _[, perhaps beginning of 

descender (iota?) attached to tail of alpha 9 ]., two high bits of ink in parallel, perhaps loop of rho or 
the like? 

Fr. 10 

1 |,, oblique tail, as of alpha, lambda 2 |,, perhaps branches as of kappa, but partly obscured by 
mud 

rene 

3 ].,topofupright _, [, possibly upper left arc of circle, but blotted 
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fr. 2 
5 Either 80’ dvacz[opcicewe (Frede), or a form or derivative of dvavicrye. 
7 Mr P. J. Parsons suggests the possibility that ll. 1-6 describe a set of symptoms, and that we now have 

a new heading, deparrev[cic, followed by instructions for their treatment. 

es 7 
This may reflect an attested Methodic defence of the approach through cowédryrtec, against the objection 

that the doctor only cures individual patients (Galen, De opt. secta i 189, 14 ff. Ktthn; cf. De methodo medendi x 

206, 11 ff. Kuhn): the death of an individual man requires the loss of his av@pwadrnc, which is likewise a 
KOLVOTNC. 

2-4 Perhaps xara dalp[rac]fav | [dinxouca] cata 6[¥]val| [pv dpolroryc, as at fr. 8. 8-11. Ifso, fr. 7 might 

belong after fr. 8, which gives the impression of introducing this phrase for the first time. 

fr. 8 

‘By “common affection” in the Method is meant a common affection which is relevant, necessary, and 

actual. What is a common affection? That relevant similarity which potentially runs in appearance through 
dissimilar things.’ 

It appears that ll. 7-11 contain a general definition of kowdr7c, while the preceding lines explain the more 

restricted use of the term in the Methodic system. What we have here accords well with the Methodic 

Thessalus’ definition of medicine as yodcic pawopevw KowornTwv mpocexav Kal avayKalwy mpoc bylevav (Galen, 

Sect. intr. 14. 7 Helmreich). Thessalus thus restricts the Methodic xowdrnrec to those which are (a) ‘apparent’ 

and (6) ‘relevant and necessary in relation to health’. Our text supplies an elliptical form of (5) in Il. 5-6. One 
might then expect the third term added there, évepyrc, to correspond to Thessalus’ (a) ‘apparent’. This would 

be easily achieved by Frede’s suggestion of emending to évapynjc. However, another possibility is offered by Il. 
7-11, where the general definition of xowédrnc requires only that it be potentially apparent. Hence évepy7jec in 
the special Methodic usage of the term may be meant to add the restriction ‘actually apparent’. 

4 1 Mé@08oc was the formal name for the school’s system when Celsus wrote about it (Prooem. 57) c. AD 30. 
7 For the question-and-answer form, common in medical exposition, see e.g. Ps.-Soranus, Quaestiones 

medicinales; P. Turner 14. It is possible, but unprovable, that the entire text was cast in this form. 
g-10 On dujxew as a Methodic term, cf. SE, PH 1. 240. 

3655. PHILOSOPHICAL ANECDOTE 

16 2B.50/D(b) 8x 12cm Second /third century 

The top of a column, with a preserved upper margin of 3.5 cm; the back is blank. 
The hand is an upright Severe Style of common type (exemplified e.g. in XLVI 3321). 
The papyrus is crumpled and warped, so that estimates of the sizes of the larger lacunae 
may be subject to error. No lectional signs except double point (since the left edge is lost, 
except in L. 1, it is impossible to say whether there were also paragraphi); it is difficult to 
be sure whether these always or only sometimes marked change of speaker. 

We have here a fragment of narrative, reporting dialogue. In the background are 
the pupils of Stilpo, who was head of the Megarian School in the late fourth and early 
third centuries Bc, and among them in particular Alcimus the rhetor. The chief parties 
to the dialogue itself are apparently Stilpo and another man, named in 7 and 
conjecturally identifiable as Metrocles the Cynic. The exchanges are unusually 
protracted for the anecdotal tradition. Among the fragments of Stilpo the only 
conversation of comparable length is fr. 154 Doring (Die Megariker, Amsterdam 1972), 
also featuring Metrocles. A plausible explanation is that the source in both cases was 
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Stilpo’s dialogue Metrocles (DL 2. 120). Another possibility, however, is that the 
fragment derives directly or indirectly from Metrocles’ own anecdotal work Xpetae (if 
directly, Metrocles would have to be represented in the first person singular, e.g. at 4-5). 
Fr. 154 opens with a criticism from Metrocles, followed by an elenctic dialogue in which 
Stilpo turns the tables on him. The present anecdote may have followed the same 
pattern, at least if Stilpo was its ultimate source, but in the preserved portion it is 
apparently Metrocles who is asking the questions. Metrocles accuses Stilpo’s circle of 
overrating Alcimus, a mere boy, and perhaps tries to show by cross-questioning Alcimus 
that he cannot yet define good and evil. 

Tov, vtroAeutro[ |, evouctwyT, [ Tove UTroAEiTromevouc TV TO[b 
|, Arwvocuabntwrevorck[ Cr] (Arwvoc pabyrav, ev ofc x[ai 

|rwpadkipwocnyndyrap, [ 6 pj |twp Adrkipoc iv 4dn mapa [Cria- 
], dcarpiBwv:rov[, , . |, [ mw ve dvatpiBav. “tov[tov]¢ [r0” €- 
|wavaicOnrorrop[ $n] avatcOnror Tov [maida T- 

|rewcovtatwa:Kal pa ]Te we ovta TWvd;” Kall 6 Crir- 
J. cporedqap,.. ,[ Tay “enol” edn “& Myrpd[KAcec ap- 

|radevew, vOpw, [ Kel] Taevew avOpwrl[ov.” 6 dé: “ri 

JAnz[ |repal[, . ], dace[ Bov]An; [6] repa [ma]idac é[yypa- 
Jeccto, cuabnracn|[ par] etc Tove pabnrac, 7 [avdpac;” 
Waeywyeedn:a, vl “ta. |tda eywye” edn. “dp ob[v olde Ta 

]. @axartaxan|, ],:4¢.[ ay|ada kai ta kaCKa», 7 [o]¥; dy [cavroc dé 
].ov.a,[, , ], ovveaxovec[ av|robd “ray[v’,]“‘7d obv Kaxov éc[ 71, vea- 

]. dca, . [, ]karoaAnipo, , [ vila, duaip[er.”] kato Arkyoc .[...... 

It. [.... Jeatropory[ yr) kat ro powylevew 

].. 0... [8dackercrol plete 2] otéacrerc ro] 

Jee[ Jee[ 

1 v_,hightrace | _, foot of upright to right of damaged area _ wy, nu represented only by a trace of 
the top left junction and of the second upright _[, short vertical trace on the edge at three-quarter 
height 2 |,, upright on the edge 3 .[, point (top of upright?) above the general level of the 

letter-tops 4 ]., nuoromega | _[, two high points, perhaps diaeresis 7 |., perhaps foot of 
diagonal and right vertical of nu 8 |v, stroke sloping down from left to right; then nu (represented by 
the right-hand upright and junction) seems to follow directly, if the pieces are correctly aligned _ [, foot of 

upright g |., foot of upright? 10 0,, foot of upright II a,, perhaps two letters, the second 
(upper right arc ofsmall circle) omicron 12 |_, the foot ofan oblique descending from left toright —_]_, 
right-hand tip of upsilon? 13 ],,footofupright v_,feetoftwouprights ]_, foot of upright below 
the general level, then point at two-thirds height 14 ],, right-hand junction of alpha or delta 0, 
very short horizontal at line-level 15, [, top of upright? 
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‘(He visited) the remaining pupils of Stilpo, among whom was also the rhetor Alcimus, already attending 

Stilpo’s school. 

“You fools”, he said, “why do you respect this child as being really someone?” 

“For me”, replied Stilpo, “it is enough that I should have a human being to educate.” 

“What do you want? To enrol children into your school, or men?” 

“Tn my case, a child”’, he said. 

“Does he then know what goods and evils are, or not?” 

“Certainly”’, said he. 

“Then define what evil is, boy.” 
(“...” replied) Alcimus, “and adultery.” 
Sey OuteacChinin a 

The first twelve letters of |. 1 are on an almost detached fragment which certainly belongs to this line but 

whose precise placing in relation to the rest is uncertain. The placing assumed in the transcript suits the fibre 

pattern of the back, but is otherwise motivated by linguistic considerations. This determines the left margin; 

the line-length can only be inferred from the plausible supplements at the ends of 1-2. 

1 trroAeuopévouc could be taken to imply that Stilpo had died, but it is enough to assume that some had 

left the school or (as Professor M. Ostwald points out to me) the scene of the conversation. 

2-3 See DL 2. 113-14, 118 for Stilpo’s pupils, including Alcimus, ‘the most distinguished of all rhetors in 

Greece’. Nothing else is known of this Alcimus, unless he was the same as the Sicilian historian, /GrH 560. «[al 

suits the space at the end of 2 (as inferred from the supplement in 1); it may mean ‘in particular’ or ‘also’, the 

latter either implying that the subject was another pupil or simply reflecting the fact that he was another of 

those present. 
3 48m: perhaps, as the ensuing conversation suggests, because of Alcimus’ extreme youth. 

3-4 map’ a[d|r]&e would be tempting, but tau seems too short for the initial gap in 4. (cuv)dcarpiBew is 

standard terminology for attending a school. 

4 The diaeresis (if correctly read for the last trace) is commonly used to emphasize an initial, and 

occasionally a final, vowel: cf. GMAW ed. 1 p. 12. Mr P. J. Parsons has suggested e.g. rod[ Tov] i[Sev (outside 

the direct speech). 
5-6 [maida was suggested by Mr P. J. Parsons. Stilpo’s circle is accused either of overrating or of 

underrating Alcimus (if the latter, add a negative). The former seems to make the ensuing dialogue more 
intelligible. Blustering accusations against Stilpo were apparently a stock-in-trade of Metrocles’ (cf. Stilpo, frr. 
154, 190 Doring), who also had views about the proper time-scale for education (DL 6. 95). 

7 The traces at the line-end are badly damaged. After mu, there is apparently an upright on the left edge 
ofa hole; after the hole, parts of two more uprights; then a high angular trace which strongly suggests the lower 
left arc of omicron. pyzpoe suits trace and space. If that is right, among the recorded acquaintances of Stilpo we 
have to choose between Metrodorus 6 fewpyuatixdc, of whom we know only that he was a disciple of Stilpo 
(DL 2. 113), and Metrocles the Cynic, a regular adversary of his, who therefore fits the anecdote much better. 

7-8 Stilpo implies that any human being can be taught. Cf. Cicero, De fato 10 (Stilpo, fr. 158 Doring): 
Stilpo was himself regarded as a prime example of a natural voluptuary made virtuous by education. 

8 There is room for dy@péz[ouc, but the singular has the advantage of making the singular in 11 less 
surprising. The change of speaker in this line, and hence all subsequent assignments to speakers, are 
conjectural. There is room for a double point to have marked the change. 

8-10 6 6é-“‘ri Bod]An;” was suggested by Mr P. J. Parsons, and é[yypa|yar by Professor C. Habicht. 
11 oéde: alternatively a word for ‘he has learnt’ or ‘you teach’, but not much extra space is available. The 

question could be either about Alcimus’ knowledge when he enrolled, or about what he has learnt since. If 
Stilpo’s answer in 13 is affirmative, one could expect the latter. 

13 There is room for the double point after zdy[v, and possibly for a further one or two letters (e.g. ye?). 
The supplement at the end may be slightly long for the space. 
14 There is probably room for the double point before cai. Alcimus replies with a list of evils. In 16 

Metrocles probably resumes, with a criticism of Stilpo’s teaching. Has Alcimus committed the standard error, 
condemned by Socrates in many Platonic dialogues, of answering the request for a definition by listing mere 
examples? If so, he may have reflected doctrinal policy in Stilpo’s school, for Stilpo denied the existence of 
universals (DL 2. 119 = fr. 199 Doring). We might then expect Stilpo to take up the initiative by arguing for 
this thesis, as he is said to have done (ibid.) in eristic debate. 
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3656. PHrLosopHicaL BrloGRAPHY 

75/5(b) 13.5 X 14.5 cm Second/third century 

The top of a column, with traces of those before and after; upper margin 3 cm, 
intercolumnium c. 2 cm; back blank. The script is a fine large sloping Severe Style, 
assignable to the late second century or the first half of the third. Punctuation by 
paragraphus and space. The scribe seems to have corrected his own mistake at ii aan 
second hand, using lighter ink and a finer pen, marked up the text with chi and diple. 
These marks are often used indistinguishably for nota bene (XLVI, p. 38 f.); but here, if 
the small sample proves anything, chi attached only to proper names. 

What survives is a morsel of the higher gossip, liberally garnished with secondary 
sources, from an avaypad7) duocdégdwyv or the like. It concerns a girl (the name now lost) 
who studied philosophy, first (it seems) with Plato, then with Speusippus and with 
Menedemus of Eretria. It provides a new fragment of Hippobotus (ii 4), a novel title of 
Hieronymus (10), and an otherwise unattested Peripatetic (12). 

I am indebted for advice and correction to Mr Jonathan Barnes. 
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col. 1 col. ii col. ili 

i| dunxoucedepe 

| xX  TatyvTAatwvoc 

la TeXeuTNVKQLCTIEU 

] X  cummouKabadeyer 

5 lnc oummoBotocavbicde 

| X  KaLLevEedn{LoUTOU 
NYNCAaTO 

| epetpixov av| Bic [de 

| TE PLAVTYCKALLEPW 

1G) X  vupLocopod.ocev ‘ 

10 | TWIEPLCVVOXNC dynvap[ 

] CUVYPALLATL LCTO aah 

] x - peSapicropavyc [ 

ee OTE PLTTATHTLKOC A 

] OMOLWCEVTWTEPL = [ 

15 ee: adutmiactyypupa [ 

| > KawpatavyaplTwv [ 

la TEAVETILTNOEUT WY > 

i: mAnpnoucav vea 

lel lrepeauray = 
20 |, ockat 

cama) OS mmc) SA esa (0 coca (Ie 

col. 11. 7 av: the scribe changed the v-shaped top of upsilon to a diamond-shape, by adding an inverted 
v; then wrote a new upright through the diamond to make phi 19 |, [: top of upright —_]_ [: short 

horizontal or arc just below the letter-tops _|,: speck just below the letter-tops 20 |,: long high 
horizontal (gamma or tau) 

col. ui. 14 , [: gamma or pi 
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on 

col. 11 

dunKouce O€ pe- 

7a THY [TAatwvoc 

teAeuTHv Kat Crrev- 

cimou Kaba A€éyer 

6 ImmBortoc, adbOuc dé 

Kal Mevedypov rob 

Epetpixod. all vduc |] dnyjcato dé 

Trept avTyc Kal Tepw- 

vupoc 6 Pdd.oc ev 

T@ TEpt cuvox7c 

cuvypdappate. tcto- 

pet 0° Apictopavync 

6 TEpLTATNTLKOC 

Opmolwc év TH TrEpt 

aduriac TI pLipa- 

Ka Wpaiav yapitwr 

TE avETITNOEVT WY 

TAnpn odcav vea 

] rept adr 

49 
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col. ii. ‘... and after Plato’s death she was a pupil also of Speusippus, as Hippobotus says, and then also of 

Menedemus of Eretria. Hieronymus of Rhodes too gave an account of her in his treatise On Coherence (?). 

Similarly Aristophanes the Peripatetic relates in his book On Freedom from Pain that the girl was in her prime 

and full of artless charm. . .’ 

1 Sujxouce: she studied with someone before Plato’s death: most likely (though the surviving text does not 

prove it) with Plato himself. The tradition recorded only two women pupils of his: Axiothea and Lastheneia 

(Clem. Alex. Strom. 4. 122. 2, p. 302 St.; DL 3. 46); Axiothea at least had already appeared in Dicaearchus (DL 

3. 46 = fr. 44 Wehrli). Both girls were said to have become pupils of Speusippus (DL 4. 2), and Lastheneia his 

mistress (Athen. 7. 279 £, 12. 546d). Menedemus (6) does not figure in the story elsewhere. 

5, 6 InméBoroc: Hippobotus is cited first by Clement (Strom. 1. 62. 2, p. 39. 18 St.), then fifteen times by 

Diogenes Laertius (1. 19, 2. 88 év r@ rrepi aipéecewy, 1. 42 ev 7H TV prrocdpu avaypahy; otherwise without title). 

He treated philosophers as far back as the Seven Sages and Pythagoras, and as late as Crates, Menedemus, and 

Zeno (from which it is inferred that he wrote in the third century Bc; but see J. Glucker, Antiochus and the Late 

Academy (1978) 176 ff.); his work included lists of pupils, DL 7. 38 (Zeno), 9. 115 (Timon), and at least one 

anecdote of Menedemus (DL 6. 102: he went about dressed as a Fury), but no other reference to Plato or 

Speusippus survives. 
10 mept cuvoxyc: Hieronymus (Die Schule des Aristoteles x) wrote a book mrepi érroxjc, according to Diogenes 

Laertius (2. 105 = fr. 24), in which he attacked Phaedo of Elis as a slave. One title may be false; or there may 

have been two different works. cuvox% does occur in philosophical contexts: of the inhibition of motion in sleep, 

Aristotle, Plant. 816 39; of the cohesion of the universe, Chrysippus fr. 550 (SVF ii 173) (cf. Plutarch, mor. 

1055 B), ‘Aetius’ 2. 4. 2; of continuity in place or shape, Apollod. Sel. fr. 7 (SV iii 260) ); of the maintenance of 

happiness, Epicurus fr. 361 U. But how did the lady come to be mentioned in a treatise on physics? The 

meaning ‘affliction’ (or ‘imprisonment’) seems not to be attested before the first century Bo. 

12-15 Apicropdvyc .. . epi ddvmiac: I have not found this Peripatetic elsewhere; for his subject cf. Die 

Schule des Aristoteles x 30 f. On the view that ‘Peripatetic’ comes to mean no more than ‘scholar’ (Pfeiffer, History 

of Classical Scholarship i 150 f.;S. R. West, GRBS 15 (1974) 280 f. has doubts), Aristophanes of Byzantium might 

qualify; but ep dAumiac seems an unlikely (and in fact unattested) title for him. 
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3657. PHrLosoPHIGAL PRosE 

16 2B.47/G(i) 8.5 x 8cm Second century 

Part of one column (full width in 14-15, to judge from the sense), and line-ends of 
another; the blank space below ii 16 is not quite wide enough to prove that this was the 
lower margin. The back is blank. The hand is a round, upright, bilinear script 
comparable e.g. with 2161 (GMAW 24) and assignable to the second century. No 
lectional signs, except diaeresis, and punctuation in the form of a short, gently rising 
oblique (ii 16); possibly also a high point or space-filler at the end of ii 14. 

Despite the relatively early date, a term like mpoctAwc[tc (vel sim., ii 5), frequently 
‘crucifixion’, may put one in mind of a Christian text; and the other main terminology is 
likewise abundantly represented in Lampe’s Patristic Greek Lexicon (I am grateful to Mr 
D. McCabe for this observation). But there is too little to go on, and I hazard no 
conjecture as to the precise topic down to ii rr. At that point the author turns to a new 
subject, the Stoic schematization of the topic of Bou. 
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col. 1 col. 1 

Jxovewaur, [ 
Jomepucratix[ 

], ovoceAexOn[ 

|tovectitomp, [ 

R |, ovrrpocnAwe| 

Jeurepuctrwpev[ 

Jor, ecwvdca[ 

Jaraperny[ 
|vocear[ 

10 Elica lancer. | 

|. von, [], camrercra| 

|pevrovtwrikavak[ 

ile ]. weetpmcdexao7rep| 

Je Biwvromockexapaxtnpicrar, | 

15 ey KaTatoBovAnpatyncctwikyc| 

_tatakewcouKayvonteovoo 

col.i. 1 ],, short upright, with horizontal joining from left (eta, pi? epsilon iota, tau iota?) Selle 
right hand tip of high horizontal 

col. i. 1 _[, upright, joining high horizontal to right (gamma, pi; eta?) 3 ]., right-hand end of 
horizontal at line-level? 4 .[, lower part of upright on the edge 5 ]., lower part of upright 
7 .€, upper and lower arcs of circular letter 10 |, n, foot of upright _L top of upright, with high 
horizontal crossing and projecting slightly to the left (gamma, pi?) 11 ],, right side of omicron or 
omega __]_, upper right-hand arc of circle 13 ]., lower part of upright, swinging rightwards towards 
the foot 14. , [, high trace, close to preceding letter, compatible with high point, space-filler, upsilon, or 
chi 16 4, top of alpha, delta, or lambda 
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col. ii 

poe elvat TH 

Jo mepictatix[ 

|, ovoc €rA€éxOn[ 

|rov ecru To zp, [ 

5 |. ov mpocynAwe[ 

Jee mepictrmpey| 

Jov Delav dial 

Klat aperny [ 

voc éay [ 

f Veer ls em iaieatieos 
Jovopu[K]oc azreuce: a[A- 

Aa. epi] wev TodTwr ikava k[ed- 

cOw. cluppetpac d€ Kal 6 Tep[t 

Biwv rém0c KexapakTypicrar 

15 Kata TO BovAnwa THC Crwikyc 

diata€ewc. ovK ayvontéov 8 6- 

[re 

Do 
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col. ii. If, as seems plausible on linguistic grounds, 14~15 preserve complete lines, all of lines 1-17 end at or 

very near the true line-ends. 

5 A form of zpoci)Awese or mpocnAodv. Both are used regularly for crucifixion in Christian texts, but also 

commonly in metaphorical senses. 
8,11 MrP. J. Parsons suggests that, if Béou are already under discussion (cf. 13-14), we may conceivably 

have mentions here of those characterizable as, respectively, car’ aperyv and otk ovo [x] 9c. 

11 If@[ begins a new sentence the absence of nu ephelkustikon on dzrevcc becomes less surprising. There is 

no punctuation here to mark the transition between topics, but there may have been before c]yppérpwe in 13. 

11-16 ‘But let these be enough suggestions regarding this subject. The topic of lives also is presented in 

proportionate style according to the intention of the Stoic schematization.’ (I take the trace at the end of 14 to 

be a space-filler, not punctuation, which would seem inappropriate at this point.) 
In Stoicism a rézoc is a division of philosophical discourse (DL 7. 39, 44), and the description rept Biwv 

covers, roughly, applied ethics: it tends to consist in detailed prescriptions for the wise man’s virtuous conduct. 
For the remnants of Chrysippus’ work ITepi Biwv, see SVF iii 691, 693, 697, 716 (Bk. 1); 685 (Bk. 2); 702, 703, 
ii. 42, 270 (Bk. 4); but it looks rather as if this work was ‘On livelihoods’. The meaning of the expression in our 
context is better exemplified by the Academic Philo of Larissa, who made 6 zrepi Biwy Adyoc (or ré7oc) one 
of his five or six cardinal divisions of ethics (ap. Stob. Eel. 2. 41. 1-16; for r6zroc see ibid. 40. 21, 41. 17; cf. also 
Epicurus, Ep. Pyth. 86), and subdivided it into a private section, precepts for individual conduct, and a public 
section, political philosophy. Its proportionateness (13) may be some kind of internal balance in the Stoics’ 
arrangement of its parts, their Sudra€ic (always a serious concern for them, cf. DL 7. 39-41, 84). The same 
could be implicit in xeyapaxrypicrar (14): in Epictetus’ usage, a yapaxryjp is a style of philosophical 
presentation (Diss. 3. 23. 33 ff.; see E. G. Schmidt, ‘Die drei Arten des Philosophierens’, Philologus 106 (1962), 
14-28). Whether our author has in mind something like Philo’s simple bipartition (which may well have been 
Stoic-influenced), or some more complex structure, is a matter for speculation. 
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3658. PHILOSOPHICAL TREATISE 

16 2B.47/B(a) 16x 17cm Third century 

‘The lower part of three columns, with intercolumnium of c. 1.5 cm and surviving 
lower margin of 5 cm; the back has been reused for an account of payments in drachmas. 
The script is a loose sloping Severe Style, similar (for example) to XX VII 2458 (Turner, 
GMAW 32) and ascribable to the third century. The copyist writes iota adscript in ii 11; 
he sometimes omits elided vowels (i 13, ii 13), sometimes uses scriptio plena. Punctuation 
by paragraphus, and also by high oblique strokes (once a double stroke, ii 13), normally 
above the letters but in ii 13 projecting down into a short blank between them; to judge 
from the pen and the ink, these might be the work of the original scribe. Space-filler 
in li 13. 

The text is notably rich in technical terms, of two sorts: (i) the categories (i 8, ii 17) 
ka?’ avrny (ii 13) and mpdc te (ii 17); (ii) simple physical objects (dyxou i 3?, ii 14) and 

compound ones (d@poicuara ii 15), with éxxpecic (i 13, iii 6) and peice (iii 8), which 

might describe the manner of their formation. These terms are used in an argument (col. 

ii) which starts from the thesis that feeling (7d@oc) is the sole point of reference for 

everything. It is argued in the notes that this is a Sceptic viewpoint, which is here 

answered by an Epicurean writer with the argument that even if the thesis were true it 

would be necessary to distinguish conceptually from the feeling itself (a) the per se nature 

grasped by it, and (4) any purely ‘relative’, or accidental, property grasped by it. I have 

no precise identification of the Epicurean, but his non-avoidance of hiatus would be 

most typical of an early member of the school, and the philosophical content is 

particularly reminiscent of the third-century-Bc Epicurean Polystratus. 



col. i 

Jou. [ 
Arte bed Bia RPA 
J.e+. (da. [ 
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col. ii 

pte toy may 
eet hae 

col. i 

1G) 5 leu ae | tact , | |emuwonceiceicta 

JaPporcpar[] maOn[, |va,[, |. wevkayro TexKpt, [ 
]. BoAope[, ].v decvoTyaductamravTo adrrorw[ 

|]. Katyyopia, oveictoTrafocavayo.Toes precéw| 

]Gevy Once, at vaiTwaauTnvrnvpu Once, [ 
10 ], eAatrov, c CWT WUTpPAyLAaTwYTHY eel 

]Aoovbevoc evevoTytitwitraberAap mp 
Jopevov ’ [], oc BavowevynvkaitauTny ev, [ 
|xatexxp, [ etc yewatkabauTny €TLOE» al 

Jpoucuat, [].7 ~ropnul. ]vovedexacrovoy wy [ 
15 Tel ie Kounabpoicuatoctovovtou ecT, | 

: ; twocv[, japyovt, , davta “ mpoct[ 

cual... ], nvrov, poctixa 

Tif) bs ae _ |bexeTarevevo 

gpacxo| 

col. i. 2 _[, foot of long descender (rho, upsilon?) 3 ...[, third, foot of upright or oblique 
.. LJ. [, lower part of oval, perhaps a hair-line of ink at one-third height joining it from the left; foot of upright?; 
junction of upright and descending oblique, probably kappa 4 ]., end of horizontal (gamma, 
tau)? —¢,, parts of triangular letter (alpha, delta,lambda)? +, [, triangularletter [, point on the edge, 
perhaps just part of the back of alpha 5 ].,gammaortau  _[,gammaorpi __]_, cross-bar and right 
upright of eta? or horizontal (gamma, epsilon?, tau) joining iota? 7 ]., perhaps parts of the right arc ofa 
circle 8 ]., end of high horizontal, joining upright to right (eta? something+iota?)  a,, trace is 
probably the end of the tail of alpha, although the warping of the papyrus makes it hard to be 
sure 9 .@, foot of upright; remains of high horizontal further to right 10 ]_, cross-bar and right 
vertical of eta? (Vertical looks too short for iota) 12 _[, gamma or pi 13, [, foot of upright 

col. 11. 3 ,[, foot of upright or oblique 4 .[, foot of upright or oblique a little below the line 
6 .[,gammaorpi _]_, point at line level, perhaps the left foot of the mu 16 +, _, perhaps the left side 
of a circle or oval; then perhaps parts of the top hook of sigma 17 ],, trace on the edge, perhaps right 
end of high horizontal _ p, short upright 18 _ [, foot of upright 

col. ili. 5 ,0, high horizontal joining omicron from the left [, foot of long descender (rho, upsilon, 
phi?) 6 _[, upright on the edge 10 _[, lower left arc of circle 12 _[, lambda rather than 
part of nu? 14, [, lower part of upright on the edge 15, [, foot of upright? 
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col. i. The complete or certainly reconstructed lines of col. ii have 17 to 23 letters. 
3 For the possible éyx[, cf. ii 14-15. 

5 Possibilities include cuyq[a@]4 (or some form of cuprabeiv), and cupr[A]y|[pwua (or some form of 

cupmAnpodv), both regular Epicurean terms: but c¥pm[av]zz is too long. 

6 The space at the end is so narrow that no other supplement seems possible. 
10 The trace before sigma is very uncertain, but marginally favours -¢c against -oc. 

13 Cf. ili 6. €x«pucic is the one technical-looking term with no attested Epicurean usage. It is a common 

enough Presocratic term for physical separation, and the proximity of words for ‘aggregate’ (i 14) and 

‘mixture’ (ii 8) favours the same sense here. Indeed, its formal opposite ciy«pucic is a standard Epicurean 
synonym for a@poucua. Perhaps the full context was one which concerned the metaphysical status of the 
properties of atomic compounds and the conditions under which they can be acquired and lost. 

col. ii. ‘(... if) we were so far as possible to refer (. . .) these conceptions to our feelings. And this too— that 
if all that exists were so far as possible to be referred to feeling, the actual nature of things which is grasped in 
unity with the feeling is something; and that this, at least, exists per se. And again, the non-enduring property of 

each mass or aggregate, for the time that an impression of a certain type exists, admits of the category of 
relation in unity (with the impression).’ 

Col. ii seems to be responding to a Sceptical thesis which denies the existence, or at any rate the 
knowability, of an objective reality, on the ground that our own 7467 are the only criteria to which we can refer 
it. The reply is in two parts. First (6-13), even if we make our 7467 the touchstone by which the existence of 

things is judged, we have to distinguish between the 74oc which does the grasping and the intrinsic nature of 
things which is grasped by it; and the latter we must conceive of as a fer se entity. Second (13-18), even an 
accidental property of an object must be placed in the category of relation . . . (how the argument proceeded 
from here is a matter for speculation—see below). 

The use of the simple categorial dichotomy of per se and relative, rather than the more complex 
Aristotelian scheme, is normal in the Hellenistic period. It was used by the Platonist Xenocrates in the late 
fourth century, and apparently still by such early commentators on Aristotle’s Categories as Andronicus and 
Eudorus in the first century Bc, only thereafter giving way to the Aristotelian scheme. But the most strikingly 
similar deployment of the twofold scheme is by Polystratus, the third Epicurean scholarch, whose On irrational 
contempt contains the only instance other than the present text in which the Aristotelian ‘category’ terminology 
is applied to it (compare i 8 and ii 17-18 with Polystratus op. cit. xxv 17-18 Indelli = xvi b 2-3 Wilke, r]d mpd[c 
T]t xaryy[opot]ueva). There too it is brought to bear against a Sceptical thesis. This suggests an Epicurean 
author for our text: for confirmation, see notes below. 

The type of Sceptical thesis combated here is one attributed to both Pyrrhonist and Academic Sceptics by 
Gellius (WA 11. 5. 6-7): Sed ex omnibus rebus proinde visa dicunt fieri, quas favraciac appellant, non ut rerum ipsarum 
natura est, sed ut adfectio animi corporisve est eorum, ad quos ea visa perveniunt. Itaque omnes omnino res, quae sensus hominum 
movent, rev mpdc 1 esse dicunt. Id verbum significat nihil esse quicquam quod ex sese constet nec quod habeat vim propriam et 
naturam, sed omnia prorsum ad aliquid referri taliaque videri qualis sit eorum species, dum videntur, qualiaque apud sensus 
nostros quo pervenerunt creantur, non apud sese unde profecta sunt. Note the following correspondences: 

col. ti Gellius 
6, 8 maOn, 7a8oc adfectio animi corporisve 
8 avayo.To ad aliquid referrt 
Q=10) avrny thy pvc Tay Tpaywatwv rerum ipsarum natura 

15-16 Tovovtou Twoc U[ 7] apxovtoc davracua[roc] qualis sit eorum species, dum videntur 
iy) Tmpoc Tl mpoc TL 

It is hard to doubt that our author is responding to the Sceptical argument summarized by Gellius, and that, 
like Polystratus, he is trying to turn the two-category doctrine to his own advantage. 

3-6 Weseem to have here the tail end of a separate argument against Scepticism (hence «at rd8e in 6-7). 
Referring our conceptions to our 7467 would be a very different matter from referring the external world to 
them, as in 6 ff., and may even reflect a Sceptic attack on rationality itself (cf. Democritus 68 B 7, 9°). émwo- 
words are frequent in Epicurean texts, with the basic sense ‘conceive’ (most commonly in allegations about 
what cannot be conceived). 

6-13 Despite the infinitival construction, this should be taken to convey the author’s view, since it is 
apparently co-ordinate with the sentence introduced by ér 8€ at 13, which uses the indicative. 
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The author argues that any proper account of the way in which an external object is referred to our 
feelings must distinguish the per se nature of the object from the 7d6oc in unity with which that nature is 
grasped. The phrase ‘in unity’ is puzzling, but the nearest I have been able to come to an elucidation of it is 
once again via an Epicurean parallel. Epicurus (Ep. Hdt. 52) speaks of the stream of sound particles as 
preserving a peculiar unity (évdrnra (8idtpomov) which extends from the ear to the source of the sound and 
usually brings about our recognition of that source. Telescoped though this account is, it makes it clear that 
Epicurus was interested in describing the ‘unity’ or perhaps ‘continuity’, which gives our sense-perceptions a 
direct line to external objects and hence more than the purely subjective character which the Sceptic claims for 
them. For Epicurus, then, ‘unity’ expresses the direct and intimate interrelationship of the sensation and the 
external object sensed. And very much the same meaning seems to be intended here. 

év évornre (cf. ii 18) is I think most naturally construed with the ensuing dative. I cannot parallel the 
construction, but ef (‘one and the same as’) and évodcba (‘to be united with’) are properly construed with a 
dative. A possible alternative is to take the second dative as instrumental, understanding ‘grasped by the 
feeling in unity (sc. with the feeling)’. 

8 avayouro (cf. 6): a standard Epicurean term for referring an object of dispute to a criterion. For the 
expression in ii 8, cf. Epicurus, Ep. Hdt. 68, radra (sc. theories about the soul) . . . dvdywy ruc én! ra. 7dOn Kal Tac 
aicOycerc. ... But cf. also referrt in Gellius 11. 5. 7, quoted above, which may suggest that the word is supplied by 
the Sceptic opponent. 

13-18 The author now turns to the sort of sensible property on which the Sceptic typically rests his case, 

an observer-dependent property like colour or taste, which can be characterized as relative to our sense- 

impressions and therefore an unstable and non-essential attribute. This, his reply begins, admits of the 
category of mpdc 71 in unity with [. .. How should we complete the argument? Probably as exactly parallel to 

the first. My guess would be that our author has, like Polystratus, already established that the category of 
relation is, while different from that of per se, no less real for that, and that he is now exploiting this finding: not 
only does a sensation of an external object imply the actual existence of its per se nature grasped ‘in unity with’ 
the sensation, but a sensation of an accidental, observer-dependent property implies the actual existence of 
that relative property, ‘in unity with’ the sensation. Hence I would complete év év6|[ty71 rau davtdcuare (or Thx 
7a0e. again). But other reconstructions may be possible. 

The expression 76 17) u[€]vov ed’ Exacrov dyxou 7) GOpoicuatoc, Tovovtou twvoc b[7]|dpyovroc davrdcual[roc] 
(14-16) is reminiscent of the Epicurean notion of a c¥uatwya, accidental property. Cf. Epicurus, Ep. Hdl. 
jo-1: each of a body’s cuuwrwpara is impermanent (ov« didvov), and is spoken of as belonging to it just 
whenever it is seen to occur in it. The preceding section (ibid. 69) also clarifies the relationship of éy«oc and 

aOpo.cuwa at ii 14-15. An a@porcua is a complex aggregate (elsewhere typically applied to the human organism), 

an dyxoc a relatively simple body, which can serve among its components, but not necessarily irreducibly 
simple like an atom. 

17 The supplement was suggested by Professor M. Frede, and clearly has the support of the Gellius 

passage quoted above. ¢avracua [Kai], however, is another possibility. On either reading, the term is being 
used as a straight synonym for gavracia, ‘impression’. In its standard Hellenistic usage, established by the 
Stoics (SVF 11. 55), the term signifies an illusory impression or its object, and the neutral use survives as an 
Epicurean idiosyncrasy (cf. Epicurus, Ep. Hdt. 75, Ep. Pyth. 88, 102, 110), for the very good reason that 
Epicurean epistemology disavows the familiar distinction between veridical and illusory impressions (cf. Ep. 

Hdt. 51, although the term used there is davracudc). Hence we have here further confirmation of Epicurean 
authorship. 

col. iii. 5-6 Presumably [xa]|7’, as ini 13. 
16 mpdc tle? 

3659. AGAINST PHILOSOPHERS 

29 4B.56/X(1-3)b g.0 X 13.7 cm Second /third century 

Part of one column of writing, and a few initial letters from the next; inter- 

columnium c. 2 cm; back blank. A sheet-join can be seen to the right, just before the 
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second column. The scribe writes a small, neat, sloping Severe Style,! with frequent 

space-fillers; he uses iota adscript consistently, and omits elided vowels; punctuation by 

paragraphus and high stop, and by middle stop for lesser breaks. 

Philosophers disagree, says the writer, even about the most obvious things: a group 

of philosophers will quarrel more noisily than a group of madmen— indeed, Antisthenes 

prefers madness to pleasure, Aristippus was mad for pleasure, Plato . . . This tenuous 

argument matches the rhetorical style, all questions and repetitions; we may be dealing 

with a diatribe or dialogue (but od7o0c in 25 does not prove that Antisthenes was present 

on the scene). An attack of this kind? might come from a philistine, or from a rival 

philosopher. Philosophers certainly treated the problem of philosophical disagreement, 

diadwvia (cf. i 2-3): Stoics braved it (Posid. fr. 435¢ Th. = 1 EK), Sceptics found in it 

another reason to suspend judgement (SE, PH/i 164). Practical philosophers could mock 

the airy-fairy speculations of metaphysicians (Seneca, Epist. 88. 43-4).° But this writer’s 

tone certainly suggests simple satire more than scientific doubt. The likeliest parallel, 

then, is the work of Lucian: he too uses a small repertoire of crude doxography (Helm, 

Lucian und Menipp 83 ff.; cf. Lucian, Hermotimus 56) to lampoon philosophers of all 

schools, whose noisy disagreements lead only to the conclusion ‘believe all, or believe 

none’ (Hermot. 29). Dr Holford-Strevens compares Dio Chrysostom’s kata tay 

diAdocddwyv, described by Synesius as Adyoc . . . chddpa amnyKwricmévoc Kal OvdEV cXTUA 

éxvyjcac (Dio 37 B, pp. 236. 22-237. 2 Terzaghi). 

col. 1 

er J.al eek 
]Se.[ Jeve..[ J. dw7 pw- 

A A \ > 

vewwcuLpwvouc, yOEoU veiv, cun@wvodci d€ ov- 
PS) AX > La > iY \ \ ” 

SouTtwceadAaKkaltovapyu 5° ovtwe, adda Kal TOV apyv- 

povKaiToltvyevoitavap pov—kaitou Ti yévouT’ av ap- 

yupovAeuvKoTepovaddo yupovu AevKd6tTEpov;—aAd’ 6- 

col. 1. 1 ],, lower part of upright ]|_y, epsilon or sigma |, ,[, second, left side of mu or nu 
2 _[, perhaps part of upright ____ [, lower angle of epsilon or sigma; foot of upright —_]_, upper part of 
upright, perhaps with an oblique descending leftwards from the top (i.e. right-hand side of mu) Suar 
foot of upright 

1 The hand is not the same as that of XLII 3008, despite the editor’s note there. In any case, as Mr M. F. 
Burnyeat remarks, the texts belong to quite different genres: 3659 is a satire, 3008 a serious Sceptic argument 
(on which see D. N. Sedley, Phronesis 27 (1982) 273 n. 26). 

» Assuming that attack is central. We have only a fragment; Mr Jonathan Barnes points out that originally 
the weight might have fallen on ll. 11~16: ‘political decisions are difficult (and the philosophers are too crazy to 
help)’. 

3 We owe the reference to Mr R. B. Rutherford. 
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col. i. 10 a,, oblique descending from left to right (back of delta or lambda) 11 a,, foot of 

upright 18 c,,backand lower curve ofepsilonorsigma — vand wein avtw overwritten on something 

else 20 _[, back and beginning of cross-bar of epsilon or theta 23 ,«, short horizontal at mid- 
height 
ink at one-third height 

end of oblique foot as of lambda 

24 |,, perhaps lower part of upright 27 |,, top of upright 

28 |_, trace level with letter-tops, perhaps upper arc of small circle 
32 [, upper angle of epsilon or sigma 

A c / 
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/ 
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ex Tov pirocddu 7 TAV 
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a a a € 9 
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/ > / n 
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palyyvat pycw 7 7cO%- 

col. ii. 31 , [, perhaps left end of paragraphus, and below an oblique left side as of lambda. 

between ¢ and 7 a point of 

31 |., 
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col.i ‘... but even so they don’t agree. Indeed, even silver—what could be whiter than silver? — yet still 
Thrasyalces says that silver is black. So, when even the whiteness of silver is on the doubtful side, what wonder 
that men differ when they consult about peace and war, about alliance and revenue and expenditure and 
things like that? And what about the philosophers themselves? If one were to shut them up in the same house, 

and an equal number of madmen in another house next door, one must expect much, much louder cries from 

the philosophers than from the madmen. Indeed, this man, this Antisthenes says he would more willingly go 

mad than have pleasure. And Aristippus, what (is he but) mad (for pleasure?). And Plato...’ 

2 [cv]udw- likely; in that case, the upright before the gap is probably iota, and the end of a word, since the 
space does not allow much. Perhaps p:Jév eécz, ‘they are (in a good position?) to agree, but even so they don’t’. 

7-8 Thrasyalces exists only in two citations (Vorsokratiker i8 p. 377): Strabo 17. 790, drawing on 
Posidonius ( = fr. 5Th., 222 EK), calls him a Thasian and cites his view of the Nile flood; id. 1. 29, again 

perhaps from Posidonius (= fr. 29a Th., 137a EK), refers to his doctrine of the winds. He may be pre- 
Aristotelian, if, as Posidonius says, Aristotle’s account of the Nile (i.e. Ps.-Aristotle, de inund.: fr. 246 R) drew on 
his; he is taken to be pre-Socratic from the nature of his interests. For Thasians named Thrasyalces Dr D. M. 
Lewis refers us to Dunant and Pouilloux, Recherches sur histoire et les cultes de Thasos ii (1958) 280; no certain 

identification is possible. 
‘Silver is black’ represents a new fragment, however garbled. The original context can only be guessed at. 

Thrasyalces may have argued (i) from first principles: thus Anaxagoras (59 A 97 DK) maintained that water is 

black, therefore snow is black—a similar, and much-mocked, paradox (Cic. Acad. 2. 100, SE, PH 2. 244 etc.); 

(ii) from physical observation, either (a) that silver tarnishes (indeed, tarnish may have been the normal 
condition of silver artefacts in classical Greece: see M. Vickers, JH 1985), or (6) that silver shavings actually 
look black (SE, PH 1. 129, among the modes of éwoyyj mentioned by the Older Sceptics . . . éméyew 

avayKalopucba trepi thc pucewe THY TpaypaTwv ...olov... Tob apy’pov Ta pujpata Kat idiav wey ovTa wéAava 

daiverat, cov b€ TH OAw we AevKA Uromimre: We Owe the reference to Mr. G. O. Hutchinson). 
10-11 7poc TO 4d7Aov: in the context, this must mean ‘counts as (comes under the heading of) uncertain’. 

But we have found no parallel for the idiom. 
13-15 cuppaytac fits awkwardly between the two pairs of contraries; one might expect e.g. cuppayiac Kal 

CamexOeiac, dep». 

18 After ei there is an apparent middle stop. We cannot fit this to any likely reconstruction; and therefore 
take it to be accidental, like the point after the phi in 27 dycuw. 

22 The gap at the beginning would accommodate 67 or vai. xpavy7 of philosophical dispute, Lucian, 
Hermot. 11. 

24-5 mpocdoxa|[7w would continue the construction from 19, mpocédoxa|[te would be more lively. Space 
allows either. 

25 obroc rather than gdréc: the initial trace, a short horizontal at mid-height, suits a flat-based omicron 

better than alpha (whose tail ought to show on the undamaged papyrus below). 
25-8 Antisthenes fr. 108 Caizzi paveiny waddAov 7} Hcbeinv, frequently quoted and paraphrased. 
28-9 These lines parallel 25-7, through the idea of madness; but presumably contrast with them as well, 

since Aristippus was as notoriously for pleasure as Antisthenes against (similarly SE, Math. 11. 73 pits 
Antisthenes against Epicurus). Supply e.g. 7/ | [@AAo 7} Soxet] praivecbar (Hutchinson) | [émi racy 7Sov]7; (But 
note that the scribe elsewhere writes iota adscript regularly; which makes it harder to take 30 |7 as a dative.) 

31 |, Aa: the first trace suggests alpha or lambda. The writer may turn to general abuse: e.g. ri 5€ 
TTAa|[tavoc 74 70]AAG; More likely, he would continue with another obsession: r/ S¢ [TAd|[twv mpdc 7a «| aAd;, 

“How does Plato stand towards the Beautiful? (He’s crazy, like the rest)’. xaAd glances at works like the 
Symposium; similarly the caricature Socrates in Lucian, Vitarum Auctio 15, declares a special talent cuveivar Kade. 

31 ff. A possible pattern would be: (Why does X say) caddy] pev €[Z]vai|[. . . Sucruxe]iv | [. .. atcypdv d]é 
€v|[Tvxeiv; 
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3660. Latin Worp-.ist 

39 5B.117/E(1-2) 18.9 X 30.5 cm Fourth/fifth century 

This puzzling text consists of a list of Latin words, including proper names and 
phrases, beginning with the letters g, h, i, and / and written on both sides of a large 
papyrus codex-leaf. On the | side, which precedes the — side, entries in g and fh are 
written in two main columns separated by a wide intercolumnium with a few further 
words squeezed into the top right-hand corner. There is no trace of a third column in the 
lower halfof this side and the right-hand edge appears sufficiently straight and neat for it 
to have been the original fore-edge. The entries in i and / on the — side, however, are 
written in three complete and less widely separated columns. The last of these is close to 
the edge of the papyrus, but that this is a break down the central fold is not certain. Since 
there is a reasonable margin of 1.8 cm below interregibus in —> i 24 and the corner at the 
fore-edge is more or less a right angle we probably have the remains of the lower edge. If 
the leaf is not much less than original size it would fall into Turner’s Group 5 for the 
dimensions of papyrus and parchment codices (The Typology of the Early Codex 16-1 ahs 

The text is not a glossary, since none of the entries is glossed in either Greek or Latin. 
It is not paralleled by any of the papyrus and vellum glossaries or word-lists listed by 
Pack? under nos. 2997, 3003-8, and 3008a, nor by anything in G. Goetz, Corpus 
Glossariorum Latinorum i-vii or W. M. Lindsay, Glossaria Latina i-v, all of which contain a 
lemma with explanation. Although some words are represented in these later glossaries, 
there is no consistent or systematic relationship. Some words and phrases are of a 
military and legal nature, others are geographical or personal names, e.g. Lillybaeum (—> 
ii 18), Hestodus (|) ii 9) and Hecuba ({ ii 16), but all seem to be prose words. A noun may 
occur in the nom. sing. and then again in the nom. pl., e.g. glans, glandes (| i8-g), an adj. 
may be repeated with a substantive, e.g. intestinum, intestinum bellum (—> ii 6-7), a positive 

adj. may be followed by a superlative, e.g. [ho]norificus, honori ficentis/simus (J ii 20-2) ora 

verb in participial form by the finite, e.g. ingressus pr[oluinciam, ingreditur prouinciam (— i 

13-16), or a word may occur in different expressions, e.g. heres, etc. (| ii 11-14). P. Sorb. 

18 ( = Pack? 3008), a Latin-Greek word-list in / and m of the middle or second half of the 

third century, provides a parallel for the listing of the same word in different forms and 

phrases; the editor of this text draws a comparison here with the Hermeneumata 
Pseudodositheana (Goetz iii) but these again are bilingual. 

As commonly in antiquity the alphabetization extends only to the first letter, and in 

| ii 10 a word in a has been placed in the h sequence. (See L. W. Daly, Contributions to a 

History of Alphabetization in Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Collection Latomus go, 27 ff.) 

The strangest group of entries is the declension of interrex at the bottom of i. The 

only word treated in this way on either side of the leaf, it has six cases in the sing. and two 

in the pl., with the rest of the pl. possibly at the top of col. ii. If the readings are correct, 

the cases in the sing. begin with the nom.; the second is doubtful but is followed by the 
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dat., gen., abl., acc. and then the nom. /acc. and dat./abl. pl. This is quite contrary to the 

normal order of nom., gen., dat., acc., voc., abl. given by all the Latin grammarians (see 

e.g. Priscian (ed. Hertz), Jnst. Gram. 5. 74.in H. Keil, Grammatict Latini ii, and for the other 

grammarians the indexes in Keil, i, iii-viii s.v. casus) and also occurring in the 

declensions of nine Latin nouns in a Latin-Greek grammar on vellum of the fifth—sixth 

centuries (K. Wessely, WS 8 (1886) 218-21 = Pack? 2997). For interrege| in 1. 18, which 

appears to be the same form as in |. 21, I can suggest (unless it is simple forgetfulness) 

only that one is a voc. mistakenly made to end in -¢ like the 2nd decl. or the so-called casus 

septimus. Cf. e.g. Donatus, Ars Gram. 2. 9 = Keil iv 377, quidam adsumunt etiam septimum 

casum, qui est ablativo similis, sed sine praepositione ab—an idea strongly attacked by 

Priscian, Jnst. Gram. 5. 78-9. Neither explanation is convincing. 

The text is written by two hands, the second starting at — 11 17. The first has 

made a clear error in — i 11, Jlerga for Ilerda, and in | i 10, ii 13, 16 has made 

alterations or additions; generally the spelling is conservative. At | 11 7 and 8 -que is 

abbreviated to q. 

The nature and purpose of the text remain a mystery to me. A reasonably high 

proportion of the words and phrases occur in Livy, especially in the third and fourth 

decades, and in Cicero, especially in the Verrines (see notes), both of whom are known to 

have been read in Egypt (see Pack? 2918-27). It is possible, therefore, that we have a list 

of selected words from these two or a small group of prose authors, but a definite con- 

clusion is impossible with so much of Livy and other authors lost. Caesar and, on present 

evidence, Sallust are unlikely sources, since they do not have a sufficiently high 

proportion of the words listed. Both hands are competent and do not indicate a school 

exercise. Perhaps, as Professor H. G. T. Maehler suggests, the text represents a stage 

preliminary to the normal bilingual glossaries, before the Greek equivalents had been 

added. Ifit is, as it were, a draft, it might explain the change in layout between the | and 

—> sides and the insertion of a few words at the top right of J. 

It may be worth noting that P. Sorb. I 8, though less extensive, seems to contain a 

similar range of military and other words and phrases. 

The ink is metallic of a reddish-brown colour, and has in many places faded badly 

and been rubbed even where the surface of the papyrus survives. Ultra-violet light is of 
no help in reading. 

I would assign the text to the fourth-fifth centuries, or perhaps the late fourth. The 
first hand is an upright, or at times backward-sloping, cursive half-uncial which gives 

the impression of having been written by a documentary scribe. c, f, r, and 5 are large and 
usually rise above the line; the verticals of A and / are often ‘clubbed’ at the top, and the 
horizontal of the latter generally extends below the line and hooks back on itself: d is 
sometimes made in one movement, although that in — ii 3 is clearly made of a bowl and 
clubbed ascender. 6, p, and q are relatively narrow letters. Ligatures are frequent, 
especially after a, e, and ¢. It resembles in a general way CPR V 13 (Taf. 25) + P. Rainer 
Cent. 165 (Taf. 118), a military dossier bearing dates in AD 395, 396, and 401, which 
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may have been written in or close to ap 401 and in any case is not likely to be more than 
about twenty-five years later. Comparable hands can be found in R. Roca-Puig, Himne a 
la Verge Maria, ‘Psalmus Responsorius’, pls. 1-7, dated to the second half of the fourth cen- 
tury, and in CLA ili 288 ( = PSI 1ro), 289 ( = PSI 142), and 290 ( = PSI 756), all three 
of which are dated by E. A. Lowe to the fifth century, although R. Seider, Paldographie der 
lateinischen Papyri ii 1, no. 61 assigns CLA 288 to the middle of the fourth. CLA x 1519 and 
1537 ( = Seider, nos. 42 and 39), assigned to the fourth or fifth centuries, are more set in 
their stance. CLA ii 210 ( = VIII 1097), assigned by the original editor, by Lowe, and by 
Seider, pl. 50, to the fifth century, and by J. Mallon, Paléographie romaine, pl. 22, to some- 
where between the third and fifth centuries, is a less suitable parallel, being more bookish 
and less flowing in appearance. Closer, though still more bookish, are the scholia of the 
Bembine Terence dated by Lowe, CLA i 12, to the fourth—fifth centuries and by Mallon, 
pl. 24. 1, to the fourth. The remains of the second hand are less extensive. I can find no 
good parallel but it is a forward-sloping, more cursive, and lighter hand. 

col. i col. ii col. ill 

Y 

deecal 
lexen li 

Jel. Jent 
g¢.g..[ ln ee! 
geneal, Geis wack leo oll 
gfe] nealogia Hilerosolym, , 

gymnasium Ali}e adq(ue) 
5 gymnasiarchus hine adg(ue) i[\lli}n¢ 

Grumentum Hesiodus 

gubernator 10 andromedus 

glans heres institu- 

glandes tus 

10 © Grex heres neat 

gres, revacus heres relictus 

sg ae i 15 ee 

oes | oiaes Hecuba 

dena honor 
15 ] [hl onestus 

glob [ ] [Alomestissimus 
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Gallic, . . re 20  [ho|norificus 

Gallocre,{ |, [ho]nori ficentis- 

Cau cre) aie simus 

20 Gallia Cis[alpin|a histrio 

Gallia Tr[ansalpin|a historia 

rae pee [ ] 25  Aistoritogra- 

Sus 

EMiero 

| col.i. 1 Initial g appears to have been written twice, the second time slightly to the right — Between ¢ 
andgmidtraceofaletter __ , [, low and middle traces of two letters 2 |, horizontal extending below line 

reasonably clear; after / 3 or 4 letters | Here and elsewhere it is not always possible to distinguish between 

mud and ink 3 1, short vertical stroke; left of u also possible 10 rcorr. from / 11 Initial g 

seems required by the alphabetic sequence; extreme left of horizontal just visible on papyrus but not on 

photograph Possibly traces betweens andr — ¢/ probably better than ¢h 12 Letter before ¢ joins it at 
mid-point ofstem,e.g.aore f, appears not to be corrected froms Between /and fseem to be two upward- 
facing curves linked to one another; tuf with u linked to  — Possibly another letter, ¢ (?), inserted between 
feet of s and r in 1. 11 1 [lo CH 14 @ appears to join ¢ half-way down stem; better than 
e 15 Only slight traces 16 0, or a 6, or doru ‘Then remains of one or more letters 

17 After c curved base of letter; photograph suggests um Beforer,aore? _ Is there a letter added above 
this? 18 |[, base ofrounded letter |, , top of curve? 19 ,[,similartracestothoseinl.18  ]_, 
part of horizontal stroke 21 After ¢ low speck probably extended cross-bar Only foot of r 
visible me) | [, tops of letters only; high ink with top of vertical to right; 2nd or 3rd, g or #? Then tops 
of 3 verticals 

col. ii. 1 Traces only 2 ,[, trace on loose fibre oe pilosa 4 ].[, curved base 
5 Traces of 6 or 7 letters, all indeterminate; 1st, low loop, 2nd, high ink curving downwards, 3rd, foot; 6th or 
7th, high ink curving upwards, as of c¢, e, r 6 olym,., 1st, base of rounded letter—e and c less 

good land » very close together Then top of curve some way to right, probably m, followed by 
traces of 2 to 4 letters 7 Traces of 3, perhaps 4 letters 8 n, curve of oblique as it joins right 
vertical ¢, base of curved letter 17 7, not s 23 9, base of small rounded letter Above trig 

traces of letters inserted or stray ink? 27 Perhaps remains of another entry below 

col. iii. 1-2 Letters indistinguishable. There may be further entries but dark spots are more likely mud. 

col. i col. ii col. i 
> 5 

Al 

ee mie 
ings ] alk i sg 
ingenus ignominiosus LL ye loness hi 

5  tmanit impedit Petal Aen 

manitus instaurat ein Leal 

Pete 5, glus Leocrates 
1, eneus intestinum lacessit 
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in prouinciam intestinum bellum lascibu[, 
10 profectus est Lipara Lied. 

Llerga Liparensis 10 = lug, [ 
Llergetes 10 — lymphaticus lus{ 
ingressus pr[o-| lymfaticus pauor con, [ 

uinciam (surface rubbed) sett: 
15 mgreditur pro- lat. . lu. [ 

uinciam lucrum a of 
interrex 15 lucra,..[, |s [ 
interrege| ] ludus Lom 

interregi| ] (m. 2) lugubre ee ee 
20 interregis[ | Lillybagum Ltt ert 

interrege| ] Lillyb,, [| ie a oe 
interregem 20 longt.[,., | lL. . , ]umem 

interreges Bilal <e-ulees le ea 
interregibus Ae al | ies 

—col.i. 1, [, feet of two verticals 2]... [, 1st, vertical; rightofm? 2nd, right-facing curve, ofc, 
é, g, or ¢ 3rd, only impression of a letter 3 ...[, vague traces of 2 or 3 letters; 1st could be 
e 7 Tops of 2 letters, feet of 2 8 After 7 vertical with papyrus broken to right; 4, J, n, p, r; m too 
wide 21 Sufficient papyrus to the right at foot of ¢ to indicate that it is almost certainly last letter 

col. ul. 1 _ [, foot of vertical 5 1st, lower part of vertical; ink apparently extending horizontally 
into left margin at mid-height 2nd, foot of vertical _¢, horizontal ink cutting across middle of curve; 
perhaps from preceding letter because general stance suggests c, note The traces of horizontal ink in the rst 
and 3rd letters might be part of a correcting stroke _/, anomalous shape at foot; corr. from base of curved 
letter 11 ucorr. from db 13 ¢,,,abovetheavy ink mark, probably accidental _To right vertical 
ink with more descending to right, e possible At least one more letter to right Ue bE LOp otersts 

feet of 2nd and 3rd__— High flourish sufficient to mark final letter as s, not 7 D7 7e5, NOt ts) Or 

ria 19 .,.[, feet of probably 2 letters, 2nd rounded; 3rd, foot of vertical, as of 7 Hole could not 

contain more than 2 letters; further to right blank papyrus 20 _[, right-facing curve with top of a loop 
above; d? Space for3or4letters — ]_, left-facing curve; 0? 21 _[, top of vertical; appears to be first 
letter of this line ]_, oblique rising to right; part of n? __ [, low speck Space for 3 or 4 letters 
22 ],_[, Ist, 2 specks nd, part of oblique rising to right 23 ..[, low wavy line followed by 
horizontal ink at mid-point with oblique rising from it ‘This line is on a parallel with i 24 

col. ii. 1 |, _[, tiny traces on loose fibres 2 After /, a better than e; probably too narrow for o or 
u Next, perhapscor¢ After / only slight traces 3 ]., low ink with part of oblique rising to the 
right __[, right-facing curve 4 Only tops of letters 5 Feet of letters very faded 6 Before 
a,c orr_ es, only feet visible but closely similar to es in lacesstt (1. 7); m or r also possible for last 

letter g ..[, 1st, obliquerisingtoright 2nd, tops of two verticals 10 , [, low trace Tom |e 

top of high vertical; 4, d, 2, / 13and 14 Faint traces only 15 and 16 Completely lost | abs 

in just possible 18 Indistinguishable traces 19 Second li reasonably certain—ligatured as in 
Lillybagum (— 1118) ‘Then 3 letters ligatured with curved bases __ Before ¢, 7 rather than wu because high 
ascender 20, 22, and 23 Traces only 
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| col. i. 1 The only words fitting this sequence of letters are geographia, geographicus, geographus; the first of 

these occurs twice in Cicero; not in Livy. 

2-3 One entry presumably genealogus, the other genealogia. The order may be the reverse of that 

transcribed. Neither occurs in Livy but genealogus is in Cic. ND 3. 44. TLL cites only later sources for 

genealogia, e.g. Diom. GLK. 1 482. 33. 
4 5 times in Livy’s fourth decade, once in the third; 3 times in Cic. Verrines and 24 elsewhere. 

5 Not in Livy; in Cicero only at Verr. 4. 92. 

6 3 times in Livy, all in the grd decade; not in Cicero. (For proper names in Cicero see J. G. Baiter and 

C. L. Kayser’s edition (1869) xi.) 
7 5 in Livy’s third decade, 3 in the fourth, 2 elsewhere; 27 in Cicero. 

8-9 5 in Livy’s fourth decade, one elsewhere; 3 in Cicero. 
10 5 in Livy’s third decade, 4 in the fourth, 4 elsewhere; 2 in Cic. Verrines, 30 elsewhere. 

11 gres, retacus for Gesoriacum a remote possibility, J.R.R. 

12-13 If]. 12 ends in f, Il. 12-13 must form one word; little may be lost in 1. 13. Ifs, however, is read, 

grjatus would be possible, H.G.T.M., J.R.R. 

14. If the word is complete in this line and is a 3rd sing. pres. indic., possibilities are geminat, germinat, 

glutinat, gubernat, of which probably only the first is short enough. 
16 globus (vel sim.) probably better than glaucus (vel sim.). Words of the former root appear in Livy and 

Cicero but not of the latter. I think not gladius. 
17 Gallicum are may be illusory. 
18-19 Gallocrec| = Gallograecia, i.e. Galatia, H.G.T.M. Presumably ll. 18 and 19 are variations of the 

same root; perhaps |. 18 Gallocrec[w]s with the top of s visible and |. 19 Gallocre¢[t]g with a trace of the horizontal 

extension of a. The former occurs 7 times in Livy, all in the fourth decade, and in Cic. har. resp. 13; the latter 3 
times in Livy’s fourth decade, not in Cicero. For the regular ae>e see C. H. Grandgent, An Introduction to Vulgar 
Latin, p. 88. Misspellings involving c and g are rare among the papyri; see J. N. Adams, The Vulgar Latin of the 

Letters of Claudius Terentianus 30. 
20 Once in Livy’s fourth decade; not in Cicero. 
21 Not in Livy; in Cicero, only at Mur. 89. 

col. ii. 2 No word begins gex-, so this must be part of the A sequence. For words in hexe- TLL gives 
hexecontalithos, hexeremis, hexeris; the first is cited for Pliny, VH, the second for Schol. Lucan, the third for Val. 

Max., but also for Livy, where it occurs three times, once in the third decade, twice in the fourth. 

5 If this is a single word and not fz s-, a word on the root of fistrio or historia (cf. ll. 23-4) or hispidus. 

Aiispania and Hister are too short. 
6 The alignment of the left-hand edge of the column just allows Hz] rather than J], cf. the space occupied 

by fz in 1. 8. The final traces would allow Mierosolymam, i.e. taken as a fem. sing., not a neut. pl. Not in Livy as 
extant, but cf. epit. 102; twice in Cicero, both in Flac. 67, where both sing. and pl. forms are found in the MSS. 

7 1. atq(ue). Cf. Grandgent, p. 119 and Adams 25-9. Presumably hic atque illic. Not in Livy or Cicero. 

8 1. atg(ue) again. Once in Livy’s third decade, 3 times in the fourth, once elsewhere; in Cicero only hinc 
allincque. 

g A surprising entry but there is no doubt about the reading. Not in Livy; 9 times in Cicero; also in 
Quintilian, Pliny, VH, and poets passim. 

10 Vox mhilt; and out of alphabetic sequence unless an aspirate is to be supplied. A garbled version of 
Hadrumetus (-um)? (J. R. Rea) 

11-12 Notin Livy in this form but once in the fourth decade with a finite verb. In participial form in Cic. 
Caec. 53 and elsewhere. 

13 Not in Livy at all; in Cic. Verr. 2. 36 and twice elsewhere. 
14 Twice in Livy in finite form, once in the first decade, once in the fourth; 3 times in Cicero in finite form, 

once in participial form. 
15 = Ocponvy in Mesopotamia, H.G.T.M. The earliest citations given by Forcellini-Perin, s.v. Osrhoene 

are all fourth-century historians, especially Ammianus Marcellinus, in whom it appears as Osdrvena at 14. 3. 2, 
14. 8. 7, 23. 2. 7, and as Osdruena at 24. 1. 2. Forcellini—Perin also cite the sixth-century historian, Jordanes, 
Romana 230 (p. 30. 9 Mommsen) for the spelling Hosroine; CIL vi 31836 has Hosroen[. 

16 Not in Livy; 5 times in Cicero. 
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17 In Livy passim, although nom. in -r only once; in Cicero passim but only 3 certainly honor. 
18 Cicero and Livy passim. 
19 Not in Livy; in Cicero 135 times, of which 52 in the Verrines. 
20 3 in Livy, of which one in the fourth decade; once in Cic. Verrines, 3 elsewhere. 
21-2 Not in Livy; 7 times in Cicero. 
23 4 in Livy, all in 7. 2; 34 in Cicero, only once in Verrines. 
24 Not in Livy; Cicero passim but not in Verrines. 
25-6 Cited by TLL only for authors of the fourth century and later, e.g. Marius Victorinus, Rufinus. For 

¢>/f see Grandgent, p. 139. 
27 Almost certainly no further ink after 9 ; i.e. not Hieron or Hieronymus. Hiero 38 times in Livy, all in the 

third decade; 4 times in Cicero, of which 3 in the Verrines. 

> col. i. 4 Probably 1. ingenuus rather than in genus. By the middle of the first century u after consonants 
and before an unaccented u was lost, see Grandgent, p. 95. Ifso, 15 times in Livy of which 4 in the third decade, 
5 in the fourth; in Cicero 4 in the Verrines, 42 elsewhere. 

5 Cited by TLL first for Lucr. 6. 1005 and then 5 times in Pliny, WH. Not in Livy or Cicero. 
6 Cited by TLL for Lucr. 6. 1025, where est . . . inanitus. 
8 Lreneus, H.G.T.M. The arrangement of entries might favour in- but this produces nothing sensible. 
g-10 Twice in the third sing. perf. and twice in the third pl. in Livy; 5 times in Cicero of which 2 in the 

Verrines, 12 times in other forms. 

11 Evidently an error for Jlerda under the influence of the next entry, Ilergetes, a Spanish tribe of whom it 
was one of the principal cities. Not in Livy or Cicero, but at Caes. BC 1. 38 and Livy, epit. 416. See 
Forcellini—Perin s.v. 

12 21 times in Livy, 1g in the third decade, twice in the fourth; not in Cicero. 
13-16 Neither phrase occurs in any form in Livy or Cicero. 
17-24 See introd. Descending obliquely into the left margin from first 7 of interregibus is a heavy ink mark; 

is it accidental or some kind of check mark? 

col. il. 2 11 times in Livy, 3 times in the third decade, 8 elsewhere; only once in Cicero. 
3 Livy and Cicero passim. 
4 InLivy 15 timesin the third decade, 15 in the fourth, 11 elsewhere; 7 times in Cicero, of which one in the 

Verrines. 
5 Ican make nothing of this. Perhaps -clus by syncope for -culus. instaurat/|1 Jicius (cf. Macrob. Sat. 1. 11. 5) 

with the first 7 of |. 5 mistakenly written in alignment with 1. 4, would be an attractive solution, but -ius cannot 
be read. 

6 Without bellum 4 times in Livy’s third decade, 5 in the fourth, 19 elsewhere; 14 times in Cicero, of which 
one in the Verrines. 

7 9 times in Livy, of which one in the third decade; twice in Cicero. 

8 Once in Livy’s third decade, once in the first, though in pl. form; not in Cicero. 
g Once in Livy, in the first decade; 4 times in Cicero, all in the Verrines: 3. 84 (bis) and 85 (bis). 
10 Without pauor not in Livy or Cicero. 
11 An interesting variation in spelling from the preceding entry; cf. | ii 25-6. Not in Cicero but in Livy 

at 10. 28. 10; this is the only example of the phrase cited by TLL. Pauor: for the alternation of 6 and u see 
Grandgent, p. 133-4 and Adams 31-2. Cf. the 4 for u left unaltered in — iii 8. 

14 Only 3 times in Livy, of which one in the third decade; 45 times in Cicero, of which 23 in the Verrines. 
15 lucratiu{u|s, H.G.T.M. Not in Livy; in Cicero only at ad Ait. 7. 11. 1; most of the examples cited by TLL 

are much later, occurring especially in the jurists. 
16 Livy and Cicero passim. 

17 6 times in Livy, but only twice in the neut. form: once in the third decade, once in the fourth; 8 times in 
Cicero but only once in this form. 

18 25 times in Livy of which 2g in the third decade and the remaining two in the fourth; 11 times in 
Cicero, of which all but two in the Verrines. For the doubled //, see Grandgent, p. 69 on the general confusion of 
single and double consonants. 

19 Presumably the name of the inhabitants, in the form Lillybae?. This is the less common form (see 

Forcellini-Perin) but Lillybaetanus/2 will not fit. The latter occurs 4 times in Cicero, of which 3 in the Verrines. 
(Or simply the locative?) 
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20 I can find nothing suitable; not longztudo. 
21 If this is not a continuation of the preceding entry, /[o]ngi[nqu]e? 

col. iii. 2 Lachesis possible? 

7 Livy and Cicero passim. 
8 1. lasciuus; cf. > ii 11. Not in Livy; only once in Cicero (ad All. 2. 3. 1). 

11-12 lus[trum] | cond[itum (vel sim.). An interesting parallel is provided by P. Sorb. I 8i 4-7, ¢gnd[1t]u[m] 

lustrum; lustro condito; condito lus{ tro. 
19 Not lilium; but if lilia, 1 cannot understand what follows: perhaps a verb. 
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3661. Homer, Iliad 3. 383-410 (?) 

43 5B. 71/E(1-8)b 4.2 X 15.3 cm Second/third century 

A long, narrow, badly broken strip of papyrus. Below 397 there are traces of letters 

in seven more lines, probably 402-4, 406-7, and 409-10, with space for, but no ink 

remaining from, 405 and 408. This would make a column of at least 28 lines; the upper 

margin is 1.2 cm high. 

The text contains little of interest: 389, omitted in three other papyrus texts without 

detriment to the grammatical sense, has here been omitted and inserted after 390; there 

is a metrical variant in 393. The original scribe has marked diaereses over an initial and 

final iota and made interlinear additions. 

The hand is an informal but stylish bookhand of medium size with a fairly marked 

backward slope. Delta has a broad, flat base but alpha is rounded. Ligatures are 

frequent. Iota when ligatured with alpha, but not with epsilon, is especially long. Closely 

comparable examples are difficult to find. VI 853 (=(C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary 

Hands, pl. 17a), assigned to the middle of the second century, has a similar a ligature but 

is more upright and less mannered in style than the present hand. X XI 2306, assigned to 

the second century, also has several ligatures but is more informal. However, the cursive 

aX: ligature in 384 might point to a date in the third century. 

The back is blank. 

Collated with T. W. Allen’s editio maior (Oxford 1931). No other papyri of this 

passage published since 1931 contain anything of relevance to the text. 

Exevn|y kadeouc te thy O¢ K[txave 

] wepe ‘be’ Tpwat adic yeav [ 

385 vextap|¢eou eavou etiakte Aaf|ouca 

] wadavyevet mpoceeit[ ev 

Aak |edaipovt varetawen| 

388 KaAla padicra de puw pial eecke 

390 ] Kadler o]uxov de vee[cBar 

389 eeccapev|n pol clepuwvee du A[Ppodity 

391 ] dewwr ‘o teu Ae[XEcce 

] ovde xe fau[ne 

€|AQenev a[AAa 

An|yovr[a] KaGs[ Lew 
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395 ] ev[e c]rnbeccuy [ 

] repi[Ka]Adea del upyy 
ei 

383 6 corr. from a letter of which a low horizontal with foot of a vertical rising from the middle visible. 
387 n[, much better than @[. vaceracicy $$ codd. plerique (-adca O7): Kal ée ev vaceraovcey. schol. AT: 

Kau Weide pev vareraoven, GAN ecrw 7 xpHcic Twvwv. schol. b (BCE): 76 OnAvKov vaverdouca epim. O8 in 
Naterdwea: codd. alii Athen. 191 A: vaverowcy codd. plures. 

389 om. B41 B78 P. Hamb. 157: ‘lost’ in II] 542 (descr.). 
391 dewwroic A d P*! Vi? Vi® Hsch. 8 517: duwroice vulg. Eust. Hsch. 8 1857: «al bud rob 7 yciv 6 

Hpwd.avoc ev 7@ TTepi cxnuatwv (2. 847. 8) schol. b (BCE?) T: Ap. S. 59. 5, Alex. Cot. apud Orum (?) in Et. 
Gen. (AB) dwwroicw, Ep. Hom. (An. Ox. 1. 114. 10, Et. Gud. 366. 8 Stef.). 

393 Over ev correction or stray ink? €]AQepev: €ADeiv codd. éAbéuev occurs seven times elsewhere in the Iliad 
in this sedes, €\Oet five times, but according to P. Maas (tr. H. Lloyd-Jones), Greek Metre § 84, only one line in 
about twenty has a monosyllabic biceps at this point before a stop. The scribe has thus used the metrically more 
usual form. 

394 After 7 top of a or stray ink? After , trace of £ possible but if so, much faded. 
397 |... [: atp of wappatpovra possible. 

3662. Homer, Iliad 5. 1-19 

58/B 79(a) 17.6 X 10.3 cm Third century 

Top part of a column written on the | side, the + side having remains from one 
column of a register of house-property. The left-hand margin is very wide, at least 4.5 
cm, indicating that nothing preceded this column. Originally the roll must have 
extended further to the left because the lines of the document are broken on the right- 
hand side. 

The hand is a poorly executed example of the ‘severe’ style, showing a marked 
unevenness in the flow of ink, e.g. in the alpha of Hdaicz[ in 10 only the outlines of the 
right-hand oblique stroke are apparent; the pen was obviously short of ink and the scribe 
exerted greater pressure than usual to complete the stroke, with the result that the split 
point of the nib spread out. Chi in 15 clearly shows that the pen has been dipped into the 
ink between strokes; the first oblique is faint, the second clear and black. The letters are 
of medium size, irregular, and sloping to the right. Epsilon, theta, omicron, and sigma 
are fairly narrow, alpha, delta, and lambda triangular, mu, nu, and pi broad; iota, rho, 
tau, and upsilon descend well below the line; omega has lost its central vertical. 

The document may be assigned to the first half of the third century, and the Jlad 
text, therefore, to the mid-third century. Similar hands occur in PSI XIII 1304 
(assigned to the second century), XVII 2093 (late second or early third century), XI 
1365 (early third), and III 458, IV 676, VI 863, and VII 1014 (all assigned to the third 
century). 
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Several phonetic errors, a superfluous nu ephelcysticon, and the general appearance 
of the copy indicate a lack of care on the part of the scribe. Iota adscript is not written, 
but the first hand has added a diaeresis in 1 and an apostrophe in 2, and has made a 
correction in IT. 

Collation is with.T. W. Allen’s editio maior (Oxford 1931). Another papyrus 
containing the same lines has been published as XLLX 3439, and similarly has nothing 

of textual interest. 

ev8 av Tvder[dy Aron |det [a[A]Aac A[Onvy 

dwKe pwevo[c Kat Bapcoc t|v’ €xd[y]Aoc wet[a 

Apyevouct yev[ otto wd |e KAeoc ecbAov apor[to 

dee or ex KopvO[o]c Te Kau acTrLdoc axayalTov 

5 acTEpt oTwWpEvw EvadtyKLov oc TE wa[ALcTa 

Aaputpov taydawycw AcrAovpevo[c 

ToLov ou Tup Seev ato KpaToc TE Kat [ 

wpce de wiv KaTa peEccov OTL TrAELC[ TOL 

nv de tic ev Tpwecei Aapyc advetoc ap|vpwv 

10 e.peuc Haict[oulo duw de ot vieec ne[ HV 

Pnyevc Idar[oc] Te wayne ev et “Sote ml acne 

Tw ot atro[KpwOev |re evavtiov wpu| Ont nv 

Tw wev ald urmouv o 6] amo xPovoc wpv[vto 

ot 6 ote O[n cyxedov y|cav em adAnAou| cw 

15 Pyyevc pa [mpotepoc]| mporer doArxo¢| Kvov 

Tudede[w 6 u7ep w|ov apuctepov n[Av8 

evyeoc ovd [eBad av]rov o 6 uctepoc o[ pyuTo 

Tudevdyc [Tov 6 ov|x aduov Bedoc exdul[ye 

a[AA eBare crnfoc perapjac[vov 

2 |v’: confused combination of strokes caused by the long iota in 1 crossing the apostrophe. 

4 See ou: for the change of a to « see Mayser i? 1 83 and Gignac i 191-2. daié vulg. (év roAXoic avtrypadouc 
Eu.): the other readings— aie 5€ of $81 codd. plures qu. Eu.: 6’ oi M4 V2": of B: daiév of codd. alii— were 
designed to remove an apparent hiatus (see S. West, The Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer 14). 

5 actepu: $$! codd. plur. v. |. Eu. The apparently unmetrical form is here probably scriptio plena to 
prevent the reader from assuming that dcrép’ represents dcrépa. omwpewyw: |. drwpw@. evadvyKiov: A probably 

corr. from o. 
6 taydawnew: the addition of nu ephelcysticon has made the line unmetrical. 
7 Between» and o another jumble of strokes with the long descender of p in 6 joining the right-hand hasta 

of v; vy and o corr. from 7. 

deev: cf. 4. 
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8 om: probably a mere error and not evidence for the gradual confusion of aspirated and unaspirated 
stops which began (at least in Egypt) in the imperial period. 

10 The reason for the slanted obelus is not apparent. It is sometimes used to indicate an omission, but that 
is not the case here. Like the diple and obelos periestigmenos it may be used as a reference mark for a marginal 
note. See K. McNamee, Marginalia and Commentaries in Greek Literary Papyri (Diss. Ann Arbor 1977) 107-12 and 
n. 30. 

11 ®yyeuc: corr. from 7 or 7? e inserted probably by the first hand. 
12 evavtiov codd. plerique: évavriw PB! codd. alii. 

wpy[nOnrnv: so codd. plerique: dpunOyrnv YB! codd. alii. 
13 wpv[vro: so codd. plerique: épvuro codd. alii. 
17 evxeoc: l. éyyxeoc. 

19 After peray|a¢[ a few more indistinct traces. 

3663. Homer, Iliad 18 

36 4B. 99/C(1-4)a, F(1-4)a, Fr. 1 12.1 X 13.6 cm Third century 
G(1-4)a, H(4-6)b, 

2) 
4)a, E(4-6)a 

Nine fragments of a handsome papyrus roll containing substantial parts of Iliad 
18. There were probably 32 lines to a column, giving for the whole book 19 or 20 
columns, of which frr. 1 and 2 represent col. ii, fr. 3 cols. iii and iv, frr. 4 and 5 cols. viand 
vii respectively, fr. 6, the largest, cols. ix and x, fr. 7 col. xi, fr. 8 a trace from the lower 
part of col. xi and part of col. xii, and fr. g col. xiii. The depth of written area was about 
18 cm, which with generous upper and lower margins of at least 3.7 cm and 4 cm 
respectively gives a minimum height for the roll of 25.7 cm. The minimum inter- 
columnium is 2.7 cm; the width of a column and the following intercolumnium is about 
20.8 cm, so that //. 18 (617 lines) would have occupied a written length of approximately 
4m. This suggests that the whole roll contained one, if not two, more books, and since 
18. 1 was the top of col. i and therefore probably the beginning of the roll, 19 (424 lines) 
and 20 (503 lines) perhaps followed. (F.G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and 
Rome? 53-5 gives the length of an average roll as between about 7 and ro m.) Where line- 
beginnings survive (frr. 3, 6, 8, g), the columns show a pronounced slope outward to the 
left, according to Maas’s law. 

The hand is a good, carefully written example of the ‘Biblical Majuscule’ type, 
showing a considerable contrast between the thick vertical and thin horizontal strokes. 
The letters are strictly bilinear, except for rho, upsilon, and phi; a particularly odd 
example of rho protruding well above the upper ‘line’ occurs in ydp in 206. Alpha, delta, 
and lambda sometimes have their obliques continuing upwards in a vertical direction; 
the lower oblique of kappa descends at times directly from the hasta but at others from the 
upper oblique. Similar hands occur in, e.g. P. Ryl. III 547, dated to the later part of 
the second century, and in P. Berol. 7499, 13411 and P. Gron. 21, all probably belonging 
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to the third century ( = pls. 7a, 19a, 24, and 26d respectively in G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla 
matuscola biblica). XXII 2334 is assigned by the original editor to the later second 
century, by E.G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, no. 26, to the third /fourth 
century, and by Cavallo (p. 50 and pl. 29) to the fourth, while the dates for IV 773 range 
from the second century (original editor) to the third quarter of the fourth (Cavallo, 
pp. 64-5 and pl. 41). These fragments of /liad 18 probably belong to the third century. 
‘The round terminal dots on the top curve and cross-bar of epsilon, both curves of sigma, 
and the top oblique of kappa certainly suggest the third century rather than the second. 

A few lectional signs and one correction, in 100, have been added by the first hand, 
but unless otherwise stated all lectional signs, deletions, and corrections are by a second 
hand which has used a paler ink. Care has been taken over the correction of the text, but 
two mistakes have been overlooked—a superfluous sigma in 214 and epsilon written 
instead of sigma in 301. Elision is effected but not marked by the original scribe. Iota 
adscript is written. The back is blank. 

The text, collated with the editio maior of T. W. Allen (Oxford, 1931), contains 
nothing more of special note. In overlapping passages readings agree with P. Mich. 

Priest 31 (inv. 2 + 2755a + 3160). 

ira 

AxtlAnoc: 9 [6] ecte[v]e xvdario[v 

Aat]pov[a[, Jov] avaprcere c8[ypwnx 

35 | wiew[Elev: axouce d¢ moT[v]ca unt[np 

Bev |Oeccwy adroc papa matp: [y]lepovt[e 

e|zevta O[elar d¢ pv adayeporto [ 

] BevOo[c] adoce Nypyidec ncav: 

DAav|xn te: OaAeva te Kvpodox[n] te: 

40 tle: O67 @ "Adin te Bowsmic: 

41 Klae Axraun: kar Al, |lysvdper[a 

43 | te P[e]p[ouca] re Avvapevy te: 

Apdwop]n: Kat Kad\averpa: 

45 ayakA etn | T]adareva: 

Klas KaAAvavacca: 

Tavleipa te: Kat Iqvacca: 

ev |AdKkapoc T Apabura: 

] adoc Nypyidec neav: 

50 cme ]oc: [au 
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fr. 2 ; : 

1519) iF : [ 

av |edp[apev 

“sprit 
Kk ]opw|[vecww 

fr. 3 

Cola col. ul 

autiKa T[€Ovainv 

KTELVO| [LEVWL 

100 epbir’: [lo lle[ pero 

vuv 0 em[ec 

ovde Tt IT [atpoxAan 

tow aAdo[tc 

adn’ nuarl 

73 tev |Ooc 105 ToLoc €w|V 

ev 7roAe ps | we 

we epic ex [ 

Kat xoAoc [ 

o¢ Te TOA[U 
110 a|vopwy ev ¢[rnBeccw 

we ewe vuv exoAw|cev 

a|AXa Ta ev mpoteT[vxAar 

O|vpov evr ctnPec[ cu 

vjuv d Lely od[pa] d[rnc 
115 Exropa: xn[pa 

Zevc Bedn|[e 

ovde yap ov[de 

6|¢ ep diAta[ toc 

aA]Ad € woup’ e[Sapacce 

120 we] Kat eywy [ 

Ket|cou’ erre[e 

Kat] 7 [a }va Tpw[radev 

an |Porepne[cw 



fr. 4 

185 

190 

fr. 5 

215 
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ay]yeA[o]y [ 
modnv el Koc wea [ 

m|apaKotic: 

o|vde t[uc] aAdo[c 

ayav |vipov [au ]|d[wepovrat 

mp |ocepy 7[odac 

] nL @A]o[v €]xouce de Tl evye 

|piAn mpi y goa Aw pyc|ce[ cOar 

eA |Ooucav ev of O[a|Amorce|v 

Héa]ictovo rap oucew[e|v evte[a 

o.]da Ted av KAUTa TevxEa O[ vw 

yle caxoc TeAapwriadao: 

pdrol|ya tapday[owcav 

ac|teoc avlép uxntal[e 

dy |ior audiwayovt[ar 

ctuyep|wu kpwwvta Apy[e 

| neAra Kataduvte [ 

em |ntpysou vpdce & alvyy 

TrepiKT |roveccuy w¢[c]Aau 

vyuct|y apewc adxtn|pelc txwvray [ 

Kepad]nc cedac{c} aie|p cxa|ve- 

a|mo Tetxeoc: ovd’ ec Ayatouc [ 

Jarep qv wailer’ ederuny [ 
atratepO |e de IladAac Abnvn 

] ev acrretov wpce Kvdoimol[v 

] ore 7 taxe cadme€ 

] dniwy vrro Aupopaictewr. 

dw|vn yevet’ Ar[a]Kidao- 

om|a xaAkeov Ataxidao. 

Ou|proc: atap KaAXitpiyec um7ot 

Tporreo |v" [7 Joccovro yap aXyea Aupoe: 
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jac, (6) 

265 

270 

275 

7 

KNOWN LITERARY TEXTS 

225 exmAn|yev emer Oov aKapaTtov Up 

Keg |adnc peyabupov II nAewwvoc 

] Sate Bea yAavKwmic AOnvy: 

col. 1 
] todwxea IInAcwwva 

] virépBioc: ovx €beAncer 

o|Q: wep Tpwec kar Axaror 295 

] pevoc Apyoc Sal[A Jeovras 

laxncerar noe yuvarkwv: 

|: wiBecBé wou woe yap ectar 

atemra|uce modwKea IInAewwva 

ap |pe xiyncera[e] ev0a8’ eovr|e | 300 

opunO lec cuv Tevyxecuy ev vv TLC aUTOV 

act lacuwe yap apigerat [do ipynv 

m|oAAouc Se Kuve Kat yuTTEC EOOVTAL 

d]n wot am ovatoc woe yevouto: 

ere leccu TUwp[ Oa x |nddpevot Trep. 305 

dee efope|y actu de Tupyou 

apa |purac 
erpucc jovrat: 

Owpnx Ge |vre[c 

325 Me |voutvov ey [ 

Ozoevt ja trepixAv[ tov 

da]xov7e Te [ 
] vonuara 7[avra 
] owouny yat[av 

330 emre|t ovd ee vo[ctycavta 

peyapo.|ce yepwv imm[nAata 

ad] avtov yaa k[abeEer 

Ilarp|oxXe cev uct[epoc 

mp |w [y] Exropoc¢ e[v0a6d 

col. 11 
5 bs / 

vuv © OTe Trép [ 

Kvdoc apéc?” €[7 
vytie: unKe[Te 

ov yap Tic Tpw[ wv 

arr aye? we alv 

vuv prev Oop|zrov 

Kat pvdaknc [ 

Tpwov & oc «[TeaTeccw 

evAXeEac Aag|tce 

Tav Twa BéA[ TeEpov 

mpwt & vino [Lou 

vyvew em y[Aadupyicev 

et 8’ eréov [ye[ 

adyvov au K’ €O[eAnice 

pevEopat ex 7[0A€poL10 

surface abraded 

Ev}vo[c E]pyadlvoc 
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335 ] peyabupoy [ 
mpotrapou8 |e rupyc azro[d]e[upotopncw 

c]eev krape[voro 

vynul|cu Kopwvice K[ evceau 

Aap |davidec Babyx[oAmor 
7 

340 ] kat [[pcljuara Saxpu y[eoucat 

KapopecO|a Binidr Te Soupr Te [ 

770 JAll€ lic uepotrwv av[Opwrwv 

fr. 8 . fr. g 
col. i col. 11 

375  xXpucela A¢[atcre 

ofpa o[t TyI[v 

76° aut [tc 7 po [ 
ov 6 HTL ou 395 el 
dardaA[ea “nT [poc 

380 op’ o y[e cpyyp[ae 
382 Tnv e [ een pl 

KaAn: T[nv Ev[p|vv[oun 

ev T apa [ 400 THLce Tralp 

385  Timte Olere moptrac T[€ 

avdoin TLE ev cant y[Aadupwe 

add’ ézre[o [o ]dpla Je polppvpwy 

355  yowrT lec we apa dw[vycaca nude ov[Te 

Thy pev [ 405 adda Gerre [ 

n vuv net [epov 

mavta Oéri x[adAiAoKapwe 

ada cv wey [ 

34 Apicrapxoc aapncece schol. A T (arotpyceve T): ita T V4: drrorun gee cet. 

35 Stop perhaps by the first hand. 
40 Final stop perhaps by the first hand. 
41 Al. ]: to the right of the hole either a deleting dot or part of a line deleting a letter. Perhaps an € was 

deleted. Traces not compatible with the variant [Tpupvepeca. 
42 was omitted probably because it occurs in a long list of names; the preceding line also begins with x. 
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43 |r: two high specks of ink before 7 part of acute accent? High stop after ¢? Final stop by the 

first hand. 
48 First accent on ]Ad«apdc and final stop by the first hand. dyd0ua codd. plerique: aydbea codd. 

plures, Eu. 

55 Feet only: possibly va of viov auvpova. 
73 After ]@0c perhaps a stop by the first hand. 
100 The first hand has deleted o by a diagonal line and added an apostrophe; dot over o also by the first 

hand, probably a stop rather than a deleting dot. 

101 Apostrophe by the first hand. 
104. Asper and apostrophe both by the first hand. 
116 y[: left vertical visible; not part of curved letter. 
118 Lectional signs by the first hand. 
119 potp’ 6. codd. plerique: poipa ddapacce $B° codd. plur. 
188 |u| and Jo[ are uncertain. 
189 ce[ rather than c6[ because insufficient space for [pycce]. 

IQI oucéu[e]v: accent could be by the first or second hand. 

192 Form of accent anomalous. 
207 Possibly part of apostrophe between avfép and ixyra[e. 
208 audidyovra: codd. plerique: -wyrar B Bm? L® L?7 T. 
209 Kpiwwvra codd. plur.: -ovra: vulg. 

213 apewc P. Mich. Priest 31 vulg. (ra maAaua TOV avtiypadwyv Eu.): dpew Ar. Schol. A T Eu.: apeoc codd. 

plur. Eu.: dpnoc M!° W4. 

215 Tewxeoc: . seems to be superimposed on the oblique of a x. 
216 Did the scribe’s eye stray from the 7 of ruin to that of darepfe in 217; or is this part of a variant 

reading xp|atepny? 

219 cadmc€: for the loss of nasals before stops see Mayser i? 1. 164 and Gignac i 116. 
220 yiw: only right half of trema visible. 
222 Probably two final stops, middle by the first hand, low stop by the second. yaAxeov: so P. Mich. Priest 

31 vulg.: yaAxénv Zen. Schol. A. Avaxidao: so also P. Mich. Priest 31 vulg.: adéqjcavroc P. Mich. Priest 31 ss. V? 
yp. P8: roio avaxtoc N4ss. 

264, 265 Doubtful whether final stops by first hand or second. 
269 revyeci: c corr. from e by first hand. 
274 |,[: ¢ or € acceptable. 

298 Ifthe diagonal mark put in the margin by the second hand is stichometrical and is meant to indicate 

300, it is in the wrong place, for it comes at 298 according to modern enumeration and at what, if there are 

regularly 32 lines to a column, is 294 of this papyrus. Miscounts, however, were common (see K. Ohly, 

Stichometrische Untersuchungen go ff.). Or it may indicate something that has received or requires marginal 
comment, see 3662 10 note. 

gor evdAde€ac: |. cvAAeEac; c confused with € as in 269 but here uncorrected. 

303 o| better than o) [? Only half the circumflex is visible. 

305 The grave accent employed here and in 326 and 330 on the penultimate syllable is the usual method 

in the papyri of indicating oxytone words within the sentence (see J. Moore-Blunt, Quad. Urb. 29 (1978) 140-1 
and C. M. Mazzucchi, Aegyptus 59 (1979) 146-7). 

[vel: éredv ye is a common locution in Homer. 
340 [pt]uara: probably a visual error caused by copying from an exemplar in a quick everyday hand; 

an h-shaped 7 was perhaps read as p and « linked together. 

341 Benign: 1. Bind. 

342 modus Vi: wéAes vulg. 
380 An ink mark (shaped like the top and right side of a small square) in the margin between 380 and 

382, probably by the first hand, to indicate the omitted line. 381 om. $B" P. Mich. Priest 31 codd. plures (cf. M. 
van der Valk, Researches on the Text and Scholia of the Iliad ii 514 f., who thinks the omission goes back to 
Aristarchus), add. A mg. cum év GAAw Kal obdroc ebpeOn dnéctpamro dé, def. paraphr. M?!. 

384 The paragraphus separates the narrative verse from the following speech. 
394 pal: accent over a? 
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395 9: asper over 7? 
404 otra Hdeev. ypaderar S€ Kai “HSew” schol. A. 

3664. IsocrateEs, Panegyricus 14-15 

60/21 (a) 10.7 X 15.9 cm Third century 

This text, together with the following, brings the total of papyri of the Panegyricus so 
far known to fourteen. The other twelve are P. Mich. inv. 3755 published by T. Renner, 
<PE 29 (1978) 21-7 and eleven listed by him (ibid. 24n. 25,27). P. Oslo III 71 and the 
Michigan papyrus cover the same sections of text as the present piece. 

The scribe wrote a flowing and stylish ‘severe’ style hand of medium size. Alpha 
is narrow and angular but delta broad. Iota, rho, tau, and upsilon have elegant, 
slightly flourished descenders, some with small finials. Epsilon, theta, omicron, 
and sigma are narrow, omega broad with a flat base. The hand is to be assigned 
to the third century, and perhaps to the middle of that century. XXVII 2458 (Ee G: 
Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, pl. 32), assigned to the third century, is 
similar but more rapidly written. Compare also VII 1015 (ibid., pl. 50), assigned to 
the middle-late third century, a more flourished and idiosyncratic example. II 223 
(C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pl. 21a) of the early part of that century is more 
flamboyant. 

The text is carefully written and well laid out; the intercolumnium is c. 1.5 cm and 
the upper margin at least 3.3 cm. The original scribe has used a diple obelismene below ii 
2 to mark the end ofa section (actually the end of a paragraph in the Budé edition) anda 
simple paragraphus to denote a shorter pause below ii 4 and in col. iii. (See E. G. Turner, 
ibid. 10, 14-15.) He has also added a high stop in ii 4 at the time of writing the text. The 
stop in ii 2 may be by the same hand but has clearly been inserted subsequently. The 
heavy points in ii 3, 16, and 17 are later additions. There are no tremata, breathings, 
accents, or iotas adscript. 

Unlike the following, this papyrus generally agrees with I’. For the relationship of 
the papyri to MSS of Isocrates see the bibliography given by Renner, ibid. 22 and n. 21, 
but especially F. Seck, Untersuchungen zum Isokratestext (Diss. Hamburg 1965) 17-23. As 
T. Luzzatto, ASNP, grd ser., 2 (1972) 507 n. 4 points out, Seck denies the existence in 
antiquity of the two branches of the tradition, [and @A, but mentions IX 1183, which 

has thirteen agreements with A and only one with and so would seem to contradict his 

own statement. If the present text were longer, it might more clearly be seen to represent 
the other branch. 

The literary text is on the back of a document, consisting of part of one column and 

the left of a second of what is apparently an account with small amounts in drachmas 

and obols entered opposite personal names. 

Collated with G. Mathieu and E. Brémond’s Budé edition (1938). 
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col. 1 col. ii col. 1 
Aac movovprat Talc vmoc]x[e 

il. 5 SEC TEpL ev o[vv T]wv [ 

Louwy. TavTa po[t mpo leupy 

Ow: rept be Tw[v K]ou[v wv 15 

5 “ocou prev evOu[c] emeADov ‘| 

Tec OloacKkoucLY WC XpN 

diadvcapevouc Tac Tpoc 

nuac avrou[c] €xPpac mpoc 

tov BapBapov tparrecBau: 

10 KQL Ove€EPXOVTaL Tac TE 

ee cuppopac Talc] ex Tov roe 

Lov Tov mpoc adAnAoug 

by yeyevnpevac Kal 

tac [w]pedrac tac ex THE 

15 CTpaTiac THC eT Exewoy [ 
ecouevlac. adnOn pe[v 
Aey[ouce]y: ov unv evt[ev 

Ge[v ro |rouvrax T[ qv 

ofe|y av p[adicta 

20 ral 

col. i. 2 ],: night end ofa horizontal. 

col. il. 1-2 movovpar ta[c vroc]x[e]|ceuc: P. Mich. inv. 3755 I: rac brrocyécerc ovodpat vulg. 
8 mpoc: éi P. Mich. inv. 3755 codd.: mpéc repeated in error after previous mpéc. 
14 [w]deAvac: P. Mich. inv. 3755: @peAetac codd. Whether due to itacism or not, alternation between the 

two spellings is frequent in MSS of classical authors; see Renner, op. cit. 26. 
15 ctpatiac: ET corr.: crpareiac P. Oslo III 71 P. Mich. inv. 3755 I’. Both crpazid and crpareéa can mean 

‘campaign’ as required here; see again Renner, op. cit. 26. 
16 ac.: large stop has subsequently been placed almost below c. 
18 O¢[v zo]povvrau: P. Oslo III 71 FE. Lacuna does not allow for vulg. évredbev ye. 

20 |ra[: high horizontal and top ofa pointed letter; average line-length ofc. 20 letters indicates that this is 
the second ra of radra. 

col. iii. 10 , [: paragraphus below the foot of a vertical better than 8. 
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3665. Isocrates, Panegyricus 106-12 

39 5B. 117/C(1-3)c 20.1 X 24.6 cm Third century 

A papyrus codex leaf containing on the — side §§ 106-8 and on the | side §§ 109-12 
of the Panegyricus. Part of the text coincides with V 844. For other texts of this speech see 
the introduction to 3664. 

On the assumption that the fairly straight break down the left side of == len tie 
right side of |, has occurred at the central fold of the sheet, and that the opposite 
extremity approximates to the original fore-edge, 20.1 cm is more or less the original 
width of the leaf. Since there is sufficient blank papyrus below | 30 to show that this is the 
last line of the page, the height of the written area of c. 21 cm+ 3 cm for the upper margin 
and an estimated 4.5 cm for the lower make a total height for the leaf of c. 28.5 cm. (For 
the approximate 3: 2 ratio of lower to upper margins, see E. G. Turner, The Typology of 
the Early Codex 8 and 25.) Such dimensions place this leaf among the aberrants of E. G. 
Turner’s Group 3 of papyrus codices (ibid. 15-16). The written area is approximately 
14.5 X 21 cm. From 30 lines whose length is reasonably certain it can be calculated that 
an average line has about 32 letters. 418 letters of the standard text are missing between 
the probable end of — 17 and the beginning of | 1 so that 19 lines are lost in the lower 
half of —. Both pages consequently contained 30 lines. On an average of 979 letters a 
page the earlier part of the text occupied c. 322 pages. Since §§ 106-8 are on a right-hand 
page, the text must have started on a left-hand page with the remaining 4 page 
containing a title. Presumably the text of the codex did not begin on a left-hand page 
and so had another speech preceding. 

The ink is grey in colour, and frequently so faded that letters and traces are often 
identifiable only with the aid of infra-red photographs, which also render secure letters 
which would otherwise have to remain dotted. As far as one can tell the scribe has added 
no breathings, accents, or punctuation but he has used tremata over initial upsilon in | 6 
and 12 and a diastole to mark elision in | 14. In + 11 final nu at the line-end is denoted 
by a high horizontal stroke. A second hand has made corrections and additions in a 
darker ink. 

The text itselfis a poor one. It suffers from a serious omission in > 13, superfluous 

additions in + 2~3 and 13, and minor variants of its own, of which some are clear errors 

and others, such as the placing of jeiy in ~ 7 and rovadrny rather than rocav’ryy in | 5, 

are not improvements. — 13 supplies an interesting new variant, rpumAaciac, but one 

whose value is questionable in view of the obvious errors elsewhere. The papyrus shows 

no decided preference for the readings of I or of the vulg. (See the introduction to 3664.) 

In three cases it is in agreement with the vulg. against I’ and in two with I against the 

vulg. Though the papyrus reading is garbled in | 8, it clearly corroborates I’, A, and the 

vulg. against the reading of E adopted by Benseler—Blass and the Budé edition. 

The hand is a plain, unadorned example of the ‘severe’ style, sloping to the right 
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and written with a fairly broad pen. The contrast between broad and narrow letters is 

not especially marked, although kappa, mu, nu, and omega are always wide. Omicron is 

variable in size and spacing. Alpha is angular but delta less so; mu has a shallow loop and 

the base of omega is almost flat. Iota, rho, upsilon, phi, and the top of the hasta of 

kappa extend beyond the notional parallel lines. I should assign the hand to the 

second half of the third century. P. Heid. inv. 1701 (R. Seider, Paldographie der 

griechischen Papyrt ii, pl. 36), assigned to the third century, and P. Chester Beatty XI 

(ibid., pl. 57), assigned to the third-fourth centuries, show a certain similarity but are 

heavier in appearance with a tendency for the letters to have finials. P. Berol. 9968 (ibid., 

pl. 32) of the third century is comparable in many of its letter forms but again is more 

elaborate. 

Collated with the Budé edition of G. Mathieu and E. Brémond (1938), with 

reference also to the Teubner edition of Benseler—Blass (1907). 

tla yap tavTye¢ [o]ixov[ vtec 

surface stripped 

tec eXevepor O[€] [poc 

cva[cro]: [de] z[poc] chac [ 
5 yovtec poc atravtac av|[ Ppwarouc 107 

wv mpocnket Touc ev dpo[vouvtac 

Nuew xapw exe oAv paddoy n Tac KA[H 

povxevac overdiLew ac nuese [ Tak 

poupevac Twv ToAewr dudakye [ 

10 Tw Xwpiwv add ov dia TAcovesvav €€[eTrEn 

Topev cnecov de To[, ]."[ +7 | yalp] xwpa 

mpoc ev To TANGoc Tw[Vv]| TL oAtTwr 
apxyy S¢ peyeerny| 

Tpinpetc Oe TpiTAacca[ 
Aor dvvapevac d¢ mp[oc 108 

15 umo|«[ec]uevne rnc EvBo.[a]e vro tyv Ar 
Jel. 

Tyc evpvwl[c €]ivev Kae 

blavopu[e8]a tapadovz|ec 

] raple]Avropev 7 mac av n 
] evo[tn]cev rovovtwv t[o]¢ 110 
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3665. ISOCRATES, PANEGYRICUS 106-12 

yeye|ynwevwv Kat TovavTyv 

| Twv vrep Tou un Tw aAd[o 

| et[e]Ovpew troApwew Kary[ 

] 8[e]xadapyrerwy Kowwrne[a 

] marpidac diadvul[é |vapel 
] wlex]pac wer mroincavrec doxew e[ 

J... Jeenpevwr adixcac ovd[e 

Auro |yrec vrrepBoAnv Tore avtic 

ye|p[ec]@ar trovnporc adra gac 

Aakw |pilew tavavtia 8, exer 

emiTndevorvte|c kar Talc] wev Mnde[c] wv 

cud |opac [zepe dje [t]ovc av[tw]v [ 

ToA]uncla]y[rec] ¢[E]apa[pre]uy [ 
adic nua [Sued] yyev y z[e t] wv [ 

oly d[eJe[En]A[A]ov o r[ov]e [ 
ee ne cote 

wet |ep ev[epye|tac €be[pamev 

E.Alwr[wv €]v[cojic Sou[Aev 

Fags IL 
J. x[etpac KJax [ 

yo|vea[c touc] a[uTwr 

atalvr[ac |. [ 

Shap 
a|rvx[vacc 

cuumev[Oncovrac 

mA|n[ oc 

2-3 -Tec: Tupavvidwy codd. Perhaps a superfluous addition, e.g. dvrec so that text ran tupavvidwy dv|rec, 
éAevOepor; the lengths of 2 and 3 would allow such an insertion. 

3 a[: part of horizontal; not far enough to right to be p? 
5 amavtac: 7avtac codd. 

7 npew: |. yuiv; wrongly inserted before yapw and omitted in its rightful place in 8 between «Aypovyiac and 
overdilew. 

n Tac KA[: only feet visible. 

8 J. . [: tops of probably 2 letters; or 7? 

11 ],[: horizontal; +? Above, correction or addition by 2nd hand: horizontal followed by more ink at 
same level. » ‘corr. from another letter also of 2nd hand, part of which is a loop. This is presumably part of 
addition or correction to tovtwv. +7 letters would allow room only for éyovrec. Was rob7’ written, then ov 
added by the 2nd hand to make rovrov and subsequently altered by the same hand to rodrwv? 

12 mpoc pev To vulg.: wev we mpoc 76 TE. 
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a([: small low trace; on comparison with zwy 7 in g, spacing exactly fits foot of right hasta of 7. 

13 Addition by 2nd hand. v[: extended right hasta touches w in 12, cf. v of apxnv. Interlinear insertion no 

doubt continued, cai cexrnévor I’ or xexrnévor 5€ vulg., a total of 27 or 28 letters omitted by the 1st hand— 

perhaps a whole line of the exemplar. 
de: om. codd. rpymAacva[: durAaciac codd. 

13-14 -Aow: cdpmavtec of GAAo Vulg., dAdo cUurravtec E churravrec I’. 

15, umo|«lec|uerne ry¢ I: brroxeméryc d€ E vulg. After ry¢ exiguous remains of most letters but reasonable 

certainty of B and 7 allows others to be deduced from spacing. 

17 ff. Ink from 18 to perhaps 23. 

) 3 ]qa, either feet of 2 verticals of 7 and top of a or foot of right vertical of 7 and top and foot of left 

oblique of a. 
mac: mavtac codd. Syllable omitted in error. 
5 TovavTnv: rocadtyy codd. 
7 a: right vertical; though papyrus warped, probably too far left for . 

ToApwew: ToApac I. 
8 d[e]xadapyreswv: above and between p and y apparently a vertical but its significance is quite unclear. 

ve, reasonably certain; space requires more than ¢ or et, and so the pap.’s reading is as if from the non-existent 

dexadapyiera: Sexadapyiav I A vulg.: dexapyidy E Vict. 
9 Siadvpul 2 J vape[vor: deletion and correction in blacker ink but could be by 1st hand; not 2nd of > 11 and 

13. dcadupnvdpevor IE Vict.: Avu- vulg. but cf. Benseler—Blass, who attribute the former to vulg. without giving 

a reading for I. 
11 |... [: top of vertical + mid trace to right, low ink, part of high or mid horizontal: poy? 
12 aytuc. What appears to be cross-bar of 7 extending long way to left must be part of right oblique of v; 

sufficient room between a and 7 for v, although rest of letter effaced (1. ad@uc). 

14 8’: diastole added by 1st hand; then high and low ink: deleted e? 
15 ¢[: high ink; space between A and w so great that e. must have been written for ¢ (1. MyjAtwv). 
16 v{: right oblique may possibly run into horizontal of 7. 
19 |v: trace of preceding o possible. 
o: ot codd., rightly. 
20 |, , [: negligible traces. ], [, vertical. ], [, high ink. 
22 ¢: letter preceding 6 sufficiently curved to show that it cannot bez of év/ and that vertical preceding is 

therefore « and not right of v. éviou E vulg.: évi V 844 I. 
23 |. [: spacing suggests B; ink not incompatible. 
24 ],: low ink; because fibres split, not certain whether part of preceding letter or of one before that. Ja: 

though below ]_, [ in 23, where only three letters lost, smaller width of letters required in lacuna in 24 indicates 
that a is that of xa/ and not of -yeupac. 

25 |v, fibres again split but probably foot of left vertical of v. 
26 Before v low ink; foot of left hasta much more likely than part of a. ], [, low ink: ¢? 
27 |. [, high ink. 
28 Jr, ink to left on separate fibre; probably cross-bar of 7 rather than part of a. 
29 cupmler[Oncovrac: V 844 I? Vict.: cuumeb- I™: cupraé- E vulg. 

3666. PLatTo, Alcibiades I 113 B AND 132 A-B 

Fr. 1 18 2B. 66/F(g-10)a 5 X5.1 cm Later second century 
Frr. 2 and 3 18 2B. 64/D(7)c 

Although upsilons are slightly different, there can be little doubt that these three 

papyrus fragments belong to the same roll as P. Harris 12, which was identified as part of 

Alcibiades I by P. Maas (see B. Snell, Gnomon 13 (1937) 578-9). They are the only 
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fragments of this work to have come to light so far, although part of a commentary on, or 

paraphrase of, Alcibiades [ 133 G and 133 D, or part of a work referring to Alcibiades, has 

been published by B. H. Kraut in <PF 51 (1983) 75-9. 

Since P. Harr. 12 has now been identified, it can be calculated that with an 

average line-length of just under 14 letters, 14 lines have been lost at the bottom of 

col. i and 4 at the bottom of ii, and that these were probably cols. xiii and xiv respec- 

tively of the roll. By the time 3666 fr. 1 is reached the average number of letters per 

line has increased to just under 19 and in frr. 2 and 3 to about 20. No doubt the 

scribe feared he would run out of space and became less generous in spacing his letters. 

This makes it difficult to determine the precise positions of the three fragments. The 

first, from the top of a column, contains 113 B and is probably separated from P. Harr. 

12 ii by ten columns, i.e. it belongs to col. xxv. Fr. 2, containing 132 A-8, is from the 

central part of a column with a few traces from the succeeding column; fr. 3, also 

containing part of 132 B, is the top of fr. 2 ii. Thirteen lines are lost at the foot of fr. 21 

and probably 13 lines between the end of fr. 3 and 68[ in fr. 2 ii 5 (see n.). Depend- 

ing on the rate of increase in line-length, 34 to 38 columns are missing between 

frr. 1 and 2, so that the latter may represent somewhere between cols. lx—lxi and lxiv— 

Ixv. Perhaps six columns have been lost after fr. 3, making a roll of some 67-71 

columns. 

The intercolumnia in both the Harris piece and 3666 are c. 1.6 cm and the written 

height in bothc. 18cm. In the former the upper margin is preserved to a height of 5.5. cm 

but in our text more has broken away, fr. 1 having only 2.5 cm left, fr. 3 3.1 cm. The 

shape of double points and paragraphi for change of speaker and of the line-fillers is 

again the same. The double paragraphi in P. Harr. 12 below lines where there are two 

changes of speaker are uncommon; the present text is unfortunately broken at the places 

where they should occur. 

Snell (loc. cit.) comments that the text of the Harris papyrus is good and confirms 

the readings of B. The new fragments do not substantially alter this view (but cf. fr. 1. 

3-4 and fr. 2 i 3-4). At fr. 3. 4, however, where B is clearly wrong, the papyrus has the 

right reading given by Stobaeus. The text is collated with that of A. Carlini (Turin, 

1964). 

fr.1 pra wey w Cwx[partec ex Tw 113B 

wpodoynpevwl|y eyw: ov 

~ Kouv €Ae[xOn reps Su 

Kavwy Ka[e adixwv ott AAKt 

e Buadnc o [kadoc o KAewt 

ov .[ 
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ras [L1) TOUTOU charevtec Aabw 

[Lev ETEpOV TLWoOc ETrLLEAOU 

jevot AA ovy nywy: ecTLy 

TavTa:| Kal WETA TOUTO én ) 

col. i col. il 

Tou|To yap 132A 

bn padicra eyw doBov|uar> [ 

pn dnepacryc nut yer ope) [ 
voc diadbapyc]| oAAou [ 

yap non Kat ayabor auto] memov if 

Bacw A€nvaiwy ev |pocw> a 

Toc yap 0 Tov weyadnrop loc dy al 

pLoc Epexfewc add aro |uvta gent | 

xpn avtov BeacacBbar €|yrAa> K[ 

Bou ouv tnv evAaBevav] nv «> al 

yw reyw: Twa: yupv |acat» 132B [ 
13 lines lost 

fiat 

I pevom. Ol). 
3-4 Tept dixatwy Kai ddikev 6re BC D: dru repi Sixaiwy Kal ddicwv PT W: 671 rept Sixaiwv OLA. There is no 

way of being certain whether the papyrus had the reading of B C D or that of PT W, but ifit had the latter, the 
line-lengths would be more even, i.e. 19 in]. 3 and 18 in|. 4 rather than 16 and 21 respectively. 

6 ovis clear but the spacing of letters in 1. 5 suggests KAew]|ou of vx rather than Knewov] | ov €[mcracto. 

100, 
col. i 3-4 mpiv yerouevoc BC D: yevopevoc jiv PT W. Since the supplement in 1. 4 seems a little short at 

12 letters, the papyrus may have had the latter reading. 
7-8 dipoc Epexbéwc codd.: EpexOéwe S40c Maximus Tyrius, Plotinus. 
8 amoddvra codd.: arodicavra Athenaeus. 

fr. 3 
2-3 empedov|pevor: émyeAdpevor codd. The scribe has used the more common contracted form of the 

verb, which except in three other places is the normal Platonic usage. 
4 $n 9|[71: so Stobaeus: d€ 671 P T W: 78n BCD. 
fr. 2 

col. i. 1-4 Only indistinguishable traces. 
5-7 Probably 132 cp d[cavoovpevoc Aeyerc w Cw]|K[parec: eyw cou dpacw o ye v||z[omrevw ... min. 7 

could also be the y of ye. This is the only combination of 8, «x, and 7 or y to fit at approximately the right distance 
from fr. 3. 4. Since the average line-length here is just over 20 letters, the 258 letters lost would be expected to 
occupy 13 lines; the whole column would then have only 34 lines, but this might be accounted for by wider 
spacing of the lines in the upper part. 

132B 
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3667. [PLaTo], Alcibiades II 142 B-143 € 

73/90(d) fr.15X7.5 cm Third century 

Two fragments from a book-roll (the back is blank). Each has remains of two 

columns, with an intercolumnium of c. 1.5 cm; fr. 2 has a preserved lower margin of 4.5 

cm. The content makes it possible to calculate that fr. 1 came from near the head of the 

same columns of which fr. 2 provides the foot. The column was of 33~4 lines, with a 

height ofc. 22.5 cm; the lines had 25 letters on average, with a width ofc. 10 cm. A kollesis 

is Clearly visible: on fr. 1 about 0.5 cm to the left of col. ii; on fr. 2 just after the first two 

letters of the lines in col. ii (the verso shows an overlap of 2-2.5 cm). 

The writing is a right-sloping book-hand, not rigorously bilinear (A € p v7 project 

below the base-line, 8 above and below). The letters are written separately, but cursive 

tendencies are not lacking in the ductus (e.g. of uv and v). The hand may be assigned to 

the third century. Change of speaker is marked by paragraphus (ii 29); initial iota and 

hypsilon are set off by diaeresis (ii 7, 30). 

3667 is the first papyrus to contain parts of Alczbtades LI. Although the dialogue zrepi 

evx7c is certainly spurious and indeed late (it has been attributed with reason to the 

Academy of Arcesilaus),! it appears firmly incorporated in the fourth tetralogy even in 

the earliest evidence relating to the Corpus Platonicum (DL 3. 56 ff.). The papyrus offers 

no textual novelties as against the medieval MSS, but confirms the antiquity of the 

reading ruyyave: at 143 B 6 (11 32), which many editors from Stephanus on have altered 

to TUyXavot. 

The text has been supplemented from the edition of Burnet; but account has been 

taken of the apparatus in the editions of Souilhé (Paris 1930) and Carlini (Turin 1964). 

col. 1 col. 11 
(fr. 1) 3 lines lost 3 lines lost 

Tlexvw 1428 _,, [o]plwy avrovc kat tmpattov 142E 

5 oAov Tov Brov Autrovpevor dun | ya 5 Tac Ka[e evxopevorc amrep ov Ber 

yov Touc Oe xpyncTwr pev yevo |e TeLov n[v exewvoic de edoKEL 

Kown vU|TEp amravTwy avTwv Ev 

xnv tro[incacBat Aeyer de TC Ww 

8]: Zev BlactAev Ta pev ecBAa pyc 143 A 

10 K]ae ev[xopevorc Kat avEevKTOLC 

Shae 
22 lines lost 12 lines lost 

1 Cf. E. Bickel, ‘Ein Dialog aus der Akademie des Arkesilas’, Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philos. 17 (1904) 460 ff.; 

A. Carlini, ‘Alcuni dialoghi pseudoplatonici e Accademia di Arcesilao’, Annali d. Scuola Norm., ser. 2, 31 

(1962) 33 ff. 
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ML ; 
25 Qev|n adda To[vTO ye Trac av oLoLTO LK 

vjoc ewat a[vtoc avtax ta Beate 

c|ra ev€acO[at add ov Ta KaKicta Tov 

Tlo pev yap [we adAnOwe Katapar Te 

auTiw|y =D ve aAdX ovk ev[ nt opovov av ey aA 

Tat €€ exewwv dapevor ka|Ka 30 Atcwc w BeA[ticte hain av Tic avynp 

chuciv eat ou d€ Kat avo. ch]y oc Epov TE K[ aL cov copwTeEpoc wr 

cw ete atacBadarcw evte ad |po Tuyxaver o[vK opAwe nuac re 
cUvalc XpN ELTrEL UTEP jLopo |v yelelv ovtwe [ecxne peyovrac ayvor 

averye py | c 

col. i. 1 The papyrus is damaged just above the letters: perhaps the final » was represented by a 
horizontal stroke above the w. 

30 Of nothing remains but the tip of the upper branch. Although so little survives, the placing of 29 ff. is 
secure; Calculation of the line-lengths excludes the other possibility, that 32 ]po represents 142 E 1 ppovuysoc. 

31 A later hand in T and Ven. 186 (whence Ven. 184) has corrected the text of the Homeric quotation 
(Od. 1. 32-4), which in the primary sources appears in various corrupt forms: adroic dnciv B pr. C, D, adrot 
c¢iciv T. | in the papyrus shows in any case that it did not share T’s error. 

32-3 The reading of the papyrus cannot be reconstructed with certainty (the medieval tradition divides 
between d¢poctvaic T and adpoviacw B CD). But it gives no support to Hermann’s conjecture d¢paSiacw. 

33 The nu is represented by an upright, with a trace of a descending oblique cutting it near the base. 
There is no trace ofink below; so that this should be the last line of the column, although it stands rather higher 
than the last line of col. ii. 

col. ii. 4 The probable p would lead us to reconstruct the beginning as voc [o]p[wy (line of 23 letters). But 
the initial traces are very uncertain. 

6 The cross-bar of the initial tau is clear; the space requires the spelling BeA]|recov (with the omicron 
reduced to a circular blot, as in 31 ewou). 

7 The spacing shows that the papyrus did not share the omission of adra@p evidenced by Proclus (In Remp. 
187. 26-188. 8 K.). 

9 The first letter is lost, the second vestigial; the spacing allows 8]:. The papyrus certainly did not share 
the unique variant Zed Kpovidy found in Orion, Anthologn. 5. 17 (Meineke, Stobaei Flor. iv 257). 

11 At the beginning we expect au, but the trace and the space both make difficulties (the initial alpha 
would have had to project a long way into the margin). Perhaps the scribe had problems with the epic form? 

25-6 tkavoc elvar is omitted by Priscian (Inst. 18. 99, ii 252 H.). fxavéc is the reading (correct) also of B C: 
ixkavac DT. 

32 Above ya trace like the foot of a grave accent (apparently not the remains of v, or of a diastole). The 
papyrus agrees with all MSS in reading ruyydvev. Stephanus corrected it to Tuyxavor; editors have generally 
accepted this, but C. Fr. Wex (Commentatio de loco mathematico in Platonis Menone. Adiectae sunt in Platonis atque 
Sophoclis quaedam dicta symbolae criticae, Halle 1825, 45) had already defended the transmitted reading with the 
argument that 6c rvyydver does not constitute the protasis of the sentence. 

33 |v represented only by a high point of ink. It is better to take it so than as a high stop, which would 
hardly be expected here. 
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3668. [PLaTo], Epistle 2. 310 E-311 A 

Ag/150E 4.4 x 6.5 cm Second century 

The papyrus preserves its top margin and ten lines from the second Platonic 

epistle. It is the first example of a Platonic epistle to be found on papyrus. The text is 

unremarkable and without variants, but is seven hundred years older than the medieval 

manuscript A. It adds nothing to the discussion of the genuineness of the letter, since the 

letter is already included in the canon of Thrasyllus of the first century ap. Diogenes 

Laertius 3. 62 shows that the thirteen letters in Thrasyllus’ canon were identical with the 

present collection. In the second century AD Epistle 2. 314 cis quoted by Aelius Aristides 11 

373.8 D. = 3. 587 (i488) Lenz—Behr, Galen (x 465. 10 Kuhn), and Athenaeus 15. 702 Cc. 

In the third century AD Plotinus quotes Epistle 2. 312 £ at Ennead 1. 8. 2. 

The writing is an example of the ‘Formal Mixed Style’ (E. G. Turner, Greek 

Manuscripts of the Ancient World 26). It inclines slightly to the right and closely resembles 

XLVIII 3376. The hand is 3 mm high and largely bilinear with the feet of rho, tau, and 

hypsilon projecting below the line. There are no breathings or accents, but an 

apostrophe is used to separate syllables in av@]pw’ou |. 1 (Turner, op. cit. 13) and a 

diaeresis (inorganic) to mark an initial vowel in t8[vacc |. 4 (Turner, op. cit. 12). A middle 

point occurs in |. 3 and a high point in |. 6. The top margin is 2.2. cm high. The back is 

blank. 

The supplements are taken from the Oxford text, v, ed. J. Burnet, 1907, and the 

Budé edition, xiii. 1, ed. J. Souilhé, 1926. 

av0|pw rot yarpovc|w mre 

pt] TovTwy avtou Te d[1a 

Ne] youevou- Kar aAAw|y 

a|Kovovtec ev Te 10[ Lac 

5 ¢|vvouciarc Kat ev [TALC 

mo |incecu: ovov [Kau mE QIIA 

pt le|pwvoc orav d[ tare 

y|wvrat avOpwr[or Kat 

Tla|ycaviov tov A[axe 

10  dat]pov[rov] x[arpoucu 

7-8 S[carely]wyrar pap. A L O: diadéyovra: Z 
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3669. PLATO, Gorgias 491 B, 495 C-E 

68 6B.23/B(1-2)a 

KNOWN LITERARY TEXTS 

ADDENDUM TO 3156 

Fr. 1 7.5 X 9.5 cm. Second century 

Two more scraps from the same roll as XLIV 3156. One continues the column 

represented by 3156 fr. 1, the other has remains of the two columns directly succeeding 

3156 fr. 2 ii. On the script see 3156, XLVII 3326, L 3550, introductions. 

Surprisingly in view of its scanty extent, 3669 presents two new readings each 

worthy of consideration: apparent absence of pév at 1. 28 (491 B), 7u for Twa at 211 

(495 c). There is an agreement with F (and, oddly, P) against B T W, possibly but not 

certainly in error (2 11 2), and one with B T W against F, but in truth (1. 15). 

On the back are sparse and much damaged remains of some kind of account, cf. 

3156 introduction. 

Continuation of 3156 fr. 1 

---ovTuvay 491B 

Tpo |rrov ev [ouxou]ro) 

kat] pn p[ovo]y [¢]po 
vi]jou aA[Aa Kat a|vd» 

pe|vou txavor ovteEc 

a|y voncwcw emt 
TeAei|v" Kat Ln amo 

Kal|uvece dva pada 

xilav The buxne: 
opat|¢ w Bedricre Ka[A] 

Ack |Aeve we ov Tav[ 

ta clu Te gov K[at]y 

yoper|¢ KaL eyw cou 
cv yap ewe bnic [ae 

iit, 

Fr. 2 

col. i 

eAeyec] Teetvat 495 

peta emict |nunc: 

eAeyov yap:] add’ ore 

ovv we eT |Epov THV 

avdpevav T|n[c €] 7 

cTnNC dvo Tav|Ta 

edeyec: chodp|a ye: 

rt Se: nSovny K]at 
emicTnuny Tal 

TOV 1 €TEpoV: ET le 

The line numeration continues that of 3156 fr. 1. 
oe be a nn 

15 ovtTw av: ovtwa av, av om. F. 

20 av seems to fit the space better than 4 dv. 
28 cd yalp: cd pev yap codd. 

col. 

opjorloyer omar 495 E 
d[e] ovde K[adduwAnc 

oTav av[Toc avTov 

feacnt| at opOwe- 

eure yap fz[ or Touc Ev 

TpatTovt|ac To1c 

KaKWwe 7[ paTTou 

cv ov Tov|vavTe 

ov ny[e]: m[ aoc ze 

tovOevalt: eywye: 

ap o|uv eut[ep evav 

Tia €| CTL [rTavta 
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fr. 2 
col.i. 1 €deyéc] te efvau: EXeyéc twa elvar codd. Though it could be argued that the attraction to avdpedav is 

original, rather than a fault of the tradition (cf. dvdpecav érépav (€repov P) fSovijc at D 2 below), 7: might be 
thought preferable as giving a form of question more on a par with the previous one (émuct inv mov Kadeic 71;) 
and better comporting with the next. With twa, cf. W’s radrac for tabra just below (c 7) 

3 €deyov—(5) émucrnnc om. F (suppl. in marg. f). 
Whatever the diacritics are meant to imply (dA.’ érvodv?), the correct articulation must be the received 

dAdo 71 obv. The idiomatic use of dAAo 7 doubtless caused difficulty. 
4 €rlepov with codd. (F missing here, by homoeoteleuton): €repov Cov» Heindorf, not confuted. 
yy: the right hasta of eta does double duty as the left hasta of nu. 
6 rad]ra: tavtac W. 

g-10 Restoration uncertain. 

col. ii. 2 $[é] with P F: 8é ye BT W f. While Dodds accepts it, the additional particle is not so obviously 
right here as it is in the line above (Cwxpdryc 8€ ye «rA.), whence it may have come. 

P’s defection from the B T W family here is exceptional (see Dodds 40 f.); perhaps an accidental omission 
independent of F? 

9 nylelé yy codd. (atleast, Hyer is not reported). In the papyrus 7 is not excluded as a reading alternative 
to [e]e, but cf. 3156 1. 6, 213. 

3670. Prato, Hippias Major 291 D-E 

73/9(b) fr.1 5x 8.2 cm Second /third century 

Two fragments from a book-roll (the back is blank); the content shows them to 

belong to consecutive columns. Fr. 1 preserves the bottom right-hand corner ofa column, 

with a much-damaged lower margin of 5 cm and a surviving intercolumnium of 1.1 cm. 

The scribe took pains to justify the line-ends by adding small space-fillers (2, 4). The 

line-spacing is fairly generous (0.3 cm); but the last line stands much closer to the one 

above (0.1 cm), perhaps from a need to preserve the horizontal alignment of the column- 

feet. Fr. 2 is mutilated on all sides, and badly rubbed. 

The writing is a small square book-hand, with a slight slope to the right and a 

tendency to the bilinear (p and v reach below the line, ¢ above and below; no example of 

ys). We may usefully compare e.g. V 843 (Plato, Symposium) and XX 2256 (for a 

description of the style, cf. GAZAW no. 25): these parallels suggest a date at the end of the 

second century or the beginning of the third. There is no sign of a kollesis. 

Iota is adscript (fr. 1. 1, 2. 6). Lectional signs: diaeresis on initial upsilon (fr. 1. 5), 

elision mark (fr. 2. 3). €avrod in the uncontracted form, fr. 1. 2. 

This is the first papyrus of the Hippras Major to come to light. Fr. 2 offers two 

variants as against the medieval tradition (T F W; B is missing): in 3 y’ added after 

o|cov, in 6 the remains can be reconstructed as adda 6]7 vuy vwu instead of MSS add’ 

7pav 67 viv. In the first case, the medieval text seems unassailable; but in the second 

the dual form deserves consideration. 
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ir. 1 (cols1) fr. 2 (col. ii) 

5 lines lost 

Hpa|y ayap[ae cov ort 

j]ou doxeuc evvor[Kwe 

Kal olcov y’ovoc T et Blo 

few] adA[a] yap Tov [av 

5  Opoc olv tuyxavop|[ev 

adda 6|n vey vw Kl ac 

mAeu|ctov KatayeA| ace 

tat, .],,.., Tovnpoy [yw 
Cwx|patec yeAwra [orav 

10 yap mpoc Tavta [exne 

pev unde |v ote [ 

| adtxopevan 291 D 

ec y]npac Touc eavtov> 

yov|eac TeAeuTncav 

tac K]aAwe trepicret> E 

5 Aavt |, v0 Twv avToU 

exyov|wv Kadwe Kat 

fee 2 
3 The text of the medieval MSS («ad 6cov ofdc ref) has precise parallels e.g. in Lach. 179 a 8, Resp. 274 A6 

(but cf. also Soph. 248 £ 3, Symp. 248 & 8, Prot. 351 c 6, Gorg. 4768 2). Ka o|cov y’in the papyrus is partly 
reconstruction, but I see no other possibility: écov ye in a different context, e.g. Theaet. 145 A 4. 

6 The papyrus on the one hand supports the text of T F (W remains isolated with the transposition viv 

57), on the other diverges from the whole medieval tradition by offering the form v@v instead of judy, and after 
87 viv, not before it. The genitive dual occurs at Theaet. 144 c 1. The version of the papyrus, with its different 
word-order, puts particular emphasis on viv: ‘Indeed, now more than ever he will laugh at the two of us. ..’. 
There is no reason to think that the dual form derives from an Atticist revision of the Platonic text. 

3671. PLato, Laches 179 B-c 

73/90(a) 7x8cm Late second century 

The top ofa column from a book-roll (the back is blank). The strip of upper margin 

which survives measures 1 cm; the intercolumnium to the left (preserved only at the level 

of ll. 8-16) probably divided this column from the first column of the Laches (which 

would then have had 52-3 lines; this is quite possible, given the close spacing of the 
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lines). Of course there is no way of telling whether the beginning of the Laches coincided 
with the beginning of the roll. 

The lines preserved have a length of 17 to 21 letters. The writing slopes to the right; 
it offers a contrast of widths (e 6 0 c narrow, a 7 « wv broad), and a tendency to the 
bilinear (p normally reaches below the line). It may be assigned to the end of the second 
century. 

The scribe transcribed his exemplar accurately, except for a haplography (zap- for 
mapp-) in 14; and the exemplar offered no variants from the medieval tradition, which 
itself'is unanimous in this passage. Sense-breaks are indicated by high points (9, 11, 15: 
the last two added subsequently); possible middle point in 5, low point in 12. Other 
lectional signs are a rough breathing (6), perhaps by a different hand; and diaeresis on 
initial upsilon (5, 15). Iota adscript in 9, but not in 5 and 8. 

Three other papyri of the Laches survive, see Pack? 1408-10. 

T¢[c] ort ov xpy avtoy a[pe 179 B 

New Kat Tapakanovy|[ tec 

Vmac Em TO ETrULEA| ELaY 

Twa Trouncacbar T[ wy 

5 vewv Kown weO nu[ wr 

ofev de jv taut [€do 

€ev w Nixia te Kat Aay|[ yc 

xen QaKoUCcal KaV 7 o[Ac 

yw waKxpotepa: cucc[iTov 

10 ev yap On eyw Te kale] Mle 

A]n[c]eac od€: Kae nul[w ra 

[ELPAKLA TAPACITEL OTTEP c 

o|vv Kat al p]yopevoc evmov 

tov Aoyou Tapyciacope 

15  Oamploc vac: nuwy yap 

exatepoc 7 lept Tov eav|[ Tou 

1 Aeyor]|re[c]. 

5 The papyrus does not support Kral’s theory that something has fallen out after sav. Schanz proposed 
instead a lacuna after 179 B 1 6vtac. 

Before xow7 a point of ink, either accidental or a middle stop. 
g cucc[: the first sigma seems to have been corrected from some other letter. 
12 Before ozep a low point of ink: a mark of punctuation, added later? 
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3672-3675. PLatro, Laws 

These four pieces treble the number of papyri of Plato’s Laws so far published, the 

others being Pack? 1423 and 1425. Pack? 1424 is not, as the entry implies, a verbatim text 

but a commentary or epitome of 8. 832 E-835 E. Unfortunately P. J. Sijpesteijn in “Die 

Platon-Papyri’, Aegyptus 44 (1964) 26-33 has been misled by Pack about this text; this 

error and the publication of 3672-3675 now alter the balance of his statistics for the 

relative frequency of papyri of the Laws. None of the new texts belongs to the same 

manuscript as Pack? 1423 or 1425, or overlaps them in content. All four are noteworthy 

for their close adherence to the text found in A, which for books 6-12 is the main 

representative of the medieval tradition, since after 746 B 8, O is copied from A. For 

the manuscript affiliations see L. A. Post, The Vatican Plato and us Relations 1-47 and 

the Budé edition of Plato, xi. 1, ed. E. des Places (1951), pp. ccvii-ccxvi. 3672 and 

3673 have been collated with xi. 2, ed. des Places (1951), 3674 and 3675 with xii. 1, 

ed. A. Diés (1956). 

Mr I. Marriott of the Oxford University Computing Service has been most helpful 

in providing letter-counts of the books of the Laws to ease the calculation of column 

positions and the possible length of rolls. 

3672. PLato, Laws 6.751 A-C 

39 3B. 76/D(1)a 10.4 X Il cm Third century 

This is a small piece containing the bottom of the first two columns of book 6, 

written in a medium-sized ‘severe’ style hand. There is considerable difference between 

thick vertical strokes and finer, rising obliques. Kappa and chi, and sometimes iota and 

tau, have finials; epsilon is narrow and is not ligatured to a following letter; omicron is 

tiny and always raised high. There is a marked tendency for letters to become smaller 

where they are squeezed in near line-ends. The hand is to be assigned to the third 

century AD, perhaps to the first rather than the second half. It is closely similar to, but not 

the same as, I 23, pl. vi, Laws 9. 862-3 ( = Pack? 1425), and BKT II, pp. 53 f. (=R. 

Seider, Paldographie der griechischen Papyri 1 2, no. 33 and Pack? 1424, cf. above). XVII 

2098 ( = C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pl. 196), assigned to the first half of the third 

century, is also a good parallel. 

Given that a line has on average 11.4 letters and that there are 326 letters between 

the beginning of col. i 2 and the end of1i 1, there must have been approximately 28 lines 

per column. Since 199 letters of this book preceded the beginning of col. i 1 (almost 

certainly 6v|7wva), 17-18 lines are lost, which with the existing 10 lines make the required 

number for a column of 27-8 lines. This rules out the possibility of a heading in the first 

column, unless it were in the top margin. On the basis of 56,037 letters (including iotas 
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adscript) for the whole book, there will have been approximately 172 columns, making 
with intercolumnium plus column width of 7 cm a roll of c. 12 m in length. The written 
area was c. 16.8 cm high. The lower margin was at least 4 cm, making the minimum 
height of the roll 23.4 cm (see E. G. Turner, Typology of the Early Codex 25). 

Small, neat line-fillers have been used occasionally. A double point placed by the 
first hand in i 10 is the only punctuation certainly visible. Elision is not marked. A 
circumflex has been added, probably by a second hand, in ii 2. As there is no change of 
speaker in the extant text, we have no evidence for the use of paragraphi, nor is it 
extensive enough to see whether iotas adscript were used. 

The text shows no departures from that of A. The back is blank. 

col. 1 col. 11 

Ka icra» : : 

jeevac €|7reiTa t[o]vo[v o]vde[v 

ovtw dn] Touc vo mAeoy €v TeDev 
fLouc T]auc apyac twv [o]uvd ort ye 

5 €Kactaic al7[o]> Awe av Trapt 

doteov ouc]|tt> 751B 5 Avec EvpBarvor 

vac Te av K]auo» cxedov de BAa> 75 

couc Kat o|t[ou]¢> Bat kat AwBar 

mpocnko |v av modu ple|yect[ac 

10 €KacTaLc EL]n:> ta[u]c moAece y[e 

col. ii. 5 The facsimile of fol. 202" of A (Platonis Codex Parisinus A with an introduction by H. Omont, 
(Paris, 1908) ) shows that A has fvpBaivor, not the cuzBaivo: printed by Burnet in the OCT, v (1907) and by des 
Places. Both editors have, as L. A. Post, A 7Ph 75 (1954) 203 points out, eliminated xi in words compounded 
with cuv-. 

There is probably a middle stop at the line-end. 

3673. PLato, Laws 6. 771A-D 

g 1B. 185/E(a) 9.3 x 11.8 cm Late second/ 

early third century 

An almost rectangular piece of papyrus of Laws, book 6, containing the top half ofa 

column complete, a trace of the preceding, and line-beginnings from the succeeding 

column. It is attractively laid out with a generous top margin of at least 3.6 cm and an 

intercolumnium ofc. 1 cm. Since the average line-length is just over 19 letters and there 

are 690 letters between the beginning of cols. ii 1 and iii 1, there were 36 lines per column 
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with a written height of about 18 cm. Allowing a lower margin of perhaps 5.5 cm (see 

E. G. Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex 25), the roll will have had a height of about 

27cm. Above col. iiis a column number, 51, in a second hand. (For similar examples see 

III 412 and PSI XII 1284.) Before -vwe in ii 1 there are 33,006 letters of text which one 

would expect to divide into 48 columns; unless va is wrong—an unwise assumption— 

this shows how imprecise such calculations based on a small amount of text can be. 

Tentatively one can calculate that the whole book occupied 84 columns, giving a length 

for the roll, ifit contained only this book, of about 6.5 m. The column width is ¢. 6.4 cm, 

the intercolumnium 1.2 cm. 

The hand is a medium-sized and stylish example of the ‘severe’ style to be assigned 

to the late second or early third century. Alpha and delta are noticeably angular. Most 

hastas are vertical without turning at the foot, and there are few finials. The centre of mu 

is a gentle curve, and the oblique of nu also curves up to meet the right-hand vertical. 

Omicron is small and placed in mid-line. The right oblique and vertical of upsilon 

are run into one, almost vertical stroke. A good parallel is XLV 3215 (pl. 3), assigned 

to the second century. Also comparable are XXX 2522 (pl. g), likewise assigned to the 

second century but more square in appearance, XXXII 2619 (pl. 3), late second 

or third century, and C. H. Roberts, Greek Literary Hands, pl. 196, first half of the third 

century. 
There are no breathings, accents, or punctuation, except a paragraphus below 

1. 8. Elision is not marked. Line-fillers are used in ll. 5 and g. Again, the text has 

nothing of importance. On the back, the other way up, are parts of two columns of an 

agricultural account in a third-century documentary hand with artaba and drachma 

symbols. 

col. 1 col. 11 col. 11 

va 

aly vac dexomevor CynTe ev o[c 

avtouc Ta 6 aAAa emityndev e[xeu 

pata K]aqt mpoc aAXa Tewvov tl[o 

Ta Twy ayabwy Aeyomwevwv ev[dexadoc 

5  Xarpew xpy mpocaly]opev> cy [expotarov 
Ely apxn OE ECTW TWY [LE O[arepa 

TQ TAVTA HLLLV VOLwWY surface stripped 

noe Tic ad tepwv Npywevy O[evcaw 

tov apiOjov yap Sn Ser» A[n@we 

10 mpwrTov avadaBew nuac ov[K 

TOV TWV TEVTAKLCXELAL bL[ vboc 

WV Kal TETTEPAKOVTA O tla 
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cac ElYE TE KAL EXEL TOMAC [ 771D 

Tpoch[o]pouc o Te oA[o]c apa 771B t[yv 

15 Kato k[ata] pudac o On Tov 

mavroc ele lev [d]woex [a 

col. i. 1 ],, low trace followed by the lower part of an oblique descending to the right; a or A probable. 

col. ii. 12 terrepaxovta: |. rerrapaxovra, see Mayser i? 1. 34. 
13 evxe: elyev A. 

col. ii. 2 In the margin to the left there is what appears to be a double point. If it is not stray ink, its 
significance is unclear. 

3674. Prato, Laws 9. 854 c-p 

23 3B 12/H(1)a 5.3 X 10.3 cm Second century 

This small scrap, which is badly rubbed in the lower part, contains the right-hand 

ends of twenty lines of Laws 9. The top and bottom margins are lost but enough remains 

of the intercolumnium to the right to deduce that the lines varied in length from 13 to 20 

letters. 

The hand with its frequent and characteristic serifs and marked bilinearity is the 

same as that of XX VI 2441 (= E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, no. 

22), part of Pindar, Paeans 14 and 15. Itisa medium-sized, upright, and rounded capital, 

assigned by Lobel and Turner to the second century ap and probably to the middle of 

that century. 

The text presents no variants. Iota adscript has been employed regularly, except for 

an omission in |. g. The first hand has added a diaeresis in |. 8, but no other lectional signs 

or punctuation are apparent apart from line-fillers at the ends of Il. 7 and g. There is an 

itacism inl. 3 and a superfluous nu ephelcysticon in|. 12. Nothing is written on the back. 

Tow Trav|ta Tl ava emu 

voouciv | oca avo[cua epya 

Kat ToA|ectopOopa Tw 

prev rev Jowevenr Tov [ 

5 vopov €alv cuyne dee 

Tur Oe atre|iOouvte je 

Ta TO Tpoot| Lov at» 

dew pe|ya oc 6 av tepo 854 D 

cvAwv]| AndOn eav» 
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10 pev nu| SovAoc n Eevoc 

ev Tw. po |cwrwe K[ aL 

rauc xep|cw y[plaere [rH 
cuppopav| Kale] w[a]ct[ ym 

feic orroclac av [do0Enu 

15 tow dukac|Tauc €[ KTOC 

xwpale yup [voc 
ee eel, 
pak Wal 
lelee yal 

pe 20 

3 IF toAutodbopa. 

17-20 Exiguous remains of tops and bottoms of letters. The spacing suggested may be incorrect. In 19 

]. . [ may represent a rounded letter followed by a vertical. 

3675. PLato, Laws 9. 865 a-c 

17 2B. 63/F(a) Ont 1 2aonerd Second century 

The lower part of two columns of an elegant papyrus manuscript of the ninth book 

of Plato’s Laws, written by the same scribe as the one who copied VIII 1083 and XX VII 

2453, both parts of various plays of Sophocles ( = E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the 

Ancient World, no. 28), and also P. Oxy. Hels. 6. E. G. Turner discusses the dating of this 

hand in GMAW, p. 27 and supports A. S. Hunt’s dating to the middle of the second 

century AD against Schubart’s preference for the first century. 

Like the other MSS in this hand, the present text is spaciously set out with a lower 

margin of 5 cm and an intercolumnium of at least 1.3 cm. Col. ii contained 592 letters, 

which with an average line-length of just over 17 letters would have occupied 34-5 lines. 

The column height can be estimated at about 21 cm, the roll height in the region of 33 

cm, and the column width at about 5.2 cm. Since 19,788 letters are lost before Sy] ocvouc 

in col. i 1, the two extant columns were possibly the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth in the 

roll, the whole book taking up perhaps 84 columns and a length of 5~5.5 m. There was, 

then, room for another book of the Laws in the same roll. 

The original scribe has placed a circumflex in ii 5, an initial diaeresis in ii 8, high 

stops in 11 6 and 11, a diple opposite ii 6 and 8, and a curious sign like a large capital eta 

with a broken cross-bar opposite ii 12. Though the significance of diplai is often unclear, 
here they may actually fulfil the function ascribed to them by Diogenes Laertius 3. 65 
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and an anonymous writer (Mélanges Tisserant i 25-30) of marking passages of Platonic 
doctrine. For the second sign I can find no parallel; perhaps it refers to a hypomnema in 
which ypycacOw (which is a variant of A’s -at, see note) was commented on. A discussion 
of the critical signs employed in Platonic papyri is given in the introduction to XLVII 
3326. A second hand—probably not the same as the second hands in 1083, 2453, and 
P. Oxy. Hels. 6—has neatly added an omitted word above i 6 and marked each letter 
with a dot above and below. 

The text seems once to have the reading of a later hand in O (ii 12), but here and in 
i g where there is a crux the papyrus is damaged. There is nothing on the back. 

col. 1 col. 1 

dnp] o¢uouc cieeee 865 ¢ 
akwv e:Te Tapalypynua Cwv Tov €a[urou duexp 

ETE KaL EV UCTEp|oLC po vecbat tov [Tov TeAeuTy 
vouc €x Twr TAN | ywv cavtoc dec[toTHv aBra 

5 amexrewev Tu]va pide _ 5 BH mapexet[w Kar aly 
ov 1 Kata ToAELJov'N > ov n duenv [euc rHv a 
Kata peAeTHV T | nV mpoc Evav Tov TeArevTy| cav 
troAejmov Trovov | jwevwv > toc umexetw SupA[nv 
ackncw Twv apx jovtrw|v Tc be a€tac ot duKxact[au 

10 = YAore cwpracey 7] pe 865 B 10 © dtayvwcw TrovercOw[ 

Ta Twwv orAwv amo cav: Kabapmouc de xpn[ca 

[LuyLoupevey THY To F 4 cf, pelocw te cae [Ae 

col. i. 9 w[, two mid traces; the size of the hole to the right favours apyovtwy: so A and (s.v. comp.) O4; 
om. O; secl. Burnet; trav dxovriwy Bury. For the problem of A’s reading see the commentary of E. B. England, 
vol. 11 (1921) ad loc. 

12 Jo, top of curved letter curving down to the right rather than the foot of a descending oblique; € or o of 

7roAeuxny are likely, making a line of 15 or 17 letters. The number of broad letters in the first part of the line 
indicates the former. 

col. ii. 1 |], _,[, various indistinguishable traces; dovA[ov might fit but is very uncertain. 

3 tov ante Tod A et (s.v.) O4; om. O 

6 The diple here and in 8 may mark off the section in which Plato specifies the punishment for a man who 

kills another’s slave. Unfortunately the left-hand margins opposite other lines where punishments are specified 
are lost. 

12 cf, _ , the lower part of a rounded letter followed by an oblique descending to join the foot of a vertical; 

possibly a: but probably w; confusion arises because of the angular form of w in this hand. ypncacbw O4 (ws.v.) 

but cf. the scholia, p. 346 Greene (who attributes this to O?). L. A. Post, The Vatican Plato and its Relations 10 
comments on the difficulty of distinguishing the later hands in O. xpyjcacbar A O et JT i. m. Of. The slight 
damage to the papyrus here and the consequent difficulty of determining the reading show how easily the 
lectio facilior may have arisen. 
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3676. PLato, Phaedo 107 D-110A 

50 4B.25 18 X 21 cm Second century 

Remains of four consecutive columns, assembled from a good number of pieces, of a 

manuscript of the Phaedo written in a hand identified by Mr Lobel as that responsible for 

XLV 3213 and the other manuscripts mentioned there. There will have been in the 

region of 46 lines to the column, c. 21 cm deep. Back blank. 

An apparently two-grade punctuation system is used, in addition to the double- 

point at change of speaker. Otherwise lection signs are sparse: elision is effected tacitly; 

there is an occasional trema, and very occasional accents (eydév before pause at ill 18). 

Filler signs at line-end, both single and double (iii 21), but not regularly. 

For a text of so late a date there are an unusual number of new readings, not all of 

them to be attributed to scribal error: ii 4, 111 3, 5 f., 11, 15, 18 f., 19, iv 13, 17, 19, 24. But 

none is of much consequence, and whether any one of them is to be preferred is open to 

question. In most of the cases the papyrus stands at variance with the united evidence of 

the direct and indirect tradition (mainly Stobaeus and Eusebius), with no component of 

which is any significant affinity apparent. 

My reports of manuscript readings, drawn in the first instance from Burnet’s OCT 

and Robin’s Bude, have once or twice been supplemented from Prof. A. Carlini’s private 

collations, which he kindly put at my disposal. (For the MSS collated, and a study of 

their interrelationships, see his Studi sulla tradizione antica e medievale del Fedone, pp. vi, 

145-95.) Normally however there is no occasion to cite manuscripts other than BTW. 

(Y, used by Robin, is not cited, having no independence: Carlini, op. cit. 161-3.) 

Testimonia are listed by Carlini at SCO 16 (1967) 301 f. 

There is slight textual overlap with II 229 and with XVIII 2181 frr. 41-2 
and 44. 

col. 1 col. 11 

tlepavalAAa.tnvueva[ka 1088 

wohedlew 7 107D Paprov: x[ac] Te w[Lemoun 

BAamrew tov] teAeuTy Kyav To[couT lov. n d[ ove 

cavta evbuc ev] apyne THC adikwv nupevny [7 c. 4 

exeice Tropetac: Ae] yerau de 5 Tolav]ra epyacuervny[: a tov 
5  ovTwe. we apa TeAev|TyHcaVv Tw adeAga Te k[ar] ad[eA 

TQ EKACTOV 0 EKacTO|V dayiwr. gw |v puxwy epya tuyxa[ver 
octrep Cwvta evAnxet. ov|roc ovTa. ravTy [v] wev [amrac devyer 

T¢ [Kae uTrektpeT era: Ka[e ov 
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col. ii 

ard ef|n o Cul ppeclac Kar Tavta 

apkee |: tem[erc|war Tour 

7 9 oc eyw: we tpl w]Tov pev € 

ctw [ev wec]we TL OVpavant 

Tre[pe|dlepyc ov|ca. wndev av 

THv Ole nT |e aepoc. mpoc 

ro wn Te[c]ew w[Te aA] Ane 
avayKnc undoewta[c TolLav 

109 A 

T|nc: aAA txavny [ec]var av 

Hv] tc[x]eev rn[v opo}rorn 
ta Tov olupa[vou eaut|we avtov 

TavTne K]ae THC yc aUTNC 

THV icoppo |7Lav icoppoTrov 

yap mpayp|a opoov Toc 

ev recat | TeDevToc ovy € 

€ew (2) pwalAdov. ovd yrT0v 

ovdapoc le KABnvar ou[o]e 

we b¢ exov. axAwec pe i 

yew: TpwTov y 6 oc TOU 

To TreTrELcuat: Kat opAwe> 

ye] eb[n 0] Cyppuac: ert Tor» 

vov | efy Travpeya Te evy[ae 

auto. kau n|ac [ouxer|p Touc 10 

pexpe Hpaxdrevwy ct |nAwv 109 B 

atro Dacidoc] ev prkpwe 

ith) 

IO8 E 

TE CUVEULTIOPOC o]u0 NYEWov 

ere yryvecBau: av|rn de 

mAavatat ev Tacnt €x |ome 

col. iv 

ye[evoc unde Eewpakwe E17: 109 D 

ex[duc Kau avaxvibac EK TIC 

balAatryc ec Tov evbade TO 

mov[* ocwt Kabapwrepoc Kat 

KaAA| wv TUyxXavet wy TOU 

mapa chic. unde addov akn 

K[ow]¢ e[vn Tov ewpaKoToc: Tav 

[Tov dn TovTO Kat Nac TreTroV | 

[Qevar: ovxovvtac yap ev Ti] 

Ko |tA[ we THC yyc ovecBat ETA 

vw) avu[ THC OLKEW. KAL TOV a 

epa ovpal|vov KaAeuw. we bu 

a TouTov T, , [oupavov ovToc 

Ta acTpa xwpo|vvTa: To Oe EL 

vat TavTov v| 7 acbeverac 109 E 

Kar BpaxuTynToc ovx [ovovc 
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Te evar quac deAO| ew er 

ecyaTov Tov aep|a: emer 

et Tlic em [a]xpa [avtov edOor 

20 1 mTHVvoc yey[opevoc ava 

m|rowro. KaTLO| ew avaku 

pavra weep [evbade ou 

ex TH Dadatryl|c ixOvec a 

vakvpavrec ,,[ ¢.6 Ta 

25  €v|Oade ov[t|w[c av Twa 

K]au 7a exer Ka[TLOEWW" KaL 

ec y] duc[t]¢ txav[n evn avacye 

Aas [Pewpovca. yuwvar 

[av ott Exewoc ectw | 

30 o0a|A[nOwe ovpavoc Kat 

To alAnOwolv dwc Karn wea 

AnOwe yn: ndle wev IIOA 

col. i. 1 Before weA]ei there is no telling whether the papyrus had péyicra Aéyerau (B) or Aéyerat 
uéyicta (TW Iambl. Stob.). 

7 ocrep...o0b|roc: dcmep .. . obtwe Stob. 

col. i. 4 The paradosis is } GAN drra tovadra (q add drra [ 2181 frr. 41-2. 4), for which there seems 
insufficient room in the papyrus. I should think it more likely that dda or dtra has here dropped out by 
haplography than that one of them is intrusive in the tradition. 

10 Before v is a supralinear speck I have taken for an accent, but it may be merely casual. 

col. ii. 3 The stop separates the main from the dependent clause. 
ei is omitted before écrw, whether by accident or, if the construction caused difficulty —as well it might! — 

in an attempt to mend the text. It is missing in Stobaeus too, there displaced by an apparently intrusive y7. 
Eusebius, perhaps offering a different solution to the same problem, omits cc. 

4 Tod ovpavod Stob. 

5 £ adrny for the other witnesses’ adz7 may be merely a slip, or it may be inherited (adrnv subject of deiv). 
g add’ TW: adda B. 
The physical damage is too severe to allow certainty, but the space available looks more suitable for 

simple txavjv, with BTW Euseb. Stob., than for the fxav7v ye of B® (fxaviv re GP). 
10 av[7qv] with BT Euseb. Stob.: adrjv re B2W. No room for te or 7’ in pap. Eusebius has a different 

word-order: icyew abrip efvac. 
II é€av7]qv avrod: in reverse order in the other witnesses (codd., Euseb., Stob.; €avrT@ variously rendered 

EavT@, adT@, avT@). 

12 T and Eusebius give adriy for adric. 
13 A low (i.e. light) stop may have been lost after écoppoméav (which is omitted in the Stobaean MSS). 
15 teOévroc. All the other witnesses (codd., Euseb., Stob., Simplic.) have re#é. With the papyrus’ 

reading, it is the universe that is the écépporov mpaypa and the earth that is the Gwo.dy Tu at the centre; but 
opoidryc and icoppoméa have just been applied conversely, and in any case it is the earth whose non-movement 
is under discussion. 
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15f. €[€ew (?). The other witnesses have éfer. At 18f. below the papyrus has pevew in place of the 
transmitted jéver (wevet). That might be a mere slip induced by the infinitive «A.@qvar, and does not by itself 
assure restoration of the infinitive here, but ée: looks rather too short for the space, whereas few would fit well. 
It seems we have to reckon with a continuation of the indirect construction. 

18 exov. Cf. exw so accented before a low stop at V 841 xviii 48 (Pind. Paean 4. 44); there, however, the 
accent seems best accounted for by the fact that the -yw is the final syllable of a question (cf. J. Moore-Blunt, 
QUCC 29 (1978) 161 f.), while here the accent seems to be used simply to dissociate éyov phonetically from 
what follows, as the stop dissociates it grammatically. Above ¢ the papyrus is missing, but I would presume 
there was no written accent there. 

18 f. wevew. The paradosis is pever (i.e. weve’, but péver virtually all witnesses). See on 15 f. above. 
1g After mparov all the other witnesses (codd., Euseb., Stob.) have pév; in addition Eusebius has 8% 

(accepted by Robin) and TW roi» (accepted by Burnet). TW then omit 4 8 éc (add. T? in marg.). What the 
original text was I am not at all sure, but the simplicity of the papyrus’ version is attractive, and most of the 
particles could have been imported from 108 kf. 

22 Tavpeya, 1.€. Tappeya. 

25 puxpwe. The other witnesses have cuixp@ (at least, pxp@ is not reported). 

col. iv. 13 7, ,: the remains are compatible with rov. The other witnesses (including 229, to judge from 

the space) have odpavod without article, and that is surely correct; dittography in pap. 
16 Bpaxuryroc: BpadutHroc, q. leg. 

17 dveAGetv: dreEeADetv (codd., Euseb., Stob., Origen), which seems superior. 

19 €7 [a]xpa [avrod (or er’ [a]xp’ a[vtob): adtod én’ dxpa (axpov W) the other witnesses (codd., Euseb., 

Stob.), 2181 included (7]ic avrovu eg fr. 44. 2). 
21 Before avaxvyavra editors from Stephanus on have supplied ay, an obvious haplographical loss which 

may or may not have been shared by the papyrus. Eusebius’ 64, which AN doubtless underlies (cf. e.g. Gorg. 
452 C 3), indicates that ay was still current in at least part of the tradition in antiquity. 

24 alvaxtysarrec ,, [. The received text (codd., Euseb., Stob.) is dvaxtarovtec dpact. While I do not think 

e[pwa can definitively be excluded as the papyrus’ reading, the traces are more consistent with .68[: 
alvaxvibavrec (5[ovev av? 

25 There may have been a stop after évOade. 
27f. The tradition, both direct and indirect, is split between dvacyécOa: and avéyecfar, and there is no 

telling which the papyrus in fact had. 
31 a]jAn$wo[v with most of the tradition (B? in marg. T W Euseb. Stob. Origen): aAnOac B. 

3677. PLato, Phaedrus 267 c 

Ag/49C 4.0 X 5.9 cm Second century 

This papyrus of Phaedrus contains one significant reading, in |. 9, where 

o.|xtTpoyowyr, itself a hapax legomenon, is corrected by a second hand to o|xtpoPowyr, also 

hapax legomenon. 

It is written in carbon ink in an informal round hand of the second century ap 

which is markedly bilinear and 2.5 mm high. The letters are largely separate with few 

touching. The left-hand verticals of gamma, kappa, nu, and tau have a serif to the left at 

the foot. Upsilon is in the form of an open V. Of the papyri of the second century XX VI 

2441 (Pindar, Paeans; GMAW 22) is similar, but the letters join. XVIII 2160-4 

(Aeschylus, Various plays) copied by the same scribe, are less serifed and the letters are 

closer together. 

The line-beginnings are missing and hence no paragraphi survive. There is a 
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double stop to mark change of speaker in |. 3, and a high stop in |. 8. wewa(v) 1s 

abbreviated at the line-end in |. 10. There are no breathings or accents. The back is 

blank. 

The Phaedrus survives in seven other papyri: Pack? 1400-3, 1405-6, of which 1406 

(P. Primi g, ii-i11 AD, Oxyrhynchus) contains the same passage, and P. Turner 7 (PSI 

inv. 1921) 233 E~234B (il? AD), which has appeared subsequently. The papyri of the 

Phaedrus have been investigated by Otwin Vinzent, Textkritische Untersuchungen der 

Phaidros-Papyri (Diss. Saarbricken 1961). 

The supplements are taken from J. Burnet’s Oxford text, ii of 1901 and the Budé 

edition, iv 3 edited by Léon Robin (5th edn., 1961). 

edwp|nc[aro 267¢ 

t|p[o]e mounce ev[emer 

alc: ITpwrayopera [d€ 

w] Cwkpatec ov[k 

5 Nv wevroe Tovavt[ ar 

Ta] o[p]Qoe7eva ye [Tuc 

w tat] Ka[ta]AAa 7oA[Aa 

Kat K]ada: Twv ye pln 

v ot] KTpoyowy [ere 

10 ynpalc kat meva(v) 

eAkop |evwv Aoywv 

Kexpat |nKe[vau 

I a exeww edwpycato P. Primi g BTW: Schanz brackets, Volgraff deletes. 
2 mpoc troucw pap. P. Primi 9 BIW: mpoceroincev Cornarius: péc rovecav (with mpocerotncev) Schanz 

Volgraff. 
2-3 everetac BIW: everiac Hermias Heindorf Schanz: evperevac P. Primi 9, where Vogliano thinks 

eumpemrevac was in the scribe’s mind. 
g o1|Ktpovowy pap.: ovxtpoyowr P. Primi g BTW: ofetpoydve Nap. 337. olxtpoyowr is a hapax legomenon 

of a poetic tinge, perhaps deriving from Thrasymachus or Plato’s parody of his style (Diels-Kranz, Vorsokratiker 
ii'8 2. 85 B 6). Beta is inserted above the line in a second hand to give a further hapax legomenon as a 
correction—‘the art of dragging language which “shouts piteously”’ [instead of “which wails piteously’’] in the 
service of old age and poverty’. The reading otkrpoydwy is to some extent supported by Hesychius O 82 
otxtpoyoobvrac: oki Copévouc, éAcoupévouc and by the use of the noun olxtpoydén in Origen, Contra Celsum 3. 63 
Tovc . . . dAopupopévouc amorravouct THY oiKkTpoyody iva. 417) mpdc EAeov LGAAov 7} mpc aAnberav Sixacbdcw: 6 Bedc 8° 
dpa ov mpoc GAnGevav GAAG mpoc KoAaxetav dixdler. mola yap KoAaKela Kal 7rotoc Aoyoc oikTpoyow@y Kata Tac Belac 
yryvopevoc ypadac K.7.A. 

In the Origen passage P. Koetschau and M. Borret in their editions of 1899 and 1968 both follow 
Neumann in printing aroratouc Adywv ofktpoydwy (tev in rasura; oixtpoyav MS A Origenis), and xai zoioc 
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Adyoc olkrpdyooc (oikrpoyav MS A Origenis). Neumann’s emendations are based on Phaedrus 267 c. Celsus’ 
language here is Stoic, as H. Chadwick observes in 7S 48 (1947) 47. 

IO mea. 

3678. PLato, Philebus 18 E-19 A 

16 2B. 46/A(c) 4.6 x 8.3 cm Late second century 

A small scrap of papyrus of Plato’s Philebus having the right-hand ends of twelve 

lines of one column and three letters from the following. The only other published 

papyrus of this dialogue is P. Kéln III 135 containing 61 c-£. Little can be gleaned 

about the format except that the intercolumnium is 2 cm wide and the number of letters 

per line ranges from 14 to 18. 

The piece can be assigned to the late second century. The small, rather heavy 

sloping hand is closely comparable to, but not I think the same as, the extensive text of 

Plato’s Symposium, V 843 (pl. 6), assigned to c. 200; our text has a slightly more finished 

appearance. Also similar are XIII 1620 (pl. 6), assigned to before 200, and XVII 2082 
(pl. 4.) Neat line-fillers have been used, and in col. 13 and g nu at the line-end has been 

indicated by a stroke above the preceding vowel. There is a middle stop probably by the 

first hand in col. i 2, but no other marks or signs. 

The text, as far as it goes, is a good one, and in the one place where W is clearly 

wrong follows B and T. It is collated with the Bude edition of A. Diés (1941). On the 

back is part of a document in a third-century cursive with various numbers, artaba 

symbols, and references to Ezeid, tpvyn, and trotapo[c. 

col. i col. 1 

exa|re[p]ov cau 18 E 
Tuc wn atrer|pa evduc: 

aAAa Twa 70 | Te apiOpo(v) IQA 

exatepov ett |pocbev> 

5 KEKTNTAL TOU] amreipa) 

auTwy exact la yeyo) 

vevat ouk et|c pavAov 

ye epwrnpua w]| Dirrpe 

ovk 016 ovtw a Tpo70(v) 

10 KUKAW Trwc] TEpLaya 

you npac eu |BeBAn > é[ 
Ke Cwxpatnc] Kat cKo) Ta 
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col. i. 1 Below vy a downward curving stroke which must be accidental. 
3 apiOuo 

5 amewpa: azreipou (sic) W. 
Q Tporro 

col. 1. 1 and 2 The position of these letters is unidentifiable. 
2 _[: top ofa vertical. 

3679. PLATO, Republic 5. 472 E-473 D 

7 1B. 1/XI-XII(a) 13.3 X 8.2 cm Third century 

A piece of a handsome papyrus roll containing parts of two columns of Republic 5. It 

neither belongs to nor overlaps any other published papyri of the Republic, for which see 

Pack? 1418-25; to these are now to be added XLIX 3509, 1. 330 a-B (ed. R. Hiibner); 

Seritti Monteveccht 85-7, 3. 399 D-E (ed. A. Carlini); XXXVI 2751, 3. 412 c-419 B-G; 

XLVII 3326, 8. 545 c-546 a; XLIV 3157, 10. 610 c-613 a. 
Lines vary in length from 21 to 2g letters, though the average is about 25. There 

were probably 45 lines to a column, which would give a written height of c. 21 cm. The 

column width is 7.3 cm, the intercolumnium 1.7 cm. 

The hand is an example of the ‘severe’ style, striking for its uprightness, for the small 
size of epsilon, theta, omicron, sigma, and omega, and for the way in which these letters 
hang from the upper line. Parallels are difficult to find, but these characteristics are 
shared by XXX 2529 (pl. 3 and 13), which Lobel assigned to the second half of the third 
century or even the fourth. VIT 1012 (pl. 4), assigned to the middle of the third century, 
is less similar. Also noteworthy in the present hand are the long descenders of rho and pi, 
the wide horizontals of delta and pi, the deep bowl of mu, the long, curly tail of xi, and 
the clear central stroke of omega. 

The original scribe has marked change of speaker in the usual way by a double 
point and paragraphus. The double points are large and slightly untidy; only two 
paragraphi survive, because, in other places where they are expected, the left margin is 
broken. No other punctuation is apparent, and the only lectional sign is a diaeresis in col. 
i 8, probably by the first hand. Iota adscript is present in i 16 but not in i 6; elision is 
effected except ini 7. 

The text nowhere sides with F, and where it differs clearly from A has readings ofits 
own. There are two minor variants in col. i 4 and 9, two omissions caused by 
haplography ini5 and 10, an itacism inii 5, and two new readings inig and ii8. The first 
of these is not an improvement; the second, as the diaeresis shows, is an Ionic form of 
dmoxAetw. Plato uses this form nowhere else and an Ionicism seems out of place here. The 
text is collated with E. Chambry’s Budé edition (1946). 

Nothing is written on the back. 
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col. i 

duvjaz[ov 472 E 

ov 6n|ra ed[n:] To wev Towur a 
Anfec] nv 8 eyw ovtwe €1 Se Sy Kau 

T[o]v mpobupnOyvar Sec cnv xa 

pw amoderEar 7 wadicta Kat 

Kata Te OuvaTwrata av En Ta 
Aw jor Tpoc THY ToLavTHY aTrodeEt A 
Ew TAaUTa diwporoynrar: Ta 

10 TrOLA: Gp OLov TE TPAYONVat we 473A 

 Neyerau n pucw ex[e]e tpaéw reE[e 

we nTT ov a[AnGe|:[ac] epamre[cOar 

KJa[v] ¢[e] wn t[w done: adlda cv plore 

pov opodoye¢|[t]¢ outwe 7 ov. [opodo 

y]w ed[n:] tovro pev dy py alva 

yrale w]e [orla tax Aoyan Sen[ABo 

ON, thi 

let 473 D 
v Ae[youlev[oe cat Suvacrat 

Phirocodyca[ cu yyncwwe Te Kat cKaVwe 

Kat TovTO €u[c TavTov EvpTrecy Suva 

pic TE TrOAET[ LK Kat Pirocodia Tw 

de vuv mopev[opevwy ywpic ed ea 

Tepov at ToA[Aau puceic €€ avayKnc 

amroKkAni[cO]w| cw ovK ecte KaKwv Trav 

AJa [w] [vr 

col. i. 2 At the line-end only part of the lower half of the double point is visible. 
4 The speck above z in |. 5 must be stray ink since it is too low to belong to any of the lost letters. 
ovtwe: ovTw codd. 

dn om. Stob. 

5 7[o]v: an error caused by haplography for rodro. 
dex: xyp7) Stob. 

7 duvatwrata av: duvatwrar av A. 

Q Tauta: ta atta A. 

diwpodroyntau: diopoddyncar A: bet dpoAdynca: F. The papyrus’ new variant, though not impossible, fits less 
well than the imperative with the preceding cv xdpw and the following question from the other speaker. A’s 
and F’s readings are phonetic equivalents in the Roman period. 

10 After re the papyrus omits 7: in error. 
14 Lower half of double point; not part of following o. 

col. ii. 3 The several small and narrow letters in the supplement probably account for the large number 
of letters (30) in this line. 

5 troAet[exn: |. roduriKn. 
7 €xa]|Tepov: -wy F. 

e€ avayxnc om. Stob. 

8 aroxAni[cb)w[cw: droxrevc8dcw codd.: atoxabictdcw Stob. 
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3680. PLato, Theaetetus 190 E-191 A 

24 3B.74/G(a) 6 x 16.4 cm Second century 

The top of a column from a splendid roll (upper margin 6.4 cm), written in a fine 

upright hand of the angular decorated type exemplified by VIII 1083 (see 3675 

introduction) and assignable to the later second century (GMAW! p. 27; XX XIII 2663 

introd.). The scribe writes paragraphus and double point for change of speaker (1, 2;1n 6 

the double points are lost in the lacuna) and middle point (12). Another hand added the 

note above the text, in a small informal script with cursive ligatures. The back is blank. 

The text offers nothing new; but confirms the antiquity of the suspect adra in 16. 

Collation with the Budé edition of A. Dies. 

7 

le CUT ACE Ee evacad. vraparer , [ ] 

dnc ev nuw ovca bo€a: IQ0E 

-olux eouxe: aAAa pevTor w 

- Ojeaurnte et TovT[o wn] dla 

v|ncerat ov [7roAAa avay 

5  KkalcOnc[opeba opodroyev 

Kat aToT| a: Ta TroLa On: OV 

kK epw cou [pw av TavTayy 

meipabw ¢[Komwy aucyv 

vournv [yap av uTep nuwy 

10 €V we atr[opoupev avay 

Kalope|vwv opodoyew 

ova Aeyw: [add eav evpwev IQI A 

Kat €Aev, _ , [ 

ToT On [7ept Twv ad 

15 Awyv epov[pev we tacyov 

Twv avta €[KTOC Tou yeAou 

ov ectwte[c cay de TavTn 

amropyncwu| ev Tatreww 

Olevrec o1[ ua 

Margin. On the face ofit, -ecac (perhaps -zevac) ad bv tapad(e) ier) (or -erar etc.) 76 [: if ro is right, and 
not 7¢ (it cannot be excluded, but the trace looks too short for iota), a noun must have followed in the next line. 
But I cannot find a reading; ] ég! rac dopetac, cf. text 10, suits neither space nor trace. 
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8 meipabw: so BTW: -cba Y. 
10 am[opoupev (BTW) or az[opouper xa (Y). The spacing would allow either. 
13 e€Agv, , , [: €Aedbepor MSS. The second epsilon is anomalous; the last three traces apparently .Oo (the 

iota might perhaps be rho). 
16 avra: so BTW (Burnet’s report of W is wrong): om. Y: adrod Ast, advo adro( Heindorf. 

3681. PLaro, Theaetetus 198 D-E 

38 3B.86/B(1-3)a 6X 9.5 cm Second/third century 

A scrap from the foot of a column; lower margin at least 4 cm; back blank. The 
scribe writes a good sloping hand of the Severe Style; and punctuates by high stop, and 
by double point for change of speaker (if there were also paragraphi, they have been lost 
with the line-beginnings). 

Collated with the edition of Diés. There are no readings of interest. 

emic|rnuny e[klact[olv [ 198 D 

Kat ic]yovTa’ HV EKEKTNTO 

jeev mada Tpoxetpov 6 ovK €L 

xe THe Olavoae : adnOry : 

5  Tovto Oy] apTi npwrwy owe E 

xpN Toc] ovopacw xpwpe 

|... v rept avtwr: oTav 

apiOunc|wv une o apiOuntiKoc 

1 ¢[x]acr[o]v: the first and last letters are represented only by specks. 

5 touto 6n|:so BIW: rotdro & Y. The longer reading seems to fit the space better; though, for a difference 
of only one letter, the estimate is bound to be fallible. 

7 |. ..v: scattered specks of ink, which neither confirm nor exclude Ae] yew (MSS). 

3682. PLatTo, Theaetetus 209 A-c 

27 3B.41/F(1-2)a 11.2 X 15.4 cm Second century 

The upper part of a column, with a top margin of at least 2.5 cm and a left-hand 

intercolumnium of at least 2.5 cm; the back is blank. The scribe writes an informal 

sloping hand with some ligatures (especially of ac), to be compared with GLH 15a and 

GMAW 68; space-fillers at many line-ends; punctuation by middle point, and by 

paragraphus (4; the other places are damaged) and double-point for change of speaker 
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(omitted in 15). A different hand supplied an omission in 16. A heavy black stain 

obscures parts of the writing, especially in 2-7. 

Collated with the text of Diés. The papyrus offers one new, and false, reading (18). 

laa | dtavova : ov[ 209 A 

k exe :| Twy [Kow]wv Tt apa du 

evo lovynv wv] ovdev cv paddoy 

n| Tec addoc exer [:] avayKn: pepe dy B 

5 ~-mpoc Avoc te m[o|Te ev Tw TOL 7 

outa ce waddo[v €]d0Ealov n aA 

ov ovt[t]v[ouv bec yap pe 6107 

vooupevov [we] ect ovtoc Dear 

THTOC oc av y TE [a] vOpwrroc Kat EXT 

10 = petva, Kat OPOaApouc Kat cTopLa 

Kau ovTw On ev exact[o|v Twv ET 

Awv: avty ov 7 dsavowa ecb o717 

padXov trounce pe DeartnTov7 

 Geodwpov SiavoercBar n TwWVT 

15  Aeyowevwv Mucwv tov ecyatov 

tlc ylap Peay On [LN [Lovov Tov € 

xovra pewa] kar odfadpouc d1a7 

vonO|w adrra Kat cywov Te Kat €€ € 

of8a |Apov pnts ce av waddov d0 

20 €acw] n EwavTov 7 ocor ToLouTor : ov[ 

dev : adA ov mpotepov| ye ouwgy [ 

OcaitynToc €V EfLOL do€ac] Once [rae 

1-7 The left-hand half of these lines has suffered from damage and staining; the dotted letters are 
consistent with the traces, but no more. 

2 7: so BIW: om. Y. 
9 exn: so BT: -e. YW. 

11 The dotted letters especially doubtful. 

14-15 Twv Aeyowevwv: so MSS: 76 Aeyopevov Cornarius. 
18 cysov: tov cyudy MSS. 
19 pyre: so BTY: pyre W. 
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3683. [Prato], [Lucan], or Leon, Halcyon 184 

A22/133J 3.1 x 6.5 cm Later second century 

The papyrus contains the final sentence and end-title of the dialogue Halcyon, 
written on the back of two columns of agricultural accounts, and is the first example of 
this work to be identified in Egypt. 

In the Halcyon, Socrates and Chaerephon, walking near the sea at Phaleron in 
midwinter, see a halcyon or kingfisher and discuss its mythical origin. It is impossible for 
human beings with their limited powers of perception to speak with assurance about 
halcyons or nightingales, so Socrates proposes to continue to tell the myth in the form 
handed down. 

The mention in 184 of Socrates’ having two wives, Xanthippe and Myrto the 
daughter of Aristeides, is a story not told by Plato or Xenophon. It gives strong grounds 
for thinking that in spite of the end-title in 3683 the dialogue is not by Plato. The tale is 
also told in Plutarch, Aristeides 27. 3, Athenaeus 13. 555 D, and Diogenes Laertius 2. 26. 
All three refer the story back to [Aristotle], wept edyeveiac (fr. 93 Rose), which Plutarch 
suspects not to be a genuine work of Aristotle. 

The Halcyon has the unusual distinction of having been transmitted among the 
spurious dialogues attributed both to Plato and to Lucian. The work was considered 
spurious in antiquity. According to Nicias of Nicaea the dialogue was written by Leon 
the Academic: a € wept AAKiBiddou eipnxev ev rdu Cuprrociwr ob8’ eic Pac A€yecBal écrw 
a£vov, €v Te Tat TpoTEpant Fav Eic adTov Siaddywr: 6 yap Sedtepoc bd TWwY Bevoda@vroc elvar 
A€eyetar, we Kain AAKvwy Aéovroc Tob Axadnpaixod, dc dyce Nixiac 6 Nixaedc (Athenaeus 
11.506 c). The same attribution is supported by Diogenes Laertius 3. 62 in his discussion 
of the division of Plato’s works: voBevovtar S€ Trav Siadsywv Suoroyoupévwc Miswv 7} 
Imnorpodoc, Epvgiac 7 Epacictpatoc, Adxuwv, Axépador, Cicudoc, A€ioxyoc, Daiaxec, 
Anpuddoxoc, Xeldav, EBSdun, Exuevidnc: dv 7 AAxvwy A€ovréc twoc evar Soxei, xabd 
dnc DPaBwpivoc ev tdi néuntwr tov Aropvnuovevuatwv (Fr. 15 Mensching, 45 

Barigazzi). 

Leon the Academic is perhaps to be identified with Leon of Byzantium, a known 

member of the Academy, who was a contemporary and adversary of Philip of Macedon 

(PW xii 2. 2008-2012). The Suda (C 265) names him asa pupil of Plato, ‘or as some say of 

Aristotle’. A series of anecdotes about his life is preserved in Plutarch, Phocion 14, Nicias 

23. 3, Praecepta gerendae reipublicae 804 a and Philostratus, Vitae Sophistarum 485. 2. 

However, the notice in the Suda appears to confuse the works of Leon of Alabanda with 

those of Leon of Byzantium (A. Daub, RAM nr 35 (1880) 61-2). As the Suda names 

Leon as son of Leon, the works of a father and son may be also confused. Its statement 

that he was a Peripatetic and wrote against Alexander matches ill with the possibility 

that he died at the siege of Byzantium in 340-339 Bc (Plutarch, Nicias 23. 3). But 

Plutarch here does not make it clear that Leon was indeed killed at this time. 
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The Peripatetic Leon may be identified with the father of Melanthes and Pancreon. 

The sons inherited Theophrastus’ house, according to his will preserved in Diogenes 

Laertius 5. 51. See also F. Jacoby, PGrHist 11 D, pp. 444-5. 

The reference to Socrates’ two wives may suggest that the Leon who is said 

to be the author of the Halcyon is the pupil of Aristotle, rather than of Plato (Suda 

loc. cit.), if the story of the two wives is in fact dependent on [Aristotle], wept edvyevetac 

(fr. 93 Rose). 

The language of the Halcyon has a very poetic tinge which has been discussed in 

detail by CG. W. Miller, Die Kurzdialoge der Appendix Platonica (Munich 1975) 272-319, 

and summarily by W. A. Heidel, Pseudo-Platonica (Diss. Chicago; Baltimore 1896) 

18-20. 

Nicias of Nicaea, who attributed the Halcyon to Leon the Academic, has no entry 

in PW, but is discussed in F. Susemihl, Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur in der 

Alexandrinerzeit (Leipzig 1891) i 505-6. He wrote ai trav didocddwv Aradoxai (Athenaeus 

12. 592 A; 6. 273 D; 10. 437 E) and 7 trav gidocddwy icropia (Athenaeus 4. 162 D). In this 

last fragment he discusses the parentage of Bion of Borysthenes (c. 325-255 Bc) and so 

presumably is to be dated later than he. Susemihl (op. cit. 505) tentatively places him 

under the early Caesars, but on no secure grounds. Whether he is to be identified with 

Nicias the author of Apxadica (Athenaeus 13. 609 E) is uncertain. See C. Muller, FHG 

iv 463. 

Favorinus of Arles (¢.81-c.150) is of the generation preceding Athenaeus ( florut 

c. 200) and his life overlaps that of Lucian (¢c.120~-c.180), who mocks him in his Demonax 

and Eunuchus. It is very likely, then, in terms of chronology that his Avouvnpovetpara 

were already in existence before many of Lucian’s dialogues were composed. 

The Halcyon is found attributed to Plato in 27 manuscripts listed by R. S. 

Brumbaugh and R. Wells, Plato Manuscripts (New Haven 1968) 74-5. Of these, 15, 

including A (Paris, Bibliothéque nationale ms. grec 1807), place it among the spurza 

between the Sisyphus and Eryxias, and a further g after the Sisyphus. In the Platonic 

manuscripts, where it occurs, it carries the alternative title 7 7epi werapopdwcewc. 

The manuscripts of Lucian place the dialogue as no. 72 between Prometheus es in 

verbis (vulgo 2) and Navigium (vulgo 66) in codex I’ but the common order, followed in 

printed editions (e.g. T. Hemsterhuys, Amsterdam 1743; C. Jacobitz, Leipzig 1851) is 

6, between Timon and Prometheus sive Caucasus (cf. N. Nilén, Lucianus. Prolegomena (Leipzig 

1907) 28-9).! They carry the alternative title epi perapopdwcewv in the plural. This 

distinction was noted by O. Immisch, Philologische Studien zu Plato, 2. Heft (Leipzig 1903) 

45, who in 43-7 gives an account of the textual variants in the Platonic and Lucianic 

manuscripts. Modern editors of Lucian, apart from M. D. MacLeod, in the Loeb of 1967 

(and H. D. Rabe, Scholia in Luctanum, Leipzig 1906) have printed the singular without 

stating the evidence. 

1 An updated list is provided by M. Wittek, Scriptorium 6 (1952) 309-23. 
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In the papyrus no alternative title is present, and the space left blank below suggests 
it was never present in this copy. 

The last editor of Plato to print the Halcyon was C. F. Hermann in vol. vi of his 
Teubner text of 1884. It appears in vol. i of C. Jacobitz’ Teubner text of Lucian and vol. 
viii of M. D. MacLeod’s Loeb edition. 

There is no reason to doubt the ancient attribution of this dialogue to Leon the 
Academic, though his precise identification remains a little uncertain. A. Brinkmann, 
De Dialogis Platoni falso addictis (Diss. Bonn 1891) 25 places Leon in the third or second 
century BC. 

The dialogue is included among the Platonic spuria because Socrates is a 
speaking character. The date of the present papyrus in the latter half of the second 
century AD attributing the text to Plato is further evidence against Lucianic 
authorship. C. F. Hermann (praef. i) considered it had no less right to be counted among 
the Platonic spuria than the Axdochus or Sisyphus. Lucian is rarely mentioned in antiquity! 
and it is uncertain when the Lucianic corpus was gathered together. H. Erbse considers 
it unlikely that there was an ancient edition? and C. W. Miiller suggests it came into 
existence in the Byzantine period (op. cit. 274). He rightly points out that the 
assumption of the Halcyon into the Lucianic corpus is easily explained by the occurrence 
of the motif of metamorphosis in Lucian and the treatment of the kingfisher in Verae 
Historiae 2. 40. The presence of Socrates as a speaker in Mortuorum Dialogi 20 may have 

encouraged it. 

The text is written in a black carbon ink in a slightly sloping form of the severe 

style to be dated to the second century ap. It most closely resembles PSI XIII 

1302, Euripides, Alcmaeon (s. ii) and XLV 3215, Tragic Trimeters (s. ii), which Lobel 

recognized as being in the same hand. However, in the present piece omicron is oval, 

not round, and is inclined to the right. This may suggest a date in the second half of 

the century. 

The writing is bilinear, being 3 mm high. Tau and hypsilon project below the 

line. Serifs are almost non-existent. A paragraphus is written below the beginning of 

|. 1 and a diple obelismene at |. 3. V-shaped ornaments are placed above and below 

the end title. 

The text has been compared with the Teubner edition of Plato, ed. C. F. Hermann, 

vi (1884), the Teubner text of Lucian, ed. C. Jacobitz (1851), and the Weidmann 

edition of Lucian, ed. I. Sommerbrodt (1886-96). 

1K. Mras, ‘Die Uberlieferung Lukians’, SB Wien, Phil.-hist. Kl. 167. 7 (1911) 232 cites only Lactantius, 
Div. Inst. 1. g. 8, Isidore of Pelusium, Epist. 4. 55, and Eunapius, Vitae Sophistarum proem. g. But Lucian’s 
contemporary Galen also refers to him by name, see G. Strohmaier, Philol. 120 (1976) 117-22 (1am grateful to 
Mr M. D. MacLeod for this reference). 

2 Uberlieferungsgeschichte der griechischen . . . Literatur (Ziirich 1961), 598. 
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]ra. vf Tavy [ev 184 
= A i 

Jovvzroww obv moLd|jwev ov- 

a 

[ 
|Twc [ Toe. | 

[ 
[ 

|rAarwr| _TDétwv[oc 
V Vv y NV 

5 Je Kooy AAxveor| 

2-3 o¥|rwe Pap., MSS dett. Luciani: oJrw MSS Platonis, TN Luciani. 
4 IT\drwv[oc: for the attributions of authorship see the introduction above. 

3684. PLutarcn, Life of Lycurgus 31. 6-8 

13 1B.216(a) 7.7 14.5 cm Third century 

A small piece from a copy of Plutarch’s Life of Lycurgus, datable to the century after 

the author’s death. Only three other papyri of Plutarch have so far been published: part 

of the Life of Pelopidas in P. Heid. Siegmann 209 (Pack? 1430), and two pieces from the 

same MS of the Life of Caesar, the first published by V. Martin in Aegyptus 31 

(1951) 138-47 (P. Genéve inv. 272a-b; Pack? 1431) and the second by B. Kramer as P. 

Koln I 47. 

From a calculation of the number of letters lost down the left-hand edge of the 

Lycurgus, there were 15 to 17 letters per line. After allowing 6 letters to complete |. 18, 

another 449 are required to complete the Life, which would amount to almost 28 lines. 

The trace of a horizontal mark on the extreme right-hand edge opposite |. 12 may be an 

ordinary punctuation paragraphus, but if it denoted the end of the Lzfe or was part of 

decoration round an end-title (cf. XX XI 2536), there would have been 35 lines per 

column. (Above the mark there is space for 11 lines, and 17 lines of the 28 needed to 

complete the Life would have come below i 18.) The upper margin has a minimum 

height of 5 cm. 

From Plutarch’s own words in Vita Per. 2. 5 robro 76 BiBAlov dé€xatov cuvteTaxapev 

tov Ilepixd€éovc Biov Kai tov PaBiov Makipwov . . . mepréxov and Vila Thes. 1. 4 tov mrepi 
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Avkodpyov Tob vonobétov Kat Nouad rob Bactrdéwe Aoyov é€xddvrec it is clear that the lives 
were published independently in pairs and that the Life of Lycurgus went with that of 
Numa. If there were 35 lines per column, the part of the Life preceding our text occupied 
g2 columns. Since column width plus intercolumnium is about 8 cm, the whole text 
would have occupied a roll of about 7.5 m. This might indicate that the Life of Numa and 
the accompanying cbyx«picic (together occupying 444 Teubner pages as compared with 
48 for the Lycurgus) filled a second roll, because a roll of nearly 15 m is outside the norm 
(cf. F. G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome? 52-5). 

The hand, a good example of the ‘severe’ style, is reminiscent of XI 1365 dated to 
the third century and containing part of a History of Sicyon. In both omega is usually 
placed high in the line of writing and there is a tendency for letters, especially nu, to be 
smaller at the ends of lines. The format of the two rolls is also very similar, but there is just 
sufficient difference in the forms of some letters to make it hazardous in a style so 
common to identify the two hands. In the present text, as opposed to 1365, alpha tends to 
have the lower left oblique nearer the horizontal, the two branches of kappa make a 
smaller angle, and most taus have an upward-pointing finial on the left ends of their 
cross-bars; 1365 has fewer finials and is a generally plainer hand. The hand and format 
of the Life of Caesar (examined in a photograph supplied by M. Claude Wehrli of 
Geneva) also bear a close resemblance to the present text, but the letters of the former are 
freer and too flourished for them to be by the same hand; the upsilons especially are 
different. 

Punctuation, a breathing (1. 1), and an accent (1. 14) are by the first hand; iotas 
adscript are employed. The text is a reasonably good one, generally agreeing with the 
corrector of S. The omission of cat yevécOav in |. 1 is in the papyrus’ favour, but Kpnryein 
1. 6, instead of Kippa, as well as in its rightful place in 1. 10, is not. 

The back is blank. Collation is with K. Ziegler’s Teubner text, iii 2 (1973). 
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col. i col. u1 

ta] Tyv TeAEvTHY a TL [ 

Beo|prrectatw Kau o [ 

ciw |TaTwe TpoTEpov [ 

cuv jemrece- TeAevTY [ 

5 cat] de tov AvKoupyov [ 

ot pe|v ev Kpnrne Ae 

you|cu: AzroAXAofepic 

d ccc] HAw kopucbev 

ta Tyrlasoc de kar Apu 

10 cto€e|voc ev Kpnrne 

KaTapi|woavTa Kat 

taghov A |picto€evoc =| 

avtou| derkvucBar py 

cw vto| Kpntrav tHe [ 

15 ILlepylapecac reps tHv 

Eev|ixnv odov: viov 

de Aleyerar wl ovoyev]n 

ao i Ka|taAu[7Jer[v Avriw 

col. i. 1-4 (dcr —) tHv TeAeuTHvy—cuvérece emblema putat Fuhr iniuria. 

1 tyv: om. L. After reAeutny, Kal yevécbar L, del. Sintenis: yevécOar S. 

ad tau: so S: adt@ L!. 
2-3 dcwtatw, sed Jevordrw supra scriptum m. 2, L: Pevordtran, sed 6cuw supra scriptum m. 1, S. 
5 de tov Avxoupyov: so L S marg.: 8’ adrov S text. 

6 Kpnrn pap.: Kippa codd., cf. |. ro. 
7 High stop almost above v more like a dash. 
15 Ilepylapecac: 1. ITepyapiac. 
16 fevixnv: E€vyv, sed cx supra scriptum m. 1, S: €évyv L. 

Dicolon to mark end of section of text but cf. single point in |. 7. 
17 «[ovoyer]n: om. L?. 
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3685. PLurarcn, Moralia 155 .c (Septem Sapientum Convivium 12) 

57/20e 9.6 x8 cm First half of second century 

This small piece of papyrus containing the rather tattered remains of two columns 
of the Feast of the Seven Sages is of interest, firstly because its date is close to Plutarch’s 
lifetime and so bears on the authenticity of the work, and secondly because part of the 
text occurs also in Stobaeus. 

Doubts as to whether or not the Feast of the Seven Sages was by Plutarch seem only to 
have arisen in comparatively modern times—indeed, it is included in the so-called 
Catalogue of Lamprias, a list of Plutarch’s works compiled in the third or fourth century. 
(Cf. K. Ziegler, Plutarchos von Chaironeia 60-3 = RE xxi 1. 696-9.) But such misgivings 
have now, I think, been convincingly removed by J. Defradas in Le Banquet des Sept Sages 
7-12. K. Ziegler (op. cit. 246 = 883) holds the same view. 

The hand is a small, attractive example of the type called by Cavallo ‘Roman 
Uncial’, showing the deep mu and distinct serifs characteristic of the style. (See G. 
Cavallo, ‘Osservazioni paleografiche sul canone ¢ la cronologia della cosidetta ““Onciale 
Romana”’, ASNP 36 (1967) 209-20.) The letters are bilinear except for phi and a rather 

enlarged upsilon ini 4. The hand bears a close resemblance to that of II 227, assigned by 

Grenfell and Hunt to the second half of the first century ap or the first two decades of the 

second. V 844 is ofa more mannered type and is dated by Cavallo (pl. 4) to the late first 

century. Hands such as those of IV 702; XXIII 2354 (Cavallo, pl. 7); P. Teb. II 265 

(Cavallo, pl. g) and P. Vindob. G. 19797 (Cavallo, pl. 10), all probably of the early 

second century, support a date in the first half of the second for the present text. Such a 

date, then, makes this piece contemporary or almost so with Plutarch, who died some 

time after AD 120, and though not definite proof, strengthens arguments for the work’s 

authenticity. 

The second point of interest is that the part of the text in col. ii is also found in 

Stobaeus 4. 28. 14 (Hense; Florilegium 85. 14 in Meineke’s edition). Obviously this piece 

is of too early a date to belong to the anthology which goes under his name and which 

probably dates to the early fifth century. Indeed, the reading y[pyyara in col. ii 2 (see 

app. crit.) rules out the possibility that it belongs to a source utilized by Stobaeus; in any 

case, our piece begins well before Stobaeus’ quotation. 

The one serious objection to the authenticity of the Feast is that when quoting this 

passage (155 c) and his other two from this work, 4. 1. 134 = Plutarch 154 p-F (Meineke 

Flor. 43. 131) and 4. 7. 47 = 152A (Meineke Flor. 48. 47), Stobaeus does not attribute 

them to Plutarch. They merely come under the heading (éx) tav émra codadv. (See 

Defradas 10-11.) 

For other papyri of Plutarch see the introduction to 3684. 

The top parts of two columns survive. From the number of letters missing 

between the end of i 8 and the beginning of col. ii and from the average number 
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of letters per line (varying between 11 and 15), it can be calculated that about 

19 lines have been lost below i 8. This makes a total of about 27 lines a column. On 

the basis of 354 letters in col. i, between cv d€ and rw] in ii 1, the preceding 22,229 

letters of printed text would have occupied 63 columns; parts, therefore, of cols. 64 

and 65 survive. From the combined width of col. 1 plus intercolumnium of 5.5 cm 

an estimate of the length of roll preceding, but without regard to the protocol, 

would amount to approximately 3.5 m. The height of written area was probably 

10.6 cm, with an upper margin of at least 2 cm. T'wo medial stops, ini 5 and 6, have 

been added by the original hand; there are no lectional signs. The lay-out of the 

columns and the calligraphic hand give a handsome appearance but the scribe has 

not always been careful in copying the text, e.g. the failure to distinguish oé«éa and 

olketa in 1 6. 

The back is blank. The text is collated with those of J. Defradas, op. cit., and of the 

third Teubner edition of Plutarch’s Moralia (1974), i, ed. W. R. Paton, I. Wegehaupt, 

and M. Pohlenz. 

col. i col. 1 

cu 0€ Ta TEKTOVWY tw] 1’ doe [orxov 

Kat AvGo€owy [ep omrou Ta x|pyuata 

ya mepwocrteic NTE KTw|LEvouc 

OLlKOV NYOUpLE adukia uy[Te du 

5  vjoc: ov Ta evtoc Aatrouc[twv amucte 

€KQCTOU’ KGL OLKLQ a untle datravwee 

ma|ioac Kat ya pet avova 

ov Kar ptAouc kale 

Bepa|m[ovrac] ofec 

col. i. 6 ovxia: traces of last letters insufficient for ofketa of MSS. Although the fibres are damaged, there 
seems to be no trace of a letter after them. 

6-7 Kal maidac A E: cai om. pap. et cet. 
7-8 yal[u]ov: so codd. plerique: yapouc h v IT. 
14 ].[: vao]y[twrv? 
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col. 11. 1 4% stroke finer than in other letters; probably later addition by original scribe. 
1-2 avr@ doxeiv olkov, drov: so codd. plerique; line length of 11-15 letters allows nothing between [ouxov] 

and omov. até Soxeiv ofxov etrev, mov unus n cum Stob., qui elev aita@ Soxeiv olkov. 
2 x[pnuata: so O: xrjpara IT Stob. The numerous other variants in MSS of Stobacus contribute nothing 

of value and do not merit discussion. For corruption in passages of authors quoted by Stobaeus see E. W. 
Handley, The Dyskolos of Menander (1965) 270 and O. Hense, RE Ioannes Stobaios 2583-4. 

4 Above ta traces of two, perhaps three, letters, the last possibly ¢; they seem to be extra letters, because 

there is no sign of deleted letters in d8:xéa which they might replace. 

3686. SopHOCLEs, Antigone 109-23 

(ADDENDUM TO 875) 

62 6B. 82/H(2-4)a 9.4 X 12.8 cm Early second century 

This text belongs to the same roll as VI 875 ( = Pack? 1463), which has 242-6. The 

only other Antigone fragment is P. Mich. inv. 6585a, published by T. Renner in <PE 29 

(1978) 13-15, containing the ends of 297-308. The ten papyri from Sophocles’ other 

complete plays are listed under Pack? 1461-2 and 1464-71. 

The colometry of this new fragment is the same as that of the Laurentianus MS 32. 9 

(L), and the text follows its readings so closely that it unfortunately contributes nothing 

to solving the textual problems of the passage. The antiquity of L’s readings in each 

doubtful place is strikingly confirmed. The diorthotes who corrected 243 in 875 has also 

corrected yori to xvovoc in 114 ina small, neat hand. On 243 the editors note that the two 

alterations have been made differently: in the first case by striking the letter through, in 

the second by cancelling dots above. This makes them doubtful whether the same scribe 

is responsible. Here there is a third method—the wrong letter is left completely 

unmarked. To me the hand ofall three corrections appears the same. It also added to the 

right of 120 a siglum followed by 7; (see n. ad loc.). 

An attempt to determine the number of lines per column can be made on the basis 

of the similar colometry in L. In that MS, where the number of lines does not match 

exactly the modern numbering, 109 lines precede the conventional |. 109, which comes 

at the top of a column in the papyrus. 134 lines separate this line from 242, which is also 

the first line of its column. No figure divides exactly into both 1rog and 134, but the 

neatest result is obtained on the supposition that there were 15-16 lines per column, i.e. 7 

columns before 109, so that the new fragment is col. vili, and 9 columns separating 109 

and 242, so that 875 is col. xvii. At 15 lines per column the whole play of 1,353 lines 

would occupy go columns, and on a rough estimate of 11 cm for column width plus 

intercolumnium, a roll of 10 m—a good, average length. Rolls of this small format are 

often found in the early Roman period for poetry, e.g. the BM papyrus of Herodas’ 

Mimes = E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World, no. 39. These calculations 

by no means exclude other possibilities, because part of the preceding or succeeding 

column is needed for certainty. 

There are no lectional signs but the first hand has marked the end of the first strophe 
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in 109 by a paragraphus and has also used iota adscript (114). An itacistic error appears 

in II. 

The hand is an upright, well-rounded capital of medium size with some cursive 

elements. Only rho and phi break the marked bilinearity. ‘The individual strokes of some 

letters, especially epsilon, sigma, phi, and omega are clearly visible. There is a close 

similarity to the hand of the scribe who wrote XVIII 2161, Aeschylus, Dictyulci 

(= GMAW, no. 24) and several other plays of Aeschylus (cf. Pack? 26), but they are not 

the same. 

The back is blank. The text is collated with R. D. Dawe’s Teubner text, 11 (1979), 

with reference also to A. C. Pearson’s OCT (1928). 

Kwycaca xaAu| ver 

110 ov ed ameTepalt 

opbetc vixew|v 

ofea KAalwy al[retoc 

we uTrepeTTa[ 

Aevene xvove T[TEpuye 

115 ToAA | wv web o[ tAwy 

Jemr7rox[ opouc 

Juzep perabp[ wv 

Japdiyavev «K[vKdAwe ro- 

yxat|¢ ertamvdAov ct[ouja 

120 mptlv 700 apetepwv fo 7 

ayLat |wyr yevucu 

mAncO|nvia]e cas 
ctepa|ywula 

110 ov: 6c... [ToduvetKouc Scaliger. 
a: not 7: averépar AUY: nyu- rell. 
IIT opGec: dpbeic codd. dpvyps in a hostile sense of warriors is quite acceptable, cf. e.g. Iliad 7. 162 70 8 émi 

Tvdeidnc pro, and Soph. OC 1320 Iapbevorraioc Apxac dpvuras; but the only evidence for the aorist wpOny is 
Corinna, Supp. 1. 21. So has the papyrus a difficilior lectio? 

112 érdpeuce: Bodc 8’) Erfurdt. Since the previous line is already long at 23 letters, the papyrus offers no 
support for a lacuna. 

113 etc yav or yiv] | wc trepénta LK S Zc TR V AU Y Zf Zo. The papyrus supports neither Hermann’s 
deletion of ac nor Dawe’s conjectures, ateroc Wc yav bmepémra or alerdc Sc yav <rdv8’> bmepénra. See the 
diametrically opposing views on the postponement of ac in Dawe, Studies on the Text of Sophocles iii 102-3 and 
J. G. Kamerbeek, The Plays of Sophocles, Commentaries III, The Antigone 55. Above w part of horizontal line 
of ink? 

114 Above and between 7 and « large smudged letter, not by rst or 2nd hand. 
120 The siglum in the margin to the right is mentioned in K. McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary 
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Papyri and Ostraca (BASP Suppl. 3), 105 n. 78. She comes to no definite conclusion about its meaning. Ifitis d 
and p linked, I had wondered about $(€)p(erat) followed by part ofa lemma mo,[, cf. McNamee, 20 for y 
and p linked for ypaderar. féperar occurs fully written in textual notes in, e.g. VI 874 and XXXV 2737 fr. 11 
11-12. However, though marginalia are usually written to the right of the column in papyrus rolls and a 
paragraphus is often used to mark the beginning of the lemma or comment (see ead., Marginalia and 
Commentaries in Greek Literary Papyri (Diss. Ann Arbor 1977) 19, 22, 30, 34~5), there is nothing in 120, despite the 
presence of ro@’, that seems to warrant a textual note starting 7 , [. Mr Parsons had wondered about p(acic) 
mou[nTtxH, but also suggested that o or c is attached to the right of ¢. Nothing in the scholia provides a clue. 

121 yevucw: over final vy smudge of ink perhaps concealing a letter. 
122 te xai T, silet schol. T, re om. rell. 

3687. SopHoc.es, Trachiniae 258-69 

(ADDENDUM TO 1805) 

23 3B.11/D(1)a Pri 2.39% 5.4.cm Second/third century 

Two more scraps of XV 1805. The hand is not that of the Trachiniae fragment 
published by J. Lenaerts, Papyrus litteraires grecs (Papyrologica Bruxellensia 13), no. 5. No 
readings of any note. Back blank. 

PEt 

ayvo|c n[v 

ep|xeTac 7 oAw 

260 peletautiov [ 

| ewal[c] 7a[Pouc Fr. 2 : 

Sioetevl i 
ToAX|a pev Aoyou[c jay) 

jceatoas bl 
265 agpuxt | exwv Bl eAn iv 

] ro€ov «[ pice 5 ] 

eA ]evfepo[v 

ot |vwpe[voc 

] xloJAolv 

fr. 1 262 L. égécriov. 

265 f corrected, perhaps from v. 

fr. 2 1 Perhaps v. 
2 |: y, 7 or € suggested. ynv or rnp in this vicinity only at 260 ini. ryv Edpuredav. But the traces in the 

previous line do not seem suitable for the first word of 259, ctparév. Possibly 
287 avtov 6 exewolp [ 

288 peEnu tatpwiwr| Zyv[c. 

3-5 Mere specks, surface stripped. 
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3688. SopHoc.es, Trachiniae 1267-78 

63 6B.63/H (3-5)a 7X 12cm Fifth/sixth century 

This fragment has beginnings from the last lines, and end-title, of the Trachiniae. 

The text is written along the fibres; to the left is a margin at least 6 cm wide; the other side 

is blank. These features do not permit a certain conclusion as to whether the papyrus 

formed part of a roll or of a codex. Margins of this width are found in rolls, and indeed 

the dimension may be unrepresentative if these final dimeters were indented in relation 

to the trimeters preceding (cf. VI 852 fr. 64; VIII 1083; LX 1174; XVIII 2161 ii 1 ff; 

XXVIT 2452 fr. 1). Ifit was a codex, the blank back may be accounted for by assuming 

that the play was the last in its volume, or that the scribe left a page vacant before 

starting the next play, or that the blank simply represents an even wider margin (the 

width would be extraordinary, but not impossible: in Turner’s table, Typology of the Early 

Codex to1 ff., there are one possible and two certain examples of margins of 7 cm or more, 

nos. 10, 16, and 28). The date of the papyrus alone may be thought to incline the balance 

in favour of its coming from a codex. If so, the width of the page was roughly 23-5 cm. 

One column per page, presumably; codices with two columns, usually written with a 

view to economy, have narrower margins. 

The writing is clear and practised, ofa sloping oval uncial type similar to that found 

in XI 1370-1 and in the Antinoe Theocritus (A. S. Hunt and J. Johnson, Two Theocritus 

Papyri 19 ff.). It may be assigned to the late fifth or early sixth centuries. Brown ink is 

used. Lectional signs include a rough breathing (1268) and grave and circumflex 

accents (1270, 1271; 1274). Change of speaker in 1275 is marked by a paragraphus, 

accompanied by an idiosyncratic writing of XOPOC, in which the remaining letters are 

arranged in the angles of the initial chi (a similar form may be found at P.Ant. III 211 

(b) 6, as corrected in CR 20 (1970) 87). To the left of the border which follows the last 

line are ink strokes which could, with some imagination, be seen as a coronis in bird 

form; but since this is unparalleled for such a late date, it is possible that the traces are 

simply some kind of doodle. Scribes are generally freer with their methods of marking 

conclusions than they had been earlier; see for example XIII 1614 (codex, 5th or 6th 

cent.) in GMAW no. 23. 

Collated with the edition of Dawe (1979). The only point of interest is that the 

papyrus assigns 1275 ff. to the chorus. In this it agrees with K, against the few MSS 

which continue the lines to Hyllus, and the majority (including A) which offer a choice 

between the chorus and Hyllus (xopéc: twee “YAAoc LS). The agreement is not in itself 

significant (particularly since the dispute is patently an ancient one), but it is worth 

noting that K is the MS which N. G. Wilson has recently redated from the fourteenth to 
the late twelfth century. 
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etooT| Ec 

ot duc[avrec 

Tare| pec 

1270 Ta pe[v 

Ta oe [ 

aucx|[pa 

xare[ 

T®' t[yvd 

1275 xX Aevrr[ ov 

prey |[adouc 

ToA[{Aa 

Kov| dev 

Satan || 

ees 
|S | d[l¢ co[ poxAeouc Tpaxwiar 

1268 What remains of the breathing is a shallow curve like a short-mark. 
1274 7@ 1s clear; but there is unexplained ink just before the right edge of omega, as if the accent had been 

allowed to trail down into the letter. In any event, iota adscript was not written on the line; it is presumably 
represented by the substantial vertical trace suprascript above tau. 

1276 pey[: only the upright of gamma remains; lambda (jeAgouc Subkoff) not necessarily excluded. 
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3689. NotiricATION OF DEATH 

62 6B.76/F(9-10)a Orel x se 7 cm 14 January 226 

A tall, narrow strip of papyrus containing a notification of death virtually complete 

apart from a badly rubbed area in Il. 4 and 5. The upper margin is 2.6 cm and the area 

left blank at the bottom is 13.7 cm in height; the left margin is generally just over 0.5 cm 

wide, but on the right the writing extends to the edge. Close to this edge in the upper half 

of the strip a kollesis is visible. The general proportions of this piece are similar to those of 

other notifications of this type, e.g. P. Merton II 84, which also has a hand of a similar 

type. ; 

The most recent list of documents of this sort is by A. Martin, CE 55 (1980) 276-83, 

containing eighty-two items, to which must be added, as well as 3689, P. Vindob. G. 

24749, see G. Bastianini, <PE 47 (1982) 228-32, and XLIX 3510. 

AureliasAmmonarous gives notice of the death of her full brother; both of them 

come from the village of Teis. Such notifications usually follow a regular pattern with 

slight differences between the various nomes. The text here, however, lacks the name 

and title of the addressee, a peculiarity which occurs elsewhere in death-notices only in 

SPP XX 36( = SB 15136) and BGU XI 2021. It is probable that the papyrus is not the 

original document but a copy, since the subscriptions are in the same hand as the body of 

the declaration. We know that copies were made because four sets, each of two copies, 

survive: P. Petaus 3 and 4 and P. Philad. 6 and 7, one copy in each case being addressed 

to the village scribe and the other to the royal scribe of the nome; P. Mich. inv. 795 and 

853 (KPE 22 (1976) 56-9), of which the first was sent to the royal scribe and the second 

almost certainly to the village scribe, though the traces are scanty; and SB VI 9627 (a) 

and (b), two identical copies addressed to the royal scribe. All these are, however, from 

the Arsinoite nome, and as far as we know no Oxyrhynchite death-notices were ever 

addressed to the royal scribe, see P. Mertens, Les Services de [état civil 68-77, esp. 70. Ina 

village of the Oxyrhynchite nome the addressee would normally be the village scribe; [X 

1198 is in fact a death-notice addressed to the village scribe of Teis in ap 150. Sometimes 

other people whom the death concerned, such as tax-collectors, were also notified, 

see G. M. Parassoglou, BASP 12 (1975) 89. We have no idea for whom the present text 

was intended, but SB 9627 (a) and (b) show that an office did keep duplicates. The join 

of two sheets of papyrus on the upper right-hand edge and the omission of the addressee 

might at first suggest that this text was part of a réuoc cuyKoAAncysoc composed of copies, 

but in several places the letters extend over the join. Moreover, it does not have the serial 

number at the top of the column usual in such réuoz, e.g. in BGU I 254, 1 79, VII 1030, 

and SB I 5136. 
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The declarant here is a woman who has no xdépuoc; female declarants are by no 
means uncommon, although they do generally have guardians. In all the examples of the 
similar types of hypomnemata for émuyévvycuc and émkpicic given by R. Taubenschlag, 
‘La compétence du xvpioc’, Op. Min. ii 370, the women have guardians, but for census- 
returns there are women with and without guardians. The text then continues in the 
form usual for the Oxyrhynchite nome, see O. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 26 (1946) 
111-29, and the discussion on P. Mich. X 579, with the name of the deceased in the 
nominative, his relationship to the declarant, his place of registration, which is usually 
the same as the declarant’s, the date of death, an oath by the ruyy of the emperor, 
and the date on which the notification was made. The omission in Oxyrhynchite 
declarations, as here, of the deceased’s fiscal status is equivalent to the expression 
Aaoypagovpevoc used elsewhere, and indicates that he died between the ages of fourteen 
and sixty and was hence subject to poll-tax. For the purpose of these death-notices and a 
discussion as to whether they were obligatory or not see P. Mich. X 579 and the 
references quoted there. An interval of two months between the death and its 
notification, as here, is quite usual. The text ends with the subscription of the declarant, 
which is often omitted, and that of an amanuensis, both copied in the same hand as the 
body of the text. 

The back is blank. 

mapa Atpnriac Aupw- 

vapovtoc Opcevtiou pn- 

Tpoc CuOwvioc amo TH- 

EWC... 9 Smoyyncidc 
5 pov adeddde, dvrol, Jc 

yovéwy Tay avTay ava- 
/ od AY fal > ypapopmevoc emt THC av- 

lal / 2 A a 

tHc Thewc éreAcbTHCEv TO 
> A ” \ Aé Ze evecta@re eter unui Abup. 

\ / 10 Ol0 EmrLOLOwyt TO UT- 
aA > 

pvnua a€iovca avaypa- 

pjvat avTov ev TH TAV 
/ / teTeAcuTnKOTWY TAkEL 

€ / ‘9 4 we KabAKel Kal Ouv0@ 
/ 

15  THv Mapkov AdvpyAtov 
/ 

Ceovnpov ArcEdvdpou 
A / 

Kaicapoc rob xupiloluv 

ToxHY wy epetcOar. 
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(€rouc) « Adtox<p)atopoc Kaicapoc¢ 

20  Mapxov AdpndAiov Ceouypou 

AdeEavopov Evtvyotc 

EbceBotc CeBactrod 

ToBi 0. AdpnAia Ap- 

pewvapote Opcevriov emis €é- 

25  OWKQ Kal Wmoca TOV OpKoV. 

Adprrtoc Xaipnuwy Kpo- 
viov €yparsa brep avTHc ju7) €f[dv- 

inc ypap< mara. 

1) Lene 28 1. etdviac 

‘From Aurelia Ammonarous, daughter of Orsentius and Sinthonis from Teis. .. ., my full brother, being 
of the same parents, registered in the said Teis, died in the present year in the month of Hathyr. I therefore 
present the notification, asking that he be registered in the category of the deceased as is fitting, and I swear by 
the genius of Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander Caesar the lord that I have not lied. The fifth year of the 

Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander Felix Pius Augustus, Tybi rg. I, Aurelia Ammonarous, 
daughter of Orsentius, have presented (this notification) and sworn the oath. I, Aurelius Chaeremon, son of 
Cronius, wrote for her because she is illiterate.’ 

1 XXIV 2421 70 has the only other example of the name Ammonarous. 
2 No example of Orsentius in Preisigke, Namenbuch, or Foraboschi, Onomasticon. 

3 Cw8@roc: form of final sigma anomalous. 

5-6 For the genitive absolute referring to the subject of the sentence see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb, 

8§ 909-10. 
11-12 As far as it is possible to judge from the sometimes rather fragmentary remains of the death-notices 

published since XX XVIII 2837, the note on |. 18 there that ‘the use of dvaypadew in this context is, on present 
evidence, confined to the Oxyrhynchite nome, though its use is not invariable there, cf. | 79 and XII 1551 
taynvar still holds good. 

19-22 The form with Edruyyjc preceding EdceByc is not given in Preisigke, Wérterbuch, its supplement, or 
in P. Bureth, Les tztulatures impertales, 108-10, although this inversion occurs in the formulae for e.g. Caracalla, 

op. cit. 104. 
27-8 ef[dv|inc: for the ending in -yc, which is common, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 132. 
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3690. Crsston or Catorcic LAND 

3691. ATTESTATION OF SALE 

26 3B.52/B(1) + (2) +(3) 92.5 X 22.5 cm 1 June (3690) and 
25-9 August (3691) 139 

Both documents are written on a single length of papyrus roll and involve the 
transference between the same two principals, Sarapion and his brother Theon, of two 
separate pieces of property. The dockets in the upper margin and the signatures at the 
bottom of the deed of cession show that these were the original documents filed in the 
archives of the registry-office together with other documents concerning Sarapion, see 
3690 4 and R. Taubenschlag, Law? 225. 

The document on the left is complete and consists of nineteen lines in an enormously 
wide column of about 49 cm. Drawn up on 1 June, ap 139, it is a deed of cession of two 
plots of catoecic land, one of five aruras and one of two aruras, made between Sarapion 
and his brother Theon in the form normal for the Roman period. Catoecic land could 
not in theory be sold and so had to be ceded; its price was termed rapaywpytixdv, 3690 
14, not tyuH, see Taubenschlag, Law? 228-9 and n. 19, O. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 23 
(1943) 26-8. A list of similar documents is given by Montevecchi, op. cit. 12 ff. marked 
by an asterisk (to which should be added II 273, XLIX 3482, 3498, LI 3638), and in La 
papirologia 211. 

In Phamenoth r1o (i.e. 25 February-26 March) Sarapion, Theon, several other 
brothers, and two sisters, see notes on 3690 5, divided between them nineteen aruras of 
inherited property near the village of Taamire in the Thmoesepho toparchy. When, in 
139, Sarapion wanted to hand over seven aruras to his brother, the property had first to 
be registered (3690 4). A person selling or ceding real property had to apply to the 
BiBAvodvAaxec so that the éicradwa necessary for drawing up a contract could be issued 
to the scribe, see IT 237 viii 36, notes on viii 31, A. M. Harmon, YCIS 4 (1934) 198, 228, 
and H. J. Wolff, Das Recht der griechischen Papyri Agyptens ii 247-8. If the vendor’s title to 
the property was not properly registered, this would be set right before authorization 
was given. Property returns fall into two categories—regular dzoypadai and general 

amoypadai in response to an order from the prefect, cf. the edict of Mettius Rufus quoted 

in 237 vii. Since regular returns were not repeated (Harmon 178), the question of 

re-registration does not arise here. The property must also have escaped the general 

return held for the Oxyrhynchite nome in 131, so that it had in fact remained 

unregistered for twenty-nine years, cf. Harmon 185. A similar remissness is revealed in 

two dmoypadai of 148 (P. Yale inv. 222-6 in Harmon 135-40), where property went 

unrecorded for twenty-two years, if not longer, and also escaped the general return of 
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131, and in P. Bon. 24, where an épyacryjpuov inherited in 102-3 was not recorded till its 

sale in 135. Sarapion’s case shows again that delay in registration and even failure to 

respond to a general dzoypa¢y had no adverse effect on a person’s property rights 

(Harmon 213-30). 

From the boundaries defined in 3690 9- 12 it seems likely that the two plots of land 

were quite close to one another, separated only by another plot under different 

ownership. 

Although the right-hand side of the second document is missing, it is clear from 

3691 3-4 and 14 that it is a 6uodoyia involving a sale made between the same two 

brothers. Contracts of sale in the Roman period were usually in the form 6podAoye? 6 detva 

. merpaxévat, followed by the accusative of the goods sold (F. Pringsheim, The Greek 

Law of Sale 109-11). Here, however, the phrase most likely to concern the object of the 

sale is the genitive rerdprov pépouc in |. 5, and this, together with an antecedent, 

signifying a document or transaction, required for [, ]y wemoinras in 4 and the 

construction in 13, suggests that this document is not a straightforward sale but an 

attestation (é€xpaptupyeic) of a private contract of sale, closely similar to I 95. This, 

however, is the only parallel I can find and does not always afford adequate 

supplements; in several places it is more expanded in form than any lacunae in the 

present text will allow. Such affirmations of private contracts are attested also in e.g. [X 

1199 19, 1208, XII 1562, but all these are referred to as being made by the purchaser and 

not, as in 95 and 3691, by the vendor. Moreover, the greater part of 1208 and 1562 is 

composed of a copy of the original contract. An éxwaptipycic was a public declaration 

and testimony before the agoranomus of a private document, see F. von Woess, 

Untersuchungen 2, 39, 319, and 334, and for a full discussion of the evidence for such 

publication A. B. Schwarz, Offentliche und private Urkunde im rémischen Agypten 148-51 

and now Wolff, Das Recht 11 129-31. Cheirographa involving the sale of landed property 

do indeed usually refer to subsequent documentation, which was necessary for 

registration at the BuBAwbynKn éyxtHjcewv (Schwarz, op. cit. 8, 151, and Pringsheim, 

op. cit. 385). 

It is likely, especially in view of the reference to a third brother as a previous owner 

(3691 5), that the object of the sale is part of the same inherited estate as that in the deed 

of cession. By working back from ll. 6-7 and g-ro it can be deduced that the property 

sold consists of an eighth of a farmstead and a quarter of some vacant lots of land. Sales of 

such small amounts of property are frequent (E. Weiss, APF 4 (1908) 354). The 

boundaries of the vacant lots defined in Il. 8-9 do not suggest that they were adjacent to 

either of the plots of catoecic land. 

The layout of the roll is of generous proportions; the upper margin is 2.5-3 cm wide, 

the lower 8—c. 9.5 cm with about 17.5 cm of blank papyrus between the two documents. 

It is formed of four kollemata with a strip 5 cm wide at the right-hand end. The 

measurements of the sheets taken from the edge of one kollema visible on the recto to the 

next edge, not allowing for the overlap of the kollesis, range from 22 to 23.2 cm, see E. G. 
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Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex 48, where the measurements of this roll are 
quoted. If the overlap is included, the measurements of the actual width of the sheets 
vary from 22 cm for the first sheet to 27.5 cm for the fourth. 

The hands of the main texts of the two documents are different, the first being a 
rounded cursive, the second more sloping and rapidly written. On the back are seven 
columns of an account of revenues from fishing, already published as XLIX 3495, 
written upside-down in relation to the present texts. The heavy black strokes in the 
upper margin upside-down above 3690 are an amount in drachmas relating to this text, 
see XLIX, pp. 207-8. 

3690. Crsston oF Catrorcic LAnp 

(m. 5) WwodA(dynra) 

(m.1) €rlouc devrépov Avroxpa[to]poc Kaicapoc Titoy [A]iAlov Aéspial[v]ob 

Avrwveivoy CeBactod EdceBotc, atu f, év O€upbyyuv 6X(er) THC 

OnBaidoc. 

Opmodoyel Capariwy Adpdcrov tob Avovuciov wntpoc Apc[i]vdnc O€wvoc 

am’ ‘O|Elupiyywv rédewc TH Eavtod poyvyctw adeAda@ Oéwri arr6 THe 

auTnc TOAEwc ev ayuld TapakexwpyKevat avT@ 
27> ” , Cat > a > \ A > / 
ad dv €xer mpocatoypadévtwy v1’ abtod ec 70 TaV ev«THcewv BiBALo- 

puddkiov TH TeTpads Tov evect@toc pyvoc Llatv[c] marpixwv 
4 ¢€ > > a > e / \ a > A > 

KEKANpwpEeven UT’ avTOD €€ He TETOINTAL CbV TM a’T@ AdEA- 

5 $@ avTod O€wl[ vi] Kat éréporc adr av 6poyvyctorc adeAgoic Alw Kai Adpacrw 

Kat eTepw Aiw kal Evdaiuovi cai Zwids TH Kal Newecotre kat Avdvpy 

51a TOD aVTOD VyMLovElov TH TpLCKALOEKATW ETEL 

Geod Tpatavod P[a]pevad diarpécewe rept Taapipy thc Owoucedw romrapyxiac 

ex TOV AdeEwvoc KAjpovu ad’ av H€av etc Siaipecw x Tob adbtodb KAjpou 

apoupwv dexaevvéa Tac Te TpOTEpoV THe THOiSOC 

avtod ZLwidoc [t]yjc Kalt] Nepecotroc, we Kal dua tHE Sraupécewe 
> 7 > Ze 13 ” A \ > ra > 

aveAnudOyncav, apovpac mévTe ovcac KaTOLKLKHC Kal wvynevyc et[c 
/ “a TA Gang a i DN UF A a \ \ / 

k]atoukiav, ac dnAot 6 6podoyay elvar € v’ wid chpayeid. Kal Tac TpdTeE- 
fol \ / > A fi / / > / / ” 

pov Tov Kata Tatép[a avtob 7a|m7ov Atopuciov Aiov apovpac dvo ovcac 

wvnperync ec KaTolKiav, ac Opoiwc SyAoi 6 bpodroyav elvar ev pia 
A A > \ \ > A al / / > > / 

chpayeid., Tac El TO AUTO yHc ceLTOPSpov cTropipou e€€ 6ploywviov 

I copor 2 Tavve, m0, OnBatdoc 3 ayvia 4 v3 lL. eyxtycewy; ravv[t], v7; Ac: 7 corr. from 

0? 5 Catde 6 @eod: o corr. from a; tpatavov 7 Cwidoc; |. chpayid. 8 |. chpayidr; 

yyc: y corr. from 7; |. ccropdpov 
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dpotpac érra Ta[v émete |iwv t[o]¥Twy [€]Kpopiwv dvtwv Tob Capamiwvoc, 

yelrovec TOV pev ev ud. chpayeid. Apoupay TrévTE VOTOU ey [LEV TOU a0 

amnAuwtov pépouc Amod\Awviov kai Kpoviov ap- 

fotépwv Adpdc[rov], ex [d]é tod am[o] AiBoc Syyocia yA, Boppa 

[A]nuntpiac Avoyévouc rob Kat Mvycibéov, amnAwrov mAevpicuoc, 

\Boc THe mpoyeypappevnc Anuntpiac Kal érépwr, Tov 8’ dAAwY 

[ely 79 érépa chpalyetds apo|ypav [d]¥o voroy ey pev Tob amg amnAwrou 

uepouc yiye, ex S€ Tob amd ABoc THe Tpoyeypappevnc AnunTpiac Kat 

Tob adeApidob abric Capamiwvoc, Boppa TwHv Tpoyeypap- 

péevwy AroAdw[viov Kali Kpoviov, admndiwtov 6 dyAgvpevo[c] mAgupi- 

cudc, ABor Tic mpoyeypappéernc Anuntpiac Kal rob adeAdidod 

Capariwvoc, iv’ brapywe 7 O€wyt kat totic Tap’ avTovd petaAnpipo- 

pévoic at rapaywpovpevar ald|r@ we t[ploKxertar Gpoupa[t] extra cdv 
fal ” ; lA ¥ / / \ A 

toic GAAowe Teystorc K[a]i gPiAavOpw@moic Kupiwc Tov mavTa 

xXpovov' Kal avTo0ev anéxew Tov dpuodroyotvta Capariwva mapa Tov 

aded- 

hot Oéwvoc Tac cupTedwynuéevac vrép Tapaxywpy[ti|Kod THY avTav 

apoupa@|v]| érra apyupiov CeBactot vowicuatoc dpaxyac TETpAKicyel- 

Nac mevtakoctac €x TAHpove Kal unlev Tapacuvypa- 

dycew Tov 6[0|Aoyobvta und’ aA[Alov ta[E]p adtod wept THY Tapaxdpycw 
I / ie > \ a ed / > x x An 

TavTnyv Tel Ol|aw pndevi, aAAa Kal €[7a]vayKov avtov trapeEacbar TH 
> lal 7 \ aA > > A \ > \ > 4 ¢ % 

adeAP@ O€wvi kal Toic Tap’ avTov Tac avTac apovpac ETTA 

dia travtoc B[eBlaiac amo mavtwy macy BeBarwees Kal K[a|Oapac ao pev 

yewpytac BaciAucjc kalovciakhe [yq]c Kal mavToc Eldouc Kal aTepyaciac 
NiTLE: tf Mg | \ \ « a ” 

Kal vopodvAakiac XwWUATWY KAL ATO TAaVTOC OUTLVOCObV aAAouU, 
¢ / i) Y > ih Vid \ £ / rt 

omotwe 61a qlalvToc amd de Snpociwy Kal TerecuaTwy TavTwY TV 

euTpocbev xp[d]vwv wéxpt Tod evlect|@toc Kal avTov Tob évectmToc 

devtépou Etouc Avtwveivou Kaicapoc Tob Kupiov. éav dé Tt Tov- 

Twv 6 Opmoroy@v TapacuvypadyH, AKUpoVv EcTW Kal TpocaToTELCaTW TH 
/ ie: \ Aa > > A ts Te 1s 

Tapaxwpoupn[év]w Oéwrr kal toic 7a[p> al¥tob Kal’ 6 éav papacuv- 

ypapn eidoc 76 te BAGBoc Kal Emite mov apyupiov Spaxyac yxevAlac 
A 

Kal 

g |. chpayidi, ex i 1b Ge 12 wumapywe: only left dot of second diaeresis visible 
13 1. repstouc 14 |. retpaxucytAtac 14-15 |. mapacuyypadycew 15 vmlelp; 1. wapéEecbar 

16 vdpodvAaxktac 17 l. do Te 18 |. rapacuyypady (bis), emitipwov, xrAtac 
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_ ele 76 Sndcvov rac [ica]c Kal unbev Accov ra diwpodroy|y]|udva Kipia éctw. 
xupia 7 aro[x]y—. (m. 2) érouc deyrépov Adtoxpdropoc Kaicapoc 
Titov Aidiov Adpiavot Avrwreivov CeBacrob— 

20 EiceBotc, Tatu f. dia Xaiphpwov[o]c rod cdv aAdouc emurnpyrod KEXPNULG- 
TicTau. (m. 3) Capamiwy 6 cdv dAAo(ic) docx (jrevoc) ernKoA(oVOnKa). 

20 aAN vmocy’ernne 

(5th hand) ‘It has been agreed(?).’ 
(ist hand) “The second year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Payni 

7, in the city of the Oxyrhynchi of the Thebaid.’ 
‘Sarapion (1),! son of Adrastus (2), grandson of Dionysius (3), his mother being Arsinoe (4) daughter of 

Theon (5), from the city of the Oxyrhynchi, acknowledges to his full brother Theon (6) from the same city, in 
the street, that he has ceded to him, from his paternal property which he registered by an additional registra- 
tion at the property-registry on the fourth of the present month of Payni, having obtained it by lot from the 
division made with his said brother Theon and their other full siblings Dius (7) and Adrastus (8) and the other 
Dius (9) and Eudaemon (10) and Zois also called Nemesous (11) and Didyme (12) through the said registry in 
the thirteenth year of the god Trajan in the month of Phamenoth, in the area of Taamire of the Thmoesepho 
toparchy from the holding of Alexon out of the nineteen aruras which they put forward for division from the 
said holding, both the five aruras of catoecic land and land bought for conversion into catoecic land formerly 
owned by his aunt Zois also called Nemesous (13), exactly as they were embodied in the deed of division, which 
the acknowledging party declares are in one plot, and the two aruras of land bought for conversion into 
catoecic land formerly owned by his paternal grandfather Dionysius (3), son of Dius (14), which the 
acknowledging party similarly declares are in one plot, making a total of seven aruras by rectangular 
measurement of corn-bearing sowable land, the present year’s rents for these aruras belonging to Sarapion, the 
boundaries of the five aruras in one plot being on the south-eastern side the land of Apollonius and Cronius both 
sons of Adrastus and on the south-western public land, on the north the land of Demetria daughter of Diogenes 
also called Mnesitheus, on the east a side-embankment (?), on the west the land of the aforesaid Demetria and 
others; of the other two aruras in the other plot, on the south-eastern side an embankment (?) and on the south- 
western the land of the aforesaid Demetria and her nephew Sarapion, on the north that of the aforesaid 
Apollonius and Cronius, on the east the aforementioned side-embankment (?), on the west the land of the 

aforesaid Demetria and her nephew Sarapion; in order that the seven aruras ceded to him as above may belong 
to Theon and his successors with the other privileges and concessions lawfully for all time; and that the 
acknowledging party Sarapion receives forthwith from his brother Theon the sum agreed upon for the cession- 
fee of the said seven aruras, namely four thousand five hundred drachmas of money of the coinage of the 
Augustus in full and that neither the acknowledging party nor another on his behalf shall make any violation of 
this cession in any way but that he must deliver to his brother Theon and his representatives the same seven 
aruras guaranteed for ever against all risks by every guarantee and free from obligation to cultivate royal and 
estate land and from every taxation and from working on and inspecting dikes and from every other 
obligation, in the same way free for ever from all taxes and payments of previous times up to the present and 
including the present second year of Antoninus Caesar the lord. If the acknowledging party violates any of 
these conditions, his action shall be invalid and he shall pay in addition to Theon, to whom the cession is made, 
and to his representatives for any kind of violation both the damages and a fine of one thousand drachmas of 
money and to the treasury the same amount and nevertheless the provisions agreed shall be binding. The 
receipt is binding.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘The second year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, 
Payni 7. Registered through Chaeremon the tax-collector in company with others.’ 

(3rd hand) ‘I, Sarapion, having made an offer for the tax contract with others, have supervised the 
transaction.’ 

1 Numbers in parentheses refer to the family tree below. 
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The Family of Sarapion 

Dius (14) 

Dionysius (3) Theon (5) 

Zois also Adrastus (2) = Arsinoe (4) 

called Nemesous (13) 

Sarapion (1) Theon (6)  Dius(7)  Adrastus (8) — Dius (g) | Eudaemon (10) Zois also called Didyme (12) 
Nemesous (11) 

The Two Plots of Catoecic Land 

Demetria 

Demetria 5 aruras 
and others 

public Apollonius 
land and tAevpicpLoc 

Cronius 

Demetria and 2 aruras 
Sarapion 

Demetria and Sarapion a 

1 Cf. 3691 1. The abbreviations heading both documents are by the same hand but one different from 
those in the main text. They provide a second instance of the entry in P. Mert. I 18. 1 (there written as wua, not 
copa) for which the editors could find no parallel. (I am indebted to Dr M. W. Haslam for directing me to this 
text.) wyod( ) occurs frequently enough, but only in the subscriptions of documents and there in the phrase 
érrepw7nleic wpoddyyca, cf. indices of abbreviations in P. Lips. I and P. Lond. I. A hunt through the lists of 
abbreviations has produced no additional examples published since the Merton text, but the suggestions of its 

editors, though put forward tentatively, stand up well beside the present text. The whole appearance of the 

abbreviation, especially the extended initial letter which they thought might possibly be omega and in my view 
certainly is, is so similar to those here that the hand must be regarded as the same. Since the Merton text is 
dated to ap 161, the scribe’s career spanned at least twenty-two years from 139 to 161, cf. L. C. Youtie, ZPE 21 

(1976) 15-16, where scribes’ careers lasting thirty-three and thirty-four years are noted. It seems likely that the 

yone 
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abbreviation in both texts should be expanded to &poddynra rather than éuodAdynwa; wuwA( ) could certainly 
stand for 6woA(oynua), cf. Mayser, Grammatik i 1%, 73-4. and F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 275, 277, but the change of 
only the first omicron to omega required for dwoAdynua to produce wyoX( ) is less plausible. 

3 Apc[e|vonc O€wvoc. She is the recipient of grain in P. Lips. I 116. 5 (AD 133/4) and XX XVIII 2864 (ap 
123). P. J. Sijpesteijn in P. Theon, p. 4, n. 14 thinks it ‘highly likely’ that she is a sister of Tiberius Julius Theon 
and Tiberius Julius Sarapion. However, as he himself says, the name Theon is very frequent at Oxyrhynchus 

and it seems to me that the coincidence of the father’s name makes her relationship with this family no more 
than a possibility. 

4 mpocaroypadevtwv. The ink between omicron and alpha is most likely sigma, though smaller 
and more cursive than usual; rpoazo- is conceivable but would not account for the ink. The prefix zpoc- clearly 

shows that Sarapion had previously recorded other property; the new entry for Payni 4 would therefore be 

made on a sheet already begun for him in the records and not on a new one, see Harmon, op. cit. 177-82, M. 

Grdz. 101, von Woess, Untersuchungen 122, and Wolff, Das Recht ii 226-7. 

TO T@V evKTHcewy BiBALvopvAdkvov. This phrase, though a great deal less common, has the same meaning as 

the usual BiBAvoOjKn eyxtycewv, see P. M. Meyer, Juristische Papyri 195. 
TH TeTpade: Payni 4 = 29 May, three days before the present document was drawn up. 

5 Zwid. is probably a different Zois from the one mentioned in 6-7, who is specifically described as ric. 
Since the division was of inherited property, it seems likely that here Zois is a sister included under the word 
adeAdoic. 

Addu. The trace of the doubtful letter is part of a vertical inclining slightly to the right, foot pointed, and 
after it there is a small hole. Space is sufficient for one broad or two narrow letters. Apart from 4.807, the only 

other possibilities from the VB for datives are A:dupa or Ardduq@, but neither alpha nor omega can be read. 
Moreover, a second feminine name after Zois is likelier than reversion to another masculine name. She is 

presumably a second sister and a twin of one of the other children, and is perhaps to be identified with the 

Didyme, daughter of Adrastus, who is attested at Oxyrhynchus in PSI V 473. 1, 17 (AD 168-73). 

81a Tod avTod vnoveiou: presumably 76 trav eyatHcewv BiBAcopvAdKiov. The draipecic was therefore drawn 
up in the record office without the subsequent ownership of the parts of the property, at least in Sarapion’s case, 

being registered. 

Taauipy. A new village name for the Oxyrhynchite nome; it is not attested in P. Pruneti, J centri abitati 

dell’ Osstrinchite. 

6 Adgéwvoc: a almost certain; gnd and 3rd, lower half of rising oblique, mid trace, low ink to right; tail of 

4th letter too elaborate for au, et, p, c, v, ¢, or ; cf. € of #€av in this line. For a name of suitable length ending in 
-€wyv and beginning with alpha Dornseiff-Hansen, Riickldufiges Worterbuch, offers Ai~wv, AdéEwv, and Avéwy; 

the traces are incompatible with both iota and hypsilon. This is a new «Ajpoc name, not cited in the list by P. 
Pruneti, Aegyptus 55 (1975) 159-244. NB attests Adeéwv as a personal name only for the third century se. (P. 
Petr. III 87a. 7, 15), but since the «Ajpou still bore the names of the soldiers to whom they were given by the 

Ptolemies, this is entirely to be expected, see Taubenschlag, Law? 619-20. 

#éav. The sigmatic aorist of dyw predominates in post-Ptolemaic papyri, see B. G. Mandilaras, The Verb, 

§ 306 (1), Mayser, Grammatik i 2. 144, and F. T. Gignac, Grammar ii 290-1. 

7 KatoKxikye Kal wvnpernc €i[c K]atouxiay. In the Ptolemaic period «Ajpox of cleruchic or catoecic land 

tended to be created from land that was unproductive; in the Roman period such land, dnjocéa yH, was sold by 
the state and thus became S.vw7«y yp. [4 €wv query is the more usual term, cf. the examples cited in P. Giss. I 60 
introd. (p. 28 n. 7) and P. Flor. I11 331, but in the present document as in I] 270 25 it was specifically intended 

to become catoecic. That this was not always so is to be supposed from P. Flor. 331. 15-18, where éwrnpevy y7 1s 
distinguished from xaroucny yf and iSid«rntoc yj, and from 270, where three instances of just éwvnpévy are 

ranged beside one of éwvnpévy eic katorxiav; see also S. L. Wallace, Taxation, 3-5, 15, W. Grdz. 307, and M. 
Rostowzew, Studien zur Geschichte des rémischen Kolonates 90 n. 1, 104. n. 1, 114. 

8-9 yc certoddpov . . . dpovpac. Similar phrasing occurs elsewhere, especially in cessions of catoecic land, 

see e.g. 1 45 10-12, 46 22-5, X 1270 25-6, XVII 2134 14-15, PSI IV 320. 11-12. 

g ta[v érere|iwv t[o] drwy [€]xbopiar . . . Capamtwvoc. In return for paying the taxes for the current year 

(17), the vendor Sarapion has the right to the rents for the same period, see H. GC. Youtie, Scriptiunculae 1 242-5. 

10 mAevpicudc. I can find only seven other examples of mAevpicudc: BGU VI 1270. 14, II 373, XXXIV 

2723 12, XLIX 3498 15, LI 3638 12, PSI VIII 897. 69, SB XII 11233. 32. M. Schnebel, Landwirtschaft 36 and 

A. Calderini, Aegyptus 1 (1920) 191-2, both regard it as an irrigation channel, cf. LI 3638 12 n. 
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aAXotc Tel KpNploic ,. , , xupi|wc should no doubt also read cdy tote aAAore T¢[ yslouc Kal px|AavOparrow 

xupijwe and not as in BL I 389 and V 87 te[Kpnpiorc Kat] | [cnpetocc. 

14 Spaypde TeTpaxicyedlac mevraxociac: i.e. 642 dr. 6 ob. per arura, which, although the evidence for land 

prices is scanty and haphazard, seems a good rate for catoecic land at Oxyrhynchus in this period. Prices for 

similar land range from 150 dr. per arura in III 504 (beginning of the second century) to 800 dr. in PSI VIII 
897 ii (AD 93). Freedom from obligations to cultivate crown and estate land and to maintain dikes (16) no 

doubt improved the value of the land. 
15 mapé€acba. For future middles with aorist infinitive endings see Mayser, Grammatik i 2. 163-4 and 

Mandilaras, The Verb, § 754 (2). 
16 x[a]Oapdc . . . [yq]c. For the obligation to cultivate royal and imperial land imposed on owners of 

private land and transferred with it to new owners see A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt 78, 80, 510, Wallace, 

Taxation 20-1, and Rostowzew, Kolonat 200, 395. 
mavroc eidouc. €idy were a classification of taxes, probably originally paid in kind, see Johnson, op. cit. 559, 

Wallace, op. cit. 326, 332, 378 n. 42. 
dmepyaciac cal ddpopvAaxiac xwpatwv. Private landowners were exempted from work on public dikes 

because they had to maintain their (SvwtiKa ywpata, see P. J. Sijpesteijn, Pap. Lugd. Bat. XII, p. 11, n. 2. 
17 The taxes mentioned here would include the réAy xataAoxicu@v charged on transfers of catoecic land, 

see Wallace, op. cit. 232-3. 
18 émiremov apyuplov Spaxpac xetAlac. For damages and fines see Taubenschlag, Law? 326. Although fines 

vary considerably, an amount of 1,000 dr. is not uncommon (A. B. Schwarz, Offentliche und private Urkunde 176) 

and is unrelated to the sale price, cf. e.g. PSI 897 ii 74-5 and 84, where catoecic land is ceded for 2,400 dr. and 

the fine is 1,000 dr. 

20 Tob cbv GAdAouc emitypytod. For the use of émitnpytjc to mean tax-collector see Wallace, Taxation 288 
and H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 368, ii 860. In TV 723 5 8a Xatpyy(ovoc) tod cdv GA(Aouc) [ should, on 
comparison with the present text and I 96 2-3, 26, corrected in BL I 315 to 6 cdv GA(Aoic) emity(pyTyc) 
évxukA[tov], also continue émtnpnrod éyxundlov, cf. XII 1523 3-4. Although the editor was unclear about the 
meaning of 81a, 723 5 is probably to be supplemented further with ceypnuaricrar. It is dated to aD 138-61 and 
a photograph shows that the Chaeremon of that text and the present one are the same. He also wrote the date- 
clause in 3691 14. 

dmocyo(pevoc). Itis clear that Sarapion had made a bid (dodcyecic) for the contract to farm the sales tax, cf. 
I 44 for difficulties over the farming of the same tax and XII 1432 5 for a tax-farmer with the title of 
vmocxecaptoc. It may be that Sarapion and his associates were to take over the tax-contract from Chaeremon 
and company for the incoming third year of Pius and that they were permitted to have Sarapion in the tax- 
office to represent their interests in the period leading up to the change. 

3691. ATTESTATION OF SALE 

(m. 5) wwoA(dynTat) 

(m. 4) €rouc devtépou Adtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Titov AtXrtov Adpravot 
Avrwyveivov CeBact[od EiceBotc émayouévwy _, ev Okuptyxwv 

mOA(er) THC OnBaidoc. 

oporoyet Caparriwy Adp[a|crou tod Atovuctov untpoc Apc[t]vonc O€wvoc 

am’ Okupiyxwv éAlewc TH EavTod dpoyvnciw adeAd@ O€wri év 
2 a? A 

ayua expwapTtupetchar 

1 wo 
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PS) A lal PS) a « r / «A / a A v6 a / fal 

ug THCOE THC Opodoyiac [H|y meTOinTa TH O€wr 7H velo|unvia Tav 
> / Fawr J a a 

eTTAyOWEevwy TOV Eve[CTWTOC SeUTEpoU ETOUC KATA XELPOypahov mpacwW 
eS a 

TOU UTapEAVTOC AUTO, 
rd A / > a fel 

5 TpOTEpov TOV wEeTHAAAXOTOC AVTwV Opoyvyciov adeAdot Alou vewTépou, 
/ / e cy 

~ 

TETApTOV Epouc od el YE . . . Nuicouc wEepouc EmravAEewc ev } TUpyoc 
\ a 

KQL TEPLCTEPEMVEC 
> ZN PS) / \ A tal / A 8 > a € / / ” ¢ atéAectou dVo0 Kat YA@v ToTwv, Tob 8’ avTov YUicouc Mépouc OVvTOC WC 

a & ¢ a A 

dnAol 6 Opodroyav Kowwvixo|b6 mpoc pev . . . KATA TO TicU, TpPdC 

Olay’ 
‘ A LAA / a re) \ 5A > / ” ¢ / ¢ a ¢ 

Kata TO aAXo Téraptov, THY de CAwY evyaiwy dvTwY 6pmotwe we dyAoi 6 
¢ r a a \ ae / \ - i / opodoyav Kowwrikayv K[ata Ta GAAa Epy Tpoc (?) .. ., WV yeiToveEc 

/ / fal aA 

votou mpotepov AvadéAdou ApmdAov Ydol ré7ro1, Blo]ppa ex ev Tod amo 
\ ABoc wépouc ArroAAwviov kat [Kpoviov audotépwv Adpacrou, ex de 

a > \ > / > / TOV ATO aTNAWWTOV... , aTNALWTOU 
/ a > \ a > ~ / id Coy, “(29 MN if / mAeupicuoc, ALBoc Ex ev TOU Amr0 VOTOU [LEpoUC PULY Hc TO VOTIWOV [LEpoc 

> \ ee. 4 > A A > \ a A cal A ectlv Kal’ vdaToc, ex d€ TOD am[O Poppa .. . , TyLHC TOU TETAaApTOV 

[épouc HLicouc épouc 
> Ya > - 7 \ a > / 7 \ al / 

10 erravrAewc ev 7) TUpyoc Kal TEpicTepedvec aTéAEcTOL OVO Kal pirlwv TOTWY 
> tf A / a“ ” > / Ls / «& \ apyuplov dpaxpav diaxoci[ wy ac Extote amécyev 6 Capatriwy, wv Kat 
> / c (2 \ > Nar 2 

éragato 6 Oéwy Ta Etc TO ey- 

KUKALov TéAN Taic emayouevaic TOU evectM@Toc ETOUC: THC TOD avTOd 
/ £ Cel / \ / fal > 4, \ a A 

TETAPTOV LEepouc TOU Huicouc JL€pouc [THC ETravAEwe Kat] Tav y[LAwv 

tomwy BeBawwcewc €Eaxodovbovcenc TH Capariwvi: 6 de Tapéete- 

Tat T@ Oéwvi Kal Toic Tap’ avtob TobTo Kal Kabapov amo atoypadgyc 
> Aa \ / a \ > A Aa \ \ 

avdp@v Kat yewpyiac Baciuxjc Kal ov[cls[axnc yHc Kal mavToc 
wy AW ge. \ \ ¢ a ” 

eidouc Kal a0 TaVvTdc OVTWocoby GAXoV 
\ \ € \ € KN / a / “a aX fal Sia. avTdc We Kal } KATA xipdypahov mpacic TrEpLeéxet. HY €av cuuPy 

A A A / 

mapameceiv 7 GAAwe Tc SiadOal[pHvat, wx mpocdeicbar Tov O€wva 

érépac EvOOKHCEWC ApKOvpevov THOSE TH Cuyypaghy. 
/ 

Kupta % Owodoyta. (m. 2) €rouc Sevtépov Avtoxpatopos Kaicapoc Titov 

Aidiov Adpiavot Avrwveil|vov CeBactob EvceBotc émayopeva , . 

7 1. éyyatwv 13, l. yeupdypadov 

(5th hand) ‘It has been agreed (?).’ 

(4th hand) ‘The second year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, the 

.. .th intercalary day, in the city of the Oxyrhynchi of the Thebaid.’ 
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‘Sarapion (1), son of Adrastus (2), grandson of Dionysius (3), his mother being Arsinoe (4) daughter of 
Theon (5), from the city of the Oxyrhynchi, acknowledges to his full brother Theon (6), in the street, that he 
attests by this agreement the contract of sale executed by a note of hand which he made with Theon on the first 

intercalary day of the present second year for the fourth share which belonged to him and was formerly owned 

by their deceased full brother the younger Dius (9), of a half share which he held (near the village of... ?) ofa 
farmstead containing a tower and two unfinished dovecotes and (for a fourth share) of open lots; the said half 
share is, as the contracting party declares, jointly held with... in respect of one half and with. . . in respect of 

the other quarter; all the landed property is, as the contracting party similarly declares, jointly held with... . in 

respect of the other shares(?); the boundaries are on the south open lots formerly owned by Diadelphus son of 
Harpalus, on the north-west the land of Apollonius and Cronius both sons of Adrastus, on the north-east ..., on 

the east a side-embankment(?), on the south-west a road of which the southern part is under water and on the 
north-west .. . ; the price for the fourth share of the half share of the farmstead containing a tower and two 

unfinished dovecotes and (for the fourth share) of open lots was two hundred drachmas of money which 
Sarapion then received and on which Theon paid the sales-tax in the intercalary days of the present year. The 

obligation of guaranteeing the same fourth share of the half share of the farmstead and of the open lots falls on 
Sarapion and he will hand this over to Theon and his representatives also free from obligation to make a 
census-return and obligation to cultivate royal and estate land and from every taxation and from everything 
else whatsoever for ever as the contract of sale executed by note of hand states; ifit should happen to be lost or in 
any other way destroyed, Theon shall have no need of further concurrence, since he is sufficiently entitled by 
this contract. The agreement is binding.’ 

(2nd hand) “The second year of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, the 
...th intercalary day.’ 

2 énayouevwy ,. Since AD 138/9 was an Egyptian leap year and the sale itself was made on the first 
intercalary day, 1.e. 24 August, the present document must have been drawn up between that day and the last 

day of the year, Epagomene 6, i.e. 29 August. The length of time between the sale and the attestation is here 
only a few days compared with three months in 95. 

3 m0A[ewc . . ., cf. 3690 3 and 95 6-8. The main doubt here is whether a6 ric adrHc TOAewc is to be added 
after @éwv. As it stands, the supplement amounts to fifty-two letters, a length which makes it easier to fill some 
of the following lacunae than if there were another seventeen letters. 

4 Cf. 95 11-14 and 1. 13 of the present text for yerpdypadov rather than iS.dypadov. 
5 mporepov . . . vewrépou must be a parenthesis, cf. 95 14-16, so that rerdprov pépouc will be the genitive 

after mpdcw of the property sold. 
Aiov vewrépov: presumably the €repoc Aioc of 3690 5, who had died in the meantime and lefi the property 

concerned to Sarapion. The antecedent of od must be the #ucv époc mentioned in 6 and 11 and from 10 it 
seems likely that ématAewc . . . wepucrepedvec concluded 5. 

<i[xe is probable, followed perhaps by a brief geographical description. The construction of 6 and 7 
allows no room there for the mention of property other than the half share and the open lots and so ézavAewc 
should follow straight on from pépove in 5 without any other property intervening. This makes for the 
restoration of forty-eight letters plus a few more after ed] ye. 

6 dréAccrou: a rare word in the papyri, occurring elsewhere, as far as I know, only in PSI VII 843. 15, 
assigned to the fifth or sixth century. 

pray ronwv. The string of genitives running on from L. 5 is confusing, but the use of *yuécouc pépouc in the 
next phrase without further specification and separated from évyaiwy, denoted on the contrary as éAwy, shows 
that ‘the half? is to be taken only with the éravAcc and that the Aol réz701 formed a complete entity. 

prot rdrov denote plots of land usually intended for building; they are generally small in area (M. 
Rostowzew, Studien . . . Kolonates 11, 116, O. Montevecchi, Aegyptus 23 (1943) 30-1, and R. Rossi, Aegyptus 30 
(1950) 42-56. 

6 and 7 Kowawrixe[6 and cowwvixa@v. The open lots and the half share in the farmstead were held in 
communio pro indiviso, i.e. the joint ownership of property that was physically undivided, see P. Mich. X Pp. 22, 
R. Taubenschlag, Law? 242 and E. Weiss, APF 4 (1908) 353 ff. Since the quarter share now sold by Sarapion 
was once owned by his brother, the co-owners of the farmstead and open lots may well have been some of the 
other brothers mentioned in 3690. Of the half farmstead, one quarter is that sold by Sarapion and a second is 
the ado réraprov of 7; the remaining two quarters must be accounted for in the lacuna of 6 and the spacing 
together with the article used for the final quarter indicates that they were treated as one, i.e. as a half. 
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7 The restoration here must refer to the boundaries and to the owners of the other three quarters of the 
prot ré701 without continuing into 8. The last letter is almost certainly kappa and is not pi as e.g. of mpdc. 
Unless the owners in 7 are the same as those in 6 and can therefore be mentioned more briefly, spacing will 
scarcely allow the remaining quarters to be treated separately. 

8 [Kpoviov dudorépwv Adpacrov. Cf. 3690 9-10, although this is perhaps a little too long. 
g Cf. 95 20-1. Space does not allow the expression parallel to that in 95 17-18, to the effect that Theon 

had taken possession of the property. 
10 d:aKo¢/| wv. Sufficient remains to tell that dicy(e)Ad[wy is not possible; it would, in any case, be too high 

a price for such small amounts of property. 
For the supplement cf. 95 21-2 and 25-6, which is, however, more expanded. Since the word-division at 

the end of 10 guarantees the final part of the restoration, there can be no room after Caparriwyv for the longer 
phrasing of 95 23-4, €.g. mapa rob O€wvoc ex mApouc dua TH Kata xeipdypadov mpdcet, or even for part of it. The 
ag ac of 95 25 cannot stand here because there is no room for the antecedent mpacic. For dv «at, ‘on which’ tax 
is paid, cf. e.g. II 245 21. 

10-11 The éyxv«Aov was a tax, levied probably at ten per cent and paid by the purchaser, on transfers of 
real estate, cf. A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt 558-9, S. L. Wallace, Taxation 228, 234, 334, and 448 n. 60. 

€y|xdxAov: possibly éyxuxAefov rather than éyxd«Auv. The éy«vedeiov was apparently the bureau 
connected with this tax, the éy«vxAvov the tax itself. Partsch, Sitzungsber. Akad. Heidelberg 7 (1916), Abh. 10, 
p- 41 n. i corrects évxdKAcov in 95 26 to eveuxAiov (= BL I 315) and is followed by P. Meyer, Jur. Pap. 34, 
but not by Hunt and Edgar, Select Papyri i 32; cf. Wallace, op. cit. 449 n. 77, F. von Woess, Untersuchungen 138, 
Rdg 1 

11 7#c... This must be part of the guarantee clause, but 95 30-4 does not provide an exact parallel, 

because to allow for the completion of -ra: at the beginning of 12, zpdc macav BeBatwew has to be omitted. -ra 
looks like a verbal ending, for which mapééera: suits the context. In other such clauses, cf. A. B. Schwarz, 
Offentliche und private Urkunde, 175 and the examples cited in nn. 9 and 10, a person rrapéxerar something BéBarov 
... «kal kaBapév, but here the two parts are clearly separate and constructed differently. Some phrase like 6 8¢ is 

required to link the two constructions. A future tense of rapéyoj.ax accords with the tense-sequence of e.g. I 100, 
a sale in which the vendor swears that he has sold some land and will hand it over. 

[tA@v: only a small trace but not incompatible with the bottom left of the angular bowl of psi typical of 
this hand. 

12 ToUTO, 1.€. TO avTO TéTApToOV péEpoc. 

amo amoypadjc avdpa@v. Ifan owner made a false declaration in a census return, a quarter of the property 
was confiscated. By the guarantee here Theon was assured that a proper return had been made and that there 
was no danger of confiscation, see A. C. Johnson, Roman Egypt 256. 

yewpytac . . . yjc. Liability to cultivate such land fell on owners of houses as well as land, see Johnson, op. 
cit. 256, 510. 

mavtoc etdouc . . . Although I have found no precise parallel for this short combination of phrases, such 
clauses vary considerably, cf. Schwarz, Offentliche und private Urkunde 175. 

13 pn mpocdeicha . . . 95 35-6 has a similar clause beginning [7] mpocdeicBar tov TovdArov [Teppavov 
...,see BL1 315, though the traces in 37 are still not comprehensible. The rest of the restoration here is based on 
P. Fouad 39. 10-11, which is also damaged: 

dmep €av cuupy maparec[eiv 7 dva- 

10 ¢OapHvat, .n mpocd€éecBals Erépac evdoKHcewe 

dpkouperyn THOE TH €v[SoKHcer. 

The participle dpxovpev- should agree with a word representing a person, see e.g. XLIX 3491 4. 
Consequently the easiest way to make sense of the grammar is to restore a pronoun and supply a missing nasal, 
.. . pH mpocd€éecbali ce Erépac evdoxycewc] apkovpern<y) THOSE TH cv[ yypady, ‘(if the former document is lost or 

destroyed, I agree) that you are to require no further concurrence since you are sufficiently entitled by this 

contract.’ For cv[yypa¢q in place of ed[dox7jcer cf. XLIX 3491 4 dpxodpevor 7H5€ TH... cuevypadyH. The omission 

of a final nasal is a common phonetic error, see F. T. Gignac, Grammar i 111-14. We also learn that the other 

party to P. Fouad 39 was a woman, possibly the Taysiris whose name is partly preserved in 1. 1. 
14 There is insufficient room after the date for the full phrasing of 3690 20. Perhaps simply 61a Xarpyyovoc 

Kexpnudticrar was enough. 
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3692. Copy or A Latin WILL 

27 3B.44/J(1-3)a 16 X 11.5 cm Second century 

The beginning of a Latin will written in a fine Latin cursive but unfortunately 

containing only the institutio heredum; the interesting part, the disposition of the estate, 

is lost. 

It is in the form standard for a will per aes et libram, see M. Amelotti, // testamento 

romano attraverso la prasst documentale 111-90; A. Watson, The Law of Succession in the Later 

Roman Republic 11 ff. Before Severus Alexander’s constitutio Roman citizens were obliged 

to make their wills in Latin, but few papyrus examples survive. Since the proper form of 

a Roman will was a codex of wax tablets, it is likely that all those on papyrus are 

subsidiary copies, see Amelotti, op. cit. 173-4. They are collected, together with 

examples on tablets, in R. Cavenaile, CPL Nos. 220-7, to which should now be added 

XXXVITI 2857, a Greek translation with remains of the Latin text; ChLA [X 399 = P. 

Yale inv. 1547 published by G. M. Parassoglou, CE 48 (1973) 318-20; P. Coll. Youtie I 

64 (revised by A. K. Bowman and J. D. Thomas, BASP 14 (1977) 59-64), and ChLA X 

427, on all of which see L. Migliardi-Zingale, Anagennesis 2 (1982) 1og-29. For an 

extensive list of other types of will, including those in inscriptions, references in 

literature and documents, Greek versions, and documents concerning inheritance, see 

Amelotti, op. cit. 10-73. CPL 221, the famous will of Antonius Silvanus, is also published 

in V. Arangio-Ruiz, Fontes Iuris Romani Antejustiniani iii no. 47; his nos. 48-52 and 

especially his Latin translation of the Greek will of C. Longinus Castor (No. 50) provide 

parallels and supplements for the present text. 

The testator, C. Iulius Diogenes, leaves his property in equal parts to his three 

sons and their mother. The names C. Iulius Diogenes and C. Iulius Ptolemaeus 

occur elsewhere in the papyri, and there is a Romanus who may be a lIulius, see 

2n., but none can be connected for certain with the present text. In particular it is 

clear that this is not the Latin version of Pap. Lugd. Bat. XIII 14, a Greek trans- 

lation of the will per aes et libram of another second-century C. Iulius Diogenes. 

There is a possibility that a third-century C. Iulius Diogenes was a descendant, cf. 

XLIX 3498 1-2 n. 

There is a wide left-hand margin of 4.8 cm to the main body of the text and a 

generous top margin. The initial letter of the will is considerably enlarged; ll. 1 and 9 are 

in ecthesis. ‘There are two interpuncta, one to mark abbreviation in l. 2. 

The hand is a carefully and evenly written one, of medium size with no greatly 
elongated strokes. Obliques running from top left to bottom right are the thickest 

strokes, but the difference between thick and thin is not especially marked. The only 
noteworthy letter is din a form resembling a Greek alpha with an angular wedge rather 
than with a round bowl. A date in the second century AD may be assigned to the text. 
Good parallels may be found in P. Mich. IIT 166 (ap 128; see TAPA 54 (1923) pl. i-iv), 
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P. Mich. VII 439 (ap 147; pl. viiia, also ChLA V 301, R. Seider, Paléographie d. lat. Papyri 
1, No. 32, pl. XVI), and P. Coll. Youtie I 64 (ap 201; pl. xx). 

The back is blank. 

C. Iul[t]us Diogenes [, , ,] (vac.) [, , , ] festam[entum fecit. 

C: Tultus Romanus et: C. Lulius Diggene[s et C. Lulius 

Ptolemaeus fili me[i] et Claudia Tech{o|sis [ 11-12 -is- 

sima fem|i|na mater |{i|ber[o]rum meoru[m ex asse omnium 

& bonorum meorum aequis partibus mi[hi heredes sunto. 

celert omnes exheredes sunto. cernitog|ue hereditatem 

meam unusquisque eorum pro sua pa [rte simul ac sctet 

poter{i]tque testari se mihi heredem [essen en 10 

qui ex ers muhi heres heredesue non erin[t testati, non 

10 mihi heres heredesue erint. hae[ cc. 15 letters 

partibusue mihi heres heredesue e[rint cc. 10 

q( ) mth[t] he[rles heredesue ef rint (5 38) 

, é. 15 letters | 7 [ 

2 GC-IULIUSROMANUSET: 

“C. Tulius Diogenes has made (this) will. 

“C. Tulius Romanus and C. Iulius Diogenes and C. Iulius Ptolemaeus, my sons, and Claudia Techosis, 
(my wife?), most . . . lady, mother of my children, shall be my only heirs to all my property in equal shares. All 
others are to be excluded. Each and every one of them shall claim my inheritance in respect of his own share as 

soon as he knows and is able to testify that he is my heir. Whoever of them have not testified that they are my 
heir or heirs shall not be my heir or heirs. . . .’ 

1 Although the papyrus is partly broken between Diogenes and testam[entum, it seems virtually certain that 

it bore no writing. The tops of letters would probably have appeared above the first hole. The spacing must 
have been used to mark out the first line as a heading. 

2 A ]Avoc Pwpavdc appears in a list of names from Oxyrhynchus, which probably belongs to the second 
century, see P. Oxy. Hels. 21. 23-4. He is associated with persons called Caecilius Gellius—the papyrus has 
been examined again and does have these two nomina—and Iulius Gemellus. 

3 Thesupplements in ll. 5 and 6 seem to show that only about 13 or 14 letters are lost down the right-hand 

side. The words fil: me[z] earlier in the line suggest that uxor (or coniunx, coniuga) mea is a strong possibility to 
begin the restoration. The Latin will shows that the testator was a Roman citizen. The ¢ria nomina he gave to his 

sons in this solemn document suggest that they were his legitimate sons by a Roman citizen with the 
respectable nomen of Claudia. However, it is not absolutely certain to be so; compare H. C. Youtie, 

“ATITATOPE”, in Le Monde grec. Hommages . . . C. Preaux 723-40, esp. 728-9, 734-40, on children with no 

official father but with Roman names. This suspicion may be reinforced by the description of Techosis as mater 

1[2|ber[o]rum meoru[m (4), cf. FIRA iii 47. 22, 29, where Antonia Thermuth¢i? >a is described as matri heredi<s 
mei, but carefully not designated as the wife of the testator, Antonius Silvanus, a cavalryman. If Techosis is not 

a legal wife, she might have been described as hospita mea, cf. FIRA iii 5. 4-5 ex Arsute Luci fil(ia) hospita{e} suate}, 
in a declaration of birth. 

The presence of femina in what follows, -zs]suma femina, suggests the possibility that the adjective is an 
honorific title rather than a term of affection such as dulcissima or carissima. Obviously claris|sima is impossible, 
because senatorial families were excluded from Egypt; eminentis|sima and perfectis|sima are extremely unlikely, 

because they refer to the highest grades of equestrians and do not occur till the very late second century. But 
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below these grand titles, lately studied by F. G. B. Millar, ‘Empire and City, Augustus to Julian: Obligations, 

Excuses and Status’, in JRS 73 (1983) 76-96, there existed other, less well-known, titles, which were applied 

to the members of municipal aristocracies, honestus, honestissimus, splendidus, splendidissimus, see H. G. Pflaum, 

‘Titulature et rang social sous le Haut-Empire’, in C. Nicolet (ed.), Recherches sur les structures sociales dans 

Vantiquite classique 159-85, esp. 180-5, S. Demougin, ‘Splendidus Eques Romanus’, Epigraphica 37 (1975) 

174-87, esp. 182-3. If uxor/coniunx|coniuga mea is to be supplied and the extent of the losses at the ends of the lines 

is correctly estimated, see 4-6 n., something fairly short is required, e.g. raris|sima, cf. ILS Il 6333. 3-4 

honestissim(ae) matron(ae) et rarissim(ae) femin(ae), CIL XIII 1898. 2-3 feminae rarissimae stolatae. The epithet 

rarissimus actually occurs in the fragmentary will of P, Dasumius Tuscus (ap 108), FIRA iti 48. 3 | amicus 

rarissimu[s. Without uxor mea the commoner honestis|sima or splendidis|sima might suit, though the restoration of 

eight or ten letters fills the gap less fully than the twelve/fifteen letters of uxor/coniunx mea raris|sima. 

However, it is only the presence of femina which suggests this line of restoration at all and the line between 

terms of affection or respect and honorifics is not clear-cut. In a will it is perhaps more likely that a term of 
affection is what is required, cf. FIRA iii 48. 6 filia mea p |ientissima, 51. 3 réxva pov yAuKbrara, 52. 10 7 edvouctaTy 
pov yapern, cf. XXVII 2474 5, 16, 30, 32. These last might suggest benewolentis|sima here, see the Latin version 

of FIRA in 52. 
4-6 For the supplements cf. FIRA iii 47. 4-9. We might envisage, for example, a further description of 

Claudia Techosis at the end of 1. 4 and put ex asse into 5 (mp[ ha ex asse heredes sunto), but it is much more difficult 
to think of anything that could appropriately intervene in 7 between cernifog|ue and hereditatem. 

7-8 Cf. FIRA iii p. 148 and the Latin version of XX XVIII 2857. 5. The essential element in this 
clause should be a time limit for claiming inheritance, commonly one hundred days from receipt of the news 

of the testator’s death. For its absence in a substantial number of the Egyptian documents see Amelotti, op. 

cit. 126-30. 
g-10 I can find no close parallel; this gives the probable sense, but is short by c. 3 letters: perhaps ez non? 

Since qui is set out into the left margin, it is presumably the beginning of a section and the end of |. 8 may well 
have been blank. Otherwise one might have expected quiqui or st qui. 

10-13 Close parallels for these lines seem to be lacking. It might well be that 10-11 should say that the 
heirs who claimed should divide the shares of those who did not, cf. CPL 174. 3-4, which refers, however, to the 
shares of deceased heirs. Against this hae[ suggests some version of the clause obliging heirs to execute all the 
provisions of the will, e.g. 

hae[c omma qua parte 

partibusue mihi heres heredesue e[rint damnas sunto qui- 

q(ui) mih[2] he[rles heredesue e[rint dare facere 
praestare idque] e[orum fidet committo. 

‘All these provisions, in such share or shares as they are my heir or heirs, such persons as are my heir or 

heirs shall be obliged to give, do, (and) provide, and this I commit to their trust.’ All the parallels, which are in 
Greek, though Latin versions are provided, namely FIRA ii 50. 13-16 (p. 149), 51. 6-7 (p. 155), XXII 2348 

6-7, XX XVIII 2857 5-6, Latin g, instead of the bare Aaec omma have something like raira rayta [4 é|v radTy 
th diabnKn wou yeypappeva ein, and they do not specifically divide the responsibility. One may add that the 
Latin text of 2857 has ea omnia not haec omnia, though the rest of the clause is lost. Consequently this 
reconstruction must be regarded as far from certain. 

13 The trace is probably the top of ors. 
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3693. INvITATION TO DINNER 

34 4B.74/O(5-7)a 5.7 X 5.2 cm Second century 

An invitation in the usual format in almost perfect condition. This adds yet another 
to the twelve invitations to the Kline of Sarapis already published, see below. There is a 
large bibliography, in which the latest items are P. Coll. Youtie 51-2. The formula here, 
etc kAewvnv Tod Kuptov Capdmdoc, agrees with nine of these examples, the exceptions being 
P. Yale I 85, etc «Aetvnv Hiiov peyddou Capdmsdoc, and P. Kiln I 57 = SB X 10496, 
simply etc «Aeivyv. The latter, however, is unusual in that it is the god who issues the 
invitation (cf. 3694). Three other invitations mention the Serapeum as the venue for the 
dinner. As in the majority of dinner invitations, the dinner is to be on the following day. 
J. F. Gillam (P. Coll. Youtie I, p. 319) suggests that although the month is never 
actually named, the days for which the invitations are issued form a pattern: roth 

(twice), 11th, 13th, 15th (three times), 16th, 21st, and 23rd. This invitation, for the goth, 

does not fit the pattern and thus the dinner cannot have taken place either during a long 

festival of Sarapis around the middle ofa month or during a later one falling between the 

21st and 23rd. Nor does it coincide with a known Isis-festival as suggested by L. Koenen 

in <PE 1 (1967) 125-6, nor with those given by R. Merkelbach, Isisfeste in griechisch- 

romischer eit, Daten und Riten (Beitr. z. klass. Phil. 5), 33 ff. The ninth hour, about 3 p.m., 

is the usual time for such meals. 

The hand is a neat, upright, rounded one of quite small size written with a fairly 

blunt pen. It may be assigned to the late second century. III 523, XI 1363, XXXIV 

2708, and P. Fouad I 76 have comparable examples. 

Below the text are faint traces of letters which appear to have been washed out. The 

writing is across the fibres, as is the case with five of the other thirty-three invitations so 

far known; five others are written along the fibres, one on the back of two documents 

gummed together, while for the remainder the editors do not specify. A vertical fold is 

visible almost down the centre of the papyrus. The back is blank. 

A list of invitations is given by T. C. Skeat, EA 61 (1975) 253 n. 2, to which are 

now to be added P. Coll. Youtie I 51-2, 3694, XLIV 3202, XLIX 3501, an ostracon 

from Medinet Madiin E. Bresciani, Rapporto preliminare delle campagne di scavo 1968 e 1969 

gi, no. 31, and P. Mil. Vogliano N. Cat. 68. 57, see C. Gallazzi, ‘Invito a pranzo per la 

kline di Sarapis’, Quaderni ticinesi dt numismatica e antichita classiche (Lugano 1977), 233-7. 

The text of the ostracon is, as Sir Eric Turner pointed out, suspect. There is 

unfortunately no photograph, but the transcription reads: 

TOpEVE WKALWC 

OumvHceE 

amo wp(ac) 0. 

It has the names of neither the sender nor the recipient; the archaic wKéwc seems 

impossible. 
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> a A 

epwrd ce Eppeivoc 
a > ti 

deumvycat etc KAEi- 
A fe 

vyv Tov Kupiov Ca- 

pam.doc ev T® Ca- 
/ ” 7 5 pamretw avpiov 7- 

Tic ECTLY TPLAKaC 
es a) 
amTrO WPac 0. 

1. 1. Eppivoc 2-3 |. Krivnv 

“Herminus invites you to dine at the table of the lord Sarapis in the Serapeum tomorrow, which is the 
thirtieth, from the gth hour.’ 

3694. INVITATION TO A STRATEGUS 

69/49(a) 12.4% 11.1 em 12 March 218-25? 

This invitation has several features of interest. In the usual format, represented by 

3693, the addressee is indicated only by the second person pronoun and the function 

concerned is generally a private one. Here, however, we have a formal invitation from 

the inhabitants and dignitaries of Seryphis asking the strategus to a festival and to the 

celebration of a rhodophoria on behalf of the god Ammon. The formal nature of the 
invitation is reflected in the larger format when compared with other invitations, which 
measure usually about 5 x5 cm and at the biggest 7 (incomplete) x 9.5 cm (XLIX 

3501). 
Among the thirty-three invitations so far known, see 3693 introd., none is of this 

official kind. Only one, IX 1214 (fifth century ap), has the name of the addressee, 7a 
xupio [w]ov Maxapi[w]|Tevvad.oc cmex(ovAdtwp), but this is for the birthday celebra- 
tions of the sender’s son. There are four other texts, | 112, BGU I 333, II 596, and P. 
Apoll. 72, which contain invitations, but they are in straightforward epistolary form. 

P. Koln I 57 (=SB X 10496) is also sent by a god, Sarapis, but without any 
intermediary named. The present text clearly has two senders—the community of 
Seryphis on behalf of the god Ammon. The venue, though not specified, must have been 
a local temple of Ammon, which provides the fifth attestation of an Ammoneion in an 
Oxyrhynchite village, the others being PSI 1X 1039 at Teis, IX 1188 at Peéno, XLVI 
3275 at Senocomis, and 3292 at Nesmeimis. 

A rose-festival, ra Podogdpua, is mentioned in three papyri, P. Ross.-Georg. II 41. 9 
( Podod]opiowc), P. Heidelberg inv. 1818. 11 (=SB V 7551. 28 and VI Clea ie: 
Pododoptoic) and SPP XXII 183. 76 ( PoSodopio[tc), all of the second century. Here the 
writing, which is much damaged, cannot be reconciled with Pododopetwv or even with 
Pododopetoic, which would violate the grammar, but can readily be taken as pododopetac 
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(6-7). If this is right, the new word % poSodopia presumably means a ceremony involving 
the carrying or wearing of roses but is not the name of a festival. 

For an extensive discussion of the rose in Egyptian religion and art and of the 
Rhodophoreia see J. Gwyn Griffiths, Apuleius, The Isis-Book (Metamorphoses, Book XI) 
159-61, on ch. 6. 

The date of the invitation cannot be fixed with absolute certainty, because there are 
attested two strategi called Aurelius Harpocration, one whose known dates stretch from 
AD 218 to 225, the other in Ap 278, nos. 77 and 1o1 respectively in J. E.G. Whitehorne, 
‘A Checklist of Oxyrhynchite Strategi’, ZPE 29 (1978) 167-89. Palaeographical 
parallels, however, generally favour a date during the term of the former. A close 
parallel, though a little more freely written, is to be found in W. Schubart, Griechische 
Paléographie, Abb. 47 ( = P. Giss. 40), documents of aD 212-15 in copies probably not 
much later. The hand there is closely related to Schubart’s Kanzleischrifl, though not so 
exaggerated. The present hand has several of the same characteristics: noticeable 

hooks on the verticals of eta, iota, kappa, and nu and on obliques, and omicron varying 

between a tiny raised circle and an elongated shape made in two strokes often 

crossing at the base to form a point; alpha occurs in large and small versions. Such a 

hand influenced by the chancery style is appropriate for an official document, likely to 

have been written in the office of the village scribe. Other parallels are the upper part 

of PSI XII 1248 (=M. Norsa, Scritture documentarie ii, pl. xviii), AD 235 and, though 

not so close, P. Hamb. 16 (=R. Seider, Paldographie der griechischen Papyri i, no. 41), 

AD 209. P. Flor. II 120 (Ap 254), which is also of a similar type, falls nearer the date 

of the later strategus. 

The back is blank. 

Aipnriw Aproxpatiwvi ctpatny®@ 
\ A > \ 4 4, Tapa THV amo KwWuNc Ceptdewc 

\ > / A 

K[at| evcynudvwv. karel ce 

6 petday ce Dedc péyac Aupwv 
fal - a mM \ \ 

5 THUS TOU OvToc pnvoc Payevw 

Tavnyvpew|[c] ovenc Kat podogo- 

4. 1. purav 6-7 1. pododopiac 

‘To Aurelius Harpocration, strategus, from the inhabitants and notables of the village of Seryphis. The 
great god Ammon, who loves you, invites you on the 16th of the present month Phamenoth on the occasion of a 

festival and a rhodophoria.’ 

3 The edcyjpovec were wealthy and influential members of the upper class but did not hold proper official 
positions in the government. They often, however, seem to have worked with the local village elders, especially 
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in the provision of transport, and in some cases formed commissions with special duties covering a wide area. 

For a recent discussion of their role see P. Petaus 85 introd. (superseding F. Oertel, Die Liturgie 152, P. Warr. 

5.6 and n., and A. Tomsin, BAB 38 (1952) 524). 
5 The specification of the day and the month rather than simply day together with crjepov or avpov may 

point to a longer interval than usual between the sending of the invitation and the event. 

The Rhodophoria in SPP XXII 183. 76 began at Socnopaeu Nesus on 6 February and lasted for thirteen 

days. By mid March the supply of roses would be plentiful. Compare the charming letter XLVI 3313, 

Before that the traces suit the lower right-hand part of the loop of alpha and the lower part of its oblique 

finishing stroke. There is no room for -wv, nor would @ = w(v) suit the remains well. Even -ouc, against the 

grammar, would not solve the palacographical difficulties. For the interpretation see introd. 



INDEXES 

Figures in small raised type refer to fragments, small roman numerals to columns. An 
asterisk shows that the word to which it is attached is not recorded in LSJ or Suppl. 
Square brackets indicate that a word is substantially restored, round brackets that it is 
expanded from an abbreviation or symbol. The article and (in the documentary texts) 

kat are not indexed. 

De NEW LITERARY EX TS 

(a) AnripHON, Conon, Cornutus, medical and philosophical texts 
(3647-3649, 3654-3659) 

ayaboc 3655 12? 

ayvoetvy 3657 ii 16 

adeAdoc [3648 2 ii 21?] 
adnAoc 3659 i 10-11 

anp 3647 ii 29-30 
Anvaioc 3648 2 ii 28 

GOpoicua 3658 i 6, 14, 11 15 

Alveadnc 3648 ? ii 18 
Aivetac 3648 ? ii 5, [1 1?] 

aicxpdc [3659 i 34?] 
axon 3647 iii 3-4 

addcbar 3648 ? ii 26 
AXBar 3648 ? ii 11-12? 

ANMapérync 3648 ? ii 19, 20, 36? 
Adkipoc 3655 3, 14 

amévat 3657 ii 11 
amr6 3648 ? ii g, [20?] 
amo.xia 3648 2 ii 29, 35? 

arrouxilew 3648 2 ii 31 

dpa 3655 11? 

apyupoc 3659 i 4-5, 5-6, 10 
apéckev 3647 iv 5? 

apetn 3657 11 8 

Apictimmoc 3659 i 28 
Apicroparnc 3656 ii 12 
apxeiv [3655 7-8? ] 
apxew 3648 ? ii 17 

Acia 3648 ? ii 37? 

acuevaitepov 3659 i 26 
avyy 3647 iii 6 

GAG 36482 ii 2 3657ii 11-12? 3658iii7 3659i4,6 | addr 3656 ii 5 
djAwv 3647 ii 8 abréc 3648 } 2?, [2?], 2 ii 2, 15, [29?], 36 36542 12 
GAXoc 3658 i 11? [3659 i 297] 3655 13? 3656 ii 8, 19 3658ii9 3659i 17, 18 
dAvria 3656 i 15 avrov 3658 ii 13 

dua [3648 ! 2?] adnyeicbar 3656 ii 7 

av 364812 365915, 26 adopilew 3647 11 25 
avayew 3658 ii 6?, 8 

avayKaioc 3647 11 18? 3654 § 5-6 Badilew 3647 iii 11-12 
dvaicbnroc 3655 5 BapBapoc 3647 ii 13-14, 24-5? 

avdAwpa 3659 1 15 BapBapotv 3647 ii 9-10 
avarveiv 3647 ii 27-8 BeBaiwe 3648 ? ii 11 

avactouwec 3654 2 5? Bloc 3657 11 14 

averitndevtoc 3656 ii 17 BovAecBar 3655 9? 

avnp [3655 10? ] BovdAevewy 3659 1 15-16 
av[O]pw[m 3654 7 g BovAnwa 3657 ii 15 
avOpwmuvoc 3648 7 11 16 

avOpwroc 3647 ii 19-20? 3655 8? 3659 i 11-12 yap 3647 11 29 ©6[3648 ? ii 217] 
avOpwrdtyc 3654 7 5? ye 3647 ii 10 [3655 13?] 3658 11 13 
avictavar 3648 ? ii 22 ye,[ 3648 2 1 3 

avopo.oc 3654 ® 8 yerdv 3647 11 33-4? 

Avricbévync 3659 1 25-6 yéerAwe 3648 2 11 3? 

amac 3647 ii 30 yeved [3648 ? ii 20?] 
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yevoc 3648 2 11 36 

yy [3648 ? ii 72] 
ylyvecbar 3659 1 5 

yryvwckew 3648 ? ii 23 

yobv 3659 1 25 

daxpvew 3647 ili 1-2 
5é 3647 11 3, 16 3648 ? ii 5, [87], 24, 28, [29?] 3655 

[8?], [12?] 3656i11,5,7,12 36571113,16 3658 
i113 36591 3, 17, [28?], 30, 31, 34? 

deiv [3648 ? ii 277] 
Aerdoc [3648 2 11 31? | 
d€pew 3648 ? 11 9g 

dévecBar 3658 11 18 
by 3648 ? 11 3 [3659 1 22?| 
did 3648 72 ii 25? 3654? 5?, ® 7-8 
dva[ 3657 11 7 
dcapeitv 3655 14? 
dvaxovew 3656 ii 1 
Scavicravar 3654 ? 5? 
dcata[ 3648 ? 11 25 

dvataguc 3657 11 16? 

diatpiBew 3655 4 

diadépew 3659 1 16 
didackew 3655 16 
diddvar 3648 7 ii 7 
dujxew 3654 [7 3?], ® g-10 

doxeiv [3659 1 29?] 

duval 3647 11 22 
Svvapic 3654 * 3-4?, § 10 
ductvxeiv 3659 1 33? 
Awpred< 3648 ? ii 23, [32°], 36? 
Awpixde 3648 2 11 35 

éav 3657 ii 9? 
eyypadev 3655 g-10? 

éyyvtepoc 3647 ii 1? 
éyw 3647 11 26 = 3655 7 
éywye 3655 11 

ef 3658 11 7 36591 18 
e(dévar [3655 117] 
etvat 3647 ii 15, [172], iv 4? 3648 2 11 [21?], [367] 
365487 3655 3, 6, 13? 36561118 365711 1°, 4 
3658 ii 8, 8-9, 13, ili 15? 36591 2?, 8, 32? 

etpnvn 3659 1 12 ; 

etc 3647 ii 29 364871127, [372] 365510 3658115, 8 
eicdéxecBar 3647 ili 5-6 
éx 3648 2 11 25 36591 23 
€xactoc 3647 iv 7 3658 ii 14 

éxxpicic 3658 1 13, ili 6? 

éxroc 3649 3 
eAattwv 3658 1 10 
“EXAnv 3647 11 14, 27 
év 3647 ii 7 3655 2 3656 119, 14 3658 ii 11, 18 
3659 1 18, 19 

INDEXES 

ev| 3647 11 23 

évapync 3654 ® 6? 

évepync 3654 * 6 
évornc 3658 ii 11, 18? 

érret 3647 11 10 

eri 3648 ? ii 2, [12?], 17, 34? 3658ii 14 [36591 30?] 

emiBaddrew 3648 ? ii 27-8? 

emwoncc 3658 11 5 
ericracbat 3647 ii 1-2?, 5-6 

émuctéAAew 3648 ? ii 8? 

épyalecbar 3647 ii g- 10 

"Epetpixdc 3656 11 7 

érepoc 3659 1 19-20 

ért 3658 ii 13 

evdainwv 3648 * ii 15 

evtvyeiv 3659 i 34? 

éxew 3648 * 11 23 

éxou[ 3648 ? ii 16 

(3647 iii 1?] 3655 10, 12? 3658 i115 36591 23, 

27, [29°] 
nyeicbar 3648 ? 11 32 

yoecOar 3659 1 27-8 

707 3655 3 
750v7n 3659 1 30? 
‘Hpakdeidnc 3648 ? 1 20? 

Oadacca 3648 ? ii 10 
Bavpactoc 3659 i 11 

Oeioc 3657 11 7 
Bede 3648 * 11 7 
Oepamrevcic 3654 ? 7? 

Opacuvadknc 3659 1 7 

OvBpic [3648 ? 11 12?) 

Ovew [3648 } 2?] 

Spvew 3648 2 11 11 
fepdc 3648 ! 5?, 2 119 
Tepwvupoc 3656 11 8-9 

txavoc 3657 11 12 

TnmoBoroc 3656 11 5 

icdptOuoc 3659 1 21 
icropeiv 3656 11 11-12 

irprov [3648 2 11 2?] 
"Twvec [3648 2 11 36? | 

xa[ 3648 2 11 17 

xaba 3656 ii 4 

kabeipyew 3659 1 19 

kat 3647 ii 2?, 13, 14, 23, 32?, 33?, ii 3, 6, 8, 10, iv 8 

3648 [1 3?], 21 2, 4 (bes), 12, 14, 24?, 27, 28, [28?], 
32 (bis?), 36 (brs) 36547 6,% 5, 6? 3655 2?, 6?, 
12?, 14,15 365611 3,6,8 3657113 36581 6, 
12, [17?] 36591 4, 9, 13, 14 (bts), 15, 19 
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Kaito. 3659 i 5 6yKxoc 3658 i 3?, ii 14-15 
Kakoc 3655 12?, 13 ode 3654717 3658 ii 6-7 
Kaddc 3659 i 31?, [32?] olxeiv 3647 ii 4. 
xatd 3647 ii 21, 31, 32,iv 4-5? [36482 ii 29?] 3654 | ofkeioc 3647 ii 1? 

7 [2?], 3°, 88-9, 10 3657ii8?, 15 3658113, i113, | odmiCew 3648 2 ii 12 
ili 5-6? olkovopikdc 3657 ii 11? 

Katapayeiv 3648 [! 3?], 2 ii 2-9? ofkoc 3659 i 19 
Kate| 3654 8 2 oAwe 3658 iii 7 
Katnyopia 3658 1 8, ii 17-18 dpotoc 3654 8 1? 
Katoikyncc 3648 ? ii 7?, 27 Opovdtync 3654 7 4?, 8 11 
KeicBar 3657 ii 12-13? opoiwe 3647 ii 12 3648? ii 30 3656 ii 14 
Kodpetdnc 3648 2 ii 29 opwc 3659 1 6-7 
Kowdc 3654 7 6 ovopa [3648 ii 31? 
KowoTnc 3654 ® 3?, 8 3, 4-5?, 7 orrov 3648 | 2 
Kowwvetvy 3648 2 11 35? opdv 3647 ii 8 3655 4? 
Kowilew [3648 * ii 8?] 6c 3648 ? ii 13?, [24?], [31?] 3655 2 36591 18 
Kopvotroc 3649 1 ore 3659 i 9 
Kpavyn 3659 i 22 Ort 3657 ii 16-17? 3658 ii 4, 7 
Kpyrn 3648 ? ii 34? ov 3655 12? 3657 ii 16 

ovd€ 3659 i 3-4 
Aaxedatpovioc 3648 ? ii 30? ovdeic 3647 ii 26? 
AapBavew 3658 ii 11-12 ovbeic 3658 i 11 
Aadc [3648 ? ii 31?] ovv 3647 ii 7 3655 11°, 13 

Aaoviriov 3648 2 ii 9-10? ovre 3647 ii 5, 6, 24, 27 
Aéyew 3654 * 3 3656 ii 4 3657 ii 3 obroc 3647 ii 7 [3648 2 ii 12?] 3655 4? 3657 ii 12 
Nevxde 3659 i 6, g 3658 ii 4-5?, 12 36591 7, 25 (bis) 
Abyrov 3648 2 ii 6 ovroct 3655 4? 
AuTety 3647 iii 2-3 ovrwe [3648 ? ii 11?] 36591 4 

oyuc 3647 iii 7-8 

pabytync 3655 2, 10 
paivecBar 3659 i 20-1, 24?, 277, 29 ma0oc 3658 ii 6, 8, 11, [19?] 
paricta 3658 ii 4?, 7 mravdevew 3655 8 
péyac 3648 2 11 13-14? maid 3648 ? ii 4 
Mé6o8oc 3654 ® 4 maic 3655 [5?], 9?, 11? 
petLwv 3659 i 22 mavu [3648 ? ii 13?] 3655 13? 
peiic 3658 iii 8 mapa 3654°% 4 3655 3 
petpaé 3656 ii 15-16 Tapakareiv 3648 ? 11 33 

péAac 3659 i 8 trapaxeicOar 3659 1 20 
pev 3648 2113 3657 11 12 36591 2?, 32 tapex 3648 | 3? 
Mevédquoc 3656 11 6 mrapex[ 3648 2 ii 18 
pévew 3658 11 14 mapéxew 3647 ii 16 
pera 3647 111 7 3648 ? ii 12?, 37 3656 ii 1-2 méc 3647 11 11 (bis), 19 [3648 2 ii 14?] 3658 ii 7 
petavactacic 3648 ? 11 26 [3659 i 30?] 
peréxew 3648 ? 11 24 Tledacy6c [3648 ? ii 24?] 
pn 3658 ii 14 TleXorévvycoc 3648 ? ii 25 

MnyrpoxdAjce 3655 7? mrepavoby 3648 ? ii 37? 

porxevew 3655 15 rept 3649 2 3656 ii 8, 10, 14, 19 3657 ii [12?], 13 
mrepiepyew 3648 ? 11 8 

vai [3659 i 22?] mepitatntiKoc 3656 ii 13 

veaviac 3655 13-14? mepictrav 3657 i 6 
Neirewc [3648 ? 11 28?] mepictatiKdc 3657 ii 2 

véoc 3648 7 ii 22 +3656 11 18 TThatwv 3656 11 2 3659 1 30-1 
von[ 3647 iv 8 mAeicroc 3648 ? ii 17 

vooc [3647 iii 1?] ijpye 3656 ii 18 
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tAobc [3648 7 1 34? | civ 3648 [1 2?], 2 1 28? 
moa 3648 ? ii 1? cuvievat 3648 * 11 5 

moAenoc 3659 1 13 cuvoyy 3656 11 10 

médc 3648 2 ii [9?], 13, [14?] cheic 3648 * ii 34, 37 
TToAXc 3648 ? ii 32 capa 3654 8 1 

moAvavdpevoc 3648 * ii 14 
ToAd 3659 i 21, 22 re 3647 ii 2, 290 ©3648 2 ii 12, 14, [28?], 32?, [36?] 

moAve 3659 i 31? 3656 ii 17 
mopilew 3647 11 20? tedevTn 3656 1i 3 

totapoc 3648 * 11 13 tnArob 3647 11 3-4? 

motepa 3655 9 Typevnc 3648 ? ii 21 

move 3647 iil 11 TYyLaV 3655 5- 6? 

mp,[ 3657 ii 4 ric [3648 2 ii 24?] 36556 3658 ii 9, 16, 17, ili 16? 

mpayywa 3658 11 10 3659 1 18 
mpo 3648 2 1 15 tic 36548 7 3655 [4?], [87], 19? 365915, 11, 17, 
mpoc 3647 ii 8 3648 2 ii 7, 21? 36581 12?, 117, i 28, 30, 31 

16? 3659 1 ROF [31?] Tolwvv 3659 i 9 

mpocdoxav 3659 1 24-5 rovobroc 3658 ii 15 3659 i 15> 
mpocexync 3654 8 5, 11 tomoc 3657 il 14 

mpocnAoby 3656 11 5? tpamela 3648 [1 37], 2 1 4 
mpocnArweic 3656 ii 5? tpiroc [3648 ” ii 20?| 

mpocodoc 3659 1 14 Tpoia 3648 ? 1 g 
mpatoc 3648 |} 4 

Umapxew 3658 11 16 

pyntwp 3655 3? brép 3648 2 11 10 3659 i 12, 13 
pic 3647 ii 32-3 iro 3648 ? ii [6?], [11?] 
“Pddi0c 3656 11 9 broAetrew 3655 1 

‘Popn 3648 ? 1 13 Ucrepov [3648 ? 11 13?] 

céBew 3647 ii [2?], 6 dayetv [3648 ? ii 3?) 

céAwov [3648 ? ii 2?] davat 3648 7115 3655 [4-52], 7, 11, 12? 365918, 27 

citiov 3648 | 3, [7 1 2?] davracia 3654 7 2?, 9 

cxorrety 3647 11 15 davracua 3658 11 16-17, [19?] 

Creveirmoc 3656 ii 3-4 dacko[ 3658 ili 17 

cracualew 3648 ? 11 21 POdyyoc 3647 ili 4-5 

|eteyvw[ 3654 ® 2 Dirovomoc 3648 7 ii 31 

ctéAAew 3648 ? ii 27-8? piAddcodoc 3659 1 17-18, 23 

Crdrwy 3655 2, 3-4?, 6-7? dvew 3647 ii 12-13 

cToAoc 3648 ? 11 24 gdvcuc 3647 ii 10, 17 3658 ii g-10 
ctoua 3647 i 31 pwveiv 3659 i 2-3? 

ctpatoc 3648 ? 11 22-3? 
Crwikoc 3657 11 15 xalpew 3647 ii 34? 

cvyypaypa 3656 11 11 xada[ 3654 ? 10 

cuyxwpeiv 3647 iv 5-6? xapakrypilew 3657 11 14 

culevyvivar 3658 1 9? xapic 3656 11 16 

cupPaivery 3648 2 11 6 xelp 3647 iii 9 

cuppayta 3659 1 13-14 xpovilew 3654 ? 11 
cupperexew 3648 ? 11 33-4? xpovoc 3648 ? ii 13°, 30 3654? 4?, 15 

cuppetpwc 3657 ii 13? x@pa 3648 ? 11 27? 

cuptrabeiv 3658 1 5? xwplov 3648 2 11 8 

cuptracyew 3658 1 5? 

cuptrAnpody 3658 1 5? ® 3655 5?, 7 

cupTrAnpwa 3658 1 5? wpatoc 3656 11 16 

cupdaveiv 3659 1 2-3?, 3 we 3655 6 
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(b) Dramatic hypotheses (3650-3653) 

Ayapéuvwr [3653 | 4?| 

ayyéAAew 3653 7 1 18? 

ayyedoc 3652 ii 30-1? 

aywv 3650 11, 20 

adeAd[ 3651 3 
adeApoc [3653 ! 5?] 
Afapac 3652 ii 18, [29?] 
abavacia [3650 55] 
abereiy 3653 1 1? 
Aiodoc [3652 ii 18] 

akapria 3652 ii 28 

AdéEavdpoc 3650 1, 6 7s 26 

aAnGeva 3650 32 
aAXra [3652 11 30? | 
aAAoc 3650 15 

ay.a 3650 9? 

apeivwr 3653 ! 10? 

Apdiwv 3653 ? i [21?], 21 

audorepoc 3650 43 

av 3650 25 
ava 3652 ii 7? 
avayew 3650 16-17 

avaykalew 3650 31 
avaipeity 3653 21 4? 

Avdponaxn 3650 [36], [53] 
avepwrav 3650 17? 
aveupicxew 3650 32, [41] 

avri 3652 11 7? 
aévotv 3650 9 

arayew 3650 48 
amauteiy 3652 i 7? 

amarav 3650 42 3652 11 7? 
amatn 3652 1 7? 
arretreivy 3653 1 5-6?, [6°] 

amvevat 3650 34, 45 

a6 3651 9 
atoOnpioty 3650 22? 
amoxteivew 3650 25, 29? 

A7od\Awy 3653 7 i 18-19, 24 
amoAoyeicbar 3650 17? 
amroméeumrety 3652 11 30? 

amotrAeiv 3653 } 5 

amroctéAXew 3650 55 

amdAea 3653 1 5-6?, 18? 
Apyoc 3652 1 19? 

apictoc [3653 1 13°] 

appnv 3653 1 11 
Aprepic 3653 ? 1 25? 

Apxéepwopoc 3652 ii 13? 
dpx7y [3650 1] [3651 23] [3652 1116] 36531 7 

Acwr6c 3653 7 1 22? 
atro[ 3650 62 

avroc 3650 [6?], 11?, 17, 18?, 20, 25, 30, [37], [39], 

[551,572 36516 3652125? 36531 3?, 12?, 19?, 
Thin Leh, to 

avrov 3653 1 3?, 21 2?, [20? | 

BadAew 3650 19? 

BactAevc [3652 11 18] 

BacitAlc 3650 36 

BeAdepodovrnc 3651 4, 10-11?, 19 

BonOnua 3653 21 11? 

BovrodAoc 3650 14. 

BovAevew 3650 37 

BovAnwa 3653 21 11? 

Bovcepic 3651 23 

Bpédoc 3650 5 

yap 3651 7? 3652 ii 9?, 117, 25 3653 711 
yevvav 3650 14? 
yn 3653 7 1 4? 
ylyvecbar 3653 7 1 17? 

yovoc 3653 ! g? 

yuvyn [3652 1 25°] 36531 14 

daiuwy 3651 24? 
5€ 3650 [3], [62], 8, [10?], [12?], 15, 17°, 21, 22, 26, 

[297], 30, [35], [38], [39], [40], [45], [47], [49], 
[50], 54, [55] 3651 25 3652 11 [18], 20, [21? 
(Bas. 63653 4 [9?i vay Oa line lghn = lelOuh Oi 2m, 
DO OY 2G) 

deity 3650 16 
AeAdot 3650 53 3652 11 30 
AnidoBoc 3650 23 
Sed 3650 [4?], 15, 31, 62 3653 [1 10?], 21 ro?, 11? 

dvaBaArew 3650 18-19 

dvayvyvackew 3651 1 

dvaxwdvew 3650 29-30 
dcaAapBavew 3650 23-4 
drapevew 3653 71 11? 

dvadbetpew [3652 11 22°] 

dvadOopa [3652 11 22?] 
diddvar 3650 5? 

dve[ 3651 22 
dreADeiv 3650 12 
616 [3652 ii 29?] 
doxeiv 3650 13 
dobAoc 3650 24, 63 
dpdpoc 3650 21 
duvactync 3650 17-18 
do [3652 ii 21?] 3653 7117? 

éav 3650 20 
éyetpew [3650 42] 
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eyKeAcvew 3653 ? i 24-5? 

eyywpeiv 3653 2 i 24-5? 

ef 3652 ii [17], 29 
etxoct 3650 12-13? 

eva 3650 14 3652 ii [17], [18] 
etc 3650 [45], [54] 3652 ii 30 3653 ? i [20?], 22 
€x 3652 1 25?, [19] 3653 71 [4?], 18 
ExaBy 3650 4, 7-8, 25, 29, 32 
exactoc 3650 19? 
exeivoc 3650 8, [41] 3653 21 3? 
exrilévar 3650 5, 10, 39 

extpedew 3650 6 
"EAAn [3652 ii 19] 
“EXAnv 3653 } 5 

euparnc 3650 27 
ev [3650 52] 3653 21 11? 
efe[ 3651 13 

eftAdcKecbar 3650 35 

errepwrav 3650 17? 

emt 3650 11, 167, 17, 20, 22?, [34], 40 3652 ii 27 
3653 1 11?, 12?, 21 20? 

emtBovdevew [3650 49] 

érriBovAn [3652 ii 22? | 

emiyryveockewy 3650 27 
émvevat [3653 2 i 24?] 

émuxaneiv 3653 ? i 7? 

emxaddrrrew 3653 7 i 7? 
emutaccey [3650 52] 
emaivew 3650 [44], 51-2 
€pactync [3653 ! 12?] 

Eppwovn [3650 45] 

écopav [3650 5?] 
€repoc 3653 ! 13-14? 
ér. 3650 22 3652 ii 20 
éroc 3650 12? 

evrAaBeicbar [3650 46] 
evrratdia 3653 } 10? 

evpicxew 3652 ii 7? 
éx,[ 3651 8 

éxew 3650 35-6 3652 ii 19?, [21?] [3653 1 10?] 

Zeb [3652 ii 29? | 
Z7H90c 3653 2 i 27 

CnAdrurroc [3650 35] 

jAvoc 3653 1 8? 

Hap 3652 ii 17 
Hepa 3650 8 
q7TacAat 3650 22?, 23 

Bavaroc [3650 37] 3652 ii 24? 
Oanrew [3650 53] 

Oavpal | 3652 ii 8? 

0éXew 3650 29 

INDEXES 

Gedc 3650 35 3653 2 i [22?], 23, 26 
Oepwoc 3652 11 26-7? 

Oecrrilew 3650 28 

Oéric 3650 [40], [51] 
GOerraddc 3652 ii 19, [25?] 

Onpa 3653 1 11 
Onprobv 3650 22? 
Opnvetv [3650 51] 

Oupoc 3653 71 12 

"dn [3650 2°] 
id.oc [3650 6?] 3651 3 
fepov [3650 40] 

‘TArov 3650 2 

iva 3650 35 3653} 12? 
Tvé 3652 ii [20], [30?] 
‘Tcavdpoc 3651 13? 

[3653 * 10?] 

Kadpoc 3652 ii 21 

Kabarep 3652 11 23 
kabicravat 3650 11-12 
KkaborAilew 3653 7 1 23-4 

kat 3650 2, 9?, 18, 19, 21, 28, [41 (bis) ], [42], [49] 
3651 3 3652 ii [19], [20?], [21?] 3653 1 3?, 

[r0?], *i [242], [252], 25 
kaxoov [3652 11 17] 
kadeiv 3653 7 i 20 

kaddc [3650 13?] 

Kaddc 3653 ! 3? 
Kaccavdpa 3650 27 

cata 3650 4,37 3652 ii 21-2? 3653119?, 21 22?, 25 
katakAelew 3653 2 1 19-20? 

Kkatavtav 3653 ? 1 22-3?, 23? 
Katavtikpv 3653 2 1 22-3? 
Katavtiov 3653 7 1 22-3? 

kata€é.obv 3650 24 

katacharilecbar 3652 ii 26 

Katapevyew 3650 39-40 

Katodvpecbar 3650 g-10 3653! 4 
Kerevew 3653 } 4? 

kivduvoc 3650 31 
KAewde 3650 2 

KAevtbc [3650 2?| 

xdpy 3653 [1 14?], 2 i [20?], 25 
Kpeittwv [3650 13?] 
Kpicic 3653 1 1 

Kkwdvew [3650 43] 

Aap Bavew 3650 19 3653 21 12? 

Aéyew 3650 31 3653 2 i 17? 

Anro 3653 1 10, 21 1?, 5, [21?] 

Avxia 3651 20 

Avxotpyoc 3652 i 20?, 27? 

Avcrc 3652 ii 29? 
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Abcca 3653 2 i 13? 
Auccady 3653 7 1 13? 

Maiavdpoc 3651 12-13? 

payn 3653 7 1 22 
peyadopnuoveiy 3653 ! 12? 
peAe[ 3650 60 

pede 3650 28, 43, [51] [36531 112] 
péudecBar 3653 1 15-16? 

nev 3650 [2?], 107, 13?, 27, 32, 39, [44], [48], [52] 
3652 1117, 18 3653? i 2? 

Mevédaoc 3650 [38], 40-1, [44] 
pévoc 3653 7 i 11? 

peta 3650 54 36531 11?, 13? 

peradAaccew 3653 2 i 24 

peravoeiv 3650 [34], 46 

perarréumre 3650 37-8 

petéxewr 3650 21 
py [3652 11 23°] 
pAAov 3651 26 

pntnp 3652 11 4?, 6 3653 1 19? 

pntpura 3652 11 23-4 

unyavacbar 3652 ii 22-3 
peyerncKer 3653 } 15-16? 

ModXoccéc [3650 54] 

NavrAtoc 3653 1 1?, 5? 

vave 3651 21 

vexpoc 3650 51 36517 365371 20 

vewecay 3653 ! 12? 

NeomroAenoc 3650 47, 48-9, [52] 

NegéAn [3652 ii 19] 
N.oBy 3653 ! [7], 9?, 2.1 19?, 27 
voweve 3650 [5?], 15 

66 [3650 2?] 3652 i117 365317, 13? 
Otaé 3653 } 4-5 
otxoc 3653 ? 1 20?, 25 

opiretv 3653 } 3-4? 

dverdilew 3653 2 1 21-2 

owe 3650 25 

‘Opéctyc 3650 47-8 

6pKoc 3652 ii 25-6 
6c 3650 [1], 22?, [38], [49] [3651 23] [3652 11 16] 

36534 ee 
octic 3650 23 

ov 3653 7 1 19? 
obv 3650 32, 45 
obtoc 3650 48, 57? 3653 1 2?, 21 19?, 21 

oysic 3650 4 

rradtov 3650 [38], [41] [3653 ! 14?] 
maic 3650 13?, [54] 3652 ii 14?, [19], 21 3653! o?, 

16? 

maAw 3560 33-4 

mapaylyvecbar 3650 25-6, 30?, [47] 

mapeivar [3650 50] 
ITdpic 3650 [4?], 7 

mapoucia [3650 46] 
mac 3652 1115? 36531 2?, 14?, 16? 
macxew [3652 11 24? | 
mre(Oew 3650 10-11, [48] 

méeprew 3653 1 12? 

mevieiv 3650 8-9 

mévrabAov 3650 21 

mept 3650 23, 28?, [40] 

meprytyvecBar [3653 ! 11? | 

tepiccoTepov 3653 } go? 
IInXed< 3650 44, [50] 

muxpoc 3652 11 24 
Town 3651 18? 

toAAaKic 3653 1 g-10? 
moAurradia 3653 ! 10? 

toAvc 3653 1 g? 

moAuteAnc 3650 11? 

motra| 3651 12 

mperrew 3651 5 
TI piapoc 3650 [5?], 10, 16 
mpo,[ 3651 27 

mpoyovoc 3652 11 22 
mpovevar [3653 1 11?] 
tmpoxareiy 3653 ? 1 22? 

mpoc [3650 36] 3653 ! 3? 
tmpocayopevew 3650 7 
mpocdéxecBar 3650 55-6 
mpoctévat 3651 2 

mp[o]cw[ 3650 58 
mpocwmov 3653 ? i 22? 
mpa@toc 3652 ii [16], [17] 

muvbdavecbar 3653 ? i 21? 

mvé 3650 22 

mupwoc 3652 11 26-7? 

mupoc [3652 11 26?] 

pad.oc 3653 2 1 6? 
padiwc 3650 18? 

ca[ 3653 ? 1 2? 
catupikdc [3651 23°] 

catupoc 3651 27? 
Craprn [3650 45] 
crrépua [3652 ii 26?] 

copa [3652 11 27? | 

crépyew 3653 1 9 
ctépew 3650 22? 
cvykadeiv 3652 11 24-5 
cupBaive [3653 1 11?) 

cupBiweic 3650 16 

3652 ii 31 

3653 2 i 27 

Ne) 
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cuptracyew 3653 2 1 19 vrrepnpavoc 3650 15 

cuverre[ 3651 6 Utrepoxy 3653 7 i 26 

cuvoixety [3652 ii 20? ] Umvoc 3650 4 
chalew [3652 11 29?} v6 3650 24 3653 7 i 29? 
cparrew [3650 42] vrobecic 3650 3 3651 25 3653! 8 
cxnuwa 3653 1 14. broA{ 3651 10 

Tavradoc 3653 | 9? davat 3653 ! 10 

rapayua 3653 2 i 10? pépew [3650 50] 

Tavp| 3651 9 poBeicbar [3652 11 23°] 

téxvov [3652 ii 217] 36531 8 poBoc 3653 71 13 
tereiv 3650 20 dovevew 3650 49-50 

terapt[ 3650 64 Ppi€oc 3652 ii 16, 20, 29 
Tn 3650 65 ppvyew [3652 11 26?| 
TULN 3650 9 pvec 3650 14 

tic [3650 4?] 

tovovToc [3652 ii 22?| xetpepwoc 3652 ii 27? 

rofevew 3653 2 i 24?, 25 xopoc 3653 ? 1 10? 

tpedew 3650 30 xpnctnpiov [3650 34] 

Tpoia [3650 2?] xaHpa 3651 16? 

vide 3650 6, 32 3652 ii 18 ® [3650 2?] 3651 24? 

Urapxew 3653 1 2, 13? we [3650 6?] 3652 ii 31 3653 [1 19?], [2 177] 

Il. EMPERORS 

TRAJAN 

Gedc Tpaiavdc (Year 13) 3690 6 
ANTONINUs Prius 

Abtoxpatap Kaicap Tiroc Aidoc Adpravdc Avtwvivoc CeBacroc EdceBic (Year 2) 3690 2, 19-20 (Year 2) 
3691 2, 14 

Avrwvivoc Kaicap 6 xipioc (Year 2) 3690 17 
SEVERUS ALEXANDER 

Abroxpatwp Kaicap Mapxoc Adpiduoc Ceovjjpoc Ad€Eavdpoc Ebrvyijc EbceBijc CeBactéc (Year 5) 3689 
19-22 

Mapxoc AvpyAvoc Ceovijpoc Ad€Eavdpoc Kaicap 6 xtpioc (Year 5) 3689 15-17 

Ill. MONTHS 

Adip 3689 9 ToBi 3689 23 
erayopuevar 3691 [2], 4, 11, [14] Papevod 3690 6 3694 5 
ITaiv. 3690 2, 4, 20 

IV. PERSONAL NAMES 

Adpacroc, s. of Dionysius, gd.-s. of Dius, f. AXéEavdpoc see Index II s.v. Severus Alexander 
of Sarapion, Theon, Dius, Adrastus, Dius the | 4d<éwv see Index V(c) 
younger, Eudaemon, Zois alias Nemesous, and | Appwy see Index VI 
Didyme, h. of. Arsinoe 3690 3 3691 3 Apupwvapodc, Aurelia, d. of Orsentius and Sinthonis 

Adspacroc, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-s. of 3689 1-2, 23-4 
Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 5 Avrwrivoc see Index II s.v. Antoninus Pius 

Adpacroc, f. of Apollonius and Cronius 3690 10 Aroddadvioc, s. of Adrastus, b. of Cronius 3690 Q, 12 
[3691 8?] 3691 8? 

Adpiavéc see Index II s.v. Antoninus Pius Apradoc, f. of Diadelphus 3691 8 
AiNoc see Index II s.v. Antoninus Pius Aproxpariwv, Aur., strategus 3694 1 



IV. PERSONAL NAMES 

Apcwvon, d. of Theon, m. of Sarapion, Theon, Dius, 

Adrastus, Dius the younger, Eudaemon, Zois alias 

Nemesous, and Didyme, w. of Adrastus 3690 3 
3691 3 

Adpyria Aupwrapodc, d. of Orsentius and Sinthonis 
3689 1-2, 23-4 

AbpyAroc see Aproxpariwv, Xatprywv; Index II s.v. 
Severus Alexander 

Taioc Tovdoc Atoyévyc see Index XI 

Taioc TovAoc [TroAepaioc see Index XI 
Tdioc TotAoc Pwpavec see Index XI 

Anunrpia, d. of Diogenes alias Mnesitheus 3690 10 
(dis), 11, 12 

AadeAdgoc, s. of Harpalus 3691 8 
Addun, d. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-d. of 

Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-d. of Dius 3690 5 
Avoyévnc, GC. Lulius see Index XI 
Avoyévyc alias Mnesitheus, f. of Demetria 3690 ro 

Avovicioc, s. of Dius, f. of Adrastus, gd.-f. of Sara- 
pion, Theon, Dius, Adrastus, Dius the younger, 
Eudaemon, Zois alias Nemesous, and Didyme 
3690 3,8 3691 3 

Aioc, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-s. of Dionysius 
and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 5 

Aioc the younger, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, ed.-s. 

of Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 5 
3691 5 

Aioc, f. of Dionysius, gd.-f. of Zois alias Nemesous 
and Adrastus, gt. gd.-f. of Sarapion, Theon, Dius, 
Adrastus, Dius the younger, Eudaemon, Zois alias 
Nemesous, and Didyme 3690 8 

Eppivoc 3693 1 

Evdaiwwr, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-s. of 
Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 5 

Zwic alias Nemesous, d. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, 

gd.-d. of Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-d. of Dius 
3690 5 

Zwic alias Nemesous, d. of Dionysius, gd.-d. of Dius 
3690 7 

Oéwy, f. of Arsinoe, gd.-f. of Sarapion, Theon, Dius, 

Adrastus, Dius the younger, Eudaemon, Zois alias 

Nemesous, and Didyme 3690 3 3691 3 

oO) 

Oéwv, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-s. of Dionysius 
and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 3, 5, 12, 14, 15, 
18 3691 [3], 4, [10?], 12, [13?] 

TovAoc, C. lulius Diogenes see Index XI 
TodAoc, C. Lulius Ptolemaeus see Index XI 

TovAvoc, C. Tulius Romanus see Index XI 

Kaicap see Index II 

Knavdia Texdcic see Index XI 
Kpovoc, f. of Aur. Chaeremon 3689 26-7 
Kpowoc, s. of Adrastus, b. of Apollonius 3690 9, 12 

[3691 8?} 

Mapxoc see Index II s.v. Severus Alexander 

Mvycieoc, Diogenes alias, f. of Demetria 3690 10 

Nepecotc, Zois alias, d. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, 

gd.-d. of Dionysius and Theon, gt. gd.-d. of Dius 
3690 5 

Nepecovc, Zois alias, d. of Dionysius, gd.-d. of Dius 
3690 7 

‘Opcévtuoc, h. of Sinthonis, f. of Aurelia Ammonarous 

3689 2, 24 

ITrodepaioc, C. Lulius see Index XI 

‘Pwyavec, C. Tulius see Index XI 

Capamuc see Index VI 

Caparriwy, s. of Adrastus and Arsinoe, gd.-s. of Diony- 
sius and Theon, gt. gd.-s. of Dius 3690 3, 9, 13 
3691 3, [10?], [11?] 

Capariwy, nephew of Demetria 3690 11, 12 
Capatriwy 3690 20 
CeBactéc see Index II 

Ceouypoc see Index II s.v. Severus Alexander 
CwOdvic, w. of Orsentius, m. of Aurelia Ammonarous 

3689 3 

Tex@cc, Claudia see Index XI 
Tiroc see Index II s.v. Antoninus Pius 
Tpaiavec see Index II s.v. Trajan 

Xapjuwyv, Aur., s. of Cronius 3689 26 
Xaipjuwv 3690 20 [3691 14?] 
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V. GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Ciry, TOPARCHY, ETC. 

OnBaic 3690 2 [3691 2| | Otvpiyxwv roduc 3690 2, 3 3691 [2], 3 

Oporcedus 3690 6 

(b) VILLAGES 

Cepidic 3694 2 | Tic 3689 3-4, 8 

Taapipn 3690 6 

(c) MiscELLANEOUS 

AXéEwvoc KAjpoc 3690 6 

VI. RELIGION 

Apupwv 3694 4 Capamic 3693 3-4 

Gedc 3694 4 See also Index II s.v. Trajan tvxn 3689 18 
Caparretov 3693 4-5 

VIE OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TER MotaN DeLuErEis 

BiBrAvopvAakvov see eyxtHcewv BiBAvopvAdKvov émitynpyntyc 3690 20 

dyudcvov 3690 19 pevnpovetov 3690 5 

eyxtncewy BiBAvopuvAdxuov 3690 4 ctpatnyoc 3694 1 

éyxukdAciov 3691 10-11? 

VIII. MEASURES 

(a) MEASURE 

dpovpa 3690 6, 7, 8, 9 (bts), 11, 13, 14, 15 

(6) Money 

dpaxun 3690 14, 18 3691 10 | CeBacrov vouicua 3690 14 

[x TASES 

dnuocia 3690 17 eyxvxAov 3691 10-11? 
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X. GENERAL INDEX OF GREEK WORDS 

ayew 3690 6 

ayua 3690 3 [3691 3?} 

adeApidovc 3690 11, 12 

adeApdc 3689 5? 3690 3, 4-5, 5, 13-14, 15 3691 

[3], 5 
axupoc 3690 18 
adda. 3690 15 

GAXoc 3690 10, 13, 15?, 16, 20 (bis) 36917, [7?], [12?] 
adAwe 3691 13 

apdorepoc 3690 g-10 [3691 8?} 

avaypagpew 3689 6-7, 11-12 

avadapBavew 3690 7 

avyp 3691 12 
aé.votv 3689 11 

arepyacia 3690 16 

arréxew 3690 13 [3691 10?] 

amnAwrnc 3690 9, 10, 11, 12 [3691 8 (bis) ] 
a6 3689 3 3690 3 (bis), 4, 6, 9, 10, 11 (bis), 16 (ter), 

17 3691 3, 8, [8], 9 (des), 12, [12?] 36937 36942 
aroypady 3691 12 

amoxn 3690 19? 

apyvpiov 3690 14, 18 3691 10 

apxeiv [3691 13?] 

apoupa see Index VIII (a) 
atéXectoc 3691 6, 10 

avptov 3693 5 

avrobev 3690 13 

Adtoxpatwp see Index IT 

avtdc 3689 6, 7-8, 12,27 3690 3 (bis), 4 (ter), 5 (ter), 
ON 7 [eble 8 11,02, 13%, 14, EG) 15 (ler). 17, 18 
3691 [4?], 5, 6, 11, 12 

BactAccdc 3690 16 3691 12 

BéBatoc 3690 16 

BeBaiwac 3690 16 [3691 11?] 

BiBAcodvAdxov see Index VII s.v. éyaetHcewv BrBAco- 
dvAaktov 

BXraBoc 3690 18 

Boppac 3690 10, 11 3691 8 [9] 

yeitwv 3690 9 [3691 7] 

yewpyia 3690 16 3691 12 

yn 3690 8, 10, 16 [3691 12] 

yovevc 3689 6 

ypaupa 3689 28 

ypadew 3689 27 

yonc 3690 11 

dé 3690 10 (bs), 11, 17 3691 6, [6?], 7, [8], 9, [112] 
deitveiv 3693 2 

dexaevvéa 3690 6 

devtepoc 3690 2,17, 19 3691 2, [4], 14 

dnAodv 3690 7, 8, 12 3691 6, 7 
dynpdcroc 3690 10 See also Index VII; 1X 
dud 3690 5, 7, 16, 17, 20 3691 4, 13, [14?] 
dialpecic 3690 6 (bis), 7 
diaxdciot 3691 10 
diapbetpew 3691 13 

5.6 3689 10 
dvopodroyeiv 3690 19 

dpaxpyy see Index VIII(4) 
dvo 3690 8, 11 3691 6, 10 

eav 3690 17, 18 3691 13 
éavtot 3690 3 [3691 3?] 
éyyatoc 3691 7 

éy«rnec see Index VII 

eyxuxXeiov see Index VII 

eyKvKAvov see Index IX 
ey 3689 5? 
eldévar 3689 27-8 

eidoc 3690 16, 18 [3691 12?] 
etvar 3689 5 3690 7 (bis), 8 (bi), 9, 18, 19 3691 6, 

7,9 36936 3694 5, 6 
etc 3690 4, 6, 7, 8, 19 [3691 10?] 3693 2 
«ic 3690 7, 8, 9 

€x 3690 4, 6 (bis), 8, 9, 10, 11 (bis), 14 3691 8, [8], 

9 (bis) 
éxpaptupeiv [3691 3?| 
éxrote [3691 10?] 

exdoprov 3690 9 

eutrpocbev 3690 17 

év 3689 12 3690 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 112 3691 [2], [3?], 
[5], 10 3693 4 

évictavat 3689 g 3690 4, 17 (dis) 
e€axodovbeiv [3691 11?] 
errayopevar see Index III 

érraxodovbeiv 3690 20 
erdvayKoc 3690 15 

é€ravAuc 3691 [5], TOS [11] 

érrétevoc 3690 9? 

eri 3689 7 3690 8 
é€r16td6var 3689 10, 24-5 

emutnpytyc see Index VII 
éerritysov 3690 18 

é77a 3690 9, 13, 14, 15 

épwrav 3693 1 

€repoc 3690 5 (bis), 10, 11 [3691 13?] 

€roc 3689 g 3690 2, 5, 17, 19 3691 2, [4], 11, 14 

(€roc) 3689 19 

eddoxycc [3691 13?| 
EvceByc see Index II s. vv. Antoninus Pius, Severus 

Alexander 

3691 4, 11 

evcynuwv 3694 3 
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Edrvyne see Index II s.v. Severus Alexander 
éxew 3690 4 3691 5? 

7 3691 14 
jycuc 3691 [5], 6, [67], [g], 11 

yccwv 3690 19 

Oeoc see Index II s.v. Trajan; VI 

iva 3690 12 

icoc 3690 10? 

kalapoc 3690 16 3691 12 
Kabykew 3689 14. 

Kareiv 3694 3 
cata 3690 8, 18 3691 [4], [6?], 7, 72, 9, 13 

Kkato.xia 3690 75 8 

Katouxikoc 3690 7 

KAnpoc 3690 6 (bis) 

kAnpodv 3690 4. 
KAivn 3693 2-3 

Kowwvixoc 3691 6, 7 
Kuptoc 3690 19 (bis) 369114 3693 3 See also Index II 

s.vv. Antoninus Pius, Severus Alexander 

kupiwe 3690 13 

KOLN 3694 2 

Ais 3690 10 (bis), 11, 12 3691 8, 9 

peyac 3694 4 

peic 3689 9 36904 36945 
pev 3690 9 (bis), 11, 16 3691 [6°], 8, 9 
pépoc 3690 9, 11 3691 5, [5], 6, [72], 8, 9 (d25), 

[9 (bes) ], 11 (ds) 
petarapBavew 3690 12-13 

petadAaccew 3691 5 
péxpe 3690 17 

py 3689 18, 27 [3691 13?] 
pndé 3690 15 

pndeic 3690 15 

pnbeic 3690 14, 19 

AT np 3689 2-3 36903 3691 3 
pevnrovetov see Index VII 

veounvia 3691 4 

véoc 3691 5 

vopicwa see Index VIII(d) s.v. CeBacrov vopicua 

votwoc 3691 9 

votoc 3690 9, 11 3691 8, 9 

ode 3691 4, [13?] 

odoc 3691 7 

ouvdew 3689 14, 25 

dpoyrncioc 3689 4? 3690 3,5 3691 [3], 5 

INDEXES 

Ojovoc 3690 8, 7 3691 Hi 

dporoyetv 3690 1, 3, 7, 8, 13, 15, 18 3691 1, 3, 6, 7 

opodroyla 3691 4, 14 
opboyaviov 3690 8 

opKoc 3689 25 
6c 3690 4 (bis), 6, 7, 8,18 3691 4?, 5, [5], [7], 9, 19, 

[1o? (bis?) ], 13 

éctic 3693 5-6 

ocricovv 3690 16 [3691 12?] 

ovcaxdc 3690 16 3691 12 

obroc 3690 9, 15, 17-18 3691 12 

travnyupic 3694 6 

mantoc 3690 8 
rapa 3689 1 3690 12, 13, 15,18 369112 3694 2? 

mapaninrew 3691 13 

rapacuyypadeiv 3690 14, 18 (bis) 

Trapaywpeiv 3690 3, 13, 18 

Trapaywpncc 3690 15 

Tapaxwpntikov 3690 14 
mapexew 3690 15 3691 11-12? 
mac 3690 13, 16 (quinquies), 17 (bts) 

(bis?) |, 13 

matnp 3690 8 

matpixoc 3690 4 
mevtakocior 3690 14 

mevte 3690 7, 9 

mept 3690 6, 15 

meprexew 3691 13 
mepictepewv 3691 [5], 10 
mAevpicudc 3690 10, 12 3691 9 

mAnpyc 3690 14 
trovetv 3690 4 3691 4 

morc 3690 3 See also Index V(a) s.v. Otuptyxwv 
moAuc 

mpacic 3691 [4], 13 
tmpoypadew 3690 10, 11, 11-12, 12 

mpoxetcbar 3690 13 
mpoc 3691 [6? (dis?) |, [7?] 
mpocatroypagew 3690 4 
tmpocatrorivew 3690 18 

mpocdeiv [3691 13?] 
mpotepov 3690 6, 7-8 3691 5, 8 
mupyoc 3691 [5], 10 

moc 3691 13 

3691 [12? 

*pododopia 3694 6-7 

pvpn 3691 9 

CeBacroéc see Index II; VIII(d) 
citopdpoc 3690 8 
crrépiuoc 3690 8 

ctpatnyoc see Index VII 

cd 3693 1 3694 3, 4 
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cuyypagdy [3691 13?] 

cupPaivew 3691 13 

cupdwreiv 3690 14 

civ 3690 4, 13, 20 (bis) 
chpayic 3690 7, 8, 9, 11 

taéic 3689 13 

taccew [3691 10?] 

te 3690 6, 17 (corr. from de), 18 
tédecua 3690 17 

tereuTav 3689 8, 13 

téXoc 3691 11 

téraptoc 3691 5, 7, [9], 11 
TetpakicxiAror 3690 14 

tetpac 3690 4 

t0ic 3690 6 
TULY {3691 9] 

tiurov 3690 13 
tic 3690 17 
totrapxia 3690 6 

toroc 3691 6, 8, 10, [11] 
tpraxac 3693 6 

Tpickardexatoc 3690 5 
tpomoc 3690 15 

tuxn see Index VI 

Deel 

ac [3692 7°] 
aequus 3692 5? 

andromedus (= Hadrumetus, -um?) 3660 | ii 10 

as [3692 4?] 

atque 3660 | 11 7, 8 

bellum 3660 — ii 7 

beneuolens 3692 3-4? 
bonum 3692 5 

C. Iulius Diogenes, f. of C. Iulius Romanus, C. Julius 
Diogenes and C. Iulius Ptolemaeus, h. of Claudia 
Techosis 3692 1 

C. Julius Diogenes, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes and 

Claudia Techosis 3692 2 
C. Tulius Ptolemaeus, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes and 

Claudia Techosis 3692 2-3 
C. Tulius Romanus, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes and 

Claudia Techosis 3692 2 
carus 3692 3-4? 
cernere 3692 6 
ceterus 3692 6 

LY) 

vdpopvrAakia 3690 16 
vdwp 3691 9g 

Urapxew 3690 12 [3691 4?] 

vrép 3689 27 3690 14, 15? 
vmucxveicbat 3690 20 

b7r6 3690 4 (bis) 
vrouvnua 3689 10-11 

piravOpwrov 3690 13 
firey 3694 4 

xecpoypadov 3691 [4], 13 

xiAvov 3690 18 

xXpnpwarilew 3690 20 
xpovoc 3690 13, 17 

xaua 3690 16 

[3691 14?] 

pevdsew 3689 18 

yAdc 3691 6, 8, 10, 11 

wveicbar 3690 7, 8 

wpa 3693 7 

wc 3689 14 3690 7, 13 3691 6, 7, 13 

LATIN WORDS 

Cisalpinus 3660 |i 20 
Claudia Techosis, m. of C. Iulius Romanus, C. Iulius 

Diogenes, and C. Iulius Ptolemaeus, w. of C. 
Tulius Diogenes 3692 3 

committere [3692 13?] 

condere 3660 — i 12? 

coniuga [3692 3?] 
coniunx [3692 3?] 

damnas [3692 11?] 
dare [3692 12?] 
Diogenes, C. Tulius, f. of C. lulius Romanus, C. Lulius 

Diogenes and C. Julius Ptolemaeus, h. of Claudia 
Techosis 3692 1 

Diogenes, C. Iulius, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes and 
Claudia Techosis 3692 2 

dulcis 3692 3-4? 

ego 3692 5°, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 

esse 3692 [5?], 6, [8?], 10, r1?, [r1?], 12? 

C0922 8 2)h3 
ex 3692 [4?], 9 
exheres 3692 6 
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facere 3692 [1?], [12?] 

femina 3692 4 

fides [3692 13?] 
filius 3692 3 

Gallia 3660 |i 20, 21 

Gallicus 3660 |i 17? 

Gallocre | 3660 |i 18, 19 
Gallograecia 3660 |i 19? 

Gallograecus 3660 |i 18? 

ge.g..[ 3660 |i 1 
geminare 3660 |i 14? 
genealogia 3660 |i 3? 
genealogus 3660 |i 2? 
gentilis 3660 | i 22? 

genus 3660 — 1 4? 

germinare 3660 |i 14? 
Gesoriacum 3660 |i 11? 

glans 3660 |i 8, 9 

glob [ 3660 |i 16 

glutinare 3660 |i 14? 
gratus 3660 |i 13? 
gres reiacus (= Gesoriacum?) 3660 |i 11 

grex 3660 |i 10 
Grumentum 3660 |i 6 
gubernare 3660 |i 14? 
gubernator 3660 |i 7 
gymnasiarchus 3660 |i 5 
gymnasium 3660 |i 4 

Hadrumetus (-um) 3660 | ii 10? 
Hecuba 3660 | ii 16 

hereditas [3692 6?] 

heres 3660 | ii t1, 13, 14 3692 [5?], 8, 9 (dzs), 10 
(bis), 11 (bis), 12 (bis) 

Hesiodus 3660 | ii 9 

h]jexe_[ 3660 | ii 2 
hic 3660 | ii 5? 3692 10? 
hic 3660 | ii 72 
Hiero 3660 | ii 27 
Hierosolyma 3660 | ii 6? 
hinc 3660 | ii 8 
hispidus 3660 | 11 5? 
historia 3660 | ii 5?, 24 
historiografus 3660 | ii 25-6 
histrio 3660 | ii 5?, 23 
honestus 3660 | ii 18, 19 3692 3-4? 
honor 3660 | ii 17 

honorificus 3660 | ii 20, 21-2 

Hosdroena (= Ocponry) 3660 | ii 15 

ignominiosus 3660 = ii 2 
Tlerga (/. Ilerda) 3660 >i 11 

Ilergetes 3660 — i 12 

INDEXES 

illic 3660 | ii 7? 
illinc 3660 | ii 8? 
impedire 3660 — ii 3 

in 3660 > i 4?, 9 

inanire 3660 1 5, 6 

iJng,..[ 3660 > 1 3 
ingenuus 3660 — 1 4? 

ingredi 3660 — 1 13, 15 

instaurare 3660 — 11 4 

instituere 3660 | ii 11-12 

interrex 3660 +117, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 

intestinus 3660 — 11 6, 7 
Ireneus 3660 — 1 8? 

is 3692 7, 9 [137], 137 

Iulius, C. Lulius Diogenes, f. of C. Iulius Romanus, 

C. Tulius Diogenes and C. Lulius Ptolemaeus, h. of 

Claudia Techosis 3692 1 

Iulius, C. Iulius Diogenes, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes 

and Claudia Techosis 3692 2 

Iulius, C. Tulius Ptolemaeus, s. of C. lulius Diogenes 

and Claudia Techosis 3692 2-3 
Tulius, C. Tulius Romanus, s. of C. Lulius Diogenes 

and Claudia Techosis 3692 2 

lacessere 3660 = 111 7 

Lachesis 3660 — ii 2? 

lasciuus 3660 — iu 8 
lat,, 3660 > 1 13 

Leocrates 3660 — i 6? 
liberi 3692 4 
hhum 3660 — ui 19? 
Lillybaeum 3660 — ii 18, 19? 

Lillybaeus 3660 > 1 19? 
Lipara 3660 > i 8 
Liparensis 3660 — 11 g 

longi [ 3660 — ii 20 
longinquus 3660 — 1i 21? 
lu [ 3660 — iii 14 
lu, [ 3660 — iii 9 
lucratiuus 3660 = ii 15 

lucrum 3660 > ii 14 
ludus 3660 = ii 16 
lug [ 3660 — iii 10 

lugubris 3660 > ii 17 
lustrum 3660 = iii 11? 

lymphaticus 3660 => ii 10, 11 

mare 3660 |i 17? 
mater 3692 4 
meus 36092135 [SPs As) 7 

non 3692 9, [9?] 

omnis 3692 [4?], 6, [10?] 
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pars 3692 5, 7?, [ro?], 11 
pauor 3660 > ii 11 
posse 3692 8 
praestare [3692 13?| 
pro 3692 7? 
proficisci 3660 > i 10 

prouincia 3660 >i 9, 13-14, 15-16 
Ptolemaeus, C. Iulius, s. of C. Tulius Diogenes and 

Claudia Techosis 3692 2-3 

-que 3692 6?, 8, [13?] 
qui 3692 10? 

quis 3692 9 
quisquis 3692 11-12? 

rarus 3692 3-4? 

relinquere 3660 | ii 14. 
Romanus, C. Tulius, s. of C. Iulius Diogenes and 

Claudia Techosis 3692 2 

scire [3692 7?] 
scribere 3660 | ii 13 
se 3692 8 

simul [3692 7?| 
splendidus 3692 3-4? 
suus 3692 7 

Techosis, Claudia, m. of C. Iulius Romanus, C. 
Tulius Diogenes, and C. Tulius Ptolemaeus, w. of 
C. lulius Diogenes 3692 3 

testamentum 3692 1 

testari 3692 8, 9 
Transalpinus 3660 |i 21 

-ue 3692 9, 10, 11 (bes), 12 

unusquisque 3692 7 
uxor [3692 3?] 
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